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PREFACE

THE

great

war has entered

The

into history.

restraints, diiect

and indirect, which

being gone with

it,

it

imposed

we return

to sounder tests

of what should be pubUc knowledge

—uncomfortable

truths

may be

At the

told, secret places explored.

same time, the

squall of controversy in France

first

over the opening of the land campaign in the West
has subsided

;

No complete

history of the events culminating in the

this lull

victory of the

expected.

and

of

On

Marne
the

low value

;

is

the student's opportunity.

yet possible, or soon to be

is

German

on that

side,

evidence

scanty

is

of the Allies, there

is

yet a

preliminary work of sifting and measuring to undertake
ere definitive

judgments can be

set

rative conceived in a scientific, not

romantic, spirit

The

may

down.

Any

an apologetic or

claim to further this end.

difficulty lies less in following the actual

ments of that great encounter

move-

—the most important of

which, and their part in the result, can
pretty accurately

nar-

now be

traced

—than in estimating the factors that

produced and moulded

it.

Yet,

if

we

are right

in
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holding the battle of the Marne to be essentially the

completion of a chapter, the resultant of certain designs

and certain misadventures, a vast strategical reversal
correction, such an estimate is necessary to the

and

How

subject.

did the two chief antagonists envisage

the process of modern warfare

which was to close the

first

Why

?

was the action

phase of the war, and

largely to shape its after-course, fought not near the

northern or eastern frontiers, but between Paris and

Verdun

Why

?

and how were the

original plans of

What concampaign modified to reach this result ?
ditions of victory existed on the Marne that had been
lacking on the Sambre

meaning
of

the

of the battle

leadership

No

and

and

sooner

is

their

play,

forces in

organisation,

In a word, the key to the

?

must be sought

training,

comparative numbers,

armament and equipment,

inspiration.

such an inquiry opened than a number

Where exactly lay the
and why

of derivative problems appear.

German
was

it

superiority of force at the outset,

not

maintained

centration justifiable

soundly changed

if

so,

why

German plan

?

?

?

If

Was

the

not,

was

first
it

French con-

promptly and

Could the northern frontier have

Was Lanrezac

been defended ?
and,

in the character

responsible for Charleroi,

not Castelnau for Morhange

of

envelopment exaggerated

?

?

Was

the

Could the

British have done more at Mons, and were they slow
and timorous when the hour arrived to turn about ?
Was Paris ever in danger ? And, coming to the battle

PREFACE
how was

itself,

it

decided

?

vH

What

parts did Gallieni,

John French, and Foch play

Von Khick,

Sir

Joffre really

master of the

field

It

?

to answer fully such questions as
late to

may
these

Was

?

be too soon
;

it

is

too

evade them.

Outside the mass of
dispatches,

official

and

semi-official bulletins,

and explanations, much

of

it

now

best left

to oblivion, a considerable literature has accumulated
in France, including personal narratives

and

of all arms,

most

diverse.

critical essays

by combatants

from points

With the rather

of

view the

cruel sincerity of the

French intelligence, the whole military preparation of
the Republic has been challenged

many

sequent discussion,

;

and, in the con-

important facts have come

Thus, we have the texts of the most decisive

to light.

and many details of the dispositions of troops.
have Marshal Von Billow's valuable diary of field

orders,

We

movements, and the
officers like Lt.-Col.

critical reflections of distinguished

de Thomasson, Generals Malleterre,

Berthaut, Verraux, Percin, Canonge,
Cherfils,

and

Col. Feyler.

Bonnal, Palat,

Fragmentary statements by

General Joffre himself, by Generals Foch, Lanrezac,

and Maunoury, the Ministers

of

War, MM, Messimy and

by Generals von Freytag-Loringhoven, Von
German officers and men, give useful
indications.
We are also indebted to the more
Millerand,

Kluck, and other

systematic works of

and Babin
volumes

of

;

MM. Hanotaux, Reinach, Engerand,

and, with regard to the British Force, the

Marshal French and Major-General Maurice
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These and other sources

are important.
in the pages of

are

cited

"Notes and References" at the end

of the volume,

in

which some questions of

especially relating to the

detail,

preparation of the battle,

are discussed.

Having been privileged to watch the war
from beginning to end, and to
armies

(as

in

France

with the French

live

Correspondent attached to General Head-

quarters) for

more than two

years, the writer has also

had exceptional opportunities of studying the terrain,
and of discussing the drama as a whole and in detail
with officers and men from the highest to the most
humble.

To name

all

those from

ceived aid would be impossible

;

whom

to

seem to associate them with conclusions
is

solely responsible

;

but he

may

he has

re-

name any might
for

which he

record his deep

gratitude to the French Government, the Headquarters

and the various Army Staffs, for the rare experience of which this volume is unworthy fruit.

Staff,

February ig20.

Ger7nan units are throughout numbered in Roman capitals ("the
"), Allied in ordinary Jigures (" the 20th Corps ").

XX

Corps

The small Jigures in
of the volume.

the text refer to

**

Notes and References " at the end
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THE BATTLE OF THE

MARNE
CHAPTER

I

THE DELUGE

AUGUST
Emmich

three weeks after Von
1914
opened the war before Liege
five
days after the French Army of Lorraine was
trapped at Sarrebourg and Morhange two days after
Namur fell, and Charleroi and Mons were abandoned.
On this black day, the 25th, while Louvain was
burning, the 80,000 men of the old British regular
Army made an average of 20 miles under a brazen
sun, pursued by the enormous mass of Von Kluck's
marching wing. The ist Corps under Haig came into
Landrecies at 10 p.m., and, after a stiff fight and two
or three hours' sleep, trudged on to Guise
while the
2nd, Smith - Dorrien's, at Le Cateau and towards
Cambrai, spent most of a showery night in preparing
for the battle of the morrow, which was to save the
western flank of the Allies, On the British right, the
French 5th Army, Lanrezac's, surprised in the Charleroi-Namur-Dinant triangle by the onset of Von
Billow and the cleverly secreted approach of Von
Hansen, had struck a wild blow, and then reeled
25,

:

;

;

;
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back

;

the

two

German

commanders

were

now

driving it over the Belgian frontier from Avesnes
The 4th Army, under de Langle de Cary,
to Rocroi.
punished between Paliseul and Neufheavily
no less
Belgian
Ardennes, was just reaching the
the
in
chateau

French Meuse between Sedan and Stenay, there to
dispute the passages against the Duke of Wiirtemberg.
Eastward again, Ruffey, beaten back on a wide crescent

from Virton to Briey in the Woevre by the Imperial
Crown Prince, was standing better against a relaxed
pressure, from toward Montmedy, through Spincourt,
to Etain,
of the 3rd

Thus, Sarrail, in taking over the

Army, was able

to

make

command

ready, though with

inadequate means, for the three-sided defence of
On the eastern border, Castelnau and
Verdun.
Dubail, withdrawing hardly from ill-starred adventures
in Lorraine and Alsace, were rallying the 2nd and ist
Armies around the Nancy hills and on both sides of
the Gap of Charmes. Mulliouse, twice captured, was
finally abandoned by General Pau, with all save a corner
of Alsace and the southern passes of the Vosges.
" It is a cruel necessity," said the official communique
of August 26, " which the Army of Alsace and its
chief have submitted to with pain, and only at the last
extremity." They had discovered that " the decisive
attack " had to be met " in the north." At that
moment, in fact, a hardly less " decisive " attack was
being met in the heart of Lorraine.
It was everywhere the same bitter story of defeat
defeat by surprise, by locally superior numbers, by
superior armament, sometimes by superior generalship
and everywhere the retreat was accompanied
and hampered by the flight of masses of peasantry

—

;
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and townsfolk whose flaming homes

lit
upon the
horizon behind a warning to hasten their feeble steps.

Before

we seek

the Staffs in their shifting quarters,

what
meant for the commonalty of the armies, without
whose strength and confidence the best plans must be
Over a million strong, they had
as chaff in the wind.
gathered
left their homes, and
at their depots during
to explain this extraordinary situation, let us see

it

these three weeks, to be whirled off to the frontiers

and the

scarcely

first

imaginable

trial

history, this

was a new thing
sudden tremendous clash

manhood

highly developed nations,

conscript systems.
of

It

of

modern

in the world's

of the

whole

armed with

the most murderous machinery science could devise,
and supported by vast reserves of wealth. It had
fallen swiftly upon them, the doom that many learned
men had declared to be impossible in the twentieth
century
yet its essential nature was crude enough to
be immediately understood, and the intelligence of
France, though shocked, was not stunned. This
million of peasants and workmen, merchants, manufacturers, priests, artists, idlers, and the nation behind
them, were unanimous as never before. They knew
the issue was not of their making
they knew equally
that it could not be refused, but must be fought out,
and that it would be a hard fight. The Napoleonic
and there was now no
wars were to be eclipsed
;

;

;

Little Corporal to flash his genius like a searchlight

across Europe.
prestige

Few

than in

The enemy had no

less

advantage in

effectives, preparation, initiative.

of the million guessed, as

them were marked down for
opinion was that it would be

yet, that

all

most

of

The general
over by Christmas,

sacrifice.
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A

at latest.

war seemed tragic enough
With the unwonted agreement,

four months'

in those first days.

an unwonted gravity spread across the sunny lands
from the Channel to the Alps where the crops were
ripening.

If

idealism

international

lay

shattered,

—

national democracy rose well to the trial never better.
No recrimination (even the murderer of Jaur^s was
set

no conspiracy, no

aside),

marked the

guillotine,

England would
great revival of the republican spirit.
at least guard the coasts, and keep the seaways open.
France went into the struggle without wavering or
doubt.

And

so, "

Aux

armes, Citoyens

"
!

—

^for

these,

mark

you, are, in very fact, citizen armies, independent, freethinking, high-spirited fellows, no Emperor's " cannonfood." From the smallest hamlet to the boulevards
of the great city, every pulse of life is feverishly concentrated upon their gathering and departure. At the
barracks the reservists, clad, armed, equipped, are
ready to entrain. Crowds of women, whose red eyes
belie their brave words, children at their skirts,

surround the gates, and run forward with bunches
of

and

flowers

tricolor

rosettes.

The

officers

carry

bouquets at their saddle-bows, the men cap their rifles
with roses and ribbons. At the railway station, long
Unes of goods-vans, with a few passenger carriages
;

and

aUied colours in front of
" Berlin,
a wag chalks up the direction
the engine
The horses and guns are aboard
alter et retour."
the men jostle in the open doorways, and exchange
A stanza of the " Marseillaise "
cries with the crowd.
" Vive la France "
is broken by last adieux, shouts of

more

flowers

little flags

;

:

;

:

!

and the curtain

falls

upon the

first

memorable

act.
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Interminable journe3's follow, by road and rail,
toward the frontiers, then from town to village, and
from farm to farm of countrysides more and more
deserted and desolate.
In the passes of the Vosges,
the hills and fiats of Lorraine, the woods of the French
Ardennes, the men accustom themselves uneasily to
the oppressive heat of day and the chill and damp of
night

;

to sore feet

and chafed shoulders

;

to spells

to the dehunger due to late or lost convoys
privation of accustomed comfort, and the thousand
minor ills which in all times have been the ground-

of

;

Superfluous
war.
vanish before the irreconcilable
need of economy in every effort. Officers begin to
be honoured not for rank or show, but for the solid
talents of leadership
pals are chosen, not from
effusion of heart, but for assurance of help in emer-

stuff of the

show}^ tapestries of

graces of civilised

life

;

gency.

The mantles

of the chasseurs are still blue, the
the infantry red, the uniforms of the
but already
artillery and engineers nearly black
bright colours tend to disappear, and every other tone
By
to assimilate with the dust of the high roads.
day and night there is but one traffic throughout these

breeches of

;

northern and eastern departments

—

files

of cavalry,

columns of heavy-laden men,
convoys of Parisian autobuses and hooded carts, pass
incessantly through the silent forests out into the open
batteries of field-guns,

plains.

The

civilian population steadily

even in the larger towns
remain under suspicion
;

who

diminishes,

the gendarmerie keep those
of

espionage.

The

frontier villagers welcome the marching troops hospitably, until local food supplies are exhausted, and
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from the front of reverses and of
foul cruelty to the peasants on the part of the enemy.
Only a fortnight has gone by when the national confidence in a speedy victory receives this heavy blow.
Bad news gathers and reverberates. It is a little
until

news comes

in

years of bloodshed, to recover the fresh

difficult, after

calamities.
Men were then not yet
broken to the pains, the abominable spectacles, of war.
That theh self-offering to the fatherland should win
them an honoured grave might well be. But defeat
at the outset, the shame of retreat almost before a
blow could be struck, this was an incredible, monstrous,

sense of these

first

intolerable thing.

The

incredible, however, generahsed itself over all

the highways of Lorraine and Belgium.
typical scene

following
of

days.^

Take any

August 22 or the
The roads are black with columns

on the march-routes

of

troops retreating west- and south-ward,

more

or

broken, linesmen, chasseurs, artillerymen, supply
and special services, with their guns, munition wagons,

less

Red Cross detachments, convoys of heavy-laden carts
with wounded men sitting on top or clinging behind
and, in the breaks, crowds of panic-stricken peasants,
in farm wagons or on foot, old men, women, and children,
with bedding, boxes, bird-cages, and other strange
belongings.
Dismay broods like a palpable cloud
over these pitiful processions. There is an incessant
jostling.

Drivers flog their horses cruelly.

Wounded

men drop by

the wayside and lie there untended,
their haggard faces stained with mire and powder,
blood oozing through their coats, trickling out into
the litter of torn knapsacks and broken arms. The

sun blazes inexorably, the

air is

poisoned with clouds

THE DELUGE
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of dust, or drenching showers of rain

produce another

and ever the long stream of failure
and fear flows on, eddying here and there into acute
confusion as some half-mad woman sets up a cry
" The Prussians "
Night follows day soldiers and country-folk, hungry
and exhausted, fall into the corners of any sheltered
place they can find an empty barn, the nave of a
village church
for an unsatisfying sleep, or, too sick
to sleep, watch the fantastic shadov>^s and fugitive
lights dancing upon the walls, mocking their anguished
thoughts of the morrow. The batteries and convoys
have gone on through the darkness, men rolling from
side to side with fatigue on their horses or guncarriages, as though drunk. With daybreak the greater
in
trek recommences. The enemy has not been idle
the distance behind rolls the thunder of heavy guns
pillars of smoke and flame rise from burning villages.
And as, day after day, a new stage of retirement
sort of misery

;

:

!

:

—

—

:

;

increasingly

controlled,

it

is

true

—

is

ordered,

the

question pierces deeper
What is to become of France ?
Those who have lived at the centre as well as on
the skirts of armed hosts become habituated to one enveloping condition
the rank and file, and even most
of the officers, know little or nothing of what is passing
:

:

outside their

own

particular

spheres.

It

is

in the

nature and necessity of military operations, especially
at the beginning and in a phase of rapid movement, that it should be so. Perhaps it is also a neOf these
cessity of the psychology of endurance.
republican armies, only a small minority of the men
were old soldiers
most of them had all they could do
to adapt themselves, day by day and hour by hour,
;
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new world of violence, squalor, and general
unreason in which they were now prisoned. They
had to learn to bear fatigue and pain such as they had
never known to overcome the spasm of fear that grips
the stoutest heart in unaccustomed emergencies
to
thrust the bayonet not into a sandbag, but into soft,
quivering flesh, and draw it forth again to obey men
who were incompetent and stupid, as well as born
to the

;

;

;

The German heavy

leaders.

shells, aeroplanes,

motor

the formidable entrenchments and fields
of wire
gradually they recognised these and other
elements of the invader's superiority. Weaklings
" We are betrayed.
cried
It is 1870 over again."
What could the bravest reply ? Letters were few
and far between. Newspapers were never so barren.
What was Paris doing ? What were Russia and
England doing ?
The retreating columns marched
with downcast eyes, wrapped in a moody silence.
By what revolt of the spirit did these apparently
broken men become, a fortnight later, the heroes of the
Marne ? The answer must be that they were not
broken, but were passing through the sort of experience which, in a virile race, wakens the dull-minded
to their utmost effort, blows away the last traces of
laxity and false idealism, and, by setting above
every other fear the fear of a ruined Fatherland,
raUies the whole mass on the elementary ground of
defence to the death. Voices, Ijdng voices, had
whispered that France was diseased, body and soul,
that the Republic would surely die of its corruptions.
We have since discovered the immeasurable strength
of democratic communities.
Then it was questioned
by the few, unsuspected by the many. England and
transport,

—

:
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America, even more than France, had outgrown any
of liking for war.
To be driven back to that
gross test was a profound surprise.
For the quick,
proud French mind to find itself suddenly in face of
defeat and the threat of conquest was a second and
severer shock. The long retreat gave it time to perceive that this calamity arose largely from its own
errors, and to re-group its forces in a truer conception
sort

of

the

ma y

character

count in the
reasoning.

crisis of

Amid

Even

modern warfare.

of

not have clearly realised this need

Joffre

great instincts

;

leadership equally with powerful

the

tramp-tramp

of

the

weary,

by the night bivouacs, under
the rain of shrapnel and the crash of high explosive,
men of the most diverse condition and character,
shedding old vanities and new alarms, came down
step by cruel step to the fundamental honesty, unity,
and resolution of our nature. The mirage of an easy
victory vanished
in its place a finer idea rose and
rose till the armies saw nothing else
France must
live
I may die, or be doomed to a travesty of life
at any price, France must be saved.
dust -blinded columns,

;

:

!

So the

;

steel

was tempered

for the

supreme

trial.

^^ fh

CHAPTER

II

A TRAGEDY OF ERRORS
The German Plan of Campaign

I.

" vanities "

ERRORS,"

?
These words must
however gently, however briefly.
To regard the battle of the Marne without
reference to the grievous beginnings that led to and
shaped it would be to belittle and falsify a subject
peculiarly demanding care for true perspective.
The

be

battle

justified,

may

be classed as negatively decisive in that

it

arrested the invasion long enough to enable the Allies
to gain an equaUty of forces,

and so to prevent a final
was only positively decisive in
the larger sense that it re-created on a sounder base
the military spirit and power of France, which alone
among the Western Allies seriously counted in that

German

victory

it

;

emergency, and, by giving the army a new direction,
the nation a new inspiration, made it possible for them
to sustain the long struggle that was to follow.
Perilous
illusions,

military

as

beside the Marne.

school of

well

A

teaching was

The French mind

as

pacifist,

were buried

fashion of thought, a whole

rose to

quietly sunk
its full

in its waters.

stature

cls

the nature

which it had fallen broke upon it.
This surprise was threefold.
In the first place,
the German plan of campaign was misconceived.
of the surprise into

THE GERMAN PLAN OF CAMPAIGN

ii

That plan was grandiose in its simplicity. It rested
upon a sound sense of the separation of the Allies
their geographical dispersion, which gave the aggressor
the advantages famous in the career of Frederick the
the diversity of charGreat, as in that of Napoleon
acter, power, and interest within the Entente, which
was, indeed, hardly more than an improvisation,
:

;

its lack of
without any sort of common organ, so far
unity not only in command but in military theory and
practice generally.
The first of these data indicated
to the German Command the Frederician succession
the second narrowed the choice
of swift offensives
;

;

for the first

and suggested an

effort,

after- work of

the third had fortified Prussian
pride and discipline with a daring strategy and an
armament superior, in most respects, to an5rthing the
political

intrigue

;

world had conceived to be possible. Which
of the three great States, then, should be first struck
down ? The wildest Pan-Germanist could not reply
" England," in face of her overwhelming sea-power.
So the British Empire, with the North Sea and Channel
Its internal
coasts, were, for the moment, ignored.
problems, its peaceful, almost neutral, temper, its
slow-mindedness in European affairs, were more
regarded than the trivial military force which alone
England could at once offer its friends. For speed
was to be of the essence of the plan. Remained
France and Russia
and here political as well as
mihtary calculations entered. The inchoate Empire
of the East would, it was thought, be the slower in
getting to its feet. Would a new Moscow expedition
break its will for self-defence ? The author of the
" Willy-Nicky " letters imagined a better way. France
rest of the

;
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would stand by her ally. The " Republic of the
Rochettes and Steinheils/' however, was not naturally
impregnable
when it was finished, would not " dear
Nicky " be glad to return to the Drei-Kaiserbund, the
old Bismarckian order, and to join in a friendly rearrangement of the world ? So the conclusion, with
all the neatness of a professorial thesis
Russia was
to be held up actively, on the south, by the AustroHungarian armies, passively on the north, by a screen
;

:

—

of

German

troops

—while

France,

as

the principal

enemy, was swiftly crushed. Thus far, there should
have been no surprise.
It was otherwise with the plan of campaign itself,
and there are details that will remain in question tUl
all the archives are opened.
Yet this now appears
the only plan on which Germany could hope to bring
an aggressive war to a successful issue. A repetition
of the triumph of 1870 would not be enough, for, if
France resisted as long this time, everything would
be put in doubt. The blow must be still more swift
and overwhelming. To be overwhelming, it must at
once reach not portions, but the chief mass, of the
French armies. But nowhere in the world had
military art, working upon a favourable terrain, set

up

so formidable a series of obstacles to grand-scale

manoeuvre as along the Une of the Meuse and Moselle
Heights and the Vosges. A piercing of this line at
the centre, between the fortified systems of VerdunToul on the north and Epinal-Belfort on the south,
might be an important contributory operation
in
itself it could not give a speedy decision.
A mere
;

diversion

by Belgium,

in aid of a

main attack

in

Lorraine, would not materially alter this calculation.

THE GERMAN PLAN OF CAMPAIGN
The

full

factors

surprise,

of

effects

in a short

the

across

of

all

struggle, could only be expected

where the adversary was
certainly

most important
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least

north.

prepared, which was

These

offensive

con-

would be confirmed by a defensive consideration
German Lorraine, also, was so fortified
and garrisoned as to be beyond serious fear of insiderations

:

In neither direction could Alsace provide
favourable conditions for a great offensive.
The political objects of the war being granted, these
arguments would lead to the strategical conclusion
the strongest possible force will be so deployed, on a
vast arc stretching from southern Lorraine to Flanders,
that its superiority may at once be brought fully into
vasion.

:

The

method

was a variant drawn from
Clausewitz and Schlieffen. The
" march on Paris " occupied in the plan no such
place as it long held in the popular imagination.
The
analogy of closing pincers has been used to describe
the simultaneous onset of seven German armies ranged

play.

the

teaching

of

in a crescent from the Vosges to Brussels
but it is
uncertain whether the southern wing was originally
intended to participate immediately in the destructive
;

purpose followed upon the
French offensives.
The latter
supposition is the more probable
and we may,
therefore, rather picture a titanic bolas ending in five
loaded cords, of which the two outer ones are the
most heavily weighted. These two outer masses were
(a) Kluck's and Billow's Armies on the west
(b) the
Crown Prince of Bavaria's and Heeringen's on the
east.
Approximately equal, they had very different
functions, the road of the one being open, of the other
stroke,

or whether this

collapse of the

first

;

;
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closed

the

;

the one, therefore, being essentially offensive,
Between these
pro\isionally defensive.

other

two masses, there were three

lesser
forces under
Hansen, the Duke of Wiirtemberg, and the Imperial
Crown Prince. While the eastern armies held the
French forces as originally concentrated, the western
mass, by an immense envelopment, was to converge,
and the three inner bodies were to strike direct,
toward the north-centre of France perhaps toward
the upper Seine, but there could hardly be a precise
destroying any
objective till the invasion developed ^
The eastern thrust which
resistance in their path.
actually followed appears, on this hj^othesis, as an
auxihary operation rather than part of a double
envelopment
we shall see that, delivered at the
moment when the Allies in the west were being
driven in between Le Cateau and Givet, it failed
against a successful defence of the only open road of
the eastern frontier, the Gap of Charmes, and that

—
—

:

again failed a fortnight later. The other German
armies went triumphantly forward. In every part
of the field is evident the intention to conceal, even
to hold back, the movements of approach, and so to
articulate and synchronise them that, when the hour
of the decisive general action had arrived, there should
be delivered a single, sudden, knock-out blow.
it

II.

The Forces

in

Play

In every part the German war-machine was designed and fitted to deliver such a blow. Its effective
force

was the second great element

Entente.

of surprise for the

THE FORCES
It is

now

IN

PLAY
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clear that, taking the field as a whole,

France was not overwhelmed by superior numbers.
True, as a French official report says, " the military
of

effort

passed

all

Germany

at the outset of the war suranticipations "
but the element of sur;

numbers, but in fighting quality
and organisation. Of the whole mass mobilised in
August 1914, one quarter was sent to the East. The
remainder provided, in the last week of August, for
employment against Belgium and France, an effective
force of about 8u infantry divisions
45 active, 27
reserve, mixed Ersatz brigades presently grouped in
6 divisions, and 4 Landwehr divisions in course of
formation,^ with about 8 divisions of cavalry, about
a million and a half of men, for the most part young,
prise

lay not

in

—

—

and disciplined, including 115,000
re-engaged non-commissioned officers (double the
strength of the French company cadres).
Of the
prodigious mass of this west-European force, about
a half was directed through Belgium, and essential
fact
nearly a third passed to the west of the

highly trained

—

—

Meuse.

The French, on the other hand, admirably served
by their railways,'^ put at once into the field 86
divisions (47 active, 25 reserve, 12 Territorial, and
2 Moroccan), of which 66 were at the front, with 7
divisions of cavalry, on the eve of the critical battles

Sambre and the Gap

of Charmes, in the third
Before the battle of the Marne, all
French active troops had been withdrawn from the
Italian frontier, only a few Territorials being left
there.
An exact numerical comparision cannot yet

of the

week

of August,

be made.

It

seems certain, however, that, including
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five British
field

and

whole
There was

six Belgian divisions, in the

the Allies were not outnumbered.

no great difference in cavalry.
But there was a vital difference in the infantry
organisation, as to which the French Command had
been completely deceived. Not only had it failed to
foresee the creation of brigades of Ersatz troops (to

say nothing of the Landwehr divisions which appeared
in September)
it had never contemplated the use of
reserve formations as troops of shock.
In the
French Army, the reserve battalions, regiments, and
inadequate in
divisions were so many poor relations
younger officers and non-coms, insufficiently armed
:

—

(especially

in

artillery),

insufficiently

trained

and

disciplined, and, accordingly, destined only for lesser

When,

as occurred almost at once under
the successful example of the enemy,
reserve divisions and groups of divisions had to be
thrown into the front Une, the homogeneity of the
armies and the confidence of their chiefs suffered.
Meanwhile, reaUsing a plan initiated in 1913, the
German Staff had created 16 army corps of reserves,
of which 13 were used on the Western front, where
they proved as solid as the regulars, and were given
tasks ais responsible in all parts of the field. The main
mass of attack, therefore, consisted not of 22, but 34,
army corps a difference larger than the strength
of the two armies of Kluck and Billow to which the
great enveloping movement was entrusted.^ Without this supplementary force ^the result not of
numbers available, but of superior training and
organisation the invasion could hardly have been
attempted, or would assuredly have failed. On the
tasks.

pressure

of

—

—

—

THE FORCES
other hand, as

we

shall see,
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been anticipated,

it

the French plan of campaign must have been pro-

foundly modified.

The balance in armament was not
French 3-inch field-gun from the
highest expectations of
fire.

But

pieces

in

of

its

less

rapidity

heavier

The

uneven.

It

first

justified

the

and accuracy of
and longer
Wliile Frenchmen

weight

range the inferiority was flagrant.
had been counting theii- " 75 " against heavier but
less handy German guns, while they were throwing
all the gravamen of the problem of national defence
on three-years' service, the enemy was developing a
of instruments which immensely reinforced his
man-power.
Instead of resting content with light
guns, he set himself to make heavier types more
mobile. The peace establishment of a German active
corps included 160, a French only 120, guns. It was,
however, in weight, rather than numbers, that the
difference lay.
Every German corps had 16 heavy
5' 9-inch mortars.
The French had no heavy artillery
save a few batteries of Rimailho 6"i-inch rapid-fire
pieces, and a few fortress cannon.
In addition to 642

set

six-piece batteries of horse
field-gun

and

armies had, in

4"i-inch

and

light

field artillery (3*i-inch

howitzer), the

German

before the mobilisation, 400 four-piece
batteries of 5"9-inch howitzers and 8'2-inch mortars.

The German

all,

had aviators
" Thus," says General Malleterre,

artillery alone at the outset

to correct their

fire.

—

speaking from experience in the long retreat ^ " thus
is
explained the terrible surprise that our troops
suffered when they found themselves overwhelmed at
the first contact by avalanches of projectiles, fired
from invisible positions that our artillery could not

fit

^'^

^.

^
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For there was

reach.

this of

unexpected in the German

attack, that, before the infantry assault, the deploy-

was preceded by showers of shells of aU
storms of iron and fire arresting and upsetting
our shaken Unes,"
In air services, in petrol transport, and in the art
of field defences, also, the French were outmatched.
but
Aviation was essentially their sport and science
the army had shown httle interest in it, and had made
only a beginning in its two main functions general
reconnaissance and the ranging of artillery fire,'
Thus ill-prepared for a modern large-scale offensive,
France had not acquired the material or the tactic
"
of a strategical defence.
The light and rapid " 75
had been thought of almost exclusively as an arm of
attack, in which weight and range were now become
the master properties.
Its remarkable qualities for
defence began to appear in the unfortunate actions
presently to be traced, and were only fully understood
many months later, when " barrage " fire had been
elaborated.
The mitrailleuse was essentially a French
invention
but its greatest value
in defence
was
not yet appreciated. The numerical provision of
machine-guns was the same as that of the German
Army (though differently organised). It was owing

ment

of units

calibres,

;

—

—

;

—

to a more considerable difference of tactical ideas
that a legend grew up of an actual German superiority
in this arm.
In the French Army, all defensive

methods were prejudiced in the German, they were
The deep trenches that might have saved
much of Belgium and northern France were
scouted, until it was too late, as incompatible with
the energy and pride of a great army. The lessons
;

not.
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from recent wars drawn, among others, by the
Russian State Councillor,' Jean de Bloch, fifteen years
before,^ went for nothing.
"It is easy to be wise
" but
after the event,' " writas Field-Marshal French
I cannot help wondering, why none of us realised what
the most modern rifle, the machine-gun, motor traction,
'

;

the aeroplane, and wirelass telegraphy would bring
about.
It seems so simple when judged by actual
results. ... I feel sure that, had we realised the true
of modern appliances of war in August 1914,
would have been no retreat from Mons." ^
While the German armies were born and bred in the
old offensive spirit, their masters had seen the difficulties created by the development of modern gunfire.
With a tireless and pitiless concentration of wiU,
the men had been organised, trained, and in every
effect

there

essential

way

provided, to carry out an aggressive

Yet their generals did not despise
even in the days of their first
intoxication, as witness any French story of the battle
of Morhange, or this characteristic note on the fighting
" The
in the region of Neufchateau and Palliseul
enemy, whom our aeroplanes and cavalry had not been
plan of campaign.

scientific

field-works,

:

had a powerful defensive organisa-

able to discover,
tion

:

fields

of

wire entanglement on the ground

and sword blades ;
yards high, barbed with nails and hooks.
There were also, unfortunately, in certain of our corps,

wide, deep holes conceahng pikes
Lines of wire 2

insufficiencies of instruction

committed under

fire,

and execution, imprudences

over-bold deployments leading

to precipitate retreats, a lack of co-ordination between

the infantry and the artillery.

by our inexperience

of the sort

The enemy

profited

of defence

he had
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For the German soldiers at the outset
The
of the war, this was only a passing necessity.
^^

organised."

principle of the instant strategical offensive well ex-

pressed the spirit

of

an authoritarian Government

on aggression,
jealous and servile, and
bent

by a

of

constituency, at once
war-machine, sustained

its

its

None

feverishly developed industriahsm.

of these

conditions obtained under the Third RepubUc. Of
the weaknesses of the French Army in tactical science,
in the first
one result is sufficiently tragic proof
corps
and divisional
month of the war, 33 army
;

generals were

III.

removed from

their

commands.^

The French War Doctrine

was not the fault, but the glory, of France that
she Uved upon a higher level, to worthier ends, than
her old enemy. But if we find reason to suspect that,
the nation having accepted the burden of taxation
and armed service, its arms and preparation were not
It

the best of their kind, that a superstitious fidelity to
conservative sentiments and ideas was allowed to
obscure the hard facts of the Em-opean situation and
the changing nature of modern warfare, the fact
that certain critics have plunged rashly into the
intricacies

of

a most

of being corrected

difficult

problem, or

the risk

when more abundant information

must not prevent us from facing a conWe do not
is important for our subject.
espouse any partisan thesis, or question any individual
reputation
we can do no more here than open a Hne
of inquiry, and no less than recall that the men whose
responsibiUty is in cause had suddenly to challenge
appears,

clusion that

;
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on evidence al many points slighter than now
any studious layman.
In every detail, Germany had the benefit of the
initiative.
The French Staff could not be sure in
advance of British and Belgian aid or of Italian
neutrality, and it was bound to envisage the possibility
It
of attack by the Jura, as well as by Belgium.
could not be sure that any smaller strength would
secure the Lorraine frontier
and it was possibly right
in regarding a defeat on the east as more dangerous
than a defeat in the north. The distrust of fortification, whether of masonry and steel, or of field-works,
may have become exaggerated by a too Hvely sense
but it had a certain
of the power of the newer artillery
basis in the fear of immobilising and paralysing the
armies.
To discover a happy mean between a
dangerous obstinacy in defending a frontier, and a
dangerous readiness to abandon precious territory and
its people in order to preserve freedom of movement,
was perhaps beyond any brain of that time. Nevertheless, when all allowances have been made, it must
be said (i) that the importance of gaining time by
defensive action was never realised, and this chiefly
that the
because of dogmatic prepossessions
(2)
actual concentration expressed a complete mis judgment of the line of greatest danger and (3) that these
two faults were aggravated by the kind of offensive
upon which all hopes were placed. The misapprehension of the German system of reserves, referred to
fate
lies

before

;

;

;

;

above, and therefore of the total effective strength of
the enemy, had led the French Staff to conclude that
there was nothing to fear west of the Meuse, and at the

same time had confirmed a temperamental

belief in
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the possibility of crippling the attack by a rapid and
The whole conception was
unrestrained offensive.
erroneous.

For Belgium, there was no other hope than a proIn any war with Germany, the
visional defensive.
object
for
France,
it now seems evident, must
principal
the
coup
brusque
off
till Russia was fully
be to stave

and England could bring more aid. But the
dogma was in possession any doubt was
damned as a dangerous heresy. The chief lesson of
1870 was now thought to be the folly of passivity.
Looking back upon events, many French soldiers

ready,

traditional

;

recognise, with

General

strategy should have

Malleterre, that the

French

" a

been
waiting disposition
behind a powerfully-organised Meuse front, with a
mass of manoeuvre ready to be directed against the
" But," adds this writer, " our
principal attack."
minds had been trained in these latter years to the
offensive d ouirance." ^^ They had been trained in part
upon German discussions, the deceptive character of
which, and the very different facts behind, were not
realised.

At

its

best, for instance in Foch's lectures

at the Ecole Superieure de Guerre (1895-1901), there

was in

this teaching

somewhat too much

of emotion,

too Uttle of cold analysis. The faith in sheer energy
and will is placed too high, the calculation of means to

ends too slightly insisted upon. It is true, it is, indeed,
a truism, that "the battle must not be purely defensive," that " every defensive battle must be ter-

minated by an offensive action, or it will lead to no
result."
Foch himself, before he had risen to the
supreme direction of the Allied armies, had learned
to recognise that, with millions of men in play, no
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can suddenly give a decision, that
to continue for months, even
years, a new war-machine may have to be built
ere a victorious reaction becomes possible.
In the General Staff instructions of October
effort of will

defensive

may have

the
for

up,
28,

1913, the doctrine had received its extremest expression.
Tlie milder instructions of 1895 were condemned as based upon the " most dangerous " idea
prefer defence on a favourattack on an unfavourable, giound. " In
order to avoid all misunderstanding on so important a
point of doctrine, the new instructions admit only a

commander might

that a
able,

to

single justification for the defensive in

combat, that

the necessity of economising troops on certain points
so underin order to devote more forces to attacks
stood, the defensive is, properly speaking, no more
than an auxiliary of the offensive." " The offensive
is,

;

alone leads to

positive results "

;

this

is

the sole

permissible rule governing the conduct of operations.

Attacks must be pressed to the extremity without
" every other
arriere-pensee or fear of heavy losses
conception must be rejected as contrary to the very
:

nature of

war"

(art.

5).

"A

Commander-in-Chief

will never leave to his adversary the priority of action
on the pretext of waiting for more precise information
;

he

will,

from the beginning

of the war,

stamp

it

with

such a character of violence and determination that
the enemy, struck in his morale and paralysed in
action, will perhaps find himself compelled to remain
on the defensive " (art. 6). "All the decisions of the
command must be inspired by the wiU to seize and
and they must be pursued
keep the initiative "
" even if the information collected up to then on the
;
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forces

and

dispositions of the

incomplete."

The plan

so that changes can be

enemy be obscure and

should,

made

indeed,

according to

be supple,

new informa-

but " success in war depends more on perseverance and tenacity than on ability in the conception
" The French Army,"
of the manoeuvre ." (art. 15).
added the Commission which elaborated these rules
" returning to its traditions, now admits in the conduct
of operations no law other than that of the offensive."
Fortunately, no code can do more than hamper the
natural elasticity of the French mind. But the direction
of the armies from top to bottom, and even the
traditional aim of keeping in hand a mass of manoeuvre,
which had figured strongly in the teaching of Foch
and other militar}/ writers of ten or fifteen years
before, were affected by the current prescriptions
of the Staff.
We cannot here attempt to trace the
growth of the perversion. The spirit of the French
command on the eve of the war is, however, sufficiently
evidenced in its actual dispositions
and we know
that it threw its only mass of manoeu\Te (the 4th Army)
into the Belgian Ardennes in the third week of August,
and had to fight the battle of the Marne without any
general reserve.
In brief, along with every arm and
method of defence, the service of information, the
preparation of battle, and the art of manoeuvre
which is irreconcilable with a dogma of universal and
unconditional
attack were depreciated and prejudiced.^^
In the strength and weakness of this
creed, France entered the war.
The results in the lesser commands were serious
enough. Speaking of the advance into the Ardennes,
M. Hanotaux, in general an apologist of the old school.
tion

;

;

—
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was conducted "

mood," that
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in
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an extremely optimistic
were launched

charges

a mile distance from the enemy without artillery
preparation," and that, " doubtless, the spirit of the

at

and ill-restrained, among officers
men, was one of the causes of our reverse,"
Officers and men took only too literally the rules on
which they had been trained. Strengthened by the
general belief in a short war, and by an exaggerated idea
of the importance of first results, a like infatuation
governed the strategy and the tactics of the French
armies.
A succession of surprises marks the light
regard for information of the enemy's means and
movements, as a series of instant reverses measures
the scorn for well-pondered manoeuvie. Was France
requued by her Eastern ally to attack at once ? The
attack need not have surpassed the proportions of
holding actions punctuating a stout defence. Was
Belgium closed to the French armies by the old treaty
of neutrality ?
That did not justify a plan of campaign which left the north uncovered to a German
aggression.
For all that followed from disunity of
the Allied commands, England and Belgium share the
responsibility.
Had they, as well as Russia, been long
in alliance, and Italy's neutrality assured in advance,
all might have gone otherwise
probably, indeed, there
would have been no war.
These cucumstances do
not afford excuse for a radically unsound conception
of the danger and the reply.
A German attack through Belgium had been much
and long discussed. If few would have said before the
event, as the German Chancellor and Foreign Secretary
pleaded immediately afterward, that it was " a question
offensive, ill-regulated

as well as

;
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and death for the Empue," " a step absolutely
and
it was at least more than probable
we have Marshal Joffre's word for it that the contingency was contemplated by the French Staff.^"*
But two doubts remained, even in vigilant minds.
Would the invasion by the north be large or small, and
would it be more or less extensive, proceeding only
by Belgian Luxembourg and the Meuse valley, or also
by a more daring sweep across the Flanders plain into
Moltke had advocated a
the valley of the Gise ?
march to the North Sea coast, and a descent by the
Channel ports, through the trouee of the Gise, upon
of life

required,"

;

Paris, turning not merely the principal line, but the
whole system, of the French fortresses. Bernhardi
had toyed with the idea of an even more extensive
movement, \dolating Dutch territory, but seemed

more limited project, " the army
of the right wing marching by the line Treves-Stenay,
In
crossing Luxembourg and southern Belgium."
fact, neither of these ways was taken.
The invasion
at last to favour the

pursued a
descent

middle route, Holland being avoided, the

upon the

and armies thrown
and the difficult country

coast deferred,

across both the Flanders plain
of the Belgian Ardennes.

Notwithstanding the advertisement of the Kaiser's

famous pleas in justification,
on the first day of the war, the French Staff do not
seem to have anticipated anything more in the north
than an attack by Luxembourg and the Ardennes,
or to have altered their dispositions to meet it until
the middle of August. We do not yet fully know
what are the reasons for the arrest of the German
chief Ministers in their

offensive after the effective reduction of Liege, until
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Instead of six days, with, perhaps, three
German right wing took

for re-concentration, the

As

sixteen days in crossing Belgium.

this

week

of

Belgium's vicarious sacrifice saved France, it cannot
be supposed to have been a voluntary delay made
simply for the purpose of deceiving the Allies, It
had that effect, however. Thwarted at Li^ge, the
German command did everything it could to conceal
the true nature of the blow it was about to deliver
by terrorising the population and occupying the mind
of the world with its atrocities, by the ubiquitous
acti\dty of its cavalry screen, by avoiding Western
Flanders and the coast, and by holding up the advance
of its first three armies behind the line of the Gette

and the Meuse

till

The

everything was ready.

Allies

altogether failed to pierce the veil of mystery covering

the final concentration.

They were deceived

to the main direction of the coming onslaught,

to

its

speed,

(3)

as to its

power

in

as

(i)
(2)

as

men and armament.

General Sordet's cavalry got little information during
the few French aviators
their Belgian wanderings
still less.
No doubt, the Allies hoped for a longer
Belgian resistance, especially at Liege and Namur,
The French Staff
as the enemy expected a shorter.
clung blindly to its behef that it need expect, at most,
;

only an attack by the Meuse valley and the Ardennes.i^
The first French plan of campaign, then, envisaged
The
solely the eastern and north-eastern frontier.
original concentration placed the

the 1st and 2nd

two strongest armies,

—each

(Dubail and Castelnau

five

the 3rd and 5th
corps) between Belfort and Toul
(Ruffey and Lanrezac ^three and five corps respectively) from Verdun to Givet, where the Meuse enters

—

;
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—

Belgium
the 4th (de Langle de Cary three corps)
supporting the right, at its rear, between the Argonne
and the Meuse. Of 25 reserve divisions, three were
kept in the AJps till Italy declared her neutrahty, three
garrisoned Verdun, and one Epinal. The remainder
were grouped, one group being sent to the region of
Hirson, one to the Woevre, and one before Nancy.
There was also a Territorial gioup (d'Amade) about
Lilie.
These dispositions are defended as being supple
and lending themselves to a redirection when the
;

enemy's intentions were revealed.^^ We shall see that,
within a fortnight, they had to be fundamentally
changed, Lanrezac being sent into the angle of the
Sambre and Meuse, de Langle bringing the sole reserve
army in on his right, and Ruffey marching north into
the Ardennes a north-westerly movement involving
awkward lateral displacements, the crossing of columns,
and obhque marches. Some of the following failure
and confusion resulted from the dislocating effect of a
conversion so vast.

—

IV.

The Three French Offensives

Instead of an

initial defensive over most of the
without
with
some carefully chosen and
strongly provided manoeuvre of offence as the major
conditions of the problem would seem to suggest ^the
French campaign opened with a general offensive,
which for convenience we must divide into three parts,
three adventures, aU abortive, into Southern Alsace,
German Lorraine, and the Belgian Ardennes. The
first two of these were predetermined, even before
General Joffre was designed for the chief command

front,

or

—

—
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the second and third were deliberately launched after
the invasion of Belgium was, or should have been,
understood. A fourth attack, across the Sambre, was
designed, but could not be attempted.
The first movement into Alsace was hardly more

than a raid, politically inspired, and its success might
have excited suspicions. Advancing from Belfort, the
ist Ai-my under Dubail took Altkirch on August 7, and
Mulhouse the following day. Paris rejoiced General
;

Joftre hailed Dubail's

men

as "

first

labourers in the

It was the last flicker of
great work of la revanche."
the old Gallic cocksureness. On August 9, the Germans recovered Mulhouse. Next day, an Army of
Alsace, consisting of the 7th Corps, the 44th Division,
four reserve divisions, five Alpine battalions, and a
cavaky division, was organised under General Pau. It
gained most of the Vosges passes and the northern
On the
buttress of the range, the Donon (August 14).
19th, the enemy was defeated at Dornach, losing 3000
prisoners and 24 cannon and on the following morning
Mulhouse was retaken only to be abandoned a
second time on the 25th, with all but the southern
The Army of Alsace was then dissolved to
passes.
free Pau's troops for more urgent service, the defence
;

—

Nancy and of Paris,
The Lorraine offensive was a more serious affair, and
it was embarked upon after the gravity of the northern
menace had been recognised.^'' The main body of the
Eastern forces was engaged nine active corps of the
2nd and ist Armies, with nine reserve and three cavalry
considerably more than 400,000 men, under
divisions
some of the most distinguished French generals, including de Castlenau, unsurpassed in repute and

of

—

—
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experience even by the Generalissimo himseli Dubail,
a younger man, full of energy and quick intelligence
Foch, under whose iron will the famous 20th Corps of
Nancy did much to limit the general misfortune Pau,
and de
who had just missed the chief command
Maud'huy, a sturdy leader of men. As soon as the
Vosges passes were secured, after ten days' hard
fighting, on August 14, a concerted advance began,
Castelnau moving eastward over the frontier into the
valley of the Seille and the Gap of Morhange, a narrow
;

;

;

;

by marshes and forests, rising to formidable cliffs while Dubail, on his right, turned northeastward into the hardly less difficult country of the
Sarre vdMey. The French appear to have had a marked
superiority of numbers, perhaps as large as 100,000
men but they were drawn on till they fell into a
powerful system, established since the mobilisation, of
shrewdly hidden defences, with a large provision of
heavy artillery, from Morville, through Morhange,
Bensdorf, and Fenetrange, to Phalsburg the Bavarian
Army at the centre, a detachment from the Metz
garrison against the French left, the army of Von
Heeringen against the right. The French command
can hardly have been ignorant of these defences,
but must have supposed they would fall to an impetuous
assault.
Dubail held his own successfully throughout
August 19 and 20 at Sarrebourg and along the MarneRhine Canal, though his men were much exhausted,
Castelnau was immediately checked, before the natural
His centre ^the
fortress of Morhange, on August 20.
famous 2oth Corps and a southern corps, the 15th
attacked at 5 a.m.
at 6.30 the latter was in flight,
and the former, its impetuosity crushed b3^ numbers

corridor flanked
;

;

—

—

;
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and artillery liie, was ordered to desist. The German
commanders had concentrated their forces under
cover of field-works and heavy batteries.
Under the
shock of

4 p.m., Castelnau ordered the
Dubail had to follow suit.
Happily, the German infantry were in no condition
for an effective pursuit, and the French retirement was
not seriousl}^ impeded. The following German advance
being directed southward, with the evident intention
of forcing the Gap of Charmes, and so taking all the
French northern armies in reverse, the defence of
Nancy was left to Foch, Castelnau's centre and right
were swung round south-westward behind the Meurthe,
while Dubail abandoned the Donon, and withdrew to
a line which, from near Rozelieures to Badonviller and
the northern Vosges, made a right-angle with the line
of the 2nd Army, the junction covering the mouth of the
threatened trouee. In turn, as we shall see (Chap. III.
sec. iii.), the German armies here suffered defeat, only
five days after their victory.
But such failures and
losses do not " cancel out," for France had begun at
a disadvantage. Ground was lost that might have
been held with smaller forces forces were wasted that
were urgently needed in the chief field of battle. Evidentl}'' it was hoped to draw back parts of the northern
armies of invasion, to interfere with their communications, and to set up an alarm for Metz and Strasbourg.
These aims were not to any sensible extent accomplished.
Despite the improbability of gaining a rapid success
in a wild forest region, the French Staff seems to have
long cherished the idea of an offensive into the Belgian
Ardennes in case of a German invasion of Belgium,
the intention being to break the turning movement by
this sm-prise, at

general retreat.

;
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a surprise blow at its flank. By August 19, the French
were in a measure prepared for action between Verdun
and the Belgian Meuse. Ruffey's 3rd Army (including
a shortlived " Army of Lorraine " of six reserve
divisions under Maunoury), and Langle de Gary's
4th Army, brought northwards into Hne after three or
four da^^s' delay, counted together six active corps
and reserve groups making them nearly equal in numbers to the eleven corps of the Imperial Crown Prince
and the Duke of Wiirtemberg. But, behind the
latter, all unknown till it debouched on the Meuse, lay
hidden adroitly in Belgian Luxembourg another
army, the three corps of the Saxon War Minister,
Von Hansen. Farther west, the disparity of force
was greater, Lam'ezac and Sir John French having only
about seven corps (with some help from the Belgians
and a few Territorial units) against eleven corps
left to Billow and Kluck after two corps had been
detailed to mask the Belgian Army in Antwerp.
Neither the Ardennes nor the Sambre armies could be
further strengthened because of the engagements in
Lorraine and Alsace.

A

tactical offensive into the Ardennes, a glorified

reconnaissance

and

raid,

strictly

limited

and con-

might perhaps be justified.
The advance
ordered on the evening of the defeat of Morhange,
and executed on the two following days, engaging

trolled,

the only general reserve at the outset in a thicklywooded and most difficult country, was too large

a diversion, and not large enough for the end
it failed completely and immediately
in a
single da}^ August 22
with heavy losses, especially
in officers .1^
Here, again, there was an approximate
for

declared

:

—

—
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again, the French were lured
numbers
on to unfavourable ground, and, before strong en-

equality of

;

trenchments,

Separated

with

crushed

and

surprised

superiority

a

—the

left

of

fire.

south-west

of

Herbeumont and
Corps before Neufchateau and

Palliseul, the centre in the forests of

Luchy, the Colonial
Rossignol, where it

fought

literally

to

the

death

two German corps strongly entrenched, the
2nd Corps near Vuton the body of the 4th Army was
and the 3rd Army
saved only by a prompt retreat
had to follow this movement. True, the German IV
Army also was much exhausted and an important
It had been
part of the enemy's plan missed fire.
soon discovered that the Meuse from Givet to Namur
was but lightly held and the dispatch thither of the
Saxon Army, to cut in between the French 4th and 5th
Armies, was a shrewd stroke. Hansen was late in
reaching the critical point, about Dinant, and, by
slowness and timidity, missed the chance of doing
against

—

;

;

;

serious mischief.

Meanwhile, between the fields of the two French
adventuies into German Lorraine and Belgian Luxembourg, the enemy had been allowed without serious
resistance to occupy the Briey region, and so to carry
over from France to

utmost value.

of the

Germany an

iron-

and

coal-field

" Briey has saved our life,"

the ironmasters of the Rhineland declared later on,
with some exaggeration. Had it been modernised,
the small fortress of Longwy, situated above the
River Chiers three miles from the Luxembourg frontier,
might have been an important element in a defence of

In fact, its works were out of date, and
were held at the mobilisation by only two battalions

this region.

3
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and a battery and a half of light guns.
The Germans summoned Colonel Darche and his

of infantry

men

but the
on August lo
which
on
place was not invested till the 20th, the day
Virton
the 3rd Army was ordered to advance toward
and Arlon, and to disengage Longwy. Next day,
Ruffey was north and east of the place, apparently
without suspecting that he had the Crown Prince's
On the 22nd, it was
force besieging it at his mercy.
the 3rd and 4th Annies were in retreat
too late
Longwy was left to its fate.^^

handful of

to surrender

;

;

V.

The Battle of Charleroi-Mons

The completest
wing

surprise naturally

of the Allies

;

fell

on the west

and, had not the small British

force been of the hardiest stuff,

an irreparable disaster

might have occurred. Here, with the heaviest preponderance of the enemy, there had been least preparation
reached.

any

for

On

or

hostilities

before

about August

10,

the

crisis

we war

was

corre-

spondents received an official map of the " Present
Zone of the Armies," which was shown to end, on the
16 miles S.E. of Lille, and 56 miles
north, at Orchies
The western half of the northern
Dunkirk.
inland from
uncovered. Lille had ceased
practically
frontier was
fortress
in
to be a
1913, though continuing to be a
Maubeuge to the sea, there was
from
garrison town

—

;

no

artificial

troops.-"

and no considerable body of
to be taken by the British
on the French left near Maubeuge

obstacle,

The

position

—

Expeditionary Force
was only decided, at a Franco-British Conference
On August 12, the British
in London, on August 10.-^

—
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as " evident " that " the

of German troops lie between Liege and Luxembourg." Three days later, a Saxon advance guard tried,
without success, to force the Meuse at Dinant. Thus

mass

warned, the French

command began

disposition of its forces

to

make

the

which has been alluded

new

to.

Lanrezac had always anticipated the northern attack,
and had made representations on the subject without
effect. ^2
At last, on August 16, General Joffre, from
his

headquarters

at

Champagne, agreed to
the 5th

Army

Vitry-le-Frangois,
his request that

in

southern

he should move

north-westward into the angle of the

Sambre and Meuse. At the same time, however, its
composition was radicallj'' upset, the nth Corps and
two reserve divisions being sent to the 4th Army,
while the i8th Corps and the Algerian divisions were
received in compensation.
On August 16, the British
Commander-in-Chief, after seeing President Poincare

and the Ministers in Paris, visited the GeneraUssimo
at Vitry
and it was arranged that the Expeditionary
Force, which was then gathering south of Maubeuge,
should move north to the Sambre, and thence to the
region of Mons.
On the same day. General d'Amade
was instructed to proceed from Lyons to Arras, there
;

to gather together three Territorial divisions of the

north which, reinforced by another on the 21st and
by two reserve divisions on the 25th, ultimately
became part of the Army of the Somme. Had there
been, on the French side, any proper appreciation of
the value of field-works, it might, perhaps, not have been
too late to defend the Hne of the Sambre and Meuse.
It was four or five days too late to attempt a FrancoBritish offensive beyond the Sambre.
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To do

commanders, it must
be kept clearly in mind that they had (albeit largely
by their own fault) but the vaguest notion of what
was impending. Would the mass of the enemy come
by the east or the west of the Meuse, by the Ardennes
Still sceptical
or by Flanders, and in what strength ?
movement,
as to a wide enveloping
Joffre was reluctant to adventure too far north with his unready
left wing
but it seemed to him that, in either case,
the intended offensive of the French central armies
(the 3rd and 4th) across the Ardennes and Luxembourg
frontier might be supported by an attack by Lanrezac
and the British upon the flank of the German western
armies the right flank, if they passed by the Ardennes
only the left, if they attempted to cross the Flanders
plain toward the Channel. Thus, it was provisionally
justice to the Allied

;

—

;

arranged with the British Commander that, when the
concentration of the Expeditionary Force was complete,
which would not be before the evening of August 21, it
should advance north of the Sambre in the general
direction of Nivelles (20 miles north-east of Mons,
and half-way between Charleroi and Brussels). If the
common movement were directed due north, the British
would advance on the left of the 5th Army if to the
north-east or east, they would be in echelon on its
left -rear.
General Joffre recognised that the plan
was only provisional, it being impossible to define the
projected manoeuvre more precisely till all was ready
on August 21, or till the enemy revealed his intentions.
It was only on the 20th that two corps of the French
5th Army reached the south bank of the Sambre one
day before Biilow came up on the north, with his VII
Reserve and
Active
Corps on his right (west), the
;

—

X

X
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as centre, the Guard Active Corps on his
and the VII Reserve (before Namiir) and Guard
Reserve Corps in support. In this posture, on the
evening of August 20, Lanrezac received General

Corps
left,

order to strike across the Sambre. Namur
was then garrisoned by the Belgian 4th Division,
to which was added, on the 22nd, part of the
French 8th Brigade under General Mangin. Lanrezac
had not even been able to get all his strength aligned on
the Sambre when the shock came.^^ On the 21st, his
The ist Corps
five corps were grouped as follows
(Franchet d'Esperey) was facing east toward the
Meuse north of Dinant, pending the arrival, on the
evening of the 22nd, of the Bouttegourd Reserve
Joffre's

:

the loth Corps (Defforges), with the 37th
and Arsimont,
faced the Sambre crossings at Tamines and Auvelais
the 3rd Corps (Sauret) stood before Charleroi, with
the i8th Corps
the 38th (African) Division in reserve
Division

;

(African) Division, on the heights of Fosse

;

;

was behind the left, south of Thuin.
Of General Valabregue's group of reserve divisions, one
was yet to come into Une on the right and one on the
(de Mas-Latrie)

left.

Could

Lanrezac

have accomplished anything by

unknown with tired troops ?
had the AlUes had
debatable
question
might
be
The
pressing forward into the

only Billow to deal with

;

but, as

we

shall see, this

was

by no means the case. Meanwhile, the British made
On the 22nd
a day's march beyond the Sambre.
west-north-westward,
line
they continued the French
still without an enemy before them, and entrenched
themselves, the 5th Cavahy Brigade occupying the
right, the ist Corps (Haig) from Binche to Mons, and
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the 2nd Corps (Smith-Dorrien) along the canal to Condeon-Scheldt. West and south-west of this point, there
was nothing but the aforesaid groups of French
Territorials.
The I German Armj^ not yet having
revealed

itself,

the

general

idea

of

the

French

command, to attack across the Sambre with its centre,
and then, if successful, to swing round the AUied left
in a north-easterly direction against what was supposed
to be the German right flank, still seemed feasible.
But, in fact, Kluck's

Army

lay beyond Billow's to the

north-west, on the Une Brussels-Valenciennes

;

it

quite possible, therefore, that a preliminary success

is

by

Lanrezac would have aggravated the later defeat.

However that may be, the programme was at once
by the unexpected speed and force of the
German approach. The bombardment of the nine
forts of Namur had begun on August 20.
Billow's
Army reached the Sambre on the following day, and
held the passages at night. Lanrezac's orders had
become plainly impossible, and he did not attempt to
fulfil them.
Early on the afternoon of the 21st, while
Kluck approached on one hand and Hausen on the
other. Billow's X Corps and Guard Corps attacked
the 3rd and loth Corps forming the apex of the French

stultified

triangle.

These, not having entrenched themselves,

and having, against Lanrezac's express orders, advanced to the crossings between Charleroi and Namur,
there fell upon strong defences flanked by machine-guns,
and were driven back and separated. Despite repeated
counter-attacks, the town of Chatelet was lost. On
the 22nd, these two French corps, with a little help
from the i8th, had again to bear the full weight of
the enemy.
Their artillery preparation was inade-
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reckJess bravery did not
Most desperate fighting took
place in and around Charleroi.
The town was repeatedly lost and won back by the French during
the day and the following morning
in course of these
assaults, the Turcos inflicted heavy losses on the
Prussian Guard.
Wliile the loth Corps, cruelly
punished at Tamines and Arsimont, fell back on Mettet,
the 3rd found itself threatened with envelopment
on the west by Billow's X Reserve and VII Corps,
debouching from Chatelet and Charleroi,
That evening, the 22nd, Lanrezac thought there was
" The enemy does not yet
still a chance of recover}/.
show any numerical superiority," he wrote, " and the
5th Army, though shaken, is intact." The ist Corps was
at length free, having been relieved in the river angle
south of Namur by the 51st Reserve Division
the
i8th Corps had arrived and was in full action on the
farther west, other reserves were
left about Thuin
coming up, and the British Army had not been seriously
engaged. The French commander therefore asked his

charges

improve their

of

a

situation.-"*

;

;

;

British confrere to strike

north-eastward at Billow's

The Field-Marshal found this request " quite
impracticable " and scarcely comprehensible.
He
had conceived, rightly or wrongly, a very unfavourable
idea of Lanrezac 's qualities
and the sight of infantry
and artillery columns of the 5th Army in retreat southward that morning, before the two British corps had
reached their positions on either side of Mons, had
been a painful surprise.
He was already in advance
of the shaken line of the 5th Army
and news was
flank.

;

;

arriving which indicated a grave threat of envelop-

ment by the north-west.

French had come out from
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England with

clear

warning that, owing to the im-

possibiUty of rapid or considerable reinforcement, he

must husband his forces, and that he would "in no
case come in any sense under the orders of any Alhed

He now, therefore, replied to Lanrezac that
he could promise was to hold the Conde Canal

General."
all

for twenty-four hours
thereafter, retreat
might be necessary.
On the morning of the 23rd, Bouttegourd and
D'Esperey opened an attack on the left flank of the
Prussian Guard, while the British were receiving the
first serious shock of the enemy.
The French centre,
however, was in a very bad way. During the afternoon
the 3rd Corps gave ground, retreating in some disorder
to Walcourt
the i8th was also driven back. About

position

;

;

the same time, four surprises

fell

crushingly upon the

French command. The first was the fall of Namur,
which had been looked to as pivot of the French right.
Although the VII Reserve Corps did not enter the town
till 8 p.m., its resistance was virtually broken in the
morning. Most of the forts had been crushed by the
German 11- and 16-inch howitzers it was with great
difficulty that 12,000 men, a half of the garrison,
escaped, ultimately to join the Belgian Army at Antwerp. Secondly, the Saxon Ai-my, hitherto hidden in
the Ardennes and practically unknown to the French
Command, suddenly made an appearance on Lanrezac 's
right flank.
On the 23rd, the XII Corps captured
Dinant, forced the passages of the Meuse there and at
Hastiere, drove in the Bouttegourd Division (51st
Reserve), and reached Onhaye. The ist Corps, thus
threatened in its rear, had to break its well-designed
attack on the Prussian Guard, and face about eastward.
;
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successfully attacked the Saxons at Onhaye, and
prevented them from getting more than one division
across the river that night, so that the retreat of the
French Army from the Sambre toward Beaumont and
Phihppeville, ordered by Lanrezac on his own responsibiUty at 9 p.m., was not impeded. Thirdl3^
news arrived of the failure of the French offensive
in the Ardennes.
The fourth surprise lay in the discovery that the
British Aimy had before it not one or two corps, as was
supposed until the afternoon of August 23, but three
or four active corps and two cavahy divisions of Kluck's
force, a part of which was aheady engaged in an
attempt to envelop the extreme left of the Allies.
Only at 5 p.m. both the intelligence and the liaison
services seem to have failed
did the British commander, who had been holding pretty well since noon
against attacks that did not yet reveal the enemy's full
strength, learn from Joffre that this force was twice
as large as had been reported in the morning, that his
west flank was in danger, and that " the two French
reserve divisions and the 5th French Army on my right
were retiring." About midnight the fall of Namur and
the defeat of the French 3rd and 4th Armies were also
known. In face of this " most unexpected " news, a
15-miles withdrawal to the line Maubeuge-Jenlain was
planned
and it began at dawn on the 24th, fighting
having continued through the previous night.
Some French writers have audaciously sought to
throw a part, at least, of the responsibility for the
French defeat on the Sambre upon the small British
Expeditionary Force. An historian so authorised as
M. Gabriel Hanotaux, in particular, has stated that it
It

—

;

—
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was in line, instead of the 20th, as had been arranged,
only on the 23rd, when the battle on the Sambre was
compromised and the turning movement north-eastward from Mons which had been projected could no
longer save the situation
and that Sir John French,
instead of destroying Kluck's corps one by one as they
arrived, "retreated after three hours' contact with
the enemy," hours before Lanrezac ordered the general
retreat of the 5th Army.-^^
It is the barest justice to
the first British continental Army, its commander,
officers, and men, professional soldiers of the highest
quality few of whom now survive, to say that these
statements, made, no doubt, in good faith, are inaccurate, and the deductions from them untenable.
It was not, and could not have been, arranged between
the Allied commands that French's two corps should
be in line west and east of Mons, ready for offensive
action, on August 20, when Lanrezac 's fore - guards
were onl}^ just reaching the Sambre. General Joffre
knew from Sir John, at their meeting on August 16,
that the British force could not be ready till the 21st
and it was then arranged that it should advance that
day from the Sambre to the Mons Canal (13 miles
farther north).
This was done.
Biilow bad then
already seized the initiative.
If the British could
have arrived sooner, and the projected north-easterly
advance had been attempted, Biilow's right flank
might have been troubled
but the way would have
been left clear for Kluck's enveloping movement,
with disastrous consequences for the whole left of the
Allies.
It is not true that the British retreat preceded
the French, or that it occurred after " three hours'
contact with the enemy." Lanrezac 's order for the
;

;

;
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but his corps
general retreat was given only at 9 p.m.
had been falling back all afternoon. Kluck's attack
;

at 11 a.m. on the 23rd, and became severe about
p.m.
An hour later, Billow's right struck in between
3
Lanrezac's 3rd and i8th Corps, compelling them to

began

a retreat that left a dangerous gap between the British
and French Armies. From this time the British were

and continuously engaged. " Wlien the news
French and the heavy German
threatening on my front reached me," says the British
commander (in his dispatch of September 7, 1914),
" I endeavoured to confirm it by aeroplane reconisolated

of the retiiement of the

naissance
effect a

;

and, as a result of

retirement to the

this,

I

determined to
at day-

Maubeuge position
certain amount of

break on the 24th. A
fighting
the
line
throughout
the
night
continued along
whole
daybreak
the
2nd
Division
made
and, at
on
24th, the
a powerful demonstration as if to retake Binche,"
The disengageto enable the 2nd Corps to withdraw.
ment was only procured with difficulty and considerable loss.
Had it been further delayed, the two corps
would have been surrounded and wiped out. They
were saved by courage and skill, and by the mistakes
of Kluck, who failed to get some of his forces up in
time, and spent others in an enveloping movement
when a direct attack was called for.
Such, in brief, is the deplorable story of the breakdown of the first French plan of campaign. By
August 25, the local panics of the preceding days were
arrested
but from the North Sea to the Swiss Alps
the Allied armies were beaten back, and their chief
mass was in full retreat. King Albert had shepherded
his sorely stricken regiments into the entrenched
;

;
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of Antwerp, where, and in West Flanders, they
were to drag upon the invader for nearly two months
to come.
For the rest, Belgium was conquered, much
The forces to which it had looked for
of it ravaged.
aid
were disappearing southward, outnumbered,
outweighed in material of war, and severely shaken.
But the heroic Belgians never thought of yielding.
On August 25, they made a valuable diversion, striking
out from Antwerp, and forcing the small German
watching force to retire to near Brussels. This and
the landing of 2000 British Marines at Ostend sobered
the enemy, and caused the detention of two corps

(the III and IX Reserve) before the Scheldt fortress.
The shortlived victories of Rennenkampf and
Samsonov at Gumbinnen and in the Masurian Lake

region, threatening a greater invasion of East Prussia,
also affected sUghtly the distribution of

German troops,

though it probably stimulated the urgency of the
Western invasion. The French eastern armies were
to keep inviolate the pivot of Verdim, the crescent
of the Nancy hills, and the line of Epinal-Belf ort
The tiny garrison of Longwy resisted till August 26,
that of

Montmedy

till

Maubeuge held out
and might be ex-

the 30th.

from August 25 to September

7,-^

pected to hold longer. The front of the retreating
armies was never broken
but at what a price was
their cohesion puichased
the abandonment of a
wide, rich tract of the national territory, with much of
;

—

its

hapless population.

Enough has been

said to show that the reverses of
the beginning of the war which led to the long retreat
were due not only to the brutal strength of the German
invasion, but to

bad information, bad judgment, bad
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strategy and reckless
The impact on the
tactics, on the side of the Allies.
north and north-west (including now the Crown

organisation,

iin

ill-conceived

some 28 army corps— considerably
over a million men— provided with heavy artillery,
machine-guns, transport, and material on a prodigious
irrescale, had never been dreamed of, and proved
Prince's

Army)

of

sistible.

the happier task of following
the marvellous rally of will and genius by which these

We

errors

shall

now have

were redeemed.

CHAPTER

III

JOFFRE STARTS AFRESH
I.

EccE Homo

!

FRANCE,

land of swift action and swifter wit,
one would expect to take kindly to
the new warfare. She looked then, as her elders
had always looked, for a Man. And she found one
but he was far from being of the traditional tjrpe.

was the

last

Joseph Cesaire Joffre was at this time sixty-two
years old, a burly figure, with large head upheld, grey
thick moustache and brows, clear blue eyes,
and a kindly, reflective manner.
His great-grandfather, a pohtical refugee from Spain, named Gouffre,
had settled in Rivesaltes, on the French side of the
eastern Pyrenees, where his grandfather remained as
a trader, and his father lived as a simple workman till
his marriage, which brought him into easier circumstances.
One of eleven children, Joffre proved an
industrious pupU at Perpignon, entered the Ecole
Polytechnique in 1869, advanced slowly, by general
intelligence rather than any special capacity, entered
the Engineers after the War of 1870, and during the
hair,

'eighties

commenced a

long

colonial

career.

His

report on the Timbuctoo Expedition of 1893-4, where
he first won distinction, is the longest of his very few

printed writings.

It

shows a prudent, methodical,
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and energetic mind, with particular aptitude for
engineering and administration. After an interval in
Paris as secretary of the Inventions Commission, the

lucid,

then Colonel Joffre went out to direct the establishment of defence works in Madagascar. In 1900,
promoted general, he commanded an artillery brigade,
in 1905

an infantry

division.

War and

After other experience

commands, he
became a member of the Higher War Council in 1910,
and in July 191 1 Vice-President of that body, and thus
at the Ministry of

in local

Commander-in-Chief designate.

heavy responsibility fell to him almost by
It was the time of the Agadir crisis
France
and Germany were upon the verge of war. M, Caillaux
was Prime Minister, M. Messimy Minister of War,
This

accident.

;

General Michel Vice-President of the Council, a position,
end of a long period of peace, of little power,
especially as the Council had only a formal existence.
The Government recognised its weakness, but
feared to estabUsh a Grand Staff which might obtain
a dangerous authorit}^ Moreover, General Michel was
not "well seen " by the majority of his colleagues. Messimy thought him lacking in spirit and ability." There
at the

were also differences of opinion

;

Michel thought the

reserves should be organised to be
directly

upon the outbreak

thrown into Une
and he be-

of hostilities,

an invasion by way of
Gallieni were the first
favourites for the succession.
Both, however, would
attain the age limit at the end of 1912.
Gallieni declined on the further ground that his experience had
been almost whoUy colonial, and that he would not be
welcomed by the metropolitan army. Michel's ideas

lieved in the probability of

Belgium.

Generals

Pau and
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having been formally rejected at a meeting of the
Higher War Council on July 19, 1911, the post was
offered to Pau, a universally esteemed officer.
The
Ministry had decided to strengthen the post of VicePresident of the Council by adding to it the functions
of Chief-of- Staff

to nominate

all

;

.

but

when Pau demanded
Messimy

superior officers,

the right
hesitated,

and turned to Joffre, the member of the Council having
the longest period over five years of service before
him.

—

—

Joffre was little known outside army circles
and
he had none of the quahties that most easily bring
Southerners would recognise his rich
popularity.
accent, but little else in this silent, though genial,
His profound steadiness, a balance of mind
figure.
that was to carry him through the worst of storms, a
cool reflectiveness almost suggesting insensibility, were
quahties strange in a French military leader.
He
bT,itj
was understood to be aJaithfaL-Republirar)
u^ikej^eTngF]gfficefi^^I^
^part y, sect o r clique, and he showed his impartiahty
;

;

,

_mnretiring~lKe~Ireethinker Sarrail and the ratho1in_de__
Langle de Cary, as in supportingSir_J^hn,_Er£aclLaJld

^liTudvancing'TocE! When 1 looked at him, I was
"^^remmded^ Campbell-Bannerman there was the same
pawkiness, the same unspoiled simphcity, the same
courage and bonhomie. Before the phrase was coined
;

or the fact accomplished, he prefigured to his countrymen the " union sacree " which was the first condition
of success
and to the end his soUd character was an
important factor in the larger concert of the Allies.
While there appears in Joffre a magnanimity above
the average of great commanders, it is, perhaps, not yet
;
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possible to say that, through this crisis, his sense of

was equal to every strain. There are friends of
General Gallieni who would question it. The case of

justice

General Lanrezac
purpose.

An

is

less

officer of

personal,

and more to our

decided views and temper,

who

Cyr in 1880, and had risen to
be director of studies in the Staff College, he became a

had been professor

at St.

member of the War Council only six months before the
outbreak of war, when the opinions formerly represented by General Michel, and partially and more softly
by Castlenau, were definitely discredited.'^^ Always
sceptical of the orthodox doctrine of the general offensive, Lanrezac was convinced by information obtained
at the beginning of the campaign that the great danger
had to be met in the north, and that the armies should
be shifted immediately to meet it. We have seen that
Joffre would not accept this view till the third week in
August, and still pursued an offensive plan which now
appears to have been foredoomed to failure. Nevertheless, Lanrezac was punished for the defeat on the
Sambre, by being removed from the command of the
5th Army
and, to the end of the war, the Generalissimo persisted in attributing the frontier repulses to
subordinate blundering. Joffre's action in the height
of the crisis, his wholesale purge of the army commands,
may be justified it is too late to shelter the Staff of
those days from their major share in the responsibility.
It must remain to his biographers to explain more
precisely the extraordinary contrast between the errors
we have indicated and the recovery we have now to
trace.
This much may here be said
Joffre was
hardly the man, in days of peace, to grapple with a
difficult parliament, or to conceive a new military
;

;

:

4
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He was

neighbour of the
bold speculator, a
specialist in strategy, but an organiser, a general
manager. The first French plan of campaign, for
which he had such share of responsibility as attaches
to three years in charge of the military machine, was
the expression of a firmly ^tablished teaching, which
only a few pioneers in his own world had consciously
outgrown. It did not reflect his own temperament
but he could not have successfully challenged it, in
the time at his disposal, against prejudices so inveterate,
even if he had had the mind to do so. It was the
first time all the services concerned in war preparations,
including the War Council, the General Staff, the
Staff Committee, the Higher War School, had come
under a single control
and, even had there been no
arrears, no financial difficulties, a greater permanence
of Ministries, the task would have called for aU one
man's powers of labour and judgment. Joffre was
surrounded during that period by men more positive,
in certain directions, than himself, more ambitious,
men whose abilities could no more be defied than their
" He had more character than personality,"
influence.
says one of his eulogists, who compares him with
"He
Turenne, citing Bossuet on that great soldier
was used to fighting without anger, winning without
ambition, and triumphing without vanity." ^^ It was
as though Nature, seeing the approach of a supreme
calamity, had prepared against it, out of the spirit of
the age an age by no means Napoleonic an adequate
doctrine.

South,

Foch,

an

not,

like

intellectual,

his

a

;

;

:

—

—

counter-surprise.

The slow growth and cumulation
characteristic.

It

is

of his career are

aU steady, scrupulous industry.
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smacks of an increasingly
no exterior romance in the

It

mediaeval,

civilian world.

nothing meretricious.
of its

more showy

There

is

figure of Joffre, nothing

bourgeois, with the sane vigour

and none
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and

He

Ls

a

glorified

solidity of his race,

qualities.

There

is

extant

a lecture which he delivered in 1913 to the old scholars

He presented the Balkan
wars for consideration as a case in which two factors
were sharply opposed numbers, and preparation.
Setting aside high strategy and abstract teaching, he
preached the virtue of all-round preparation in the
moral and intellectual factors, first of which a sane
patriotism and a worthy command, as well as in the
materia] factors of numbers, armament, suppUes, and
" To be ready in our days," he says, " carries
so on.
a meaning it would have been difficult for those who
formerly prepared and conducted war to grasp.
To be ready to-day, all the resources of the country,
all the intelligence of its children, all their moral
energy, must be directed in advance toward a single
aim victor}^ Everything must have been organised,
everything foreseen. Once hostilities are commenced,
no improvisation will be of any use. What lacks then
of the Ecole Polyteclmique.

—

—

.

.

.

—

will lack definitivel3^
cause a disaster."

And

the least omission

may

That he and his Staff were caught both unprepared
and ill-prepared gives an impish touch of satire to this
passage.
That it is, nevertheless, the authentic voice
confirmed by one of his rare personal
This statement
was made in February 1915 when many of the commanders referred to had been removed, and the officership of the French Army considerably rejuvenated
of Joffre

is

declarations in the course of the war.

—
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to an old friend ^^ who asked him whether Charleroi
was lost under pressure of overwhelming numbers.
" That is absolutely wrong/' replied Joffre. " We
ought to have won the battle of Charleroi we ought to
have won ten times out of eleven. We lost it through
;

our

own

Faults of command. Before the
had aheady noted that, among our
many were worn out. Some had appeared
be incapable, not good enough for their work.

war broke
generals,

to

me

Some

to

faults.

out, I

inspired

me

with doubt, others with disquietude.

had made up my mind to rejuvenate our chief commands and I should have done so in spite of all the
commentaries and against any malevolence. But the
war came too soon. And, besides, there were other
generals in whom I had faith, and who have not responded to my hopes. The man of war reveals himself
more in war than in studies, and the quickest intelligence and the most complete knowledge are of Httle
avail if they are unaccompanied by quaUties of action.
The responsibilities of war are such that, even in the
I

;

of merit, their best faculties may be paralysed.
That is what happened to some of my chiefs. Their
worth turned out to be below the mark. I had to
remedy these defects. Some of these generals were
my best comrades. But, if I love my friends much, I
I relieved them of their posts.
love France more.
I did this in the same way as I ought to be treated
I did
myself, if it be thought I am not good enough.
not do this to punish them, but simply as a measure
I did it with a heavy heart."
of public safety.
Such were the character and record of the man upon

men

whom,

at the darkest

moment

in

modem

history, fell

the burden of the destinies of liberal Europe

;

who was
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upon to prove, against his own words, that a
and can improvise something eswho, between
sential of what has not been prepared
August 23 and 25, 1914, in a maze of preoccupations,
had to provide the Western Allies with a second new
plan of campaign. Some day his officers will tell the
called

great

leader must

;

how he did it, of the outer scene at his shifting
headquarters during those alarming hours, as the
Emperor's Marshals portrayed their chief pacing like
a caged tiger by candlelight in a Polish hut, or gazing
gloomily from the Kremlin battlements upon the
story of

flames that were turning his ambition to ashes.

Joffre

and in this, too, he
such pictures
shows himself to be representative of the modern
process, which is anything but picturesque.
If he
had none of the romance of the stark adventurer about
and we
him, he had a cool head and a stout heart
may imagine that, out of the depths of a secretive
nature, there surged up spontaneously in this crisis
all that was worthiest in it, the stored strength of a
Spartan life, the will of a deep patriotism, the lessons
of a long, varied, pondered experience.
So far from
will not help us to

;

;

dire peril paralysing his

faculties,

it

was now that

they first shone to the full. Calm, confident, clear,
prompt, he set himself to correct the most glaring
errors, and to create the conditions of an equal struggle.
We know from his published Army Orders what resulted.
Castlenau, Pau, Foch were far away on the
east, or at the centre.
There were other advisers
but, in the main, this was Joffre 's own plan.
Before we state it, and trace its later modification,
it will be well to recall the main features of the problem
to be solved.
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The Second New Plan

II.

The

first

fact

which had to be reckoned with was
enemy was bearing down

that the main weight of the
across the north

and

north-east,

and was,

for

the

the outset, was
not, then, within the plan, but a condition of it. There
was no choice
contact with the invader must be
broken if any hberty of action was to be won back.

moment,

Retreat,

irresistible.

at

;

Defeat and confusion had been suffered at so many
points, the force of the German offensive was so
markedly superior, that an unprepared arrest on the
Belgian frontier would have risked the armies being
divided, enveloped, and destroyed piecemeal.
If the first stage of the retreat was enforced, its
extension was in some measure wiUed and constantly
controlled.

have the

For aU the decisions taken, Joffre must
he had the whole responsi-

chief credit, as

The abandonment of large tracts of national
enemy cannot be an easy choice,
especially when the inhabitants are unwarned, and
the mind of the nation is whoUy unprepared (the
defeats on the Sambre and the Meuse were not known
bility.

territory to a ruthless

for several

days to the

A

civil

pubhc, and then only very

mind might have fallen into
temporising expedients. Maubeuge was to hold out
for a fortnight more
the 4th Army had checked the
enemy, and Ruffey had repulsed several attacks
Longwy had not yet capitulated. But the Commander-in-Chief was not deceived. He had no sooner
vaguely).

less

cool

;

learned the weight of Kluck's flying wing than he
realised that the only

hope now lay

in a rapid retire-
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the British force, holding the

west flank, depended upon coast communications for
its munitions, suppUes, and reinforcements, was an
element to be counted. In every respect, unreadiness

dominated the situation.
Evidently the retreat must be stayed, and the
reaction begun, at the earliest possible moment.
Not only were large communities and territories
the chief German hne of attack
being abandoned
direct at the capital, which was
aimed
to
be
seemed
in a pecuHar degree the centre of the national Hfe.
This consideration, which no Commander-in-Chief
could have forgotten, was emphasised in a letter
addressed at 5 a.m. on August 25 by the Minister of
It contained
War, M. Messimy, to General Joffre.
the
probably
Government
from
the
a specific order
in
operations
the
with
interference
only ministerial
not
does
victory
"If
thus phrased
this period
crown a success of our armies, and if the armies are
compelled to retreat, an army of at least three active
corps must be directed to the entrenched camp of
In an accompanying
Paris to assure its protection."
goes without saying
"It
letter, the Minister added
quite other, and
be
that the Une of retreat should
We
of France.
the
south
shordd cover the centre and
without
and
last
struggle
to
the
are resolved to
mercy." ^^ No doubt, these measures would, to
The retreat,
Joffre, seem to " go without sajnng."
toward the
directed
be
must
so long as necessary,
time
the capital
the
same
at
centre of the country, and
in the north

:

—

—

:

:

must be protected.
There was another necessity of no
The retreat must be covered on the

less

importance.
After the

east.
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was a continual
German Armies
of Lorraine, now reinforced, were hammering at the
circle of hills called the Grand Couronne of Nancy,
and were upon the Moselle before the Gap of Charmes.
Belfort and Epinal were safe, and Verdun was not
yet directly threatened. Very little consideration
of the rectangular battle front
the main masses

reverse of Morhange-Sarrebourg, this

source of anxiety.

On August

25, the

—

ranged along

the north, while a line of positions

naturally and artificially strong favoured the French
on the east would lead to the further conclusion

—

:

to stand fast along the east, as cover for the retreat

from the north. Castelnau and Dubail, therefore,
were asked to hold their critical positions at any cost.
At the same time, Mulhouse and the northern Vosges
passes were abandoned
Belfort, Epinal, and even
Verdun were deprived of every superfluous man, in
order to meet the main flood of invasion. The evacuation of Verdun and Nancy was envisaged as a possibility.
The hne Toul-Epinal-Belfort could not be
;

lost

without disaster.

Such were the three

chief conditions affecting the
extent of the strategic retreat.
Conditions are,
however, to be made, not only suffered
and General
Joffre had no sooner got the retreat in hand than he
set himself to the constitution of a new mass of
manoeuvre by means of which, when a favourable
conjuncture of circumstances should be obtained, the
movement could be reversed. The simultaneous
disengagement and parallel withdrawal of four armies,
with various minor forces, over a field 120 miles wide
and of a hke depth, was an operation unprecedented
in the history of war.
The pains and difficulties
;
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moralisation,

was

are
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danger of dislocation and deIts great compensation

evident.

to bring the defence nearer to its reserves

bases

supply,

of

enemy's

line,

while

constantly

and so weakening

his

stretching

and
the

striking force.

This could not, of course, be pure gain
the French
and British Armies lost heavily on the road south by
the capture of laggards, sick, wounded, and groups
:

and men taken in
more heavily in several,
perhaps in most, of the important engagements, and
they were much exhausted when the crucial moment
gone astray, as well as in
action.

The Germans

killed

lost

On the other hand, the Allies were constantly
picking up reinforcements
while the enemy had to
leave behind an army of occupation in Belgium, and
came.

;

numbers of men to reduce Maubeuge, to garrison
towns like Lille, Valenciennes, Amiens, St. Quentin,
Cambrai, Laon, Rethel, Rheims, to terrorise scores of
smaller places, and to provide guards and transport
for ever-lengthening hnes of communication.

large

Upon these chief elements Joffre constructed his
new plan of campaign. It was first mooted, a few
hours after the issue of
retreat, in the tactical "

August

24,

and

in

the order for the general

Note for All the Armies "

the

strategical

" General

of

In-

struction "

of August 25.
General Headquarters
were then housed in the old College, in the small
country town of Vitry-le-Frangois. Here, far behind
the French centre, undisturbed by the turmoil of the
front and the capital, the Commander-in-Chief, aided
by such men as General Belin (a great organiser

particularly of railway services). General Berthelot

and Colonel Pont, grappled with the

dire

problem
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and, in the shadow of defeat, imperturbably drafted
the design of the ultimate victory.

The tactical note gathered such of the more
urgent lessons of the preceding actions as were capable
of immediate application
the importance of close
co-operation of infantry and artillery in attack
of
artillery preparation of the assault, destruction of
enemy machine-guns, immediate entrenchment of a
position won, organisation for prolonged resistance, as
contrasted with " the enthusiastic offensive "
extended formation in assault the German method of
cavalry patrols immediately supported by infantry, and
" When
the need of care not to exhaust the horses.
a position has been won, the troops should organise it
immediately, entrench themselves, and bring up
artillery to prevent any new attack by the enemy.
The infantry seem to ignore the necessity of organising for a prolonged combat. Throwing forthwith into line numerous and dense units, they expose
them immediately to the fire of the enemy, which
decimates them, stops short their offensive, and often
leaves them at the mercy of a counter-attack."
The
Generalissimo offered his lieutenants no rhetorical
comfort, but the purge of simple truth. He knew,
and insisted on their imderstanding, that the shrewdest
of strategy was useless if faults such as these were
:

;

;

;

to remain uncorrected.
The " General Instruction No. '2," issued to the

Army Commanders
sisted

of

moment

at 10 p.m. :on August 25, contwelve articles, which omitting for the
the detailed dispositions contain the fol-

lowing orders
"

I.

—
—

:

The projected offensive manoeuvre being impossible
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of execution, the ulterior operations will be regulated with
a view to the rcconstitittion on our left, by the junction
of the ^th and ^th Armies, the British Army, and new
forces drawn from the region of the east, of a mass capable
of resuming the offensive, while the other armies contain
for the necessary time the efforts of the enemy.
" 2. In its retirement, each of the ;^rd, 4th, and $th
Armies will take account of the movements of the neighThe
bouring armies, ivith which it must keep in touch.
movement will be covered by rearguards left in favourable
irregularities of the ground, so as to utilise all the obstacles
to stop, or at least delay, the march of the enemy by short
and violent counter-attacks, of which the artillery will
contribute the chief element.
" 6. In advance of Amiens, a new group of forces,
constituted by elements brought up by railway {yth Corps,
four divisions of reserve, and perhaps another active
army-corps), will be gathered from August 27 to September
2.
It will be ready to pass to the offensive in the general
direction St. Pol- Arras, or Arras-Bapaume.
" 8. The $ih Army will have the main body of its
forces in the region of Vermand-St. Quentin-Moy, in
order to debouch in the general direction of Bohain,
its right holding the line
La Fere~Laon-Craonne~St.

Erme.
"11. All

the positions indicated must be organised
with the greatest care, so as to make it possible to offer

maximum of resistance to the enemy.
" 12. The 1st and 2nd Armies will continue to hold
the enemy forces which are opposed to them."

the

Articles 3, 4,

and

5 specified the lines of retreat

and

zones of action of each of the Western forces. Articles
7, 9, and 10, like articles 6 and 8 quoted above, indicate
the positions from which the projected offensive movement was to be made. The whole disposition may be
summarised as follows
On the extreme left, from
:

—
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the coast to near Amiens, the northern Territorial
Divisions were to hold the line of the Somme, with the
Cavalry Corps in advance, and the 6ist and 62nd
Reserve Divisions in support. Next eastward, either
north or south of the Somme, was to come the new,
or 6th Army, which was to strike north or north-east,
on one side or the other of Arras, according to circumstances. Beside it, the British Army, from behind
the

Somme between Bray and Ham, would advance to
The 5th Army (article 8

the north or north-east.

above) had an exceedingly strong position and role.
With the Oise valley before it, and the St. Gobain
and Laon hills behind, it was to attack due northward
between St. Quentin and Guise. The 4th Army was
to reach across Champagne from Craonne to the
Argonne either by the Aisne valley or by Rheims
while the 3rd hung around Verdun, touching the Ar-

;

gonne either at Grandpre or

Ste.

Menehould.

The great military interest of these arrangements
must not detain us. Their pubHcation reveals the fact,
long unknown save to a few, that Joffre not merely
hoped for, but definitely planned, a resumption of the
offensive from a hne midway between the Sambre
and the Mame, that is, from the natural barrier of the
Somme and the St. Gobain-Laon hills. We shall see
that an effort was made to carry out these dispositions,
and that it failed. The failure was lamentable, inasmuch as it doomed another large tract of country to
the

penalties

of

invasion.

positions ordered on
details,

not essentials, of the

was

But,

because

the

dis-

August 25 were only provisional

new

plan, the military

no way compromised.

While deahng
with local emergencies or opportunities, Joffre en_
result

in

BA'ITLE OF THE GAP OF

CHARMES
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visaged steadily the whole national situation. The
essentials of the " General Instruction " of August 25

were four in number
{a) a defensive stand by the
armies of Alsace and Lorraine, and a provisional
defensive by the two armies next westward, the 3rd
:

and 4th
(b) a strictly controlled continuation of the
northern retreat while reorganisation took place and
forces were transferred from the east to the north-west
[c) an ultimate offensive initiated by the western and
central armies, of which one additional, to be called
the 9th, under General Foch, about to be interjected
between the 4th and 5tli, is not yet mentioned
(d)
the constitution of a new left wing, to meet the extraordinary strength of the German right, and to attempt
a counter-envelopment. The Amiens-Laon line fell
out of the plan
the plan itself remained, and it is
fully true to say that in it lies the germ of the battle
;

;

;

;

of the

Mame.
III.

Battle of the Gap of Charmes

Everything was conditional upon the defence of the
now at its most critical phase. ^"
On the morning of August 24, Luneville having been
occupied on the previous day, the hosts of Prince
Ruprecht and General Heeringen were reported to be
advancing rapidly toward the entry of the Gap of
Charmes by converging roads the former, on the
north, passing before the Nancy hills, southward the
latter, coming westward from around the Donon, by
Baccarat. We have seen (p. 31) that, on the other
hand, the 2nd and ist French armies, in preparation for
a decisive action, were ranged in the shape of a righteastern frontier,

—

;
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—that

of Castelnau (based on Toul) from the
north-eastward of Nancy, southward, to
that of Dubail (based on
Rozeheures and Borville
Epinal) from the northern end of the Vosges, westward,
How far these positions, with the
to the same point.
prospect of being able to close in upon the flanks of
the enemy, arose from necessary directions of the

angle

foothills

;

and how far from strategical design, whether
one or both of the army commanders, or of the
Commander-in-Chief, does not here concern us suffice
it to say that the two generals won e ^ual honour, and

retreat,
of

;

that the Grand Quartier effectively supervised this and

subsequent developments of the situation. The opposed forces were now about equal in strength nine
corps on either side.
A space had been left at the point of the angle,
north of the Forest of Charmes, west of Rozeheures

—

;

and this may have tempted the Germans forward.
The i6th Corps of the French 2nd Army, the 8th and
13th of the 1st, with three divisions of cavalry under
General Conneau masking them, were ready to fill this
space, and, as soon as Luneville had been lost, proceeded to do so, artillery being massed particularly on
Borville plateau.
On the afternoon of August 24, the
pincers began to close, Dubail holding the imperilled
angle and Heeringen's left, while Castelnau beat upon
the enemy's northern flank.
On the morning of the
25th, the Germans took Rozeheures
at 2 p.m. they
abandoned it at 3 p.m., Castelnau issued the order
"En avant, partout, a fond!" Foch's 20th Corps,
aiming at the main hne of enemy communications, the
Arracourt-Luneville road, took Remereville and ErbeviUier, east of Nancy, and struck hard, farther south,
;

;

:

of the gap of charmes
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Maixe, Crevic, Flainval, and Hudviller, toward
was at the same time threatened on
the south-west by the 15th Corps, reaching the Meurthe

at

Limevillo, which

and Mortagne at Lamath and Blainville. By night,
the enemy was conscious of his danger, and escaped
On the 26th,
constriction by a general withdrawal.
further hard fighting confirmed the French victory.
Positions were occupied at the foot of the Grand
Couronne, on the north, and near St, Die on the south,
which were to save the situation a fortnight later.
The Gap of Charmes was definitely closed. The
German armies had suffered their first great defeat in
the war
and, although little known to the outer world,
;

for the moral of the French ranks.
On
August 2] General Joffre issued an order praising this
" example of tenacity and courage," and expressing his
confidence that the other armies would " have it at
it

did

much
,

heart to follow it."

Towards the north end of the Franco-German
another check was administered at the same
time to the Crown Prince's Army, near Etain, half-way
between Verdun and Metz. General Maunou^y, with
frontier,

an ephemeral "

Army

of Lorraine," consisting of three

of the 3rd Army of
General Ruffey, but was given by the G.Q.G. the
special task of watching for any threat on the side of
Metz. He could do Uttle, therefore, to help Ruffey
in the battle of Virton,^^
On August 24, however, a
German postal van was captured with orders showing
that the Crown Prince intended to attack in the belief
that the French had engaged all their troops. Generals
Ruffey, Paul Durand, Grossetti, and Maunoury held a
hurried conference
and, the G.Q.G. having given

reserve divisions, formed part

;
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on the following day Maunoury struck
out suddenly at the Crown Prince's left, which was

permission,

thrown back

in disorder.

This victory might have been followed up. But
General Joffre did not mistake the real centre of
gravity of the situation, and would not change the
He now considered the eastern
basis of his new plan.
front sufficiently secure to justify a transfer of certain units to meet the emergency in the western field.
Thither, our attention may return.
IV. Battles of

Le Cateau, Guise, and
Launois

—

of August 25
while Smithdefending themselves at Solesmes
and Haig's at Landrecies General Maunoury received the order to disengage his divisions, and to
hurry across country to Montdidier with his Staff,
there to complete the formation and undertake the
command of the new 6th Army. This distinguished
soldier was sixty-seven years of age.
Woimded in
the war of 1870, he had taken a leading part in the
development of the French artillery, directed the
Ecole de Guerre, and restored a strict disciphne in the
garrison of the capital as Governor of Paris. Two of
his phrases will help to characterise this gallant
officer.
The first was that in which, in the moment of
victory, he spoke of himself as having for forty-four
years directed all his energies toward " la revanche de
1870." The other was addressed to a group of fellow-

During

Dorrien's

officers

He

the

night

men were

who were

—

discussing certain

German

brutahties.

could not understand such things, he said, and

LE CATEAU, GUISE, AND LAUNOIS
added
them a

"

:

When we

are in their country,

terrible lesson in

The Army
the 7th
Division,

of the

left

in

will give

humaneness." "

Somme

Corps, taken

we
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consisted at the outset of

from Alsace (minus

Lorraine

its 13th
plus the 63rd Reserve

;

Division and a Moroccan Brigade from the Chalons
camp) the 55th and 56th Divisions of Reserve, taken
from the Verdun-Toul region
the 6ist and 62nd
Divisions of Reserve, detached from the Paris garrison
to Arras, under General d'Amade, and brought back
from Arras to Amiens. It was constituted in the most
unfavourable circimistances and the idea of a flank
attack from the Arras-Amiens region, in support of an
offensive from the old line of secondary fortresses La
Fere-Laon-]^eims, was no sooner conceived than it
had to be abandoned. Maunoury was compelled to
send his divisions off piecemeal from railhead to the
battlefield.
The chief body of them had had such
;

;

;

as a long journey in goods-vans permits
d'Amade's reservists had been routed in the north,
and had lost heavily. If Kluck had not been absorbed

rest

;

John French's little band
Maunoury's task could never have been

in the effort to destroy Sir
of

heroes,

fumUed.
The debt was quickly repaid. The moment had
come when the British must be relieved, or exterminated. Between Le Cateau and Cambrai, on August
26, the three infantry divisions and two cavalry
brigades of the 2nd Corps, although worn by long
marches, checked the onrush of seven German divisions
and three mounted divisions, including some of the
best Prussian troops, supported by at least a hundred
batteries.
Again trusting to his guns while he planned
5
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a double envelopment, Kluck allowed his enemy to
escape.
WTiile this first experience of massed artillery
fire

revealed the fine quality of our " Old Contempt-

a debated question whether General SmithHe had been
temerity was justified.
expressly ordered to continue the retreat, and General
Allenby had warned him of the risk he ran. A sharp
blow upon the German right flank by Sordet's cavalry
and some of d'Amade's battalions relieved the perilous
But the British losses were heavy after
situation.
At night, during the disas well as during the battle.
engagement, the ist Gordons marched into the camp
of a German division, and were taken prisoner almost
to a man.
The following is the judgment of the British
" The magnifiCommander-in-Chief upon this affair
cent fight put up by these glorious troops saved disaster, but the actual result was a total loss of at least
14,000 officers and men, about 80 guns, numbers of
ibles,"

it is

Dorrien's

:

machine-guns

as well as quantities of

ammunition,

war material and baggage, whilst the enemy gained
time to close up his infantry columns marching down
The hope of making a
from the north-east.
stand behind the Somme or the Oise, or any other
favourable position north of the Mame, had now to be
.

.

,

abandoned, owing to the shattered condition of the
army, and the far-reaching effect of our losses at the
battle of Le Cateau was felt seriously even throughout
the subsequent battle of the Mam?, and during the
early operations on the Aisne.
It was not possible
to replace our lost guns and machine-guns until nearly
the end of September." ^^
At this time Bdlow was pursuing Sir Douglas Haig
along the Guise road. On the 27th, the 2nd Munster
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were cut off, and killed or captured, except a
handful saved by the 15th Hussars. On the 28th,
the weary remnant of an army which had marched
Fusiliers

90 miles in four days, fighting continually, tramped
the Oise valley, from La F6re to Noyon. That
evening, Gough's cavalry, at the south of the Somme
near Ham, and Chetwodc's a little farther east, in
covering the retreat, had to bear two severe attacks,
which they effectually broke. On August 26, Sir John
French had met Generals Joffre and Lanrezac at St.
Quentin, and had again found the attitude of the latter

down

officer

unsatisfactory.

On August

29,

at

i

p.m.,

General Joffre visited the British Commander at the
latter's headquarters in the Chateau of Compiegne.
" I strongly represented my position," Sir John reported to Lord Kitchener, " to the French Commander-

who was most kind, cordial, and sympathetic,
he has always been."
The Field-Marshal was
persuaded from this time on that " our stand should
be made on some line between the Marne and the
in-Chief,

as

Seine."

The needed

had already been arranged when
by a movement which we
may summarise as an inclination of the 6th and 5th
French Armies toward each other across the British
rear.
Sordet's three cavalry divisions had already
passed from the right to the left of the British Army.
D'Amade's Divisions had done something to check
Von Kluck's advance by the Bapaume-Amiens and
Nevertheless, Von der
Peronne - Roye highroads.
Marwitz's cavalry was on the Somme on August 28.
That day Lanrezac's Army, which had retired from
the hne Avesnes-Chimay west -south-westward, took
relief

the conference took place,
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positions south of the Oise between

La Fere and

Guise.

On

the following day, August 29, while Joffre had gone
from Lanrezac's headquarters at Laon to consult Sir

John French at Compiegne, Maunoury and Lanrezac
struck two hard blows, the one eastward from the
Santerre plateau toward Peronne, the other northwest from the Oise toward St. Quentin, against the
two flanks of Kluck.
In the former action, between the villages of
Villers
Bretonneaux and Proyart, 15,000 French
chasseurs and troops of the line arrested a larger
German force for a day and a night, then falling back
toward Roye. Lanrezac was more successful in the
simultaneous battle of Guise (extending to Ribemont
on the west, and eastward to Vervins), although its
original aim was not carried out.
This was to wheel
about, and to strike westward. The delicate manoeuvre might have ended disastrously, for Biilow
was closer than was thought, but for a rapid return to
the old front. The left of the 5th Army (i8th and
3rd Corps) crossed the Oise toward St. Quentin in the
morning of the 29th, but was stopped in view of the
arrest of the right (ist and loth Corps) by heavy
German attacks. The 3rd Corps was then transferred
to the right

;

and, to the east of Guise, a serious repulse

on the German X Corps and the Guard.
This seems to have been the strongest of several
factors which now produced a deep disturbance of
On August 28, according to
the German plans.
Billow's war-diary,^^ the High Command, probably
under the impression of Le Cateau, had ordered the
Army to continue south-westward to the Seine
I
below Paris, and the II Army to make straight for

was

inflicted
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Guise altered the whole prospect. Biilow
from Kliick (who, till August 27
subject to Biilow, was then given an independence of
command which continued till September 10). Kluck,
the capital.

had had

to ask aid

evidently the more forceful personality, and opposed
to

an immediate descent on Paris, then proceeded

The new
was at once accepted by General Heada momentous change which will be dis-

south-east to the Oise about Compi^gne.
direction

—

quarters
cussed presently.
attained by these

were
Force was
freed, and retired to the north bank of the Aisne,
between Compiegne and Soissons, there to reorganise.
At the same time, the neighbouring French armies,
albeit outnumbered, were so ranged as to close the
Fieldbreach thus left against Kluck and Biilow.
Marshal French, not having received reinforcements,
had rejected Joffre's request to " stand and fight,"
and refused to budge when it was repeated by
President Poincare and Lord Kitchener.^''
Dislocation became apparent on both sides at this
juncture.
Kluck's liaison with Biilow was not very
good, or the movements just described would not have
been possible. A considerable gap had also developed
True, there was a
between Hansen and Biilow.
corresponding void between the French 5th and 4th
Armies, a distance of 25 miles held only by a few
flying columns.
But behind this breach, a few miles
to the south (between Soissons and Chateau Porcien),
the new so-called 9th Army had begun to form on
August 27, under General Foch, fresh from his failure

and success
It

is

Other

actions.

important

The

results

British

in Lorraine.

difficult

now

not to regard this appointment
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But the commander of
was already distinguished. It is
noteworthy that Ferdinand Foch was born within
4 mUes and four months of Joffre at Tarbes in the
Upper Pyrenees, on October 2, 1851. Of a solid and
comfortable middle-class family, he is said to have
called the Generalissimo's attention, when he was
offered the army command, to the fact that he had a
brother who was a Jesuit priest. Joffre swept the
hinted objection aside. Foch, who had served as subaltern in the 1870 war, had risen to be brigadier-general
when he was made dhector of the Ecole de Guerre.
Later, he commanded successively the 13th Division,
the 8th Corps, and the 20th, of Nancy.
The new force he was now called upon to lead
consisting of the 42nd Di\dsion of the 6th Corps, taken
from the 3rd Army, the 9th and nth Corps, taken from
the 4th Army, the ist Moroccan Division, and two
reserve divisions from the 4th Aimy was not yet
in the light of later fame.^^

the

20th

Corps

—

—

ready to enter into action. Joffre's purpose in creating
and placing it was not only to strengthen his centre,
but to preserve the offensive force of the 5th Army.
The German Staff probably did not know of the
existence of Foch's " detachment." It did know
that, farther east, its central armies, those of

Duke

Wiirtemberg and the Prussian Crown
Prince, were not doing as well as had been expected.
On August 28, de Langle, having obtained the
GeneraUssimo's leave to suspend the retreat of the 4th
Army for a day, and a day only,^^ drove the German
IV Army back across the Meuse between Sedan and
Stenay with his right, while, with his left, he struck
at the Saxons between Signy-l'Abbaye and NovionAlbrecht

of
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Porcien (sometimes called the battle of Launois),
where, in particular, the ist Moroccan Division dealt
faithfully with the I Saxon (XII German) Corps.

The 3rd French Army was also deliberate in its retirement toward and around the northern limits of the
entrenched camp of Verdun, and, on the 29th, near
Dun-sur-Meuse, almost completely destroyed one of
the Crown Prince's regiments which tried to cross the
river.

V.

The

End of the Long Retreat

position along the French front

therefore,

more favourable than

it

Lorraine, there was a slackening of the

on this day was,
had been. In

German

attacks,

and Castelnau,
his weakened army fully rallied, was more confident
In the west, one new army had come,
of the issue.
and another was coming, into line. At the right-centre
and left-centre, the enemy had suffered checks which
must have disturbed his arrogance, and caused hesitation and di\ided counsels that were presently to
contribute to his undoing. They were checks only,
and
however. A superiority of power remained
pending the arrival of fresh forces

;

;

Kluck's right wing, doing forced marches of 25 to 30
miles a day, although the Allies broke most of the
bridges behind them, was a very serious menace.

and
Foch was not ready for a decisive engagement
the Commander-in-Chief never wavered in his view
that the general reaction must commence from the
;

left.

So the offensive must be postponed, the subsidiary
scheme of August 25 cancelled, the retreat prolonged.
General Joffre had left Lanrezac, at noon on the

72
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the knowledge that an offensive toward
Quentin was impossible, and during the afternoon
had hstened to the representations of the British
commander, who was accompanied by his three corps
commanders and General Allenby. In his report of
general retirement
the interview, French says
on the Une of the ]\Iarne was ordered, to which the
French forces in the more eastern theatre of war were
" Whilst closely
directed to conform," adding
adhering to his strategic conception, to draw the
enemy on at all points until a favourable situation
was created from which to assume the offensive, General
Joffre found it necessary to modify from day to day
the methods by which he sought to attain this object,
owing to the development of the enemy's plans and
changes of the general situation." It was a hard
decision to retreat to the Marne, so abandoning the
second great defence line estabhshed after the war of
1870, including the forts of La Fere, Laon, and
Rheims. This new objective emphasised the dangerous
unevenness of the front, for, on the 29th, de Tangle's
Army was 40 miles north of the Marne (beyond Rethel),
Lanrezac was 50 miles to the north (near Guise),
Maunoury and the British were about 30 miles to the
north (between Clermont and Compiegne). It was a
bold decision. But there was something still more
29th, with
St.

:

"A
:

heroic to follow.

Retreat and pursuit

now

attained their

maximum

speed, the greatest pressure being always on the west.

The

city and important railway centre of Amiens was
evacuated by d'Amade, and occupied by Kluck's
extreme right, on August 30 (the British base had
already been moved to St. Nazaire)
On that memor-
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able Sunday,

all the roads converging towards Paris
were crowded with fugitives, whose panic-haste was

only too well justified by the barbarities that marked
the progress of the invasion. On the 31st, while the
5th Army was still north of Laon, Kluck was driving
across the rearguards of

Maunoury and

of the British

(restored to the general line, after a day's rest) in the

Clermont-Compiegne region.
and the threat

The curvature

the

of

envelopment on the
left, or division of the left from the centre, were
acute.
As we shall see, however, the enemy had
Allied line,

of

fallen into a more perilous predicament.
Paris had
begun to be a major factor in the situation. The
railways running southward from the capital were
overwhelmed with multitudes of flying civilians
so
that the detrainment of some of the reinforcements
from the east had to be made at a point more distant
than had been intended.''"
The British Commander-in-Chief, conscious of the
weakness of his means, but sensible also of what might
happen to the great city, now expressed his readiness
;

to take part in a general battle before Paris, provided

But neither of
two new armies, the 6th and 9th, was ready
for a decisive test.
Kluck was hard upon the heels of
d'Amade, Maunoury, and the British and even on the
Marne they might not be able to make a stand. Weighing up the possibilities from hour to hour, the Generalissimo concluded that he was not yet justified in risking
everything.
On September i, from his headquarters,
which were moved on that day from Vitry to a quiet

that his flanks could be covered. ^^
Joffre's

;

chateau at Bar-sur-Aube, orders were issued to extend
the retreat by another 30 miles to the south banks of
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Aube and the Seine.
successes obtained by the 3rd,
the

" Despite
4th,

the

tactical

and 5th Armies on

the Meuse and at Guise," he wrote, " the enveloping
movement of the left of the 5th Army, insufficiently
arrested by the British troops and the 6th Army,
obliges the whole of our formation to pivot upon its
right.
As soon as the 5th Army has escaped the
enveloping manoeuvre against its left, the mass of the
3rd, 4th, and 5th Armies will resume the offensive."
This order marks the moment at which Verdun became
a pivot for the remaining portion of the western
" We shall reach this line," the Generalissimo
retreat.

added (September

2),

" only

if

shall attack, before reaching

we are constrained. We
it, if we can reaUse a

disposition permitting the co-operation of the whole
of the forces."

" General Instruction No.
4 " of September i
indicated, as the turning-point, the line Bray-sur-

The

Seine - Nogent-sur- Seine - Arcis

Mailly-Bar-le-Duc.

By

-

sur-Aube - Camp - de-

the supplementary note of the

following day, this line of arrest was pushed back a
little

farther

still,

from Pont-sur-Yonne (south-east

of

Fontainebleau), through Brienne-le-Chateau, to Joinville, 25 miles south of Bar-le-Duc.
These positions

were never reached

but the orders are of great
they did, the possibility of a
movement that might well have involved the abandonment of Verdun and the creation of a new pivot
at Toul-Nancy.
Joffre's public words are so few and
sententious that the " General Order No. 11 " may be
given in full
Part of our armies are falling back to re-establish
their front, recomplete their effectives, and prepare,
;

interest, anticipating, as
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with every chance of success, for the general offensive
The
I shall order to be resumed in a few days.
safety of the country depends upon the success of this
offensive, which, in accord with the pressure of our
Russian Allies, must break the German armies, that
we have already seriously damaged at several points.
" Every man must be made aware of this situation,

that

and strain all his energies for tlie final victory. The
most minute precautions, as well as the most draconian
measures, will be taken that the retirement be effected
complete order, so as to avoid useless fatigue.
Fugitives, if found, will be pursued and executed.
Army commanders will give orders to the depots so
that these shall send promptl}- to the corps the full
in

number

men

necessary to compensate for losses
sustained and to be foreseen in the next few days.
" The effectives must be as complete as possible,
of

the cadres reconstituted by promotion, and the moral
of all up to the level of the new tasks for the coming
resumption of the forward movement which will give
us the definitive success.
" At General Headquarters, September 2, 1914.

The General Commanding-in-Chief,

"Joffre"

CHAPTER

IV

THE GREAT DILEMMA, PARIS-VERDUN
I.

The Government leaves the Capital

the Somme was much, to the Marne
RETREAT
much more was to be appreciated only
to

as

so

in

the after-years of the war. Retreat to the
Seine, besides endangering the venerable fortress and
pivotal place of Verdun, left in peril of capture, perhaps
of destruction, Paris, the richest and most beautiful
city of Continental Europe, the seat of a strongly
centralised system of

the

home

of

two

government and many

industries,

millions of people, the converging

and railways. That
Government and people accepted such a risk speaks
eloquently for the mind that imposed it upon them.
The passionate strain of those few days will ever
rest in the memories of those who experienced it.
News, vague and unexplained, of the northern invasion
had faUen upon us with avalanche swiftness. Paris
was almost universally regarded as its immediate
objective.
On August 27, the Viviani Ministry was
reconstructed as an enlarged Government of National
Defence, with M, Millerand in M. Messimy's place at
the Ministry of War, M. Delcass6 at the Quai d'Orsay,
M. Briand at the Ministry of Justice, and the Socialist
M. Sembat at the Public Works. The same evening
point of the chief national roads
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M. Millerand visited the Grand Quartier General at
" On the staircase," he afterwards
Vitry-le-Francois.
"
wrote,
I shook hands with General Maunoury, who
was leaving for the north to take command of his new
army. The Staff officers were working in tranquiUity,
order.
The brains of the army functioned
General Joffre kept me long in conference.
I never found him more calm, more master of himself,
more sure of the future. I left him full of respect,
admiration, and confidence." "^^ On the same day,
General GaUieni was appointed military governor of
Paris.
Amongst the people of the capital, at least,
this step excited keener interest, since it bore directly
upon the question that was beginning to be asked on
all hands
must we leave, or stay ? Gallieni, who,
long years before, had been Joffre 's chief in the military
organisation of the colony of Madagascar, was, like
him, of the type of soldier-administrator. But his
temperament spoke of his Corsican origin and he had
asked for, and Joffre had refused him, an army command circumstances to be remembered when we see
him in action. A man of impeccable honesty, emphatic
will, and few words, he immediately won the confidence
of his men and the population at large, and in the height
of the crisis presented a worthy, if somewhat stiff,
personification of the new spirit which France began
to exhibit before her armies had scored any victory.
On August 29, the French official bulletin (communicated to an anxiously waitnig crowd of journaUsts in a
stable-like building beside the Ministry of War, thereafter to be scanned greedily as the piece de resistance
of the world's press) contained a partial revelation of
" The situation from
the whereabouts of the enemy
silence,

and

freely.

—

;

—

:
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Somme

PARIS- VERDUN

remains as yesterday." At
in a manifesto
to the nation, declared that " our duty is tragic,
to repel the invader, to hold out to
but simple
the end, to remain masters of our destinies." This
phrase " jusqu'au bout," repeated by Gallieni a few
days later ^with its homologues, " jusqu'auboutist,"
" jusqu' auboutisme " ^was to become for years afterwards a catchword of the general resolve to fight
to a victorious finish.
Refugees and wounded soldiers were now streaming
into the city from the north, and famihes from the
holiday resorts of the west and south. More than
30,000 fugitives from Belgium and the north of France
reached the Nord Station on the 29th. A considerable current had begun to flow outwards, and during
the next few days the railways were overwhelmed
but there was at no time real panic among the people
of the great city.
On Sunday the 30th, the first of a
series of aeroplane raids provided a novel boulevard
entertainment
the president of the City Council,
M. Mithouard, advised residents to send their women
and children into the country and an edict was issued
forbidding the papers to publish more than one edition
daily.
Railways, posts, and telegraphs were working
subject to many hours' delay.
The city hospitals were
being cleared. Thousands of civilians were helping
the

to

the Vosges

the same time, the

new Government,

:

—

—

;

;

;

the garrison to dig trenches, and clear fields of fire.
The Bois and neighbouring lands were turned into
a vast cattle and sheep farm and large quantities of
;

wheat were stored against the

On

the night of the 31st,

alarming news

—only made

I

possibility of a siege.

received privately the

public on September 3
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Government had that afternoon decided to
abandon the capital. The staffs and papers of the
Ministers
Ministries were already being removed
themselves, with the President of the Repubhc, and
the Ambassadors, except those of Spain and the United
States, started for Bordeaux during the night of
September 2. Many of the treasures of the Louvre
and other museums and galleries were carried away
M. Poincar6 and all the Ministers
at the same time.
that the

;

signed a lengthy manifesto declaring that they were
departing " on the demand of the military authority,"

keep in touch with the whole country, after
assuring the defence of the city " by all means in their

in order to

A quarter of the inhabitants of Paris had
by now left, or v/ere endeavouring to leave, the city.
The remainder, very anxious for the red-handed
enemy was only a day's march away but still outv/ardly calm, preferred to any eloquence of political
power."

—

—

personages the terse promise of General Gallieni
" I have received the mandate to defend Paris against
the invader. This mandate I shall fulfil to the end."
:

Certainly, the

that

it

did not

Government was in duty bound to see
fall into the hands of Von Kluck.
The

utmost that can be said for the popular sentiment of
the day is that, having prepared for departure, the
chief magistrates of the Republic might perhaps have
remained a lew hours longer, when they would have
discovered that there was no need to move after all.

IL Kluck plunges South-Eastward

The German

no immediate inand Kluck, passing beyond

Staff had, in fact,

tention of attacking Paris

;

8o
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forts of the entrenched camp,
was racing south-east toward Meaux and ChateauThierry after the British and the French 5th Armies.
This unexpected change of direction was only discovered on the afternoon of September 2, and

gunrange of the outer

confirmed during the next twenty-four hours by successive cavaky and aviation reports brought in to the
headquarters of the British Army, Maunoury's Army,
and the Paris garrison. It had, in fact, begun two days
before, though it could not then be considered decisive.
No sooner had he occupied Amiens, and crossed the
Somme and Avre, than Kluck began to alter his course
from south-west to south-east, while Maunoury and
the British continued due south (the former two days
behind the latter). Thus, while conducting foreguard
actions with the British, Kluck increasingly left aside
Maunoury, and came into contact with the 5th Army.
Under Joffre's orders, Maunoury continued his direct
march on Paris, his last units not leaving Clermont till
early on the morning of September 2, whereas the Expeditionary Force had crossed the Aisne on August 30,
and traversed Senhs, Crepy, and Villers-Cotterets on
the following day, to pass the Mame at and near Meaux.
It is true that detachments of the German extreme
right got as far afield as Creil, on the evening of September 2, and Chantilly on the following morning, but
they were no more than a flank guard. Senhs, on
September 2, was the last place occupied in any force,
the last scene of fighting, and of assassination, pillage,

and incendiarism, on the main road to

Paris, 23 miles

Immediately in front lay the forests of
away.
Ermenonville and Chantilly, an uncomfortable country
for what had become a mere wing-tip of the invasion.
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While Maunoury's exhausted troops were thus left
behind these woods, to re-form and rest across
the north-eastern suburbs of Paris (from Dammartin to
liberty,

tlic

Marne), Kluck's main body was making south-

eastward after the British at a hot pace, at the same
time closing up on its left with other forces coming due
south from Soissons through Villers-Cotterets. Crepyen-Valois was occupied by the Germans on September
I, 120,000 troops passing through toward Nanteuil-leHaudouin and Betz, which were reached on September
By the time Gallieni got wind of the new direction,
3.
in fact, nearly the whole of Kluck's Army and Billow's
nght wing were nearing Meaux and Chateau-Thierry
On September 3,
(27 and 54 miles east of Paris).
the British blew up the Marne bridges behind them,
and altered their hne of retreat to south-west, reaching
.quietude and reinforcements on the Seine on September 4. Kluck pursued his south-eastward course, and,
having crossed th':^ Marne, Petit Morin, and Grand
Morin, established himself, on September 5, with his
Staff, in the house of a Dr. Alleaume in the Httle
" This is the last
country town of Coulommiers.
stage," he is reported as saying; "the day after tomorrow, we shall leave Coulommiers to enter Paris." ^^
That programme could not be carried out. Three
days later, the boaster had fled, and Sir John French
was ensconced in Coulommiers Town Hall.
Before we go on to trace the advantage the Allied
commanders took of this situation, we may pause to
consider two questions which have been, and may yet
lluck, reputedly
be, keenly discussed
(i) How came
one of the best of Hving German officers, to perform
this evolution across Maunoury's front, and so to
:

6
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reach a position that was to prove fatal to the whole
enterprise ?
(2) Was the German Staff right in deciding to postpone the attack upon Paris ?
It was natural that the problem should at first be
posed in this double form, because, when information
is scanty, it is easier to criticise an individual commander than a Grand Staff, and because the fate of a
capital is more generally interesting than a stratThe most usual repl}^ to the two
egical hypothesis.
questions was that, while the commander had made an
evident blunder, the Command had only followed the
orthodox mihtary rule that no lesser objective should
be allowed to interfere with that of breaking the enemy's
main armies, and, the French and British armies being

upon another
which might be
obstinately defended, till this was accomplished.
That BerHn understood the importance of taking the
French capital, and hoped to take it quickly, may be
unbroken,

it

was

right not to adventure

task, the reduction of a great city

assumed.'^ Among other detailed evidence, the tardiness of a message from Berlin to the Ambassador of the

United States (then

still

armies were not at

him
German
provided with maps of the

neutral) in Paris warning

to prepare for this event, "^^
first

and the

region of the capital (see note

fact that the

2),

reinforce the prob-

abihty that this aim was originalh', as after August 29,
subordinated to that of a decisive battle.
But the wisdom of the decision has been strongly
" First to beat the enemy army," says
questioned.

General

Cherfils, " is

the best.
justified,
is

But
not at

this
all

a means to an end, and generally
means is only a rule generally

a principle.

The principle of war
is
immutable

higher, and, like other principles,

—

^it
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that the aim of war

is

to impose peace,

demorahsation.

effect of decisive

and to

this

end

command an
We all know that

enemy government

to produce on the
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or

was not defended, and that, if the Germans had
pushed right on to the capital with their I Army,
nothing would have prevented them from destroying
two of the forts, bombarding Paris, and entering the
city.
I ask if, at that hour, such a disaster would not
have produced an effect of demoralisation equal to the
finest victory.
The Germans neglected to put in play
Paris

the terrifying surprise of such a catastrophe.
sure the

Grand

Staff

must have regretted

More convincing reasons than

this

may

it."

am

be found for

the fact that Kluck was afterwards relegated,

command,

I
^«

first

to

which he was wounded, and
then to the retired list. It is an exaggeration to
speak of the city as " not defended." The garrison
consisted of four Territorial divisions, to which Maunoury could have added on September 5 the nine
divisions of his new army.
The ring of outer forts,
with a circumference of nearly a hundred miles, was
too long to be held by such a force
but it was also
a lesser

in

;

by the ten
Kluck might have brought up.
The German commander would, doubtless, have struck
at a short sector
and the question, probably untoo long for investment or general attack

or eleven divisions

;

answerable,

is

whether the defenders, in their

in-

adequate trenches connecting the old-fashioned forts,
could have prevented him from breaking through,
at least until the general battle on the Marne was won.
It is
It is highly probable they could have done so.
certain that Gallieni would have made a spirited and
obstinate defence he had received pecific permission
;
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to blow up the Seine bridges within the city, if he
found it necessary to retire to the south bank. We
know, also, that Kluck would have had to wait several
days before his heavy artillery could be brought into
position.
Although the shortest distance between
the outer forts and the boundaries of the city is about
eight miles, much of Paris might then have been
destroyed.
But, the Government having gone south,
would there have been any " decisive demorahsation " ?
And what, meanwhile, would have happened to the
remaining armies ? Assuming that the 6th French
Army would have been wholly occupied with Kluck
in the Paris area, instead of on the Ourcq, could
Billow, the Saxons, and the Duke of Wiirtemberg have
fulfilled their task on the Marne ?
Would there not
have been a dangerous gap on their right ? Kluck
would then have found it much more difficult to dis-

entangle himself, and perhaps impossible, in case of a
general retreat, to keep touch with his colleagues.
It has been stated, not very convincingly, that, in
daring to pronounce against such an adventure, Kluck

encountered the opposition of the Emperor and part
Von Biilow testifies that the
Staff abandoned the advance on Paris directly after
the order was given (p. 69). The problem which had
arisen was of a larger and graver character than that
which has excited so much ingenious speculation
of the Imperial Staff.'*'

III.

For
victory
plan.

Joffre's Opportunity

was no exaggeration to say that a rapid
was an essential condition of the German
The envelopment of the west wing of the Allies
it
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might succeed if it were effected by the time they
reached the Somme, or a Uttle beyond, but not later,
and that for three main reasons. In the first place,
there was, south of the Somme, Maunoury's force,
not large at first, but constantly growing, a grave
threat to Khick's west flank, whether realised or not.
In the second place, there was Foch's new army forming at the centre
and, between Lanrezac and Foch,
;

advance was so compromised that it had
become necessary for Kluck to move eastward in order
to relieve his comrade.
Thirdly, Paris stood across
the path of a more direct Ij^ southward movement,
with the certainty of delaying, and the probability of
dislocating, an immediate attack.
The design of
envelopment by the west was, therefore, necessarily
abandoned. Between August 29 and September i,
when he had passed the Somme, Kluck ceased
his south-westerly course, which no longer had any
important purpose, and came in touch with Biilow,
to support his blow at the strongest of the French
Armies, the 5th. It was probably thought, on the
following days, that Maunoury would be locked up
in Paris by a distraught Government, and that the
British Army, virtually disabled, would not require
Billow's

very serious attention. Personal ambition, fear of
being late for the action that was to give a dramatic
victory, may have spurred on the commander of the

Army.*^
So Kluck continued his course till his advance
guards had reached a point on the Brie plateau 50
miles south-east of Paris.
His first purpose was
fulfilled.
The space between the central lines of the
German I and II Armies on September 4 may be
I
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roughly measured by the distance between Crepy-enNext day,
Valois and Fismes no less than 50 miles.
It could not have been otherthis space was bridged.
wise closed, except by arresting one or both forces,
that is to say by suspending the whole enterprise.
Paris had been covered as well as was possible with the
forces in hand, the IV Reserve Corps, with a cavalry
division, being left north of the Marne, while the II
Corps was to turn from Coulommiers facing the southeast of the capital.
It is uncertain how far Kluck
knew of the strength or position of the French 6th
Army.**^ As it afterwards came into action on the
Ourcq, he could not know of it, for it was not yet fuUy
constituted
but he had been repeatedly in conflict
with some of its elements, from Baupaume to Senlis.
The German Command can hardly have supposed that
Paris would be left without a respectable garrison,
especially as they were certainly cognisant of Gallieni's
proclamation. Whether they under- or over-estimated
the strength Gallieni and Maunoury could put forth,
the result would be much the same. In any case,
Kluck must close up toward Biilow and cover his
flank
new lines of communication must be organif the French should attempt a serious flank
ised
attack, it could be delayed till the main battle had
been won.

—

;

;

;

It

was, doubtless, a risky disposition,

made more

than risky by Kluck's headstrong determination to

have

British
full share in the decisive shock.
with his failings in the north in mind, have
French
dealt very severely with this 'commander
writers, better acquaint ed'^with'^ the fighting on the
Ourcq, are more respectful. Kluck's movement,
his

critics,

;
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Ruprecht and Heeringen
Army toward the Gap
of Charmes, may have contained a large element of
recklessness, born of foolish contempt for the retiring
forces.
But he was not responsible for the dilemma
The errror was that of the
in which he was involved.
German Grand Staff rather than of any particular
commander. We shall see that, if Kluck was gambling,
he had not lost his head. Had the Allied retreat
been less prolonged, had he been able to come up with
the French 5th and British Armies sooner, he might
have won, or at least have stopped on the Marne,
He had no longer a free choice
instead of the Aisne.
To have stayed between Aisne
of his movements.
it
and Marne would not have solved the problem
would have eased the British advance. Every man
was needed on the extreme front, if the whole aim of
the invasion was not to be missed. Biilow had had to
leave one corps behind at Maubeuge, and was just
losing the support, on his left, of one of Hausen's
Saxon corps (the XI), ordered off to the Russian
like the

advance

of Prince

across the face of Castelnau's

;

front,

Foch's

new army

of the centre had, doubtless,

been discovered before this time, though its numbers
would not yet be known. Kluck had to throw forward
every regiment not demonstrably needed elsewhere.
All the German commands were now engaged in a
but, where his masters lost their
reckless gamble
To this complexion had the
nerve, Kluck did not.
great enveloping movement come under pressure of
With all his anxieties, the
the Joffrean dilemma.
French Generalissimo may well have smiled blandly
as he saw the enemy enter between the horns of Paris
and Verdun.
;
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It is important to realise that the consequences we
have to trace arose, not chiefly from individual blundering, but from the nature of the invasion, from a
plan of campaign resting upon the need and expectation
of a rapid victory, and the French manner of meeting
it.
To this need every lesser aim, however promising
in itself, had been sacrificed.
King Albert was allowed
to carry his army into the shelter of Antwerp, there to
prepare for the battle of the Yser. Ostend, Dunkirk,
Calais, Boulogne, all the coast of Flanders and the
Channel, with its hinterland, and with them the sea
communications of England, were ignored in obedience to the strategical doctrine of the major objective,
and in the sure belief that if this were attained, the
rest would follow easily.
The watching world was

staggered by the immense boldness of these criminals.
Joffre was in no wise intimidated, never thought of

immediately saw that a most daring
crime can only be overcome by a still more daring
virtue, and
all
set
his mind to
the task of
gathering the utmost force in the best position for
temporising,

decisive test.
That meant abandoning the
north
so be it he, too, must stake all on a
blow.
After rescuing the armies from a deadlj^ constraint
on the frontier, after preparing a mass of manoeuvre

the

;

—

which would restore to him the initiative, after so
lengthening the retreat that a virtual equality of forces
was obtained, Joffre 's aim was to reach a level front
whence, his flanks being safe, he could swing round
the whole hne in a sudden riposte.
His wings were
now, in a measure, protected
and the same process
which had brought the AUied forces near their re;
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serves,

their

supplies

and

their

most

89
favourable

battleground had attenuated the enemy's columns,
dislocated their line, and prejudiced their power of
manoeuvre. The dilemma which Paris presented in the
west, Verdun repeated at the other end of the line,
170 miles away. There, too, the beginnings of a modern
defensive system were being extemporised.

had

just

Arm}''

;

Sarrail

succeeded Ruffey in command of the 4th
he would have defended, did, indeed, after-

wards defend, his circle of forts and hill-trenches as
Gallieni would have defended the capital.
The
Imperial Crown Prince was faced by a replica of
Kluck's problem to attack the fortress of the Meuse
Heights, and to that extent to neglect the French
field armies
or to neglect the fortress, and risk all
that might, and did, happen.
Either the invaders
must entangle themselves upon these protruding points,
and so weaken the intermediate forces, or they must
go forward to the crucial encounter leaving a peril
unreduced upon either flank. That the Crown Prince's
answer was the same as Kluck's indicates that it was
not their individual answer only, but the decision of

—

;

the Grand Staff,

On

the west, there are, before the battle

of

the

Marne, three main stages in the development of this
result
the loss of a week at the outset in Belgium,
which enabled the French command to shift its forces
north-westward, and the British Army to assemble
the failure of the surprise on the Sambre and Meuse
and the failure, on or south of
to produce a decision
the Somme, either to envelop or to break the retreating masses.
On the east, where there was less possibility of surprise or manoeuvre, a like inability to
:

;

;
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pierce or envelop appeared in five successive failures
the battle
that of the Gap of Charmes on August 25
;

of the

Mortagne, at the beginning of September

;

the

Grand Couronne of Nancy on September
and
that of Fort Troyon on September 8-13
4-1 1
that of the Crown Prince's Army in course of the
main battle of the Mame. To the German marching wing the most important mission had been
and its failure must be adjudged the most
entrusted
battle of the

;

;

;

grave.
Its greatest exponents have admitted that the
danger of dislocation is inherent in the tactic of envelopment Clause wit z himself laid it down that the
manoeuvre should only be attempted when the force
attacked is wholly engaged with the assailant's centre.^"
After the Sambre, the German armies never had this
and ere they could change a plan that
opportunity
had governed all their dispositions, it had aggravated
;

;

the disorder natural in so violent a pursuit.

What

at

sudden change of fickle fortune
is, in fact, the logical end of an immense strategical
deception, of weaknesses in an imposing organism
discovered by a higher intelligence, and exploited by
However the lesser
a higher pnidence and courage.
questions we have touched be answered in the light
of fuller knowledge, it seems sure that history wiU
pronounce Joffre's master idea one of the boldest and
soundest conceptions to be found in mihtary annals.
It dominated the ensuing battle, which thus yielded an
Gallieni has been justly
essentially strategic victory.
praised for the promptitude with which he took advantage of Kluck's " adventurous situation." The
only alternative for the latter, however, was another
first

sight looks like a
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at all, less adventurous
and
imposed upon him as, at the
other end of the line, upon the Crown Prince by
the French Commander-in-Chief.
The manceuvrer
had become the manoeuvred before the battle

situation hardly,

the

choice

began.

was

if

;

—

—

CHAPTER

V

THE ORDER OF BATTLE
I.

was

ITthe

in

first

Gallieni's Initiative

the early hours

south-eastward

Government

of

September 3 that

definite e\ddence of Kluck's divergence

reported to the Mihtary
but the officers in charge did

was

of Paris

;

not venture to disturb their weary chief, who received
the news only when he rose in the moming.^^ At noon,
" A
he issued to the garrison the following note
German army corps, probably the Second, has passed
:

from Senhs southward, but has not pursued its movement toward Paris, and seems to have diverged to the
south-east.
In a general way, the German forces
which were in face of the 6th Army appear to be
oriented toward the south-east.
On our side, the
6th Army is estabhshed to the north-east of the entrenched camp on the front Mareil-en-France-Dammartin-Montge. The British Army is in the region
south of the Mame and the Petit Morin, from Courtevroult (west) to beyond La Ferte-sous-Jouarre (east)."
During the day, the news, the importance of which
the
Gallieni immediately realised, was confirmed
evening bulletin issued
Bordeaux announced that
" the enveloping march of the enemy seems definitely conjured."
Perceiving the opportunity of strik;

m
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ing a hard, perhaps a decisive, blow at the enemy's

Governor appears to have resolved at once to
Maunoury's Army in movement,^- and then to have
proceeded to urge the Commander-in-Chief to make
this the commencement of the general offensive which
was to have taken place some days later, when the
armies had re-formed behind the Seine. " If they do
not come to us, we will go to them," said Gallieni to
his Chief of Staff, General Clergerie ^^ and at about
9 a.m. on September 4, he issued to the 6th Army
flank, the

set

;

the foUo\\ing order
of the

German

:

"In consequence of the movement

armies, which

appear to be slipping

across our front in a south-easterly direction,
to 'send your

army forward

I

intend

against their flank, that

is

to say in an eastward direction, in touch with the
British

troops.

march when

I

I

will

know

indicate

your

that of the British

direction

Army

;

of

but

take forthwith your dispositions so that your troops
may be rccdy to march this afternoon, and to launch
to-morrow (September 5) a general movement to the
east of the entrenched camp."
In course of the morning and forenoon of the same
day (September 4), Gallieni had three telephonic
conversations with the Generalissimo. Before the
last of these communications, between noon and
I p.m., the Governor, with General Maunoury, went
by automobile to British headquarters at Melun. Sir
John French was not there but, during the evening,
probably after hearing from General Joffre, he replied
to Gallieni that the British Army would turn about
on the morrow, with a view to the resumption of the
offensive on September 6.^^ After reflection, in fact,
the Generalissimo had accepted Gallieni 's view of
;
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the opportunity, and had issued during the evening
orders to the three armies of the left to get into
positions of attack on the 5th, and to commence
the battle on the morning of the 6th. On the 5th,
Sir John French visited General Joffre, who had
now come over to Claye, on the road from Paris
After the interto Meaux, Maunoury's headquarters.
view, there should have been no misunderstandings.

At the end

of August, the

French General Staff had

moved from

Vitry-le-Francois 40 miles farther south
to Bar-sur-Aube, where, on the outskirts of the quiet
"
little town, at the large country house called" Le Jard
(29

which had sheltered a century
Alexander I and King Frederick
Prussia, the Commander-in-Chief was the

Faubourg de

before

the

Paris),

Tsar

William II of

Refusguest of M. Tassin, a member of the Paris bar.
ing all ceremony, General Joffre occupied a large firstfloor room looking by two windows upon the gateway
and the Paris highroad. But it was in a neighbouring

schoolroom where the Staff bureaux were established,
and to which the telegraph wires nerves of the battle
were attached, that the historic orders for the great
encounter were composed.
On the evening of
September 5, another southward move was made to
Chatillon-sur-Seine, where, for three weeks, the Staff
occupied the chateau of Colonel Maitre, once belonging
to Marshal Marmont.
It was from the "Chambre de
"
I'Empereur
in this old house, so called after a visit
of Napoleon in 1814, that General Joffre issued his
final summons to the troops on the morning of the

—

—

battle.

The text of the General Instructions of September
and
4
5 is of great importance, for they determined at
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shape of the ensuing struggle, and we will
them in dealing with one of its most
For the moment, it will suffice to
critical phases.
point out this apparent ambiguity, that,, while the
general offensive was to commence only on September 6, Maunoury's Army was to discover itself on
September 5, in a movement that would necessarily
provoke strong resistance.
least the first

have to

recall

IL General Offensive of the Allies
General Joffre's programme was embodied in the
following series of

army

orders

:

General Headquarters, Septembev
"

I.

Advantage must be taken
situation

2.

of

the

I

4

of the adventurous

German Army

(right

wing) to concentrate upon it the efforts
of the Allied armies of the extreme left.
All dispositions will be taken during the
5th of September with a view to commencing the attack on the 6th.
The dispositions to be realised by the evening
of

September 5
{a)

will

be

:

All the available forces

of the 6th

Army, to the north-east, ready to cross
the Ourcq between Lizy-sur-Ourcq and
May-en-Multien, in the general direction
[the last phrase was
telephonically corrected at 10 p.m. to the
of Chateau-Thierry

following

:

" in a

manner

to attain the

Meaux "].
of
The available
meridian
elements of the ist Cavalry Corps that
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are in the vicinity will be put under the
orders

of

General

Maunoury

for

this

operation.

The

British Army, estabUshed on the
Changis-Coulommiers, facing east,
ready to attack in the general direction
of Montmirail.
(c) The 5th Army, closing up slightly
to the left, will estabhsh itself on the
general front Courtacon-Esternay-Sezanne,
ready to attack in the general direction
south to north, the 2nd Cavaky Corps
assuring connection between the British
and 5th Armies.
{d) The 9th Army will cover the right
of the 5th Army, holding the southern
end of the Marshes of St. Gond, and
carrjdng a part of its forces on to the
plateau to the north of Sezanne.
The offensive will be begun by these different
armies in the morning of September 6."
(6)

front

"

3.

September 5
"

[e)

To the 4th Army

September

:

To-morrow,

our armies of the left will
attack in front and flank the I and II
German armies. The 4th Army, stopping
its southward movement, will oppose the
enemy, combining its movement with that
of the 3rd Army, which, debouching to the
north of Revigny, wiU assume the offensive,
moving westward.
6,
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To the 3rd Army

covering

debouch

on
westward

enemy

:

the

itself

The 3rd Army,
north-east,

attack

to
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the

will
left

which are marching west of the Argonne,
It will combine
its action with that of the 4th Army, which
has orders to attack the enemy."
flank of the

We

are

now

forces,

in a position, before entering

particulars of the battle, to measure in

its

upon the

chief elements

the very marked change in the balance and relation of
which the French High Command had obtained
by and in course of the retreat from Belgium. The
most important of these elements are numbers and
positions.
Both are shown in detail in the following
tabular pages, setting forth in parallel columns the
dispositions of the opposed armies immediately before
the action commenced.
forces

STRENGTH AND POSITION OF THE ARMIES
(On September

5-6,

except where otherwise indicated,
from West to East)

GERMAN

ALLIED
6thARMY(GeneralMAUN0URY),
(H.Q., Claye).

Under the

tion of General Gallieni

tember

in order

till

ARMY

I

KLUCK),

direc-

Sep-

(General von
(H.Q., Coulom-

^:«,„\

'"'^'^^)-

10.

7th Corps (General Vautier).

Brought from Lorraine to the
Amiens region, thence to east of
Paris. Consisting of 14th Division
Active (General Villaret) and 63rd
Division of Reserve (General Lombard)—the latter in lieu of the 13th

Division, left in the Vosges.
Came into action on September
6,

and then formed
7

the:left.

^
^ Cavalry Diviaion

,,,
'

'^ Corps of Reserue (General
von Schwerin).
Consisting of the VII and
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Diuisiona

Group of Reserve
6th
(General Lamazei.

At

Also from Lorraine and Amiens,
hard fighting and heavy
after
Consisting of 55th Divilosses.
sion Reserve (General Leguay),
56th Division Reserve (General
de Dartein), and a brigade of
Moroccan Infantry General Dittei.
This group came into action on
the afternoon of September 5, and
afterwards form.ed the centre.
45th Division (General Drude).

From

XXII Reserve

Divisions.

commencement

the

of

the battle, stood, as rearguard on the v^est of the

Marcilly,
about
and Penchard, in
face of the French 6th
Army. It had nothing behind to call upon, save

Ourcq,
Barcy,

Algeria.

A Cavalry Brigade (General Gillet\
much fatigued in the retreat from
Belgium.
The above units were wholly
north of the Marne, save for a thin
connection with the British Army.
They were reinforced during the
battle by the following

A Brigade of Landwehr,

which was brought

to the

north of the battlefield from

:

the Oise on

September

8.

4th Corps (General Boelle).
7th and 8th Divisions, brought
from the 3rd Army embarked at
Ste. Menehould, September 2).
Some regiments had lost heavily
on the Meuse. The 8th Division
(de

the

was sent across
Marne on September 6 to

Lartigues^

The

link Maunoury's and the British
Armies the 7th Division (General
de Trentiniani, on September 8,
to Maunoury's left, where it was
afterwards joined by the 8th

at

following units were
all south of the

first

Marne, facing the British
Expeditionary Force and
the French 5th Army

;

:

Division.

Group of Reserve Divisions
6th
(General Ebener).
Much reduced by fighting near
Cambrai, and exhausted in the
retreat. Consistingof6ist Reserve
Division (General Deprez) and
62nd Reserve Division General
Engaged September
Ganeval;.
7 and

9.

1st Cavalry

Corps (General Sordet.

Succeeded at g a.m. on September
8 by General Bridoux).

//

Corps (General von Linsingen).

and IV
and
one south of the Grand
Morin, between Crecy-enand Coulomraiers,
Brie
facing the British. Withdrawn to the Ourcq on

Of

Stettin.

Ill

Divisions,

one north

September

6.
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much
1st, 3rd, and 5th Divisions
Ordered
fatig^ued in the retreat.
from south of the Seine to Nanteuil:

le-Haudouin, September

7.

2j Battalions of Zouaves were
sent on September 9 to the aid of
brigade of Spahis,
the left wing.
detrained on September 10, took
part in the pursuit to the Aisne.
Thiee groups of garrison batteries
were sent, on September 6, to

A

support Lamaze, who had no
corps artillery. 4 divisions of Territorials (83, 85, 89,

and

/

V Corps (General von Armin).

Of Magdeburg. VII and
VIII Divisions; south of the
Grand Morin from Coulommiers to Chevru, facing the

92) of the

Paris garrison did rear duty, but
were not engaged in the battle.
Admiral Ronar'ch's Brigade of
Marines, afterwards famous at
Dixmude, was not engaged, being

British.

Withdrawn to the

Ourcq on September

7.

insufficiently trained.

BRITISH

FORCE

FRENCH),

EXPEDITIONARY
(General
Sir
(H.Q., Melun).

John

8rd Corps (General Pulteney).
Consisting of the 4th Division

(Major-General Snow, loth, nth,
I2th Brigades, and 5th Cavalry
Brigade), and the 19th Brigade.

The 4th Division joined before the
battle of Le Cateau. This formed
the British left, south of Cr6cy-enBrie.

///

Corps

(General

von

Lochow).

Of Berlin.

V and VI

Divi-

highroad
from Montmirail to Provins, midway between these
towns.
sions, across the

2nd Corps (General Sir H. SmithDorrien).

Comprising the 3rd Division
(Hamilton— 7th, 8th, and 9th Brigades, and 2nd Cavalry Brigade)
and 5th Division (Ferguson 13th,
14th, and 15th Brigades, and 3rd

—

This corps
Cavalry Brigade).
had borne the heaviest fighting in
the 150 miles' retreat from Mons,
its casualties numbering 350 officers
and 9200 men. These losses had
been partly made good.
Ist Corps (General Sir D. Haig).
1st Division (Lomax— ist, 2nd,
3rd Brigades, and ist Cavalry

IX Corps (General von Quast).
Of Altona. Two divisions, one north of Esternay,
and one at the right of this,
near Morsains.

(The

III

Reserve and

IX Reserve Corps
Kliick's

of

Army had

Von
been
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2nd Division (Murray—
Brigades, and 4th
This made the
British right, east of Rozoy.
Brigade)

4th,

5th,

left

;

6th

All

these

behind

partly before

Antwerp,
partly
Maubeuge.)

Cavalry Brigade).

before

troops

home regiments

consisted of
of the old regular

army.
Sth

ARMY

(General
Franchet
(H.Q., Romilly-

D'ESPEREY),
sur-Seine).

2nd Cavalry Corps (General Conneau).
Brought from the Lorraine front.
Comprising the 4th, Sth, and loth
Divisions
(Generals
Abonneau,
Baratier, and Gendron).
Arriving
from the 2nd Army at the beginning

Cavalry Corps.

Consisting

of September, it kept contact with
the British Army on the left, northwest of Provins.

before the

Gaucher, facing the junc-

8rd Corps (General Hache).

CD.

(Generals
Comby), south-west of Esternay.

Gallet and Duplessis). Across the
Grand Morin at Esternay.
The above three corps faced the left
of the German I Army.

Esternay and
being ad-

right

particularly

having 3 Jager
battalions and 6 machinegun companies attached.

Corps (General Deligny, succeeding General Franchet d'Esp^rey).
1st and 2nd Divisions (Generals

their

was

strong,

Ht

Suzanne,
vanced.

French 5th and
The Guard

British Armies.

and 37th Divisions
Mangin, Petain, and

midway between

German IV and

Corps, south of the
Grand Morin, at La Fert^
III

tion of the

10th Corps (General Defforges).
19th and 20th Divisions (Generals
Bonnier and Rogerie) east of
Esternay. Sent to aid of 9th Army
from September 9 to 11.
The above four corps extended over
the plateaux from the British right
to
the
Paris-Nancy highroad,

II

hofen) placed between and

(Generals Marjoulat, Jouannic, and
Muteau). Before and behind ProThere was thus fully 10
vins.
miles between it and Sir Douglas
Haig's Corps.
6th,

the

Division (General vonRicht-

18th Corps (General de Maud'huy).
35th, 36th, and 38th Divisions

5th,

of

and IX Cavalry Divisions
(General von der Marwitz)
facing the left and centre of
the British Army, and the V
Division and Guard Cavalry

ARMY

II

(General

von

BULOW),(H.Q., Montmirail).

Corps Active (General von
Einem), (XIII and XIV

VII

Divisions).

This had come on tardily,
and was in the rear,
between Chateau-Thierry
and Montmirail, when the
battle opened.
Being be-
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4th Group of Reserve Diuiaions
(General Valabregue).
Consisting of the 51st, 53rd, and
69th Divisions of Reserve (Generals
Bouttegourd,
Perruchon,
and
Legros). In support and reserve
much fatigued after the battle of
Guise and the retreat.
Light Brigade of 2nd Diuiaion Infantry-

left, it has
sometimes been counted as

hind Kliick's

part of the I Army and
the IX as part of Billow's.

The VII Reserve Corps
was detained before Mau-

:

9th

ARMY (General FOCH), (H.Q.,

Pleurs).

42ncl Division (General Grossetti).
From the 6th Corps of the Army
of Verdun.
North of Suzanne
across the Epernay road, in touch

with d'Esperey's
;

was engaged on the 5th in
collecting its wounded and
burying

of

11th Corps (General

the

St.

Of

Facing
Hanover.
left,
about Villeneuve-lfes-Charleville and
St. Prix, at the west end
of the Marshes of St. Gond.
Guard Corps (General von
Foch's

Plattenberg).

North and north-east of
Gond Marshes, from
Etoges to Morains, fac-

St.

Gond

ing Foch's right - centre.
Placed here, without doubt,
for the honour of breaking

Eydoux).

From

the 4th Army. The i8th
Division (General Lefebvre), from
Lorraine, came into line on the
evening of September 7 between

Connantre

and

Normee.

2ist Division (General

The

Radiguet)

and the 22nd Division (General
Pembet) were, at the beginning of
the battle, about Lenharr^e and
the important cross-roads of Sommesous, facing the junction of
Von Billow's and the SaxonArmies,
with reserves north of the River

Aube.

62nd and 60th

Reserve Divisions
(Generals Battesti and Jopp6).
From the 4th Army. The former
was affected to the 9th and the
latter to the nth Corps.

its dead.
Active (General von

Eben).

Champenoise, with advance

guards north
Marshes.

Hiilsen).

Consisting of the XIX
Reserve Division and the
II Guard Division. Southeast of Montmirail.
It

X Corps

right.

9th Corps (General Dubois).
From Nancy afterwards part
Consisting of
of the 4th Army.
the 1st Moroccan Division (General
Humbert), replacing all but one
battalion of the i8th Division (see
below) and the 17th Division
(General Moussy)
On both sides
of Fere

X

beuge, and only reached
the Aisne on September 13.
Corps Reserve (General

von

in reserve.

loi

the French centre.

Cavalry

IV

Corps

(General

von Falkenhayn).
After the battle of Guise,
Biilow's Army had come
south through Laon, crossing the Marne between

Dormans and Epernay.
Ill

ARMY

(General

von

HAiJSEN).
XI I Corps Active (I Saxon),
(General von Elsa).
North of Normee and
Lenharree. 1 1 came abreast
of the Guard only on the

morning

of the 7th.
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9th

Cavalry

Division

(General

de

I'Espee).
In the

rear at the Camp de
Mailly, keeping connection with
the 4th Army across a gap of
about 12 miles.

4th

ARMY

DE

LANGLE

(General de
(H.Q., Brienne).

GARY),

to

Sompuis.

12th Corps (General Roques).
23rd and 24th Divisions (Generals

Masnon and

Descoings), reduced
by previous casualties to about 6
effective battalions.
At Vitry and
Courdemange. The 23rd Division
was lent to the 17th Corps till after
the passage of the Marne.
Colonial Corps (General Lefebvre).
2nd and 3rd Colonial Divisions
(Generals Leblois and Leblond).
Experienced troops, largely reenlisted from the general army.
They had suffered heavily in the
Belgian Ardennes, losing many
officers.

At Blesmes and Dom-

preray.

2nd Corps (General Gerard).
3rd and 4th Divisions,

less

a

brigade (Generals Cordonnier and
Rabier).
At Maurupt and Sermaize.
A division of each of the last
two corps was shifted from
de Langle's right Sto his left on
September 8. De Langle's Army
extended along the railway from
Sorapius, by Blesmes Junction, to

Sermaize.

Corps

Reserve

(General

von Kirchbach).
The XXIV and XXIII
Divisions across the Cha;

lons

highroad

north

of

Sommesous. The former,
which had been besieging
Givet, could only join on
It was turned
south-west against Foch,
the
XXIII
south-east
against de Langle.
XIX Corps (General von

September 7.

21st Corps (General Legrand).
13th and 43rd Divisions (Generals
Baquet and Lanquetot). From the
Vosges. Detrained on the evening
of September 8, and engaged September 9 on the left, east of the
Camp de Mailly.
17th Corps (General J. B. Dumas).
33rd and 34th Divisions (Generals
Guillaumat and Alby).
From

Courdemanges

XII

Laffert).

On September

6,

was

south of Chalons, west and
north-west of Vitry, facing
de Langle's left.

IV ARMY (DUKE Albrecht
of
WURTEMBERG),
(H.Q., Triaucourt).
Corps Active (General

VIII

Tulffe v.
enbach).

Tscheppe u. Weid-

Of Coblenz.

North-east

of Vitry.
VIII

Corps Reserve (General

von Egloffstein).
About Ponthion.
XVII I Corps Active (General
von Tchenk).

Having

lost heavily,

was

replaced during the battle
by the

XVI 1 1 Corps Reserve.
Both had come down the
west side of the Argonne
and the Ste. Menehould
highroad. About SommeYevre and Possesse.
A Cavalry Division.

V ARMY

CROWN

(The

VI Corps (General
witz).

Of

Imperial

PRINCE).

Breslau.

von

Prictt-

Had come

south by Les Islettes, and
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3rd

(H

was

SARRAIL),

(General

VI

Meuse.

Laimont and
about
General Gossart replaced
General Roques, killed on September 6.
(General
Division
Caualry
7th

the

Corps Reserve.
A brigade only on the
at Passavant
The
Charmontois.

and
rest

of the Meuse, near
Montfaucon,facing Verdun.
Land'vehr Division of the
same, before Verdun.
von
(General
Corps
XIII

west

6th Corps (General Micheler).
9th and loth Divisions (Generals
North of
Martin and Gossart).

Diirach).
Coming
Of Stuttgart.
by Ste. Menehould, it had

reached Triaucourt.
(General
Corps
Mudra).
Of Metz. Coming

Revigny,

Villotte.

of

front,

;

the corps was afterwards sent
east to defend the passages of the

south

Argonne, striking toward
Revigny.

Q., Ligny-en-Barrois).

16th Corps (General Espinasse).
29th and 30th Divisions (Generals
From the
Carbillet and Colle).
2nd Army detrained, September
A brigade was diverted, Sep7.
tember 8, to the aid of the 4th
Army. Near Revigny. Part of

now^
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XVI

von

down

the east side of the Argonne,

had reached Froidos-sur-

d'Urbal).

it

About Isle-en-Barrois. Sent on
September 11 to the Heights of
the Meuse.

Aire, aiming at Bar-le-Duc.

6th Corps (General Verraux).
I2th and 40th Divisions (General
Souchier, succeeded by General
Herr, and General Leconte) and
107th Brigade of the 54th D.R.
South of the
(General Estfeve).
Argonne, about Beauzee-sur-Aire.
3rd Group of Reserve Divisions
(General Paul Durand).
67th
Bigot);
(General
65th
(General Marabail) 75th (General
;

Vimard).

Behind and extending

the 6th Corps on the Aire.
72nd Division of Reserve (General

Heymann).
Sent from the garrison of Verdun
by the Governor, General Coutanceau, to Souhesme-la-Grande, in
support.
When the battle was engaged
few
a
only
remained
there
battalions in and before Verdun
and on the Heights of the Meuse.
Sarrail's Army was deployed southwestward from near Souilly to

Revigny.

V

Corps

Reserve

(General

Count Solms).

Was
bank

still

on the east

of the

Meuse about

Consenvoye, north of Verdun.
A Division of the IV Cavalry
Corps.

V Active Corps.

Sent from Metz on September 6 to the Meuse
Heights the force which
attacked Fort Troyon and
neighbouring points.
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The composition of the ist and 2nd Armies of
Generals Dubail and de Castehiau, and of the German
armies facing them, is given in the chapter deaUng
with the defence of the eastern frontier (pp. 198-200).
With so much accuracy
was

as follows

as

yet

is

the

possible,

opposed forces at the

relative strength of the

maximum

:

SUMMARY OF STRENGTH
GERMANS

ALLIES
Divisions.
Infantry.

French 6lh Army

Army
French 5th Army
British

,.

..
>,

9th
4th
3rd

„
,,

„

Divisions.

Cavalry.

9i
5*

Army
„

German

I

II

3

„
„

III

„

I

,,

IV

,,

8

I

V

,,

II

I

3i

I3i
8
10
10^

Infantry. Cavalry.

(of

5

8

2

6

From Metz

57
9
(of which 41 Active)
(The B.E.F. included 5 Cavalry

II

i

9
45 (?48)
which 31 Active)

Brigades)

French 2nd and 1st
Annies (approx.)
(of which

German \l and VII Armies

.

1

22 Divs
1 Active)

(approx.
(till Sept.
)

.

7,

.

24 Divs.

of which 12 Active)

This comparison of totals is of only limited value^
two main reasons
(i) As has been explained, the
German reserve divisions were markedly stronger

for

:

than the French, and the German corps generally
were more homogeneous. (2) The table shows only
the maximum development of each army.
Light
artillery was probably in about the same proportion as
the infantry, with a marked advantage of quality on
the side of the Allies
it had not been possible to
bring the full German superiority in heavy guns to
;
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bear on the new front. It will be safe to say that
between the regions of Paris and Verdun the Allies

had obtained a distinct superiority in active formations, and one more marked at the height of the battle
in the area of decision.
Antwerp and Maubeuge held
before them bodies of German troops that might have
turned the balance in the south
the occupation of
towns and the guarding of communications retained
others
whether from nervousness or over-confidence,
Berlin had called two corps (nth and Guard R.C.)
from France for the Russian frontier a "fateful"
step for which Ludendorff disclaims responsibility.
On the other hand, two new French armies had
been created, chiefly at the cost of the eastern
border
many units had been re-formed the upper
commands had been strengthened and the whole
" The
line had been brought near to its bases.
farther the Germans advanced, the
French and
;

;

—

;

;

;

British adroitly evading a decisive action, the

the

initial

more

advantage passed from the former to the

German writer already cited.^ " The
Germans left their bases farther and farther behind,
and exhausted themselves by fatiguing marches.
They consumed munitions and food with a fearful
rapidity, and the least trouble in the supply services
might become fatal to masses so large. Meanwhile,
latter," says a

the French were daily receiving fresh troops, daily
approaching their stores of munitions and food."
This great overturn of material strength was the first
advantage the French Command had worked for and
obtained.
It is to be noted that on neither side was
any mass held as a general reserve. Joffre had hoped
to keep back the 21st Corps, but even this proved
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impossible.

"

The

strategic situation," he telegraphed
" is excellent, and we
5,

to M. Millerand on September

cannot count on better conditions for our offensive.
The struggle about to begin may have decisive results,
but may also have for the country, in case of check,
the gravest consequences.
I have decided to engage
our troops to the utmost and without reserve to obtain
a victory."

III.

Features of the Battlefield

The second advantage gained has already been
indicated

;

it

consisted in the attainment of a concave

upon the entrenched camps of Paris and
Verdun, and by them guarded against any sudden
manoeuvre of envelopment. Intermediately, this front
lay across the heights between the Mame and the
Seine, along the chief system of main lines and highroads runnmg eastward from the capital, those of

front resting

Paris-Nancy.

This 200-miles stretch of country, so
in character and history, loosely
united by the Marne and the tributaries it carries into
the Seine on the threshold of the capital an agricultural country whose only large cities, Rheims and
Chalons, were in the enemy's hands faUs into four
natural divisions, corresponding with the Allied left
t^^pically

French

—

—

and right (east).
The western region, between the suburbs of Paris
and the gully holding the little river Ourcq and its
canal, is the Ile-de-France and the Valois, rolling
farmlands of beet and corn, with some parks, bordered
on the north by the forests of Chantilly and VillersCotterets, and on the south by the broad valley of the
(west), left-centre, right-centre,
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landscape most intimately French in

its

rich, spacious quietude, in the old-time solidity of its

villages

and

their people, in

the gracious dignity of

chateaux and ruined abbeys, with Meaux

its

bells

pealing across the brown slopes to the sister cathedral
of Senlis,

La

and both looking

Ferte-Milon.

This

is

east to the giant donjon of

the battlefield of the Ourcq,

where Kluck was rounded up by Maunoury and the
British.
The ancient cathedral and market-town of
Meaux marks its hmit near the junction of the lesser
and greater rivers.
East of the Ourcq this district becomes more crumpled
in its rise towards the Montague de Rheims
while,
south of the Mame, extends the larger and richer
country of Brie, famous for its cheeses, its ferUs, erstwhile baronial strongholds, and for the scenes of some
;

of Napoleon's greatest victories.

In structure, this

is

a

broken triangular plateau, cut by westward-flowing
streams (the Mame, Petit Morin, and Grand Morin),
bounded on the south by the Seine and Aube, and
rising eastward to the Montague de Reims and the
Falaises de Champagne, where it falls abruptly.
Coulommiers, Chateau-Thierry, and Provins are substantial market-towns, and La Ferte-sous-Jouarre,
Montmirail, and Sezanne smaller centres of rural life.
This wide plateau of Brie, the Allied left-centre, was
the starting-point of the British recoil, and the field
contested by d'Esperey's Army against Von Biilow.

Beyond the Rheims-Epemay wine

district and the
the Petit Morin), we
pass into the great expanse of the Champagne moorSt.

Gond Marshes

lands, poor

(source

of

and thinly populated, where

large tracts

of chalk soil carry nothing but plantations of stunted

io8
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pines and

firs.
Chalons-sur-Mame, its capital, has a
permanent garrison, with fixed camps and
manoeuvre grounds hard by. Vitry-le-Francois, at the
jimction of the Saulx and Omain with the Mame, and
of the Paris-Nancy and Chalons-Rheims railways, is

large

On the west of
the only other considerable town.
this region, Foch held against Billow and the Saxons
;

de Langle's army
with that of the Duke of Wiirtemberg.
Finally, beyond Revigny, the forces of General Sarrail and the Imperial Crown Prince fought across a
more composite region, consisting, in the south, of
the Barrois the district of Bar-le-Duc and, to the
north of this, the near part of the thickly-wooded

on the east occurred the shock

of

—

—

the Verdun Heights, and the plain
Verdun was and remained a defensive
and the
position worthy of its ancient renown
Argonne, with Valmy on one flank and Varennes on
the other (to cite only two historic names), has always

Argonne

hills,

between.

;

been a barrier against invasion secondary to the
Heights of the Meuse. These latter are continued with
only small breaks by the Heights of the Moselle, where,
especially on the hills near Nancy, took place the
coincident struggle by which the eastern defence line
was preserved. VMiile this must be borne in mind, as
an essential part of the general French victory, it seems
legitimate and convenient to treat it separately
a
;

what there occurred
the end of our narrative.

brief recital of

postponed to

is,

accordingly,

will have much to add to
he of the land. He will be able to
show that all the natural features of the country
affected the result
the rivers of the western area in-

The military geographer

this note of the

;
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conveiiiencing both sides, but especially the invader

;

the patches of forest and the direction of highroads

hmiting their movements

monopoly

;

the French gaining from a

power of rapid
was one of the decisive factors
of the battle.
Everywhere, hill positions proved to
be of great tactical value
and this is supremely true
of the eastern ranges. The Argonne block delayed and
spHt the Crown Prince's columns, and so greatly helped
Sarrail to maintain his hne.
The Upper Meuse and
its earthy rampart were a still more precious protection.
Between Verdun and Nancy, a distance of 60 miles,
only one point was attacked, in the crisis, and this
was held by a single fort, that of Troyon. Yet another
hill range as signally aided the enemy in the end of
virtual

of railway services a

transfer of troops that

;

when the victorious Allies were brought up
sharp against the Laon Mountains, north of the Aisne.
the battle,

Throughout the field, superior knowledge of the ground
must be counted among the advantages of the French.
The most important of these natural features, however, is of less consequence than the strategical gain
of a front whereon the French wings were both safe,
while the German wings were both threatened.
Gallieni, in throwing the 6th Army upon Kluck's flank,
did but anticipate the inevitable by one or two days.
What happened arose necessarily out of the strategy
of the retreat, in the direction and form of which
Joffre never lost his initiative.

It is possible that,

had he retired farther, the victory might have
been more complete. Actually, the five German
armies were drawn within a hemicycle 200 miles wide
and 30 miles deep. Their right could not help passing
before Maunoury, or their left before Sarrail, except by

no
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They dare not turn aside but the
penalty of going on was to offer two cheeks to the
There is, however, no trace of hesitation.
smiter.
The common soldiers still thought they were advancing " Nach Paris." At Headquarters, the tactic
of envelopment having failed, everything was risked
on a converging attack upon the French centre.

refusing battle.

IV.

;

The Last Summons

We

can now enter upon the details of the titanic
with a clear impression of its general
character.
As soon as the relation of forces was
encounter

realised,

the tactical purposes dictated by the

cir-

cumstances to either side were these, and could not
for the French, to attack on the wings,
be other
especially the western, where there was a promise of
:

while holding firm at the centre

till the
the Germans, to
procure a swift decision at the centre, while sufiiciently
guarding the threatened flanks. But their initiative
precious
gave the Allies the benefit of the move
hours elapsed ere Kluck could adequately reply.
Thus, the disposition of forces governs the whole
It
story of the battle, and gives it a natural unity.
began on the west and developed eastward, as it

surprise,

pressure there was relieved

;

for

:

were,

by

a series of reverberations, until the shock

was returned by Sarrail. In this direction, thereIf we speak
fore, we must follow its successive phases.
of a battle of the Ourcq, a battle of St. Gond, and so
on, it is only to make what can but be a bird's-eye
view clearer by a just emphasis. These are so many
acts in the battle of the Marne, one and indivisible.

THE LAST SUMMONS

in

We

have referred above solely to the measurable
the moral of the armies will best be seen
process
and the result. But there is a prethe
in
the
evenness of the alignment reached on
vision of it in
September 5th much superior to that of the enemy,
for some units of the German centre were crowded
together, while the Crown Prince's troops were
scattered and in the readiness of these defeated and
weary men for an instant recoil. On the morning
of the 6th, the words of the Generalissimo rang out
factors

;

—

—

like a bugle-call

" G.H.O.

along the front

:

(Chatillon-sur-Seine),

September

6,

7.30

a.m. (telegram 3948).

"At the moment when a battle is engaged on which
depends the salvation of the country, every one must he
reminded that the time has gone for looking backward.
All efforts must be employed to attack and repel the enemy.
Any troop which can no longer advance must at any cost
hold the ground won, and he slain rather than give way.
In the present circumstances, no failure can be tolerated."
John French struck a more conventionally
"I call upon the British Army in
France to show now to the enemy its power, and to
push on vigorously to the attack beside the 6th
French Army. I am sure I shall not call upon them
in vain, but that, on the contrary, by another manifestation of the magnificent spirit which they have
shown in the past fortnight, they will fall on the
enemy's flank with all their strength, and in unison
with their Allies drive them back."
No such general orders on the German side have
Sir

cheerful note

:

been made public
the Coblentz Corps

;

but the following summons to
IV Army, signed by General

of the

112
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von Tscheppe u. Weidenbach, was afterward
found at Vitry-le-Frangois
" The aim of our long and arduous marches has
been achieved. The principal French forces have
been compelled to accept battle after being conTulffe

:

tinuously driven back. The great decision is now at
hand. For the welfare and honour of Germany, I
expect every officer and man, despite the hard and
heroic fighting of the last few days, to do his duty
unfailingly

and

to

his

last

breath.

depends upon the result of to-morrow."

Everjrthing

CHAPTER

VI

BATTLE OF THE OURCQ
I.

A Premature Engagement

EXACTLY

at

noon on Saturday, September

5,

the divisions of General Lamaze. constituting
the right (save for elements connecting it with
the British) of the French 6th Army, came under
fire from advanced posts of General Schwerin's IV

Corps of Reserve, hidden on the wooded hills just
beyond the highroad from Dammartin to Meaux. A
surprise for both sides
and with this began the
battle of the Ourcq.
The battlefield a rough quadrilateral, extending
from the Dammartin road eastward to the deep
ditch occupied by the Ourcq and its canal, and bounded
on the north by the Nanteuil-Betz highway, on the
south by the looping course of the Marne consists
of open, rolling beet- and corn-fields where some part
of the crops were still standing.
A soldier would call
it an ideal battlefield, its many and good roads helping
the movement of troops, its wooded bottoms and
the stone walls of its farmsteads and hamlets giving
sufficient cover, its hills good artillery emplacements.
The eastern and higher part of the plateau is crossed
from south-east to north-west by three ridges, against
which the French offensive beat in successive waves.
;

—

—

8
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The northernmost

rises to 300 feet above the Ourcq,
along the Httle river
May-en-Multien,
from near
the
Gergoyne, by Etavigny and Acy, to Bouillancy
Therouanne,
runs
from
central ridge, that of the
opposite Lizy-sur-Ourcq, by Trocy and Etrepilly, to
the southernmost from Penchard, through
Marcilly
Monthyon and Montge, to Dammartin. The combat,
as we shall see, began in the last-named area, its centre
The Germans
of gravity then moving northward.
had the better of the hill positions, with forward
and, as in Lorraine and
parties well spread out
the Ardennes, directly they were threatened they
entrenched themselves, though not continuously or
Caught in full movement toward the Marne,
deeply.
Kluck's rearguard at once protected itself as it had
been taught to do. The position was an awkward one,
But the German
in the angle of two river-courses.
communications necessarily traversed the Ourcq,
and hereabouts the west bank rises high above the
eastern, covering the passage and commanding the
country for miles around.
Starting out in the morning from the hamlet of
Thieux, 3 miles south of Dammartin, Lamaze's
de Dartein's
columns were directed as follows
Division, the 56th Reserve, on the left, toward St.
the 55th,
Soupplets, by way of Juilly and Montge
under General Leguay, toward Monthyon, by Nantouillet
the Moroccan Infantry Brigade of General
After tramping nearly
Ditte, toward Neufmontiers.
a hundred miles in three days and nights, with scanty
food and sleep, and frequent rear actions, Lamaze's
Corps had spent a whole day at rest, and, though far
from its full strength, was a little recovered from the
;

;

;

:

;

;
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5

The sight of Paris near at hand,
pains of the retreat.
and the feeling that the supreme crisis was reached,
set up a higher spirit, and prepared the men for the
They were now
stirring appeal of the Generalissimo.
to need all their recovered confidence and courage.
The 5th battalion (276th regiment) of the 55th
Division was settling down to its midday meal in face
of the hamlet of Villeroy, when it was surprised by a
storm of shells from three of Schwerin's batteries,
masked by the trees on the heights of Monthj'^on and
Penchard.

A

French 3-inch battery in front of the

and another brought up toward PlessyI'Eveque, at once returned this fire, as it was afterward
But the heavier German
found, with good effect.
battalion,

field-guns, stationed 8 or 9 miles

away

in the loop

Marne, at Germigny and Gue-a-Tresmes, and
farther north behind Trocy, were far out of range
of the French pieces, and were worked with impunity
until near the end of the battle.
Between Monthyon
and Penchard, the enemy had three groups of machineguns, which kept up a deadly rain of bullets. In two
of the

and a

half hours, the 5th battalion, just referred to,

men

in course of the
out of a short thousand
the 19th company all the chief officers,
including the brilliant young writer, Lieut. Charles
Peguy, and 100 men.^^ Nevertheless, the line jerked
itself
forward by short bounds past Plessis and
lost

250

day, there

;

fell of

Iverny toward the Montge-Penchard ridge. Neufmontiers was the first village carried by assault
and,
generally, the Moroccan chasseurs made the most
rapid progress their officers, with swords uplifted in
gloved hands, leading them through the cornfields
and orchards until they reached the stronghold of
;

—
—
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Telegraph

Hill,

by Penchard, where they were

thrice

repulsed during the afternoon. By 6 p.m., the enemy
being reinforced, all the captured ground was lost.

The 55th

Division, before

Monthyon, and the 56th,

but, having
were also at once arrested
administered this check, Von Schwerin proceeded to
abandon his advanced position, from Neufmontiers
northward.
On the left, a patrol of the 56th
Di\dsion found St. Soupplets evacuated, at 9 p.m.
In the evening, while the 7th Corps was coming
in on its left, from the highroad between Plessis
Belleville and Nanteuil-le-Haudouin, Lamaze's front
was drawn back hghtly to the line Montge-CuisyNight brought a
Plessy TEveque-Iverny-Charny.
lull in the battle, a snatch of broken sleep for some
A harvest moon shone
of the rank and file at least.
red through the smoke of flaming hayricks and farm-

on

its

left,

;

houses.

This was far from being what General Joffre had
counted upon in ordering the 6th Army to be in a
position on the morning of the 6th, as an essential
part of the general offensive, to pass the Ourcq and

march upon Chateau-Thierry. Maunoury was still
9 miles from the Ourcq at Lizy, with no prospect
of an easy passage. " Some one had blundered."
It is clear that Maunoury 's reconnaissance service was
gravely at fault. But there is more than that. In
determining to precipitate the intended movement of
the 6th Army, the Generalissimo depended upon the
telephonic representations made to him by Gallieni.
Knowing that, from his starting points on the morning
of the 5th, Maunoury had 12 or 14 miles to make
to reach the Ourcq, the Governor of Paris must have

A
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assumed that no opposition would be encountered
a rash conchision in face of a commander Uke Khick.'^'
Lamaze's force was too small to sweep aside any
substantial rearguard, too large to come into action
without giving the alarm. Why was the 7th Corps
not in line with

Everything must depend upon

it ?

When

the efficacy of this flank blow.

the

enemy

was discovered on the hills of Monthyon and Penchard,
should contact have been broken till the attack could
be made in full force ? Suppose that it did not then
succeed,

after

the

loss

of

precious

hours

?

Cruel

dilemma
and the
The decision was to go ahead
result came near being the abortion of the whole plan
!

;

of battle.

The morning of September 6 gave Lamaze an easy
on his left, offset by grievous difficulties on
his right.
The 56th Division, having occupied St.
Soupplets at daybreak, rapidly reached the Therouanne
at Gesvres, Forfry, and Oissery
and Marcilly was
taken in the afternoon. The 55th, checked for a time
at the central height of Monthyon, next met a more
determined resistance before Barcy and Chambry. The
former village was lost twice, and taken a third time, at
success

;

the cost of

many

lives.

Ditte's brigade, strengthened

by Zouaves from the 45th Division, reoccupied Neufmontiers, and took Penchard and Chambry, but failed
before the Vareddes ridge.
Everywhere it was
the same tale
though served with the utmost
courage, the bayonet is no match for the machine-gun.
;

Before retreating toward the loop of the Marne, the
of hand grenades,
the village of Chauconin, with its household goods
and farm implements. It is curious that the large

Germans burned down, by means
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town

Meaux

of

altogether escaped

damage during the

battle.

All possibility of surprise

was now past

;

and an

average gain of about 5 miles had been dearly
bought. Kluck, just installed at Coulommiers, 14
miles away, had been instantly sobered by the news
from his rear, and with a speed and judgment worthy
of his repute had taken measures to meet the danger.^®
The French left, the 7th Corps, had no sooner come
into action on this morning of the 6th than two enemy
columns were signalled as having reached the Ourcq
about Vareddes and Lizy. By the middle of the after-

noon, when Lamaze was facing the hills beside Etrepilly,
and General Vautier's two divisions, which had easily
attained the line Villers St. Genest-Bregy, were striking
out from the first to the second line of heights, from
Bouillancy to Puisieux, with the prospect of turning
the right of the German IV Reserve Corps, they found
It was a part of the
this new adversary before them.
II Corps, withdrawn from the British front by a
hard night march, and now thrown adroitly against
Maunoury's left wing.

II.

The British Manoeuvre

To understand how
results,

was

French's

possible,

command

this withdrawal, so big

and

to do justice to Sir

in regard to

Lamaze and Vautier

it,

with

John

we must leave
two German
moment to the

at grips with the

corps on the Ourcq, and turn for a
situation south of the Marne.

On September 3, the British Army lay just south of
Meaux, from Lagny to Signy Signets, having destroyed
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Marne bridges behind it at General Joffre's request.
we have seen, was then approaching the

Kluck, as

from the north-west, coining on at a great pace.
Staff otBcers, pelting eastward from
Meaux in an armoured automobile at nightfall, did not
^ee that the last arch of the Trilport bridge was broken,
pitched over, and were drowned. A little study of
river

Several of his

the

map

will

show that Kluck's rapid movement

—

^his

pontoon corps established bridges of boats across the
Marne on the night of the 3rd, and the next day his
patrols were beyond the Petit Morin and on the Grand
Morin required not simply a farther retreat, but a

—

different direction of retreat, of the British force.

To

up against the neighbouring French columns,
those of the 5th Army (commanded by General
Franchet d'Esperey since the evening of September 3)
was exactly what Kluck was aiming at. To avoid such
a calamity, and perhaps to tempt the rash commander
farther south, Joffre asked Sir John French to retire
some 12 miles farther, drawing his right south-westward,
pivoting on his left. This manceuvre, which to the
British commander could only seem the natural pursuance of the French Army Orders of September 2,
by him received on the following day, was carried out
on September 4. The Expeditionary Force, as it was
called, had been on the Continent for hardly three
weeks, had fought in that time two great battles and
many smaller engagements, and had retreated 160
miles in twelve days, losing much material and nearly
throw

a

it

fifth of its

and men.

original strength, about 15,000 officers

Behind the Forest

of Crecy, close to the

railway junctions south of Paris, it was able, on the
night of September 4 and during the 5th, to pick up

I20
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much-needed reinforcements, bringing its effective
strength up to five divisions and five cavahy brigades,
with guns and suppHes.
At midday on September 5, when the battle of
the Ourcq was beginning, the I German Army had

—

Marwitz's IX Cavalry
reached the following positions
Division was north of Crecy, the II near Coulommiers.
Richthofen's V Cavalry Division was at Choisy,
south-west of La Ferte-Gaucher, the Guard Cavalry a
little farther east, near Chartronges.
The II Corps
was extended from the Mame near Montceaux to the
Grand Morin west of Coulommiers. The IV Corps
was on the latter river about La Ferte-Gaucher. The
III. Corps was on the great highroad about Sancy and
Montceaux-les-Provins and the IX north of Estemay.
:

;

The general

strategical significance of these dispositions

appear for the moment, we are concerned with them specially in relation to Maunoury's
and the British Armies. Twelve hours later, Kluck's
front was advanced a little farther, extending from
near Crecy-en-Brie, along the Grand Morin, by Coulommiers and La Ferte-Gaucher, to Estemay, with the
cavalry of Marwitz before the centre and left. The
bulk of this force was aimed at the 5th French Army
but the II and part of the IV Active Corps faced the
British.
Such was the position at the moment when
Kluck, informed of the danger to his rearguard, decided to send back to the Ourcq his II Corps, bringing the western wing of the invasion to a sudden and
humiliating end.
Neither at French nor at British Headquarters were
these dispositions exactly known
stiU less could the
German commander's intentions be known. The last
will presently

;

;

;
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by General
John French's troops
out of direct contact with the enemy. They had to
embody newly-ariivcd men and guns, and then to
return over this ground
Joffre's order of September 4
had named as the British Hne for the evening of the
following day " the front Changis-Coulommiers,/aaw^
east, ready to attack in the general direction of Montmirail "
due east, that is to say, not north-cast. It
is evident, from this instruction, that the Generalissimo
(i) did not anticipate any serious resistance west or south

stage of the British retirement, asked for

had taken the body

Joffre,

of Sir

—

Coulommiers, for the British could not be fighting
on their north flank while marching due east, and
they could not start from Coulommiers when the enemy
was 8 miles farther south and (2) did not anticipate
a sudden withdrawal of Kluck northward, which would
require the British to turn thither in aid of Maunoury.
Wlien Joffre and French met at Melun on September 5,
the instruction was modified, but not radically
it
was now, in Sir John's words, " to effect a
change of front to my right -my left resting on the
Marne, and my right on the 5th Army, to fill the gap
between that army and the 6th." The right of the
5th Army, however, was not at Coulommiers both
Changis and Coulommiers were in the hands of
of

;

—

enemy

—but

Courtacon, 12 miles farther to the
join the 6th and 5th Armies
implied a north-easterly, not an easterly frontage.
Joffre so far recognised the diificulty of filling this wide
space with five divisions as to instruct Gallieni to send
across the Marne the 8th Division of the French 4th
Corps
and this came in, with prompt effect, between
the

south-east

;

and to

;

Meaux and

Villiers-sur-Morin, 5 miles farther south,
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beside the British 3rd Corps, at 9 a.m. on September 6.
There then still remciined a space of over 20 miles

between the 6th and 5th Armies, and it is, therefore,
idle to suggest, as some zealous partisans of Gallieni
have done,^^ that the British commander was needlessly
nervous as to the continuity of the line, when it became
evident that considerable bodies of the enemy were
spread across his path.
It was not till September 7 that any need appeared to
help Maunoury. But, as we now know, Kluck ordered
the withdrawal of his 11 Corps to the Ourcq at 3.30
a.m. on September 6 2| hours before the beginning of
the Allied offensive. The withdrawal was well covered,
and was not observed for twenty-four hours. The
change of direction of the British advance toward the
north could not be effected with the instancy that
paper strategists have imagined
and the necessity of
keeping touch with d'Esperey continued. The question whether the British advance was timid and halting
must be judged in the Ught of the facts not as we now
know them, but as they revealed themselves from day
to day
and in the light not of Gallieni's desires or
needs only, but of the whole battle, and particularly
of the instructions given to the British Army by
General Joffre, who alone was responsible for the whole
That Maunoury would be seriously engaged
battle.
with Kluck's rearguard on the afternoon of the 5th
was not anticipated by the French it could not, then,
Since criticisms are
be anticipated by the British.
raised as to one side of a converging movement, it
must be pointed out that, if the French attack on the
Ourcq had been delayed for twelve hours, and had
not anticipated the general offensive, all would have

—

;

;

;
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been well.
Kluck would have been unable to evade
one assailant in order to throw all his force upon the

and the tasks of Maunoury and the British
would have been more advantageously divided. We

other

;

are here, apparently, in face of one of those failures of
information and agreement which are liable to occur,
even under the best leadership, between armies of

when plans are suddenly changed.
be recognised that the battle of the Mame
would have yielded a completer, cheaper, and speedier
victory if the rectangular movement of the French 6th
and British Armies had been more exactly designed
and timed to a strict simultaneity. There was a lack
of assimilation.
Perhaps the British were slow in
getting under weigh
it is much more certain that
GalUeni was precipitate.
The front of the British 3rd (incomplete), 2nd, and
1st Corps at the opening of the offensive lay, then, from
Villiers-sur-Morin, across the edge of the Forest of

different nationality
It

may now

;

Cr6cy,

by

Mortcerf, Lumigny, Rozoy,

and Gastins, to

near the Forest of Jouy, where Conneau's Cavalry
Corps connected with the infantry of the 5th Army.
The battle here opened with an enemy attack. To
mask its withdrawal to the Ourcq, a part of the German
II Corps had delivered, early on the morning of
a blow at the British right, and fighting
noon over the farmlands of the Brie
plateau between Hautefeuille and Vaudoy that is,
" At
8 miles south-west of
Coulommiers.
this
time," says Field-Marshal French, " I did not know
that a retreat had really set in, or how the various
German corps and divisions were placed." Columns

September
was sharp

of the

6,

till

IV Active Corps were

—

still

farther south, to the
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Vaudoy, on the Provins road, with large forces
and the III Corps on their left. It was a
dehcate part of the front, the space between the
During the afterBritish and 5th French Armies.

east of

of cavalry

noon, while the khaki line slowly progressed over the
stubble fields and broken forest around the villages
of Lumigny, Pezarches, and Touquin, unmistakable
evidence began to come in that the German foreguard
had become a rearguard, and that the body of the II
Corps had been in retreat all day. The charred waUs
of the hamlets of Courchamps and Courtacon, destroyed with deliberate ferocity, marked the most
southerly points of the invasion in the western field.*"
To the Alhed soldiers who knew not Maunoury, it must
have seemed that their offensive was commencing
magically well. About 10 a.m., the British left and
centre the 4th Division and the 2nd Corps ^had been
surprised to find the pressure on their front suddenly
relieved.
On their right, the ist Corps soon saw its
way free, and strode northward. At 6.30 p.m., the
IV Active Corps received orders to follow the II
Corps back to the Ourcq. Thus, by evening on September 6, Sir John French was able to reach the Grand
Morin, from Crecy-en-Brie eastward, with scouts
beyond the stream at Maisoncelles. Coulommiers,
where Kluck had had his headquarters, was occupied
during the night.
The AlUed plan was now fully revealed. Instead of
presenting on the Grand Morin an ironclad face, safe
in flank and rear, the I German Army had been
suddenly thrown on to a rectangular defensive on a
front of 50 miles between Betz and Courtacon,
against attacks converging from the west, south-west.

—

—
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and south.

That evening, at Joffre's request, the
was directed more to the north, thus
emphasising the effect of Maunoury's move. From
this moment, the withdrawal of the whole of Kluck's
forces over the Mame must have been envisaged.
On
the following day, September 7, in fact, the III and
British

line

IX Corps
follow

(west

the

Montmirail), were preparing to
across the Mame
but

of

IV Active Corps

the Allies were then aware of

;

what was happening.

Marwitz's Cavalry Corps covered the movement along
Grand Morin, with one division to the west, one to
the east, and one 4 miles north of Coulommiers,
while Richthofen's Divisions operated farther east,
all available artillery supporting them.
The task was
fulfilled with much resource and energy
but the
position was not one that could be long maintained,
for the British 3rd Corps was at MaisonceUes, 4
miles beyond the Grand Morin, and the French 8th
Division threatened the German flank at double this
distance northward by occupying St. Fiacre and
Villemareuil.
At noon, Marwitz gave way, falling
back to the Petit Morin, from La Ferte-sous-Jouarre
south-eastward. By evening, the British 3rd and 2nd
Corps were beyond the Grand Morin at La Haute
Maison and Aulnoy the ist was held back somewhat
from Chailly to near La Ferte-Gaucher, in touch with the
French 5th Army. General de Lisle 's Cavalry Brigade,
with the 9th Lancers and the i8th Hussars, showed
the

;

;

The men were full of cheer, and ready
but Sir John French was a careful
The measure of the enemy's retreat

especial vigour.
for anything

commander.

;

could not be immediately taken through the curtain of
cavalry and artillery aviation was in its infancy in

—
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those days.

and

it

All the strength available

was so thin a

line as to

tempt

was

in line

surprise.

;

The

Field-Marshal considered the alternative of sending
direct help round to Maunoury, but concluded that the
best aid would be to drive rapidly to and across the

Mame.^^
III.

On

A Race

of Reinforcements

Ourcq, each adversary was bringing up
and was trying to turn the other by the north,
with a slight advantage in time on the French, but a
We left the
superiority of speed on the German, side.
centre of the 6th Army, on September 6, practically
while, moving
stationary about ]\Iarcilly and Barcy
from Bregy and Bouillancy, the 7th Corps gained
Puisieux and Acy during the afternoon, and the
8th Division, thrown across the Marne, drove some
enemy contingents into the woods of the river loop
Maunoury decided to attack frontally
east of Meaux.
the three plateaux of Vareddes, Trocy-Vincy, and
the

reserves,

;

Etavigny, throwing picked columns into the vaUeys
between, that of the Therouanne at Etrepilly and the
Gergoyne ravine at Acy-en-Multien, in the hope of
turning the hill positions. His field batteries were
now in force at Bouillancy, Fosse-Martin, La Ramee,
Marcilly, and Penchard but he had no heavy artillery.
Worse, from September 5, when his only aviator was
brought down at Vareddes, to September 9, when
Captain Pellegrin found a machine and discovered the
nest of German mortars in the gullies by Trocy, he
had no air scouts, so that, almost throughout the
battle, the German gunners dominated the field.
;
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On September 7, Schwerin's IV Reserve Corps,
strengthened during the day by a part of the IV
Active Corps, rallied against Lamaze's harassed men,
who, still untutored to spade work, suffered heavily,
but did not give way. Ditte's Moroccan Brigade
commenced at dawn a new move toward Vareddes,
was beaten off, spent the afternoon in a fearful hand
to hand struggle on Hill 107, won it, but was finally
driven back to Chambry.
The Algerian troops of
General Drude, the 45th Division, had come in on the
right -centre
and they were able, during the morning,
to make a long stride forward east of Marcilly.
Beyond Barcy, however, they were immediately
stopped repeated charges were broken, many officers
and men being left on the ground. During the night,
under a brilliant moon, the north wing of the
division cut its way into the village of Etrepilly, but
could not carry the cemetery, 300 yards beyond, and
had to fall back.
The 7th Corps was no more fortunate. After
taking Etavigny and the hillsides above Acy with
a rush, it was suddenly overwhelmed by a massive
counter-attack of the newly arrived II Corps, and
had to abandon both villages, re-forming before Bouillancy and Puisieux. Many units had lost nearly all
their officers.
A panic was threatened. At a moment
when it seemed that the left of the army could not be
saved, Colonel Nivelle, with five field batteries of the
5th artillery regiment, gave a first exhibition of the
qualities which, two years later, were to secure the
defence of Verdun, and to bring him to the chief
command. Carrjdng forward through the wavering
ranks of the infantry a group of his field-guns, he set
;

;
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them

utmost speed upon the close-packed
enemy. The " 75 " is a murderous

firing at their

columns

of the

and those greyinstrument in such circumstances
who remained afoot broke in disorder. It was an
but manifestly this wild situation could
hour's relief
not long continue. The enfeebled lines approached
the extreme limit of endurance. And still the tide of
slaughter swayed to and fro. Nogeon, PoUgny, and
Champfleury Farms the first north, the others south,
of Puisieux, large stone buildings topping the plateaux
^were the scenes of most bloody and obstinate encounters.
Nogeon, the largest of them, was stormed
and lost three times at intervals during the day. Under
sustained fire from Trocy, its massive walls were
broken the corn barns took fire and blazed across
the expanse of the battlefield.
In the evening, Von Schwerin di'ew back his lines a
Uttle from the edge of the plateau, and the ruined
farms and hamlets gave the French a precarious shelter.
At the same time, a reciprocal attempt at envelopment
by the north began to design itself. The 6ist Reserve
Division had just been brought up from Point ose
and Maunoury decided to throw it, with the ist Cavalry
Corps, out to his extreme left, the former at Villers
Almost simulSt. Genest, the latter beyond Betz.
taneously, new German detachments reached the Ourcq,
and were set to prolong to the north the front of the II
and IV Corps, while a Landwehr Brigade acting as
line of communication troops was summoned urgently
from Senhs. There was now no question of the 6th
Army fulfilling its original task the utmost hope was
that it might hold till the British came up, across the
enemy's rear. Maunoury had to cope with an equal
;

coats

;

—

—

;

;

;
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strong corps, the IV,

and the IV Reserve, with the IV Cavalry
Division
against Lamaze's two Reserve Divisions,
Drude's Division, the 7th Corps, the 6ist R.D., and
the Cavalry Corps.
Only the III and IX Corps and
Marwitz's Cavalry remained beyond the Marne
and,
though the British pressure was increasing, the enemy's
withdrawal had not been seriously disturbed. Kluck's
boldness, skill, and decision were undeniable.
It was
evident that he had recovered from the first shock, and
meant, if possible,to overwhelm its authors. Exhausted,
and tormented by thirst, it was with sinking hearts that
the Army of Paris looked up to the smoking hills.
Viewed from French General Headquarters, however,
the prospect was more favourable. The retreat of the
I German Army was gravely compromising the position of its neighbour, the II
and its effects were
beginning to show farther to the east. For three days,
these two forces were moving in opposite directions
Kluck to the north-west, Biilow to the south-east.
The task of exploiting the dislocation thus produced fell
to the British and d'Esperey's Armies.
The role of the
6th Army was thus radically changed by the development of events but it remained as important as ever
in the whole design.
If Gallieni and Maunoury could
have reviewed the field from the Ourcq to Verdun, they
would have been well satisfied.
the

II,

—

;

;

;

IV.

The Paris Taxi-Cabs

I spent September 7 among the rear columns of the
6th Army. In the morning, the little town of Gagny,

half-way between Paris and Claye (Maunoury 's head9
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and the last point one could reach by rail
was full of men of the 103rd and 104th
from the
quarters),

city,

regiments, belonging to the 4th Corps (General Boelle),
arrived from Sarrail's front.

just

before the

cafes, la^^

on the grass

They

sat in

and

of the villa gardens,

lounged in the school playground, where their rifles
were stacked and their knapsacks piled. Some had
managed to get their wives and children to them, and
were telling great tales of the first month of war.
I went out into the deserted countryside toward the
passing marching columns, motor-wagons,
front,
dispatch-riders, here a flock of sheep in charge of uniformed shepherds, there a woodland bivouac, and in
the evening returned to Gagny. More regiments had
the town was boiling from end to end. In
arrived
the main street, a battalion was already marching out
to extend Vautier's left, a thin file of country folk
watching them, waving handkerchiefs, the girls running beside the ranks to give some handsome lad a
flower.
Up the side roads, other columns waited their
turn, standing at ease, or sitting on the edge of the
pavement a few men lay asleep, curled up against the
But the most curious thing was a long queue
houses.
of Parisian taxi-cabs, a thousand or more of them,
The watchstretching through by-roads out of sight.
;

;

ful

and energetic

Gallieni

had discovered,

at the cost

us boulevardiers, a new means of rushing reinforcements to the point where they were direly needed.
of

was the idea of his chief of staff, General Clergerie.
had at this moment only one remaining unit
a half of the 4th
of the Regulars to give to Maunoury
Corps, which had been brought round by rail from
the Verdun front, and of wliich we have seen the 8th
It

Joffre

—
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The 7th Division
had detrained in Paris during the afternoon of September 7. It was to be sent to Maunoury's extreme
Division in action south of Meaux.

Everything might now
was found that only about a
half of the infantry could be carried quickly by train.
Clergerie ®- thought the remaining 6000 men might be
got out by means of taxi-cabs. The Military Govern"
ment of Paris already had 100 of the " red boxes
at its disposal
500 more were requisitioned within
an hour, and at 6 p.m. they were lined up, to our
astonishment, beside the Gagny railhead. Each cab
was to carry five men, and to do the journey twice,
by separate outward and return routes. Measures
were taken in case of accident, but none occurred.
This first considerable experiment in motor transport
of men was a complete success
and at dawn the 7th
Division was in its place on the battlefield.
On September 8, the British Expeditionary Force,
steadily gathering momentum, reached, and in part
left,

near Betz, 40 miles away.

depend upon speed.

It

;

;

crossed, the Petit Mori n, taking their first considerable

number

of prisoners, to the general exhilaration.

On

the 3rd Corps advanced rapidly to the junction
of that river with the Marne
but the enemy had

the

left,

;

broken the bridges at La Fert6-sous-Jouarre, and held
stubbornly to their barricades on the north bank
through this night and the following day.
Farther
up the deep and thickly wooded valley, the 2nd Corps
had some trouble between Jouarre and Orly while, on
;

the right, the ist Corps, after routing the

German

rearguards at La Tretoire and Sablonnieres, made the
passage with the aid of a turning movement by some
cavalry and two Guards battalions of the ist Division.
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The orders of this day for the 6th Army were to
attack on the two wings Drude's Algerian Division
(relieving the exhausted 56th Reserve and the Moroccan Brigade), with the 55th Reserve, on the right,

—

the 6ist Reserve
towards Etrepilly and Vareddes
Division, General Boelle's 7th Division, and Sordel's
cavalry, on the left while the 7th Corps stood firm
at the centre, and, south of the Mame, the 8th Division pressed on from Villemareuil toward Trilport, in
For neither side was the
touch with the British.
violence of the struggle rewarded with any decisive
success.
On the French right, the Germans had more
themselves, and had much
seriously entrenched
strengthened their artillery. Lombard's Division of
the 7th Corps was heavily engaged all day at Acy
;

—

;

enemy still held the hamlet, while the
chasseurs faced them in the small wood overlooking
it.
On the left, the 7th Division of the 4th Corps had
no sooner come into action than it had to meet a
formidable assault by the IV Active Corps. This was
at night the

repulsed
but the Cavalry Corps seems to have
been unable to take an effective share in the battle.
During the afternoon, German troops occupied ThuryReinforcements were continually
en-Valois and Betz.
reaching them. At nightfall, although Boelle's divisions were resisting heroically, and even progressing,
the outlook on the French extreme left, bent back
between Bouillancy and Nantheuil-le-Haudouin, had
become alarming. Maunoury, however, obtained from
General Gallieni the last substantial unit left in the
entrenched camp of Paris, the 62nd Division of Reserve, and gave it instructions to organise, between
Plessy-Belleville and Monthyon, a position to which
;

THE
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Army could fall back in case of necessity.
In course of the night, Gallieni sent out from Paris by
motor-cars a detachment of Zouaves to make a raid
toward Creil and. ScnUs. It was a mere excursion
but the alann caused is very comprehensible when the
extreme attenuation of the supply Hues of the German
1 Army is remembered.
Marching 25 miles a day,
and sometimes more, it had far overrun the normal

the 6th

;

methods of provisioning. During the advance, meat
and wine had been found m plenty, vegetables and fruit
here, in the Valois,
to some extent, bread seldom
the army could not feed itself on the country, and
Artillery
convoys arrived slowly from the north.
Hunger
ammunition was rapidly running out.
;

quickly deepens doubt to fear.

But Maunoury's men were at the end of their
On the morning of September 9, a determined attack by the IV Active Corps, supported by the
right of the II, was deUvered from Betz and Anthilly.
The 8th Division had been summoned back from the
Mame, to be thrown to the French left. Apparently
strength.

could not be brought effectively into this action
6ist and 7th Divisions and the 7th Corps
failing to stand, Nanteuil and Villers St. Genest were
lost, the front being re-formed before Silly- le-Long.
" A troop which can no longer advance must at any
cost hold the ground won, and be slain rather than

it

;

and the

give way."

Such a summons can only be repeated

by a much-trusted

chief.

Maunoury repeated

it

Thousands of men, grimy, ragged,
with empty bellies and tongues parched by the torrid
heat, had already gone down, willingly accepting the
in other words.

dire sentence.

Few

of

them could hear

or suppose
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enemy was

So
in yet extremer plight.
Early in the morning, Vareddes and
greater news
Etrepilly had been found abandoned
had been coming in for hours to Headquarters

that
it

the

was.

;

some

of

the Eiffel
less "

it

from the

Tower

enemy

in Paris,

himself

by way

of

where the French " wire-

operators were picking

up the conversations

Marwitz was particularly
frank and insistent
his men were asleep in their
He was
saddles, his horses broken with overwork.
apparently too much pressed to wait for his message
By such and other means, it
to be properly coded.
was known that Kluck and Biilow were at loggerheads,
that, even on the order of Berhn, the former would not
submit himself to hi? colleague, and that, in consequence, Biilow in turn had begun to retreat before
Franchet d'Esperey.
of the Grerman

commanders.
;

CHAPTER
THE
I.

"

VII

EFFECT OF SUCTION

"

French and d'Esp^rey strike North

THE

unescapable dilemma of the Joffrean
had developed into a second and
peremptory phase. In deciding to withdraw
from the Brie plateau and the Marne, rather than risk
his rear and communications for the chance of a victory
on the Seine, Kluck, or his superiors, had, doubtless,
chosen the lesser evil. The marching wing of the
invasion was crippled before the offensive of the Allies
but Gallieni's precipitancy had brought
had begun
a premature arrest upon the 6th Army. Beside this
double check, we have now to witness a race between
two offensive movements Biilow and Hansen pouring
south with the impetuosity of desperation, while,
along their right, the British Force and the French 5th
Army struck north between the two western masses
of the enemy with the fresh energy of an immense
hope. Which \vill sooner effect a rupture ?
Logically, there should be no doubt of the answer.
Kluck was mainly occupied with Maunoury Biilow,
with Foch. Between them, there was no new army
to engage the eight corps of Sir John French and
The cavalry and artillery
Franchet d'Esperey.
force of Marwitz and Richthofen, strong as it was.
strategy

;

—

;
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could do no more than postpone the inevitable
always provided that Maunoury and Foch could hold
out.
Every day, the pull of Kluck to the north-west
and of Billow to the south-east must become more
embarrassing.
French writers have appUed an
expressive phrase to the influence of this pull " effet
though hardly
de ventouse," effect of suction
appreciating its double direction.
The maintenance
of a continuous battle-line is axiomatic in modern
miUtary science.
It follows from the size of the
masses in action, the difficulty, even with steam and

—

—

petrol transport, of

moving them

and

rapidly,

their

dependence upon long lines of supply. The soldier
bred upon Napoleonic annals may long for the opportunity of free manoeuvre
all the evolution of warfare
is
against his dream. An army neither feeds nor
;

it is supplied and directed as part of
machine executing a predetermined plan.
Superiority of force is increased by concentration,
and achieves victory by envelopment of the enemy
as a whole, or his disintegration by the piercing of
gaps, a prehminary to retail envelopment or dispersal.
A course which loses the initial superiority and requires
a considerable change of plan is already a grave prejudice
when to this is added a necessary expedient
leading to an extensive disturbance of the Une, prudence
dictates that the offensive should be suspended until
the whole mass of attack has been reorganised in
view of the new circumstances. The German Command
and the
dare not risk such a pause. It persisted
penalty lengthened with every hour of its persistence.
The more Kluck stretched his right in order to cover
his communications by Compiegne and the Gise valley,

diiects itself

a

;

larger

;

;

MIKNCH AND
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became the void between his left and the
Army, constantly moving in the opposite direction.
When French and d'Esperey found this void, a like
the widei
11

—

tlifficulty was presented to Biilow
lo be enveloped
on the right, or to close up thither, leaving a breach
vn his other flank, which the Saxon Army would be
unable to hll. Thus, Maunoury's enterprise on the
Ourcq, though falling short of full success, produced

a series of voids, and, at length, a dislocation of the

whole German
disaster

line,

which was only saved from utter

by a general

retreat.

who had been brigadier
commander in 1912, a gallant

General Franchet d'Esperey,
in

1908,

divisional

and energetic

oflticer

now

fifty-eight years of age, suc-

Corps at Dinant and St. Gerard
in Belgium, and in the important battle of Guise,
had, on September 3, succeeded Lanrezac at the head
of the largest of the French armies, the 5th.
Its task
in touch with Foch on the right, and with the British,
through Conneau's cavalry corps, on the left ^was to
press north toward Montmirail, against Kluck's left
(III and IX Corps, and Richthofen's cavalry divisions)
and the right wing of Biilow (VII Corps and
Reserve Corps). In later stages of the war, the
junction of two armies often showed itself to be a
point of weakness to be aimed at.
With four active
corps and three divisions of reserves in hand, d'Esperey
had, even before the German withdrawal began, a
considerable advantage indicating Joffre's intention
that it should be the second great arm of his offensive,
that which should make the chief frontal attack.
On the other hand, the enemy held strong positions
along the Grand Morin, and, behind this, along
cessful with the

ist

—

—

X

—
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the Vauchamps-Montmirail ridge of the Petit Morin.
During their retreat the Allies had used the opportunity offered by the valleys of the Marne and its
tributaries for delaying actions
these streams were
;

now

so

many

French movement, on September
resisted.

The first
was powerfully

obstacles across their path.

On the

left,

6,

the cavalry occupied Courtacon.*-^

At the centre, the i8th and 3rd Corps co-operating
(prophetic combination
Maud'huy, Mangin, and
Petain !), the villages of Montceaux-les-Provins and
Courgivaux, on the high road from Paris to Nancy,
which was, as it were, the base of the whole battlefield,
were taken by assault. On the right, the ist Corps
was stopped throughout the forenoon before Chatillonsur-Morin by the X Reserve Corps.
D'Esperey
detached a division, with artillery, to make a wide
detour and to fall, through the Wood of La Noue,
upon the German defences east of Esternay. Thus
threatened, the enemy gave way
and the markettown of Esternay was occupied early on the following
morning. The loth Corps continued the line toward
the north-east, after suffering rather heavy losses
beyond Sezanne.
On the morning of September 7, the air services

—

;

the 5th Army reported the commencement of
Kluck's retreat
and soon afterwards a corresponding

of

;

movement

right was discovered to be
going on behind a screen of cavalry and artillery,
supported by some infantry elements. D'Esperey
had no sooner ordered the piercing of this screen than
of

Billow's

news was brought in of the critical position of the
neighbouring wing of Foch's Army, the 42nd Division
and the 9th Corps, through which Billow's X and

FRENCH AND

D'ESI'fiREY

Guard Corps were trying

STRIKE NORTH

to break,

Marshes toward Sezanne.

He

from the

St.
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Gond

at once diverted his

20th Division to threaten the western flank of this
attack (which will be followed in the next section)
Meanwhile, rapid
about Villcneuve-les-Charleville.
progress was being made on the centre and left of the

Army. Between Esternay and Montmirail extend the close-set parklands called the Forest of
Gault, with smaller woods outlying, a difficult country
in which many groups of hungry German stragglers
were picked up during the following days. Through
this district, the ist Corps and the left of the loth,
with General Valabregue's three divisions of reserves
behind, beat their way
while, farther west, in the
more open but broken fields between the Grand and
the Petit Morin, the i8th and the 3rd Corps made
six good miles, to the hne Ferte Gaucher-Trefols.
More than a thousand prisoners were taken during
the day, vnth a few machine-guns and some abandoned
5tli

;

stores.

We have seen (pp. 124-5, 131) the British Expeditionary Force at the beginning of a like novel and
exhilarating experience.
Its five divisions, having
seized Coulommiers on the night of September

6,

had

pressed on to the Petit Morin, and, from its junction
with the Marne eastward to La Tretoire, where obstinate opposition was offered, had secured the crossleft wing thus found its task
and the i8th and 3rd Corps were ordered
to sweep aside the remaining German rearguards, and
to strike across the Petit Morin on either side of
Montmirail. September 8 was thus a day, rather of
marching than fighting, except at Montmirail, on

ings.

D'Esperey's

lightened

;
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whose horse-shoe ridge the enemy held out for some
hours.**
In the evening, General Hache entered the
picturesque town, and set up his quarters in the old
chateau where Billow's Staff had been housed on the
previous day.
On the left, Maud'huy pushed the
i8th Corps by Montolivet over the Petit Morin, and
after a sharp action took the village of Marchais-en-

On the right, the ist Corps was checked at
Courbetaux and Bergeres, the German VII Corps
having come into hne
so that the loth Corps, between Soigny and CorfeUx, had to turn north-westward to its assistance. This was scarcely more than
an eddy in the general stream of fortune. The moral
effect of a happy manoeuvre goes for much in the
result.
The British and d'Esperey's men forgot all
Brie.

;

their sufferings

enemy

yielding.

and weariness

in the spectacle of the

Kluck's

British aviators reported

columns as in general retreat, certain roads being
much encumbered. Biilow had necessarily withdrawn his right to maintain contact his centre and
left must follow if the pressure were continued.
The hour of decision approached. During the morning of Wednesday, September 9, Sir John French's
2nd and ist Corps crossed the Mame at Luzancy,
Saacy, Nanteuil, Charly, and Nogent-l'Artaud. This
part of the valley was scarcely defended
and a
brigade of the 3rd Division had progressed 4 miles
beyond it by 9 a.m. Anxious news for the German
Staff.
Unfortunately, our right was arrested until
afternoon by a threat of attack from Chateau-Thierry
and, lower down the river about La Fert^, the 3rd
Corps, still represented only by the 4th Division and
the 19th Brigade, was stopped imtil evening before
;

;

;
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the broken bridges

and

on the northern
over near Changis

rifle-parapets

Some guns then
bombarded the German
bank.
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carried
artillery

positions

beyond

the Oiucq, a notice to quit that had prompt effect.
Chateau-Thierry was left to the French i8th Corps,

which occupied the town that night. Meanwhile,
Smith-Dorrien and Haig entered the hilly country
about Bezu, Coupru, and Domptin, on the road from
Chateau-Thierry to Lizy-sur-Ourcq. Marwitz vainly
essayed to obstruct the northward movement. Beaten
in an action near Montreml-aux-Lions, he informed
Kluck that he could do no more, and hurried back
to the line of the little river Clignon, about Bussiares
and Belleau, which were reached by 4 p.m. A little
later, British aviators brought in word that the enemy
had evacuated the whole angle between the east
bank of the Ourcq and the Mame, and that, on the
other hand, the withdrawal of the German I Army
was creating a void beyond Chateau - Thierry the
cavalry of Richthofen, sent thither by Biilow, was in the
same predicament as that of Marwitz farther west.
At daybreak on September 10, Pulteney's Corps left
Meeting no serious resistance,
the Mame behind.
the British crossed the Clignon valley, and by evening occupied La Ferte-Milon, Neuilly-St. Front, and
:

Rocourt.

These were marching days for the 5th Army.
Conneau's cavalry, reinforced by an infantry brigade
and extra batteries, passed the Mame at Azy on the
9th, and, harrying Billow's right flank, reached OulchyThe i8th Corps, with the
le-Chateau next day.
reserve divisions in support, pushed on from Chateauand the 3rd
Thierry toward Fere-en-Tardenois
;
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which had occupied Montigny, half - way
between Montmirail and the Maine, on the gth, forced
the passage, under heavy fire from the hills at Jaulgonne, on the loth. The ist Corps had a heavier
Corps,

Having progressed as far as the Vauchamps
it was wheeled back to the south-east to help
the loth Corps, which d'Esperey had transferred to
task.

plateau,

Foch's

Army

II.

of the centre,

now

in the gravest peril.

Battle of the Marshes of

St.

Gond

While the 6th Ai-my, within sight of the Ourcq, was
"
suffering its great agony, while the " effect of suction
itself in the Anglo-French pursuit of
Kluck, very different were the first results at the centre
Kluck was
of the long crescent of the Allied front.
saved b}' his quick resolution, together with Marwitz's
Billow was in no such
able work in covering the rear.
imminent danger. His communications with the north

was showing

were at

first

perfectly safe.

The

situation of

his

which must either fall back or lose contact
but, doubtless,
with the I Army, was awkward
Kluck's success would soon re-establish it. The
circumstances indicated for the remainder of the II
Army and the neighbouring Saxon Corps an instant
attempt to break through the French centre, or at least

right wing,

;

to cripple

it,

and, with

it,

all Joffre's

offensive plan.

The very strategic influence which helped the British
and d'Esperey, therefore, at first threw a terrible
burden upon Foch and the " detachment " which on
yet it
September 5 was renamed the " 9th Army "
was by this same influence that, in the end, though by
;

the narrowest of margins, he also

won

through.

1
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the south-western

is

corner of the fiat niggardly expanse of La Champagne
Pouilleuse, lying between the depression called the
Marshes of St. Gond and the Sezanne-Sommesous
,

It is very clearly bounded on
railway and highroad.
the west by the sharp edge of the Brie plateau on the
east it is bordered by the Troyes-Chalons road and
;

Sezanne on the west, and Fere Champencountry towns
the right is marked by the permanent camp of Mailly.
railway.

oise at the centre, are considerable

;

To the north of Sezanne, the hill of Mondemont,
immediately overlooking the marshes and the plain,
and the ravine of St. Prix, on the Epernay road, where
the Petit Morin issues from the marshes and breaks
The Marshes of
into the plateau, are key positions.
St, Gond (so called after a seventh-century priory, of
which some ruins remain) witnessed several of the most
poignant episodes of Napoleon's 1814 campaign" from
the Rhine to Fontainebleau." They were then much
more extensive. Between the villages of Fromentidres
and Champaubert, there survives the name, though
little
else, of the " Bois du Desert," where 3000
Russian grenadiers are said to have been slain or
captured by Marmont's cuirassiers, while hundreds of
A month later, Bliicher was
others were drowned.
back from Laon attacking on the same ground and
Marmont and Mortier were in full retreat along the
road to F^re Champenoise. Pachod's national guards,
the " Marie Louises," turned north to the marches of
The Russians and Prussians
St. Gond as to a refuge.
and only a few of the French lads
surrounded them
escaped by the St. Prix road. To-day the marshes
are largely reclaimed and canalised but this clay bed,
;

;

;
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extending a dozen miles east and west, and averaging
more than a mile in breadth, fills easily under such a
rainstorm as fell upon the region on the evening of
September 9, 1914, and at all times it limits traffic to
the three or four good roads crossing it. The chief of
these, from Epernay to Sezanne and Fere Champenoise
respectively, pass the ends of the marshes at vSt. Prix
the former is commanded by Mondeand Morains
mont, the latter by Mont Aout, near Broussy.
Was this " last barrier providentially set across the
route of the invasion "^^ forgotten? Joffre's earlier
plan did, indeed, involve the abandonment of all the
the decision to stand
plain extending to the Aube
on the Une of the marshes was a consequence of
Foch's Army had been carried
Gallieni's initiative.
beyond them in its retreat, but, fortunately, not far
beyond. On the morning of September 5, advance
columns of Billow's left had entered Baye patrols had
reached the Petit Morin bridge at St. Prix, and the
north-centre of the marshes at Vert-la-Gravelle. A
little more dash, and the Germans would have posIt
sessed themselves of all the commanding points.
was about 10 a.m. that Foch received the General" The 9th Army
issimo's order closing the retreat
will cover the right of the 5th Army, holding the
southern passages of the Marshes of St. Gond, and
placing a part of its forces on the plateau north of
Sezanne." Foch at once directed the appropriate
movements and, by the evening of September 5, the
following positions were reached
French Left. Driven back from St. Prix by forces
Active and Reserve Corps,
belonging to Billow's
the 42nd Division (General Grossetti) held the neigh;

;

;

:

;

:

—
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from Villeneuve-les-Charleville and Soisy

Mondemont.

—

Centre.
During the afternoon, Dubois advanced
the 9th Corps (Moroccan Division and 17th Division)
from F^re Champenoise to Broussy and Bannes, and
thence pushed two battalions over the marshes to

Toulon-la-Montagne, Vert-la-Gravelle, and Aulnizeux
Guard Corps, the main body of
which was at Vert us. The Blondlat Brigade of the
Moroccan Division attacked Congy, but failed, and fell
back on Mondemont. The 52nd Reserve Division was
in support about Connantre.
French Right. The nth Corps (General Eydoux)
rested on the east end of the marshes at Morains-lePetit, and from here stretched backward along the
course of the Champagne Somme to Sommesous, with
the 6oth Reserve Division behind it. They had before
them the Saxon XII Active Corps and one of its
reserve divisions.
At Sommesous, General de I'Espee's
Cavalry Division covered a gap of about 12 miles
between Foch's right and de Langle de Gary's left at
in face of the Prussian

—

HumbauviUe.
Thus, on the eve
inferior to the

enemy

the

of

battle,

the 9th Army,

in strength, especially in artillery,

it an irregular convex front.
Biilow was
on the west Hausen was approaching the
gap on its right fiank
the centre was protruded
uneasily to and beyond the St. Gond Marshes. The
expectation of General Headquarters had, apparently,
been that the German onset would fall principally on
the right of the 5th Army. Foch was, therefore,

presented to

at Esternay

;

;

instructed to give aid in that direction
left

by pushing

his

to the north-north-west, while the rest of his line
10
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stood firm until the pressure was relieved. In the
it was d'Esperey who
event, these roles were reversed
dispositions,
original
however,
had to help Foch. The
course
of
the
battle.
They
had a certain effect upon the
gave the 9th Army a pivot on the Sezanne plateau and
the obstinacy with which this advantage was retained
seems to have diverted the German commanders, till
it was too late, from concentrating their force on the
other wing, the hne of attack from which the French
:

;

had most to fear.
Foch was the offensive incarnate
of

but, on the morning
September 6th, he could do no more than meet, and
;

that with iadifferent success. Billow's attack

upon

his

He was

weakest where the enemy was
most strong
a large part of the French guns could
not reach the field for the beginning of the combat
the 9th Corps, in particular, felt the lack of three groups
left-centre.

:

;

it had left in Lorraine.
Failing this support,
the two battalions holding Toulon-la-Montagne were
quickly shelled out of their positions. In vain Dubois,
commanding the 9th Corps, ordered the Moroccan
Tirailleurs to march on Baye, and the 17th Division to
retake the two lost points. A crack regiment, the 77th,
crossed the marshes and entered Coizard village,
Major de Beaufort, cane in hand, on a big bay horse,
at its head, crying to his men, shaken by rifle fire from
" Forward, boys
Courage
It is for
the houses
France. Jeanne d'Arc is with us." The 2nd and 3rd
battalions went on, and tried to climb Mount Toidon.
The fighting continued all day, ending in a painful
retreat to Mont Aout through two miles of swampy
ground, in which the men plunged up to the waist
rather than risk the shell-ploughed causeway. The

of artniery

:

!

!
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Guard followed as far as Bannes, and the X Corps
occupied Le Mesnil Broussy and Broussy-le-Petit,
Small
the French batteries arrested them.
French detachments clung to Morains and Aulnay
otherwise, the north of
through the day and night
the marshes was lost. Against the left, Biilow was
The 42nd Division and the Moroccan
less successful.
Di\'ision withstood repeated assaults of the X Corps
at Soisy-aux-Bois and on the edge of the St. Gond
Wood. The struggle, however, was most severe
Villeneuve, occupied on the evening of September 5,
was lost at 8 a.m. on the 6th, recaptured an hour
vvheie

;

:

later, lost

again at noon, and recovered at night. On
nth Corps had to evacuate Ecury and

the right, the

Normee under heavy

fire
Lenharree and Sommesous
were partially in flames, but still resisted,
Unawed, in his quarters at Pleurs, Foch wrote the
following order for the morrow
" The General
;

:

Commanding counts on

all

—

the troops of the 9th

Army

and the utmost energy
to extend and maintain beyond dispute the results
obtained over a hard-pressed and venturesome enemy."
Many of the generals, lieutenants, and men may have
thought these last words too highly coloured. Foch
himself knew more of the real situation.
He knew, as
did Biilow, how gravely the latter was prejudiced by
Kluck's predicament. Already, the prospect had
arisen of the I German Army being gripped by the
closing vice of Maunoury and the British.
Already,
d'Esperey's great force was moving north along
Biilow's flank toward Montmirail.
Joffre's masterstroke was revealed. Was the victory that Berlin and
exerting the greatest activity

the armies counted as certain to slip

away

at

the
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eleventh hour

For the

time in a triumphant
in danger of defeat
nay, all the armies were in danger. Astomiding
change of fortune
The greycoat soldiery, dulling
generation, a

?

first

German Army was
!

and farms, the
with the wine cellars of
old manor houses, did not know it
but such was the
fact.
Their commanders were not the men easily to
take alarm
yet, at this moment, alarm must have
struck them.
their weariness in the loot of cottages

subaltern

officers,

making

free

;

;

III.

Defence and Recapture of Mondemont

The grand manoeuvre of envelopment had failed.
The alternative plan remained to smash the French
centre and roU up the lines on either side.
On the
:

morning of September 7, this effort began with a fierce
onslaught across the ravine of the Petit Morin against
the Sezanne plateau from Mondemont to Villeneuve.
On Foch's extreme left, nothing was gained. The
42nd Division was now receiving perceptible support
from the loth Corps of the 5th Army, which during
the day, as we have seen, completed the clearance of
the Forest of Gault, to the west of Villeneuve. Toward
Mondemont, however, the
Active Corps made
some progress, throwing the defenders back to the
western borders of Soisy, again taking Villeneuve, and
reaching through the St. Gond Wood nearly to the
hamlet of Chapton. The bare crest called the Signal
du Poirier gave the German gunners an excellent
platform, with views over a large part of the French
lines.
One of their chief targets was the chateau of
Mondemont, a two-story mansion, dating from the

X
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pepper-pot corner towers,
General Humbert
had set up here his Staff quarters but by noon the
bombardment had become so severe that he had to
leave it to advanced posts of the Moroccan Division,
first, however, insisting on taking a proper lunch in
the salle-4-manger with the trembling family. These
were sent to the rear, and Humbert moved to the
neighbouring chateau of Broyes. In a later stage of
the war, Humbert struck me rather as the thinker, a
quiet, keen intelligence, and a fine gentleman.
At
this earlier time, one of the youngest generals in the
French Armj^, he appears rather as the man of spirited
action.
Beaming with gay confidence, he abounded
in the gestes that the French soldier so loves.
Once
several members of his escort were killed by a shell
exploding in their midst
like Grossetti, afterwards to
be known as " the Bull of the Yser," danger only
stimulated him. " The Germans are bottled up," he
" Mondemont is the cork. It must be held at
said
any price." At 5 p.m., a combined attack, by parts
of the 42nd and Moroccan Divisions, with the 77th
regiment of the gth Corps, was made with the object
of freeing the Mondemont position.
Little ground
was gained, and the losses were very heavy it was a
momentary relief, no more.
At length the German Command recognised that the
French defence was weakest toward and beyond Fere
Champenoise, and that a simultaneous attack by
both their wings, with most strength on the east, might
shatter it.
First, however, the flank of the Guard
Corps along the marshes must be cleared. This preliminary occupied the whole of September 7. On the
sixteenth

century,

enclosing a large square courtyard.

;

;

;

;

ISO
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Oyes was taken during the morning in the
advance on Mondemont. On the east, the French
companies outlying at Morains and Aulnay had to
abandon these \dUages at 8 a.m., under threat of being
taken in reverse along the railway. Morains is only
four miles by highroad from Fere Champenoise and
here the picked infantry of the Guard were striking at
the junction of the 9th and nth Corps, with solid Saxon
west,

;

regiments closing in upon the latter to the south-east.
Seeing their danger, Radiguet and Moussy concerted
a movement by which, during the afternoon, Aulnizeux
was taken and the German advance checked. In the
evening, at the third attempt, the enemy recovered
the village
and in the last hours of the night his
general offensive along the Sezanne and Fere roads
began. It will be convenient to follow first the western
arm of the attack.
At 3 a.m. on September 8, after a sharp cannonade,
the French machine-gunners on Mondemont Hill
observed spectral forms approaching in open order
these were advanced parties belonging to the
Corps, with some elements of the Guard.
They were
easily repulsed and, immediately afterwards, the muchthinned ranks of the 42nd and Moroccan Divisions,
with the 77th regiment of the 9th Corps, were launched
anew towards St. Prix. Although Biilow had received
reinforcements, and had placed more batteries between
Congy and Baye, the Moroccans occupied Oyes and its
hiU and the Signal dii Poirier by 8 a.m., while the left
of the 42nd carried Soisy at the point of the bayonet.
Unfortunately, the debacle that was happening coincidently on Foch's right put any exploitation of this
success out of the question. A fresh defensive front
;

X

;
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to be created south of the marshes, facing east
the 77th regmient was recalled to St. Loup in the
middle of the afternoon for this purpose. The 42nd
Division seems to have been shaken by this removal of
a sorely-needed support
and Biilow, promptly
advised of it, ordered his columns forward once
more.
;

;

On an islet in the west end of the marshes, between
the villages of Villevenard and Oyes, stand a Rennaissance gateway and other remnants of the ancient
Priory of St. Gond, and in their midst the humble
dwelling of " the last hermit of St. Gond," as M. le
him, the Abbe Millard, corresponding
French Antiquarian and Archaeological
Societies.
victim
A
of dropsy, the Abbe was laid up
when the approach of the Germans was announced.
" So, then," he calmly remarked, " I shall renew my
acquaintance with Attila." His housekeeper, a typically vigorous Frenchwoman, would have no such
morbid curiosity. " You have no parishioners but
the frogs. Monsieur le Cur6
and they can take care
of themselves against your Attila.
Come along "
and, bundling some valuables into a wheelbarrow,
and giving Father Millard a stick, she carried him off
into safety.
As they left, a body of Senegalese sharp-

Gofhc

calls

member

of the

;

came up, and began to build across the highold-fashioned barricade of tree-trunks, carts,
blocks of stone. " Some barbed wire and a

shooters

way an
and

continuous trench, such as the Germans use, would
have been better," remarks M. le Goffic " but we remained faithful to our old errors, and, nearly everywhere, our men fought in the open or behind sheaves
and tree trunks."
;
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After hours of an ebb-and-flow of bayonet charges
and hand to hand combats, the French lost in succession
Broussy-le-Petit, Mesnil-Broussy, Reuves, and Oyes
all the morning's gain had vanished by nightfall.
With the Germans entrenched a mile away, and only a
single Zouave battaUon in reserve, Humbert insisted
that Mondemont must be held
and his corps com;

mander, Dubois, desperately seeking to cover the void
on his right with the 77th Regiment, told the officers
that retreat was not to be thought of.
Heavy rain
during the evening, obstructing the movements of
On both sides, that night, the chiefs
knew that the issue was a matter of hours, of very
few hours. We saw in the first section of this chapter
that, on the evening of September 8, the left of the 5th
French Army had passed, and its centre reached, the
Petit Morin, while the loth Corps immediately threatened Billow's flank at Bannay, only 2 miles west of
Baye. The " effect of suction " was working wonderfell

all

the armies.

fully.

An

order found during the day on a

officer, directing

wounded

that the regimental trains should be

drawn up facing north, showed the preoccupations of
German Staff. If the Guard and the Saxons could

the

complete the rout of Foch's right-centre, they might
win through
but there was no longer a
moment to spare, for Biilow had no force capable
of
long \vithstanding d'Esperey's north-eastward
yet

;

thrust

Against Foch's

left,

Biilow played his last stake at

daybreak on September q. A whole brigade, marching from Oyes under cover of mist, brushed aside the
two battahons of sharpshooters, mounted Mondemont
hill, and seized the chateau and village, which were
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rapidly provided with a garrison and machine-guns.

The 42nd Division was

withdrawal at
taken by the 51st Division
of the neighbouring army.
Humbert still would not
take defeat
borrowing two battalions of chasseurs
from Grossetti, he sent them to the assault of the
promontory.
They failed.
At about 10.30 a.m.,
the 9th Corps lost Mont Aout, the stronghold of Foch's
centre, and fell back upon the lower hills between
Allemant and Linthes. If the whole left and centre
of the gth Army were not to be swept, after its
right, into the plain, the last footing on the Sezanne
plateau must be held at any price
But how ? Many
companies of the Moroccan Division had lost all their
in course of

this time, its place being

:

and most of their men. The breakdown of
had driven Foch to an extreme expedient
which we will presently follow more closely the
transfer thither of the 42nd Division
all Grossetti
could do for Humbert after his early morning failure,
therefore, was to lend him his artillery for a couple of
hours.
From Dubois and his own corps, Humbert
was able again to borrow the 77th Regiment. After
a massed fire of preparation on the woods and slopes
around the chateau of Mondemont by nine batteries,
the hungry, haggard survivors of the 77th, divided
into two bodies under Colonels Lestoquoi and Eon,
approached the hill from the west and east, while four
companies gathered to the south of the chateau as a
storming force under Major de Beaufort,
We have already seen this only too chivalric officer
defying the prime conditions of modern warfare in
the capture of Coizard
here is a yet more pathetic
exhibition of the ancient style of heroism.
It was 2.30
officers

his right

—

;

;
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of a bright afternoon, the air oppressive with heat,
smoke, and dust. The commandant called a priestsoldier from the ranks, and asked him to give supreme
absolution to the men who wished to receive it. They
The major, putting on his white
knelt, and rose.
gloves, then gave the order to charge Bugles sounded
the men ran forward " in deep, close masses,"
;

shouting and singing. Many fell before reaching the
garden of the chateau. De Beaufort, standing for a
moment under a tree to consider the next step, was shot
dead.
A few men got through a breach in the garden
wall, only to meet a rain of bullets from loopholes in
the house. A score of officers (including Captain de
Secondat- Montesquieu, a descendant of the great
French writer) were lost, with a third of the effectives.
At 3.30, Colonel Eon withdrew the remainder of the
storming party.
For a breathing space only. The chateau was, in fact,
besieged.
Three field-guns were brought within 400
of
yards
it
and at 6 p.m. three companies advanced
upon the quadrangle of buildings, four others upon
Forty minutes
the village, at the foot of the hill.
his
remaining
Colonel
last
later.
Lestoquoi led
"
Come on, boys another
company forward, crying
;

:

;

and we are there." This time, chateau, park,
farm, and churchyard, and finally the village, were
" I hold the village and the chateau of
carried.
Mondemont," Lestoquoi reported to General Humbert
tussle,

;

" I

am

installing myself for the night."

The battle of Mondemont was over one wild ebbwave, and the peace of nature's fruitfulness fell for all
our time upon the riven fields, the multitude of graves,
;

the desolate marshes.

FOCirS CENTRE
IV. Foch's

BROKEN

Centre broken

Far other and graver was the course

arm

of the eastern

attack, after the loss of the marsh

German
by the French 9th Corps on September

of the

villages
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7.

Dubois' shaky line, along the south of the marshes,
was continued eastward by the nth Corps (including,
now, the i8th Division) from near Morains to Norm^e,
and this by the 6oth Reserve Division, thence to
Sommesous, and the 9th Cavalry Division, reaching
out to the left of de Langle's Army (the 17th Corps).
These faced, respectively, the Prussian Guard Corps,
the Saxon XII Active Corps, and part of its reserve.
No great Inequality, so far but Biilow and Hansen
were bringing up reinforcements, and preparing a
Throughout September 7, the
surprise.
terrible
Saxons had been hammering at Eydoux' front along
;

the Somme-Soude. Lenharree, defended throughout
the afternoon and evening by only two companies,
became untenable during the night. All the officers
had fallen, Captain Henri de Saint Bon last of them,
crying to his Breton reservists of the 60th Division
:

"

Keep

off

!

Do

not get killed to save me."

On

entering the village, and seeing what had happened,
the Saxon commander ordered his men to march
" Salute
They
before the French wounded, saying
:

are brave fellows."

the nearest approach to a
of the Marne.

—

!

So began the darkest episode,

German

victory, in the battle

—

An hour before at 3 a.m. on September 8 their
guns pushed forward under cover of darkness, the
general assault by Billow's and Hansen's armies had
begun It was well planned according to the information
.
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commanders, and, considering how serious an

of those

obstacle the marshes presented to their centre, remark-

ably conducted. On the west, the resolution of the
defenders of Mondemont would have gone for nothing
without the increasing support of d'Esperey's loth

At the

left-centre, the marshes gave Dubois
cover to enable him to wheel half his force
eastward. Beyond that, the conditions favoured the
enemy, for the only main roads converged upon Fere
Champenoise and, if the French were driven back, a
dangerous block would inevitably be produced.
Against the extreme right, the Saxons were not in
great force
and, on that flank also, the neighbouring
French Army gave vital aid.
So, in the misty dawn of September 8, the greycoats,
picked Prussians and burly Saxons, swarmed forward,
seeming to renew themselves irresistibly.
Foch,
talking to his Staff overnight, had exclaimed that such
desperation suggested the need of compensating for
ill fortune elsewhere
and now he opened a black day
with a characteristic phrase of stubborn cheer " The
situation is excellent
I order you again vigorously
to take the offensive."
The situation excellent
Foch would not use words of meaningless bravado
he may have been thinking of d'Esperey knocking at
Billow's side door.
At this hour (7 a.m.), he could
not yet know that the loss of Lenharree had been
followed by the turning of two regiments of the 20th
Division, and two others of the 60th Reserve Division,
defending the passages of the Somme-Soude, and that
the hues on either side were crumpling up. So it was.
From a number of personal narratives, often contradictory and exaggerated, we can draw an outline

Corps.

sufficient

;

;

;

:

;

!

;
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what occurred in the surprise of F^re Champ6noise,
without pretending to determine exactly \Nhere, or by
what faihng of exhausted men, the confusion originated.
Before Normee, outposts of the nth Corps, scattered
by the sudden fierceness of the onslaught, left un-

of

covered the 35th Brigade (of the i8th Division), which
One regiment, the 32nd,
lay bivouacked in the woods.
was surrounded, and only a half of its effectives, with a
few junior officers, escaped. The 34th Brigade, behind
it, had time to fall back without loss, through Connantre to Oeuvy, along with the survivors of the 35th.
The remnants of the defenders of Lenharr^e retreated
As far as Fere
toward Connantre, firing steadily.
Champenoise, the chase ran fast along the four roads,
In the
from Bannes, Mcrains, Ecury, and Normee.
little country town, crouched in a depression of the
hills, and so indefensible, an army chaplain ^® was conducting service in the parish church, at 9 a.m., when
bullets began to spatter on the walls, and the first cries
of fljdng men were heard above the noise of breaking
windows. At 10.30, the Prussian Guard entered the
town, drums and fifes playing. Presently, with bodies
of Saxons from Normee, they continued the pursuit,
which proceeded more slowly toward Connantre and
Oeuvy and the valley of the Maurienne. Here and
there, small French groups turned at bay, because they
could go no farther, or hoping to stem the retreat.
Thus, 200 men of the 66th and 32nd Regiments came to
a stand in one of the dwarf-pine woods south of Fere.
They had no officer among them but a sergeant-maior
named Guerre took them in hand, and disposed them
in four sections, " like the square at Waterloo," he said.
One German attack was beaten off but when a field;

;
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gun came up. Guerre decided that the only hope was
the brave man his life.
away,
including two privates,
About 30 of his fellows got
who,
after
wandering in the
Malveau and Bourgoin,
being
directed
by
German lines, and
a dying German
officer, brought the flag of the 32nd Regiment during
to

make

a sortie.

It

cost

the evening to the commander of the 35th Brigade.
Perhaps it was because of the convergence of roads

upon Fere, noted above, that, whereas the original
breakdown occurred on Foch's right, the pursuit
became concentrated upon his centre. The most
important consequence of this fact was that the German

Command

never discovered the weakest part of the
French front, and the dislocated right was able to escape
from restraint and to re-form. The greater part of
the 60th Reserve Division, which had extended from
Vassimont and Haussimont to Sommesous, where
two regiments arrested the Saxon advance for two
hours, raUied early in the afternoon between Semoine
and Mailly. General de I'Espee's cavalry, with some
infantry elements, held up a brigade of the Saxon
and the neighbouring
XII Corps south of Sompuis
army of de Langle effectively engaged the XIX Corps
between Humbauville and Courdemange.
Westward of the main stream of pursuit, the posiAt
tion of Foch's left was more delicate and critical.
the extreme left, we have seen that, during the morning, the 42nd Division recaptured Villeneuve and Soisy,
while the Moroccan Division reached St. Prix and the
The 42nd held its gains throughout
Signal du Poiiier.
the day but the 9th Corps, shaken by frontal attack
across the marshes, and left with its flank in the air
by the breakdown of the nth Corps, had no choice
;

;
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but to withdraw its right, and suffered heavily ere it
could take up new positions. Coming on from Morains,
the Prussian Guard took the homesteads called Grosse

and Petit Feimes, on the way to Bannes, in reverse
by the east. Three French regiments were here thrown
into confusion, cavalry plunging

and

into

the batteries,

The

panic, howwas soon over. At 7.30 a.m., the retreat sounded
at 9 a.m., Moussy was reorganising the 17th Division
on the line Mont Aout-Puits, with the 52nd Reserve
fugitives obstructing the roads.

ever,

Division in support.

;

Hither the faithful 77th Regi-

ment was called from Mondemont during the morning
to help form an angular front, across which the Germans
passed south in pursuit of the scattered elements of the
nth Corps. The headquarters of the 9th Army were
moved back from Pleurs to Plancy, on the Aube.
Thus, at noon on September 8, the shape of the vast
battle was markedly changed.
D'Esperey was on the
Petit Morin near Montmirail, and his loth Corps near
Corfelix.
From the latter point, Foch's left extended
south-east to Connantre.
His centre, broken in to a
depth of ten miles, was floating indefinitely in the
valley of the Maurienne.
The right, supported by
de Langle, giving no immediate anxiety, his first
problem, therefore, was to save the centre without
losing the solidity of the left. It is in such emergencies,
when a few hours even of loose and unsuccessful
resistance may turn the balance, that the virtues of a
race and the value of traditions and training in an army
reveal themselves.
The breakdown before Fere
Champenoise did not degenerate into a rout. Eydoux
pulled the fragments of the nth Corps together on the
line Corroy-Gourgancon-Semoine, and in the evening
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delivered a counter-attack which gave

possession of the plateau of Oeuvy.

by

reaction

by

striking at the west flank of the

15 batteries near Linthes, the 52nd Reserve

Division was thrown eastward toward Fere

Champen-

This effort failed, as did another in the evenand Dubois had to withdraw slightly, first from

oise.

ing

this

German

Early in the afternoon, after a preparatory

advance.
fire

him momentary

Dubois aided

;

Puits to Ste. Sophie Farm, then to Chalmont, while the

Prussians held Connantre and

V.

Nozay Farm.

Fable and Fact of a bold Manceuvre

Foch conceived a manceuvre so
man, so evidently after his own
heart, that the facts of its execution have been hidden
under a mass of sparkling fable. " If, by whatever
mental vision," the master had said in one of his
That

evening,

characteristic of the

lectures, "

we

see a fissure in a

point of insufficient resistance,

dam

of the defence, or a

and if we are able to

and methodical action
a blow with a ram capable

join

to the regular

of the flood the

effect of

of breaking the

dam

at a certain place, the equilibrium

is

destroyed,

through the breach, and overwhelms all obstacles. Let us seek that place of weakness.
That is the battle of manoeuvre. The defence,
overthrown at one point, collapses everywhere. The
That it was
barrier pierced, everything crumbles."
Foch, not Billow, who had been on the defensive makes
Foch never thought of war in pure
no difference
defensive terms.
Now he saw his opportunity.
There was no subtlety in the object. A rush which
fails to produce a complete breach opens a flank
the mass hurls

:

itself
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and the Staff at Plancy had
day upon the new German flank,
6 miles long, from Mont Aout to Corroy. Twice the
9th Corps had stnick at it without success. The boldness of Foch's design lay, not in its objective, which
was evident, but in the means proposed for its execution.
The right of the 9th Corps could do no more
its left, the Moroccan Division, had lost the south
bank of the marshes, and was hard put to it to hold
the hills around Mondemont.
Nothing remained
but the 42nd Division, which, though greatly fatigued,
was in somewhat better posture about Soisy. Two
demands now competed in the mind of the French
commander. He regarded Mondemont as a keyposition to be defended at all costs
and the removal
of Grossetti, without compensation, would gravely
endanger it. But more than in any position he
beheved in forcing a result by a well-directed blow

plainly inviting attack

had

its

eyes fixed

;

all

;

when the enemy

offered the chance.
D'Esperey's
loth Corps, it is true, had before it the chance of
breaking across Billow's communications at St. Prix
and Baye it had otherwise no pressing call to make
such a movement. Farther south, there were both need
and opportunity the need of relieving the 9th and nth
Corps, the opportunity of a decisive action. Grossetti,
then, must come to Linthes, and d'Esperey's 51st
Division, in reserve of the loth Corps, must take his
place west of Mondemont. D'Esperey's loyalty in
agreeing to this arrangement cannot be too warmly
praised. The comradeship of arms, so influential a
factor in the victory of the Mame, was nowhere more
;

—

admirably illustrated.
But dawn on September 9 broke upon a situation
II

1
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aggravated to the extreme, in which the projected
manoeuvre might well seem a blunder of recklessness.
Billow and Hausen had summoned their exhausted
men to undertake a last essay. On the French left,
fell at 3 a.m.
Two hours later, the Guard
and the two Saxon Corps burst upon the centre and

Mondemont

Neither the 9th
right with all their remaining force.
nor the nth Corps was in a condition to meet this
trial
but, in general, they faced it bravely.
At
9 a.m., the 21st Division (nth Corps) could resist no
more, and fell back from Oeuvy to Hill 129, south of
Corroy, whence its commander, Radiguet, wrote to
" My troops could not hold out any longer
Foch
under a bombardment such as we have suffered for
the last two hours. They are in retreat all along the
line.
It is the same with the 22nd Division.
I am
going to try, with my artillery and what I can gather
of infantry, to rally on the plateau south of Corroy.
My regiments have fought admirably, but they have an
average of only four or five officers left."
" Th^
Foch repUed from Plancy. at 10.15 s-^i;

:

•

42nd Division will arrive on the front Linthes-Pleurs.
Whatever be the position, more or less in retreat, of
the nth Corps, we count on resuming the offensive
with the 42nd Division toward Connantre and Corroy,
an offensive in which the 9th Corps wiU have to take
part against the (German) right from Morains to
Fere Champenoise. The 42nd Division has been on
the way since 8.30, and wiU be ready to go into action
about midday.
The loth Corps has liberated it.
The loth is at our disposition, and has orders to
support the Moroccan Division to prevent the enemy
penetrating to the west of the Marshes of St. Gond."
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On

receiving

similar instructions,

squadrons of hussars
between the 9th and

to

nth

make a
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Dubois sent two
provisional

link

Corps, and intimated to

his divisional commanders not only that they must
stand firm, but that, in the classic phrase of Joffre,
" no faihng will now be tolerated."
Blind words, only to be justified on the lines of
Nogi's apophthegm " Victory is to him who can resist
for another quarter of an hour."
They were hardly
uttered when Mont Aout, the north-eastern bastion of
Dubois' line, stubbornly defended for five days, was
lost.
Much of the artiUery of the Prussian Guard
had been concentrated on this outlying watch-tower
of the Sezanne hills
and, in those early days of the
war, nerves were not so steeled that a position heavily
bombarded and definitely turned could be long held.
Of the two brigades of the 52nd Reserve Division, the
104th had been detached to Moussy's 17th Division
the 103rd remained under the command of General
Battesti.
Of the former, the 5th battaUon, 320th
Regiment, under Commandant Meau (known as an
author under the pseudonym " Jean Saint- Yves ") was
posted on the north slopes of Mont Aout two companies of the 51st Chasseurs were on the east
and
Lt.-Col. (afterwards General) [Clandor, with the 6th
:

;

;

;

;

was in the wood at the foot of the hill.
Meau, with wounded head bound in bloody bandages,
" like a Crimean veteran," as a combatant says,
was keeping his men firm under a rain of light and
heavy shells commencing at about 9.30 a.m., and
Clandor was also determined to hold, when it suddenly became known that the 103rd Brigade, on their
right, had received an order to retreat, apparently
battalion,

1
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given by Battesi in alarm at the extent of the enemy's
advance. ^^
First in twos and threes, then in masses,
the reservists left the woods that cover the eastern
slopes of the hill, and hurried westward, groups of
horsemen galloping past them, and gun-teams plunging
through the meadows. The whole line was thus
shaken
and, shortly afterward, the two batteries
which had hitherto sustained the men on the crest
were silenced by German guns that had got round
behind Ste. Sophie Farm. At 11.45 a.m., Moussy
gave Mean and Clandor orders to fall back but their
obstinacy had its reward Mont Aout was never
occupied by the enemy. The debris of Battesti's
brigades were rallied during the early afternoon on
the hills of Allemant and Chalmont.
A part of
Moussy's Division was driven south, and, after a
gallant recoil at Ste. Sophie Farm, drew off to the
;

;

—

west.

|What had become
last

hope

Linthes

is

of

a

the

march

of Grossetti

French centre

and the 42nd, the
?

From

Soisy to

and they were to
had started, Foch said, at

of only 12 miles,

have started at dawn

—

Exhaustion, hitches in the replacement by
the 51st, and the needs of Mondemont may explain the
harrowing delay. Messengers were sent out, without
result.
Foch, fuming at Plancy, issued note upon
note to encourage his lieutenants. " Information
shows," he wrote at noon, " that the German Army,
after having marched without rest since the beginning
of the campaign, '|has reached the extreme hmit
Order no longer exists in their units
of fatigue.
the Command is
regiments are mixed together
confused. The vigorous offensive of our troops has
8.30 a.m.

;

;
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thrown surprise into the ranks of the enemy, who
thought we should not offer any further opposition.
It is of the highest importance to profit by these
circumstances. In the decisive hour when the honour
and safety of the French Fatherland are at stake,
olhcers and soldiers will draw from the energy of our
race the strength to stand firm

enemy 'will
prevailing among
the

collapse,

the

till

worn

German

moment when

the

The disorder

out.

troops

is

a sign of our

by continuing with all its force the
effort begun, our army is certain to stop the march
of the enemy and to drive him from our soil.
But
every one must share the conviction that success will
fall to him who can endure longest."
coming victory

;

There were, in

fact, disorders in the

All morning, Prussian

invading host.

and Saxon soldiery had been

making pubhc revel in Fere Champenoise, breaking
open and pillaging houses and shops, drinking, dancing,
and singing in the streets. Nevertheless, the fighting columns advanced steadily.
At i p.m. the
Guard reached Nozay and Ste. Sophie Farms and
entered Connantre, and the Saxons Gourgancon.
Radiguet's Division of the nth Corps, after a brave
stand at Oeuvy, drifted before them, first to Fresnay,
then to Faux and Salon. Foch did not waver in his
" The 42nd Division is marching from
Broyes to Pleurs," he wrote at i p.m. " It should face
east between Pleurs and Linthes, so as to attack
afterward in the direction of the trouee between Oeuvy
and Coimantre. The attack will be supported on the
right by the nth Corps, on the left by ail available
elements of the 9th Corps, which will take for their
objective the road between Fere Champenoise and
intentions.

1
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SUCTION''

Morains." The meaning of the word trouee as here
used must not be mistaken. It presumably meant
There was no
the highroad to Fere Champenoise.
"
"
between the Prussian and Saxon forces
gap
such
and they were both,
as some writers have imagined
at the time of this note, three miles or more south of
;

the line Oeuvy-Connantre.
Though the situation was not so simple as the
idea of a " gap " would suggest, Foch had accurately

gauged

its

character and the peculiar weakness of the

has been noted that this was
by the lie of the roads) in a
south-westerly direction. One result was to reUeve
the pressure on the French extreme right, where the
6oth Reserve Division withdrew easily from Mailly
to Villiers-Herbisse, while de I'Espee's cavalry received strong support from the neighbouring army.
On their east flank, therefore, the Saxons had to move
with care.
On their right, the Prussian Guard had
been attracted westward, and there checked, at 4 p.m.
by an attack of portions of the 9th Corps. The Saxons
had progressed more easily, and had overrim the
Prussians by several miles, thus prolonging the flank
There was no
at which Foch intended to strike.
" fissure " at this time, but rather an overlapping
when, on the following day, a real gap opened between
Billow's and Hansen's Armies (on the Epernay and
Chalons roads respectively), the retreat was too fast
for the French to take advantage of it.
Foch's design was the classic combination of flank

German advance.
at

first

It

inclined (partly

;

and

Grossetti was to drive east-northfrom Linthes-Pleurs, beside the main road and
railway, toward Fere Champenoise, while, on his left.
east

frontal attack.
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Dubois gave what aid he could in the same direction,
and Eydoux came up from the south. It was to be the
same famous numceuvre that Maunoury and the
British had commenced three days before, without
immediate success, but from which the whole " effect
of suction," with its momentous consequences, had
arisen.
Thanks to those three days of heroic effort and
sacrifice, Foch's success was instant and complete,
though it was not such as the fables have it.^* Indeed,
the

enemy did not wait

for the assault.

He

bolted.

A

doubtful story goes that a German aviator observed
the approach of Grossetti's columns, and gave Von
The truth appears to
Billow's Staff timely warning.

be that the German retreat had been ordered between
At 6, under a red sunset, the 42nd
3 and 5 p.m.
Division arrived, and, supported by three, later increased to five, groups of artillery, moved slowly
forward from the line Linthes-Linthelles, to bivouac
near Pleurs.^'' The 9th Corps alone came into touch
with the enemy
and a rearguard resistance was
At
enough to impede its hastily re-formed ranks.
daybreak on the loth, the 34th Brigade entered F^re
Champenoise, which had been evacuated the previous
while the 42nd
evening, picking up 1500 stragglers
Division was occupying Connantre, where 500 men of
the Grenadier Guards were made prisoner at the
chateau.
As Grossetti's columns crossed the hills in
the dawn-light, the air was poisonous with rotting
humanity, and spectral forms arose begging for a cup
of water.
They were men wounded in the surprise of
the 8th who had lain in the open for nearly three days.
;

;

The

front

of

Army was restored and,
prepared to go forward to the

the 9th

weary but exultant,

it

;
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Whether, in the end, the movement
the 42nd Division counted for anything in this
result, we can know, if ever, only when the German
archives are opened. The chief factor lay not in the
form of any particular manoeuvre, but in the sheer
general victory.

of

Foch
persistence of the French centre.
Nogi's " quarter of an hour."

won by

and

his

men

CHAPTER

VIII

FROM VITRY TO VERDUN
The Battle of ViTRY-LE-FRANgois

I.

the original design of the whole battle, the action

IN the
of

right or eastern half of

the Allied crescent

—

was to be reciprocal to that of the left while the
centre held, Sarrail was to strike out from the region
of Verdun westward against the flank of the Prince
Imperial, as Maunoury struck out eastward from the
region of Paris against that of Kluck.
Something of
this intention came into effect
but it was much
modified by two circumstances. In the first place.
General Joffre was driven both by major opportunity
and by penury of means to make a choice.
He
decided that Verdun rather than Paris must run the
greater risk, that Kluck's headlong advance made the
;

west the chief theatre for his offensive

;

and, to

make

sure on the west, he further weakened the eastern
armies.

It

was, then, on terms of something less than

equality of numbers that Sarrail
to meet the

Saxon

left,

Crown

Prince, the

and de Langle had
IV Army, and the

with thek greatly superior equipment.

Secondly, the danger beyond the Meuse could not be

ignored
and anxiety on this score necessarily handicapped Joffre 's plan. The German idea was to cut
Verdun off on either side no direct attack was made
;

:
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the Crown Prince proceeding around
the entrenched camp by the west, while the Lorraine
armies approached on the east and the IV Army

upon the

fortress,

swept over the empty flats of Champagne. On
September 5, the German V Army, coming down both
sides of the Argonne, had reached the open country
south of the forest of Belnoue, that is, from 20 to 30
It was, doubtless, exmiles south-west of Verdun,
pected that the Meuse fortress would be abandoned,
as, indeed, it must have been had the French retreat
continued longer. Stopped as it was, the Crown
Prince awoke from his dream of making a new and
greater Sedan between Dijon and Nancy to find himself
under the necessity of forming a double front, toward
the east and the south, a very unfavourable position in
which to continue an offensive, to say nothing of the
but the situation
So far, good
possibility of defeat.
was anything but secure. The French were perilously
fixed on both sides of the Meuse in a long, sharp
saUent which had to be defended on three sides.
Maunoury and the British, on the west, had escaped
any danger of envelopment before the battle began.
Without a battahon to spare, Sarrail and Langle stood
throughout the struggle, the former with his back, the
latter with his flank, to a wall that might give way at
any moment. Even a small piercing of the French
line between Verdun and Nancy would have involved
while a still more disthe fall of the whole sahent
astrous realignment must have followed a failure of
Castlenau and Dubail between Nancy and the Vosges.
In these circumstances, Sarrail could not produce,
"
Langle had not the benefit of such an " effect of suction
If the struggle
as governed the issue farther west.
;

;

,
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it was more protracted.
Partly
became, when the French reinforcements
arrived, a death-grapple of nearly equal masses
more
or less than 400,000 men on either side with little
opportunity for manoeuvre, partly because it occurred
over obscuie countrysides, it has not been adequately
appreciated.
It is, however, no less important than

could not be harder,

because

it

—

—

the battles of the left and the centre
for, if there was
involved in them the fate of the capital, here not only
Verdun, but Nancy and Toul, with the armies of the
eastern frontier, were in the scales. Langle and Sarrail
;

share equally with Gallieni and Maunoury, French,
d'Esperey, and Foch the honours of the total victory.

The theatre

of this part of the conflict forms a
Vitry-Verdun-Bar-le-Duc, whose base is extended on the west to the Camp de Mailly, on the east
to the hills on the farther bank of the Meuse.
It is
naturally divided into two sectors of very different
triangle,

character

:

(i)

the

left,

or western, stretching

from Mailly

Army had
and the IV Army

to near Revigny, in which the French 4th
to meet on a level front the
of the

Duke

of

Saxon

Wiirtemberg

;

(2)

left

the right, or eastern,

including the southern Argonne, the sahent of Verdun,

Meuse, held by Sarrail's 3rd
of the German Prince
Imperial and a force from the Army of Metz. Both
French groups had been greatly weakened to help
other commands, Langle giving his 9th and nth
Corps to form Foch's Army, while Sarrail surrendered
the 42th Division to Foch, and the 4th Corps to
Maunoury.
These transfers, necessary to provision
the Generalissimo's offensive, were compensated just,
and only just, in time thanks to a better outlook

and the Heights

Army

against

of the

the

V Army

;
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on the eastern frontier, Langle de Gary received the
2 1st Corps from the Vosges on September 9, and
on the 8th Sarrail received the 15th Corps from
Lorraine, closing with it an alarming gap between the
3rd and 4th Armies.
Sarrail then had about ten
divisions to the Crown Prince's twelve
Langle's force
was also slightly outnumbered.
On the evening of September 5, Langle's front stood
thus
On his left, the 17th Corps faced the Saxon
XIX Corps between the moorland camp of Mailly and
the Sommesous-Vitry railway. At his centre, across
what may be called the delta of Vitry-le-Francois, a
wide alluvial plain where the merged waters of the
Ornain and the Saulx join the Marne, some elements
of the I2th Corps and the Colonial Corps stood against
the VIII Corps, active and reserve, of the IV Army.
Vitry, an important junction of railways, roads, and
waterways, is completely dominated by the hills to the
north of the delta
and the 12th Corps, to which its
defence would have fallen, had been so punished during
the retreat that the greater part of it had to be withdrawn to the Aube for reconstitution on the evening
of September 5.
The Germans, therefore, occupied
the town without much difficulty, and rapidly gathered
behmd it a strong force of artillery. VVhile the French
thus lost the cover of the Saulx and the Marne-Rhine
Canal, they could still fall back upon the St. Dizier
Canal and the Marne. The centre front, at the beginning of the battle, ran from the MaiUy hills at Humbau;

:

;

ville,

through the

villages

of

Huiron,

Frignicourt,

and Favresse, to Blesmes railway junction.
On Langle's right, the 2nd Corps had passed the Saulx
and its tributary the Ornain, and the Marne-Rhine
Vauclerc,

THE
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Canal, leaving only advanced posts on the north of the

toward Revigny. To it were opposed Duke
VIII Reserve and XVIII Active Corps.
The German programme was to break through by
Vitry and Revigny into the upper valleys of the Seine,
Aube, Marne, and Ornain. Tangle's orders were to try
valley,

Albrecht's

to

make headway northward,

in

co-ordination with

attack toward the west. In fact, he was
barely able to hold his ground until successes on either
side relieved the pressure.
Happily, the German Command had not discovered
Sarrail's

the weakness of the junction between Foch's and
and the Saxons did not at first prove
Tangle's forces
formidable.
The 17th Corps was, therefore, able on
September 6 to make a short advance west of Courdemanges, nearly to the railway. At the centre, the
remaining battaUons of the 12th Corps and Lefebvre's
Colonials were attacked violently in the morning.
;

Huiron and Courdemanges, at the foot of the hills,
were lost, but retaken during the evening. The three
delta hamlets of Frignicourt, Vauclerc, and Ecriennes
were also lost, the last two to IV Army regulars
who had crossed the St. Dizier road and canal. On
the right, the enemy forced the Marne- Rhine canal
and for a moment there was a
west of Le Buisson
danger of the Colonials being cut off from the 2nd
Corps.
To fill the breach. General Gerard transferred
a brigade of the 4th Division from Pargny to near
Perhaps because of the consequent weakFavresse.
ness of the right of the 2nd Corps, it could not hold the
and Von
line of the canal from Le Buisson to Etrepy
Tchenk's XVIII Corps entered Alliancelles, 5 miles
west of Revigny, and crossed the Ornain, in the after;

;
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Reinforced by his Reserve, Tclienk pushed
advance on the following day, September 7, seizing
Etrepy village, where the Saulx and Ornain join
across the Rhine canal, at dawn, and Sermaize a few
noon.

his

hours later.
Langle was here faced with a grave danger. His
Huiron was again
centre was still holding pretty well
lost, but the Colonials had recovered Ecriennes.
On
his left, the 17th Corps slightly improved its position,
albeit the hazardous thinness of this part of the French
front could not be much longer concealed.
It was for
his wings, therefore, that he was most anxious
and
thither the two promised corps of reinforcements, the
15th and 2ist, were directed. The 15th reached the
right, to prolong Sarrail's line, just in time.
The enemy
had, at a heavy cost, passed the Saulx-Ornain valley,
with its many lesser water-courses, and had reached
the edge of the wooded plateau of Trois-Fontaines,
beyond which, ten miles south of Sermaize, lay the
important town of St. Dizier. To break through thus
far would be to cut off Sarrail at Bar-le-Duc from
Langle at Vitry-le-Frangois it would be the doom of
Verdun, and probably of the French centre. The greatness of the stake, the bitterness of the disappointment,
afford the only explanation of the abnormal savagery
shown by the Crown Prince's troops in this region.
On September 8, the fighting reached its fiercest
intensity.
Tchenk pressed fmriously his attack against
and around Pargny, which his men entered at 5 p.m.,
:

;

;

after suffering

heavy

losses.

Maurupt was

also taken,

but Gerard quickly recaptured it. The crisis, though
not the struggle, was over with the amval of the 15th
Corps between Couvonges and Mogneville, threaten-
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ing

Tchenk's left
advance.

farther

flank

At

if

the
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he should attempt any
centre,

a

reconstituted

and the Colonial Corps were
engaged in desperate combats. Courdemanges, Ecribut the
ennes, and Mont Moret fell in the morning
hill was retaken at nightfall.
Several times driven
out of Favresse, a brigade of the 2nd Corps finally held
the village, and arrested the progress of the VIII Reserve Corps towards Blesmes railway junction.
With
constant violence of give and take, these positions
were little changed on the following day. On the left,
two regiments of the 17th Corps, pending the arrival
half of the 12th Corps

;

12th (23rd Division), bore
throughout the 8th the onset of a fresh Saxon Division
(xxiii of the XII Reserve Corps) to the west of
of the other half of the

Humbauville while the remainder of the 17th Corps
back a little before the XIX Corps, but advanced
;

fell

anew

in the afternoon.

was

more

In the evening, the balance
by the appearance of
Baquet's Division of the 21st Corps at the extreme
left of the army, which next day (September 9) drove
the Saxon right back in disorder toward Sommesous,
liberating Humbauville, and enabling the 17th Corps
also to gain ground.
The other Division of the 21st
and, on the
Corps (43rd) had now reached the scene
loth, Langle was able to make a strong offensive on
this side, in association with Foch's pursuit of the
retreating Saxons.

than

restored

;

II.

Sarrail Holds the Meuse Salient

The French 3rd Army, when

command from

Sarrail took over its
Ruffey on August 30, was a thing of
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shreds and patches.

own

The 42nd Division

of

Sarrail's

6th Corps was being sent to Foch, leaving behind

two other

and a brigade of a third which had
The 4th Corps was about to leave for

divisions,

been broken up.

There
Paris, to take part in the battle of the Ourcq.
remained the 5th and the diminished 6th Corps,
General Paul Durand's Group of Divisions of Reserve
(67, 75, and 65), formerly under Maunoury, the 72nd
Reserve Division, forming part of the garrison of
Verdun
Verdun, and the 7th Cavalry Division.
depending
directly
upon General Headquarters,
Coutanceau and Heymann, the governor and the
but
divisionaire, were not subject to Sarrail's orders
Yet another southron,
they co-operated admirably.
Sarrail was fifty-eight years old, a tall, sUght figure, with
(at that time) short white beard and moustache, blue
eyes, and a gentle manner bespeaking the scholar and
thinker rather than the man of action he proved himself to be.
After service in Tunis and with the Foreign
Legion, he had been advanced by Generals Andre and
Picquart, and rose by steady stages from colonel in
;

1905 to corps commander.

Across the mists of more

painful days, I recall the strong impression he

upon me when

I first

met him

at

Verdun

in

made

December

1914.

From

near the frontier, the 3rd

Army had

fallen

back, at the end of August, westward to the Meuse
between Stenay and Vilosnes, leaving the reserve group

and garrison troops to make a thin line of defence on the
east of the river, just beyond the radius of the entrenched
camp and the edge of the Meuse Heights from Ornes
to Vigneulles. " Entrenched camp " is the conventional name but there were no serious entrenchments
;
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and scarcely any, as I can testify, three
The forts and thickly-wooded hills

army

free, to determine
Verdun, as it was
leaving Paris, aside. The French, however, could yet
have no certainty on this score. During the first daj^
of September, the 5th and 6th Corps pivoted around the
west of Verdun
and, when they had completed the
The hazard
semicircle, the problem had to be faced.
of the old fortress was no mere matter of sentiment.
Its fall would mean the loss of all it could contribute
to the contemplated attack on the enemy's flank, and
of a great strength of artillery and munitions that
could not be removed, as well as of a formidable
position.
On the other hand, there lay Joffre's plan,
and the reasoning that had saved the British Army
from internment at Maubeuge. The Generalissimo's
orders were express
the 3rd Army must keep its
liberty, and must, accordingly, retire to the north of

were

the

sufficient,

with the

German Grand

field

Staff to leave

;

:

Bar-le-Duc, and possibly as far as Joinville. It was
not only Verdun, but his power of threatening the
German flank, that Sarrail hoped to save. He resolved,

ground as slowly as possible, keeping
touch with the fortress to the last moment,
and to risk, up to a certain point, a breach of contact
with de Langle de Gary. At daybreak on September
6, his forces were ranged over the broadly - rolling
fields and moorlands, facing westward, as follows
Right.
Several regiments of the Verdun garrison
were coming into line about Nixeville, and the three
reserve divisions were spread thence along the VerdunBar highroad (afterwards famous as the " Via Sacra ")
and narrow-gauge railway as far as Issoncourt, having

therefore, to give
his right in

:

—

12
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them the German XVI Active Corps reinforced
some hours later by the VI Reserve.
Centre.
The 6th Corps extended through Beauzee
before

—

south-westward to near Vaubecourt, with d'Urbal's
cavaky about Lisle-en-Barrois, facing the German

XIII Corps.
The 5th Corps stood across the path of the
Left.
German VI and part of the Duke of Wiirtemb erg's

—

XVIII Corps among the

villages

north of Revigny,

from Villotte to Nettancourt.
Although the dispositions of the German V Army
one corps of which was detained 10 miles north, and
another a hke distance west, of Verdun at this juncture
do not suggest over-confidence, an order found on the
field shows that the Crown Prince now beUeved himself
sure of a dramatic victory.
At 8 p.m. on Saturday the
5th, instructions had been issued for the XVI, XIII,
and VI Corps (in this order from east to west), with
the XVIII Reserve on their right, to drive resolutely
south, and to seize Bar-le-Duc and the Marne crossings
to and beyond Revigny, while the IV Cavalry Corps
exploited the breach between Sarrail and Tangle's
forces, and hiuried on " on the Une Dijon-Besan9onBelfort."
As a whole, this design at once failed. The
German advance had hardly begun when Heymann's
and Durand's reservists, on the north, threatened its
line of supply by an attack toward Ville-sur-Cousance,
St. Andre, and Ippecourt
while, at the centre, the 6th
Corps pushed toward Pretz, Evres, and Sommaisne.
The small advantages gained were soon negatived, and
at night the hue was back at Rampont, Souhesmes,
SouiUy, Seraucourt, and Rembercourt
but a half of
the Crown Prince's units were held, if not crippled.

—

;

;
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This must have been all the more irritating to him
because of the rapid success of his VI Corps and
During the morning, in fact, the
the IV Army.
left
French
was driven out of Laheycourt, Sommeilles,
and Nettancourt, then from Brabant and Villers-auxVents, and before night from Laimont and the markettown of Revigny. The Crown Prince had reached the
Marne just as Kluck was beginning to retire from it.
General Micheler and the 5th Corps, mourning many
of their men and a divisional chief. General Roques, but
cheered to think that the first reinforcements from
Lorraine would arrive on the morrow, drew together
their ranks at Villotte, Louppy, and Vassincourt.
On September 7, the encounter became closer and
more severe, without any marked change of position, the
67th and 75th Divisions, on the right, carrying Ippecourt
by assault (to lose it next day), the 6th Corps resisting
obstinately on either side of Rembercourt, and, on the
left, the 5th Corps meeting furious attacks around
Vassincourt In the evening, the 29th Division of Castelnau's 15th Corps passed the Marne to Combles and
Fains, two battalions of chasseurs reaching Couvonges
and the neighbouring woods. On the morning of the
8th, Sarrail's 5th Corps was supported and extended
by the full strength of the 15th. One brigade of the
latter was directed by Vassincourt toward Revigny,
but could make no headway. Other brigades came
into action near Louppy and Mogneville
nevertheless,
Villotte and Louppy-le-Chateau were lost.
News
arriving that de Langle's right had been driven back
from Sermaize to Cheminon, and that Duke Albrecht's
forces were at the foot of the Trois-Fontaines plateau,
d'Urbal was ordered to take his cavalry corps round.
.

;
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and to harry the east flank of Tchenk's movement.
No sooner had it reached the upper Saulx valley
for this purpose than Sarrail hiuried it back and
away north-eastward to meet a yet extremer danger
beyond the Meuse.
Below St. Mihiel, the river meanders beside a wall
of steep hills, on the crests of which were situated a
number of forts, dependencies of the Toul and Verdun
systems, designed as observatories and points of
arrest against an enemy march toward the principal
crossings.
The most important of these forts were
Genicourt, Troyon, and the Roman Camp along the
Troyon was
east, and Paroches on the west, banks.
an extensive square structure, sunk in a deep, wide
Commoat, and garrisoned by about 450 men.
manding the gap of Spada, it enjoyed, in its remote
magnificent

sohtude,

Woevre

as

far

as

views

over the

Metz, and the

hills

plain

and

of

the

valleys

and Verdun. It has not been
the troops of Metz did not reach the
Meuse earUer probably their heavy artillery delayed
them. On the morning of September 7, there was no
sign of trouble on the Heights, and the commander
of Troyon, Captain Xavier Heym, went out partridge

between

explained

St.

Mihiel

why
;

and cavahy,
with thirty cannon, were reported on the roads from
The bombardment
Hattonchatel and Heudicourt.
before
another
and
day had passed,
began at 2 p.m.
400 heavy shells, some of them from 12-inch mortars,
had been thrown upon the fort, putting seven guns
out of action, and demolishing large parts of the caseThis news was a crown to
mates and galleries.
He had no reserves left the 3rd
Sarrail 's anxieties.

shooting.

At noon,

forces

of infantry

;

;
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Army was wholly engaged. Its right might at any
now it was
time be crushed, its left enveloped
The dispatch thither of some
menaced in the rear.
Whattired cavalrj^ was, of course, the merest bluff.
ever might have been the fate of Verdun, the crossing
of the Meuse at a higher point would have meant the
withdrawal of Sarrail's right, and the opening for the
Crown Prince of the shorter route for reinforcements
and supplies which he so much needed.
On the evening of September 8, Joffre authorised the
commander of the 3rd Army to draw back from
Verdun along the west bank of the Meuse. Sarrail,
who by this time knew of Kluck's retreat and the
magnificent efforts of the French centre, was determined to hold on, at least till Troyon should fall but
the river bridges were cut and the forts left to their
own resources. At 9 a.m. on the 9th, Verdun signalled that Fort Genicourt was being bombarded by
heavy guns. At 11 o'clock, Troyon no longer had a
piece in action.
There were then in the neighbouring
hills enemy columns amounting to the greater part
of an army corps, with artillery, aviation parks, and
convoys.
Two infantry assaults were repelled by
rifle
Meantime, General
and machine-gun fire.
Dui'and's Reserve Divisions maintained their ground
near Verdun, the 75th suffering severely in repeated
attacks on the Crown Prince's fine of communicaand, on the left, part of the 15th Corps having
tions
pushed across the Saulx into the Trois-Fontaines
Forest, and then struck north, Mogn6ville was captured by assault from two sides.
The turning-point of the battle had been reached.
During the night of September 9, while his 6th Corps
:

;

;

1
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was

repelling a furious attempt of the

XIII and

XVI

break through, Sarrail learned that the
British were well over the Marne, with d'Esperey
nearly abreast of them, that Biilow had succumbed to
Foch's will, and that the Saxons had begun to yield
before Langle.
Many an exhausted trooper, in
lonely thickets, ditches, and broken farm buildings,
only received the glad tidings two days later
yet
the magic spark of a definite hope was Ut. The 4th
Army could now look after itself. The 3rd had failed
to make good its first threat against the German
flank.
Even at this distance, however, the western
" eifect of suction " was at last faintly felt. The
Corps

to

;

XVIII Reserve Corps was

perceptibly

weakening.

During the loth, the 15th Corps pushed through to
the edge of the Trois-Fontaines Forest, approached
Sermaize and Andernay, and sent some hundreds of
prisoners to the rear.

If the right could only hold
In the afternoon the XIII and XVI were reinforced
by the VI Reserve Corps (replaced by the V
!

Rembercourt, Coiurcelles, Seraucourt, and
were lost in succession.
The struggle continued unrelaxed along a Une but shghtly withdi'awn,
from Conde-en-Barrois, through Erize-la-Petite and
Neuville, to Rambluzin
and on the extreme right,
about Vaudelaincourt, the 72nd Division performed
prodigies.
In the evening, the 67th and 75th Reserve
Divisions were actually removed from the line, preparatory to an abandonment of Verdun. The enemy
Reserve),

Souilly,

;

movement till too late.
the gallant four hundred of Troyon continued

did not perceive the

And

to bar the

way

two German

Under cover of a flag,
trumpeter
rode up to the
and a

to the Meuse.

officers
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and demanded its surrender. " Never "
replied
" I shall blow it up sooner." And
finally
!

Heym

;

Metz.
four years

•

Who
away

could
?

imagine that

" bientot "

was

CHAPTER IX
VICTORY
is

now apparent

ITcovering

that

a record of the battle

whole front day by day would
give no clear view of its development.
The
climax came not everywhere at the same hour, or even
on the same day, but in a remarkable succession
beginning on the Ourcq about noon on September 9,
and immediately afterward on Foch's front (the two
areas most directly menaced by the advance of French
and d'Esp^rey), reaching de Langle de Cary the next
morning, and Sarrail only on the night of the loth.
It remains to trace the completion of the victory.
the

Maunoury had

failed of his objective

:

after four

days of grinding combat, he had advanced his centre
some 10 miles eastward, but was, at noon on September
9, still an average of 6 miles short of the Ourcq,
before
Vareddes, Etrepilly, and
Acy-en-Mu]tien
while his left was painfully bent back from the last-

named

Every effort
and to
break through or aroimd the enemy's right, had been
thwarted by Kluck's speed in supporting that flank.
Looking at this part of the field onl}', it might be
point westward to Silly-le-Long.

to obtain an effective superiority of strength,

supposed that a substantial reinforcement of either
moment would have precipitated a disaster
on the other. A wider view shows a very different

side at this

184
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Maunoury could have found one or two
the German I Army might have
a further French withdrawal to and
been shattered
beyond the Marne would not have entailed any such
balance.
fresh

If

divisions,

;

In fact, both armies were
grave consequences.
exhausted
neither had any remaining reserve to call
in. The decision came from the next sector of the front.
Since Le Cateau, the little British Army had played
only a secondary part
it was now to have the honour
of saving the left wing of the Allies for the third time.
From the moment it began to recross the Marne,
solidly extended by d'Esperey, its intervention became
It must have been during the
a conclusive factor.
;

;

morning

of

the

9th that the

German Grand

Staff

reconciled itself to the necessity of a general retreat,

from Senlis as far east as Fere Champenoise.
In after years, when the simple art of entrenchment
had been elaborated and the men had become incredibly hardened to shell-fire, these same wooded
At this
hillsides would be contested foot by foot.
time, freer and larger movements were required,
especially when no considerable aid could be expected,
when supplies were short, and the danger appeared
on two sides. Kluck's very persistence, not having
His
attained any positive result, told against him.
men might be persuaded that this was " not a
retreat, but only a regrouping of forces for strategic
reasons " '^ all officers but the youngest knew that
the " smashing blow " had been broken, the famous
enveloping movement had failed, a new plan of campaign must be thought out. For that, rest must be
found upon a naturally strong defensive position such
as the line of the Aisne and the Laon mountains.
at least

;

1
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By noon on September

—

a gloomy, showery
was urgent. The I Army could do no
Its
more.
Its ammunition was nearly exhausted.
best units were physically and morally broken.
It had no longer the strength to bury its dead
they were unclothed and cast upon great pyres
and wood
and the odour of burnof straw
ing flesh added a new horror to the eastern part
of the battlefield.
Kluck's advance from Nanteuil
and Betz, during the morning, was only a diversion, a last blow to secure liberty of movement.
At II a.m., the French found Betz evacuated
Whipped
Nanteuil and Etavigny were still held.
on by Headquarters, General Boelle's two divisions
of the 4th Corps crept forward again.
During the

day

—

the

9

call

—

;

afternoon,

aviators

observed

by troop columns

followed

long

enemy convoys,

of all arms,

the roads from the Ourcq to the Aisne.
critical

crowding all
For several

hours they were screened by a vigorous de-

fence of the centre lines east of EtrepiUy

and Puisieux.

This and a slight reaction near Nanteuil were the
final spasms of the battle of the Ourcq.
We have
seen that Marwitz, beaten by the ist British Corps at

Montreuil-aux-Lions, 13 miles due east of Etrepilly,
had gone back to the CUgnon,
and that the whole angle of the Marne and Ourcq had
in the early afternoon,

been evacuated. Kluck could flatter himself to have
held out to the last possible moment. Gradually the
remainder of his artillery was removed from the Trocy
plateau
and, under cover of night, all but rearguards
;

the north-east. The 6th Army seems to
have been too weary to discover the flight of its redoubtable foe until daybreak on the following morn-

made

off to
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The

pursuit began at once, following both sides
Ourcq. It was checked on the left by small
detachments under cover of the Forest of VillersCotterets, an obstacle the importance of which was
to be more fully proved in the last year of the war
while Khick established new lines along the hills
beyond the Aisne, from the Forest of Laigle to Soissons.
ing.

of the

;

So the red tide of battle sank from the stubbleand coppices above Meaux but burning farmsteads and hayricks, broken
bridges,
shattered
churches and houses, many unburied dead, and piles
of abandoned ammunition and stores spoke of the
frightful frenzy that had passed over a scene marked
fields

a

;

week before by quiet charm and happy labour.

In the orchards and folds of the open land, the bodies
of invader and defender lay over against each other,
sometimes still grappling. Every here and there
horses rotted on the roads and fields, presently to be
burned on pyres of wood, for fear of pestilence arising.
Most of the human victims had been buried where they
fell

;

great

little

wooden

common

Maunoury
message

crosses

addressed

sometimes marked their
10, General

On September

graves.
to

of congratulation

his

the

troops

and thanks

following

:

" The 6th Army has supported for five full days, without
interruption or slackening, the combat against a numerous
enemy whose moral was heightened by previous success.
The struggle has been hard ; the losses under fire, from
fatigue due to lack of sleep and sometimes of food, have
surpassed what was to be anticipated.
You have borne
it all with a valotir, firmness, and endurance that words
are powerless to glorify as they deserve.
Comrades I
the Commander-in-Chief asked you in the name of the
Fatherland to do more than your duty ; you have re-

1
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sponded

to his

appeal even beyond what seemed possible.

Thanks to you, victory crowns our flags. Now that you
know the glorious satisfaction of it, you will not let it
slip away.
As for me, if I have done some good, I have
been repaid by the greatest honour that has been granted
in a long career, that of commanding such men as

me

you."

by deep
Upper Ourcq from the Aisne. The
British Army covered rather more than this distance
on September ii and 12, meeting serious opposition
only at Braisne and on the high ground between the
Vesle and the Aisne. The cavalry on the left, indeed,
reached the latter river at Soissons on the evening of
the nth. Here the German retreat came to an abrupt
end.
Sir John French speaks loosely of the German
losses as " enormous "
in fact, his ist and 2nd
Q)rps and cavalry took in one day 13 guns, 7
machine-gims, about 2000 prisoners, and many brokendown wagons. The spectacle of booty, always
fallacious, was in this case peculiarly so.
The main
body of the enemy was defeated, but not routed
driven back, but not dispersed. From Courchamp
to Soissons, the fullest measure of the retreat, is, by
Fifteen milas of high, open farmlands, cut

valleys, divide the

;

road, about
selves

many

60 miles.

up along

Many

stragglers

gave them-

this route in a starving condition

;

woods of the Brie tableland and the Tardenois, where I witnessed several
man-hunts conducted by French and British rearguards.
In the final pursuit, Kluck may have lost
5000 or 6000 men a small number compared with the
others hid for days in the

—

costs to either side of the previous fighting.

The

best

of

battle-plans

is

the most

adaptable.
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Perhaps Joffre had not looked to the British Expeditionary Force for such a contribution to

tlie

general

Maunoury, by his original orders, was to cross
the Ourcq toward Chateau - Thierry, driving Kluck
up against Billow d'Esperey was to sweep up northward and meet him at right angles. The shifting of
end.

;

the greater part of the

German

I

Army

to the west

and the consequent thinning of
nection with the II Army, displaced the

of the Ourcq,

without

changing

its

character.

essential

its

con-

action

In

the

was the British Army that led the northward
movement '^ d'Esperey, who, at the outset, had four
active corps and three divisions of reserve for a front
event,

it

;

of on] 3^ 25 miles (from Jouy-le-Chatel to Sezanne), while

quickly compelling the withdrawal of Billow's right,

was able to give
which the whole

his

neighbour, Foch, aid without

victory would

have

been

com-

promised.

On

the evening of September

General Franchet
d'Esperey issued from his headquarters at Montmirail
the following stirring message to his army
9,

:

Soldiers I
On the memorable fields of Montmirail,
Vauchamps, and Champaubert, which a century ago

witnessed our ancestors' victories over the Prussians
of BlUcher, our vigorous offensive has triumphed over the
German resistance. Held on his flanks, his centre broken,
the enemy is now retreating toward the east and north
The most redoubtable Corps of old
by forced marches.
Prussia, the Westphalian, Hanoverian, and Brandenburg
contingents, are falling back hurriedly before you.
" This first success is only a prelude.
The enemy
You will still have
is shaken, but not definitely beaten.
to undergo severe hardships, to make long marches, to
May the image of your country soiled
fight hard battles.

I90
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by barbarians be ever before your eyes ! Never
complete sacrifice for it been more necessary.
While saluting the heroes who have fallen
last few days, my thoughts turn toward you, the
in the next battle.
Forward, soldiers, for France !

has a
in the
victors

"

At the time when the commander of the 5th Army
penned these words, the situation was a singular one.
The issue of the battle as a whole was, in fact, decided
the retreat of the three western, if not also of the
next two, German armies had been ordered.
Yet
the only part of the Allied line that had been materi-

advanced was that before French and d'Esperey
and Foch, Langle, and SarraU were still in a situation
apparently desperate. Instead of being on the Marne
between Epernay and Chalons, Foch's centre was
Ijdng in fragments 30 miles to the south, at Faux and
ally

;

Salon, after the debacle of Fere Champenoise.

Why,

then, did Billow beat a hasty retreat at about 5 p.m.
on that critical day ?
have done justice to the

We

manoeuvre of Grossetti's Division
even if this had
been executed six hours earlier, it could not have
sufficed to produce a transformation so sudden and
complete. To understand the German collapse, a
wider stretch of the front at the hour named must be
scrutinised.
Its chief feature will be found in the
length of Biilow's right flank, extended no less than
Over
40 miles from Chateau - Thierry to Corroy.
against this flank were gathered three corps of the 5th
and five divisions of the 9th Armies
while the
German thrust was being made by only four Prussian
corps with a few Saxon detachments. The disparity
was greater in qualit}^ than in numbers. D'Esperey 's
Corps were relatively fresh, and in high spirits Billow's
;

;

;
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were fagged and to some extent disorganised.

In these

ciicunistances, the detachment of the loth Corps to

Foch, and the attack of the ist Corps at Corfelix and

Le Thouh, would ])robably have an effect upon the
German Command which the transfer of the 42nd
Division to Linthes would emphasise.
Grossetti's

movement might be

risked

;

the possibility of a larger

blow from the west against a flank
not be faced.

of

40 miles could

On

a smaller scale, the Saxons were in
hke danger from the east, where the 21st Corps, just

detrained from the Vosges, had made a disturbing
appearance during the day. The German centre had

—

had too much and too little success too little to give
an immediate decision, too much, and at too heavy
a price, for the security of its own formation.
That evening it blew a half-gale, and poured catsand-dogs, along the Marne valley and the Sezanne

The clay pocket of St. Gond became a quagmire
the few roads crossing the west part of the
marshes were covered by the French " 75 's," and the
slaughter they wrought gave rise to legends recalling
what happened a century before. The loth Corps,
extended by the 51st Reserve Division, struck out
eastward during the night from Champaubert, Baye,
hills.

;

and Soizy, and on September 10 cleared the plain
between the marshes and the Chalons highroad. At
5 a.m. on the loth, the Moroccan Division and the
9th Corps reached the east end of the marshes, but
were stopped before Pierre-Morains and Ecury, where
a sharp engagement took place. The 42nd Division
was also checked on the Somme before Normee and
Lenharree, as was the nth Corps, which had come up
on its right, before Vassimont and Haussimont. On
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Friday, September ii, the French entered Epernay,
and on the following day the
the champagne capital
enemy evacuated the city of Rheims, continuing to
;

hill forts.
Thousands of men
and large quantities of ammunition and material were
but it soon became evident that the
abandoned
On September
retreat was not an aimJess flight.
II, 12, and 13, the German gunners on Mt. Berru
and Nogent I'Abbesse bombarded the ancient and
beautiful city. The facade of the cathedral, with its
precious sculptures and windows, received irreparable
the choir-stalls and other fine woodwork
damage

hold the neighbouring

;

;

within were destroyed, the Archiepiscopal Palace,
the City Hall, and neighbouring buildings burned down.
The establishment of a solid German rampart extend-

Laon hills, dipping to
the outlying forts of the old Rheims defences, and then
reaching across Champagne, through the Argonne,

ing from the Oise across the

and around Verdun, to Metz, was to prove one

of the

great achievements of the war, a defiance through

For a moment, at the
Marne, it seemed that such a
possibility might be averted.
Conneau's 2nd Cavalry
Corps, the i8th Corps, and the 53rd and 69th Reserve
Divisions had all passed the Aisne, between Bourg
and Berry -au-Bac, on September 14.
Conneau
now found himself supporting a frontal attack of
d'Esperey's i8th Corps and reserves upon the abrupt
cliffs
by which the Aisne hDls fall to the flats
of Champagne, the Craonne plateau.
A force from
Lorraine under General von Heeringen was to be
brought into this vital sector, between Kluck and
Biilow
meanwhile, the connection was uncertain.

nearly four j^ears of sacrifice.

end

of the battle of the

;
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Sir Douglas Haig was
Chemin des Dames, d'Esp6rey
and
sent Conneau north-eastward as far as Sissonne
thence one of his divisions was ordered to take in
\\liile,

a

farther west,

little

boldly reaching up to the

;

reverse

the

German

troops

Success seemed assiu-ed,

posted above

Craonne.

when the i8th Corps and
;

and Conneau,

of

the river, re-

the reserve di^dsio^s were beaten back
fearing to be isolated on the north

it.
All the energ}^ of General Maud'huy was
needed to preserve a foothold on the right bank.
Within a fortnight, the long deadlock of trench warfare had begun, and a new phase of the war had
opened in the north-west.
At 7 a.m. on September 12, a patrol of chasseurs
of the 9th Army entered Chalons, the Saxons hurrying off before them to the Suippes valley
a few
hours later, General Foch established his headquarters
in the old garrison town.
The Saxon Army was now
in a condition worse than that of the British after
Le Cateau
and it disappeared as an independent
command with the fixing of the lines in Champagne,

crossed

;

;

Foch's rapid march to the north-east made the
German positions south of the Argonne impossible.
From September 11, Langle was able to devote himself wholly to the IV Army,
By noon that day,

they had

evacuated

Vitry-le-Frangois

Army

;

their

and

defences in and around

in the

evening, the

left

of

and 12th Corps) reached
the Marne between Sogny and Couvrot, while the
the 4th

(21st, 17th,

Colonial Corps passed the Saulx near Heiltz-l'Eveque,

and the 2nd held the Ornain from Etrepy to

Ser-

touch v^dth the 15th Corps of Sarrail's
Army, which was approaching Revigny. When, on

maize,

in

13
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September 12, General Espinasse's troops entered that
The
town, it had been systematically destroyed.
central streets presented an extraordinary scene of
Nothing remained except parts of the
devastation.
lower walls and, within, masses of stone, brick, and
mortar broken small, with scraps of iron and charred
wood. The town hall, a graceful building in French
classic style, had about a half of its outer fabric
standing.
The church, which was of historic interest,
roofless
and much damaged within. Houses and
was
first pillaged, and then fired.
Most
been
shops had
villages
had
been
similarly
treated.
of the neighbouring
One scene stands out in my memory. Sermaize-lesBains was a pleasant town of 4000 inhabitants, on the
Saulx, with a mineral spring, a large sugar refinery,
and a handsome old church. It had been demolished
from end to end by skilled incendiarism. Of 500
Except
houses, only half a dozen remained standing.
a few chimnej^s and pieces of wall, the rest was a
rubbish heap, recalling Pompeii before the antiquaries
There had been an ironmonger's shop
cleared it up.
you could trace it by the masses of molten iron and
There had been a glass and china shop
clotted nails.
you could trace it by the lumps of milky coagulate
that stuck out among the litter of brick. When I
arrived, a few of the inhabitants were returning,
women, children, and old men, carrying with them
large, rough loaves of bread, or wheeling barrows
The church was roofless and gutted,
of firewood.
the nave piled with fragments of stone. The curb's
house was also burned out. In the middle of a grassplot behind it stood a white statue of the Virgin,
turning clasped hands toward the ruins.

—
—
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these and other indulgences impeded

the mihtary effort

of

the Crown Prince's men, how
the spirit of the French

much they strengthened
soldiers,

may

They

be supposed, but not measmed.

mark with an odious emphasis

for history the

hour

not only of a signal defeat, but of a profound dis-

was to deepen slowly to the utter
system and an idea hitherto not seriously
The game was played
with rage, the

illusionment, which
discredit of a

challenged.

;

Prince Imperial submitted.

Having held

his left

im-

day, while the right pivoted slowly
backward toward the Argonne, on the night of September 12 the order was given for a general and rapid

a

passive for

and on the following days, the French
withdrawal
4th and 3rd Armies found themselves in face of new
enemy lines drawn fron the Moronvilliers hills near
Rheims, by Souain, Ville-sur-Tourbe, and Varennes,
to the Meuse at Forges, 8 miles north of Verdun.
The Chalons- Verdun road and railway were disengaged, a result of great importance, and the old
fortress, with its outposts on the Meuse Heights, was
;

The Crown Prince pitched his
on the feudal eyrie of Montfaucon. General
Sarrail picked up his direct communications with
Paris, faced round to Metz and the north, and prepared

definitively relieved.

tent

for the future.

And
tember

the
II,

master of the victorious host ?
he had issued the following

general No. 15 "

On

Sep" Ordre

:

" The battle that has been proceeding for five days
ending in incontestable victory. The retreat of the
German I, II, and III Armies is accentuated hefore\our
In its turn, the IV enemy Armyjias
left and our centre.
is
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north of Vitry-le-Frangois and
is leaving on the ground
many wounded and quantities of munitions. Everywhere prisoners are being taken. While they advance our
troops note the marks of the intensity of the struggle, and
the importance of the means employed by the Germans
The vigorous renewal of the offensive
to resist our onset.
determined our success. Officers and soldiers, you have
You have deserved well of the
all answered my appeal.
Fatherland."

begun

to fall

Sermaize.

hack

to the

Everywhere the enemy

In a telegram to the Minister of War, he added
The Government of the RepubHc may be proud of
the armies it has organised," Neither then nor later
did any phrase more worthy of the occasion than these
:

"

from the pen or the Ups of the GeneraUssimo. In
success as in failure, he was the same silent, weighty,
fall

cheerful figure

—Joffre the Taciturn, to the end.

CHAPTER X
THE DEFENCE OF THE EAST
JOFFRE'S Instruction
GENERAL
ber
had prescribed that the whole

Septem-

ol

I

offensive

should pivot upon the right. The defence of
the eastern front, as a wall protecting the western and
central armies, and the pivot of their recoil essential
condition of the general success was assigned to

—

—

Generals de Castelnau and Dubail. The 2nd and ist
Armies had been severely punished at the outset of
the campaign
and, evidently, a heav}^ task now lay
before them.
The second of the German princes,
Ruprecht of Bavaria, with the last corps of the
Bavarian Army, could not be given other than a
;

and Heeringen, chief of the 7th Army,
Prussian War Minister during a critical part of the
period of preparation, was also a veteran of the

principal role

Grand

;

with which he had worked for more than
On September 6, the Grand Quartier
General specified that Castlenau and Dubail should
remain on their positions defensively till the end of
the battle of the Marne. We have seen that, after
the failure of the offensives of Morhange-Sarrebourg
and Mulhouse, the two armies retreated rapidly, but
in such a way that, taking up an angular formation
from the Grand Couronn6 of Nancy southward to the
Gap of Charmes, and thence eastward to the Donon,
Staff,

thirty years.
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they were able, on August 25, to fall upon the two
flanks of the advancing enemy with instant effect.
There was then a pause, due in part to heavy fogs,
for several days, in which either side prepared for a

new encounter.
The circumstances

differed considerably from those
For their abortive offensives, the two
armies had been given a distinct superiority of force
on the eastern frontier
but, after the successful
defence of the Gap of Charmes, this superiority had
been drawn upon repeatedly by the GeneraUssimo to
feed his main design. Thus, Castlenau had sent from
the 2nd Army
on August 15, the i8th Corps, to Lanfor
advance
to the Sambre
rezac,
the
on August 18
September
the
9th
Corps, to the 4th Army, from
and
4,
which it was detached to Foch's Army of the centre
on September 3, the 15th Corps, to Sarrail and on
September i, the greater part of the 2nd Cavalry Corps,
to the space between the British and French 5th
Annies. At the same time, Dubail, while absorbing
gradually the body of Pau's " Ai-my of Alsace," sent
the 2ist Corps, on September 4, to Tangle's left, and
the 13th Corps, on September 9, to the region of
Compiegne for the battle of the Aisne after which, in
the middle of September, when the great victory had
been won, the ist Army took over the whole of the
Nancy front from the 2nd Army. These deplacements were necessary, and remarkably timed and
executed
but they represent a not inconsiderable

in the west.

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

diminution of effective strength at a grave juncture.
for their losses, the High Command
could only send to the Lorraine Armies divisions of
reserves.
Their performance surpassed all French,

To compensate
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anticipations.

It

is,

however, to be remarked that the opposed forces of the
Bavarian Crown Prince and Heeringcn underwent a
similar transformation.

In addition to their reserve

between them, at the end of
August and the beginning of September, something
like 100,000 men of the Ersatz and Landwehr.
An
Ersatz Division of the Guard was engaged near
Luneville, and Bavarian and Saxon Ersatz Divisions
appeared on the Upper Meurthe. A large part of the
Bavarian and Rhenish Landwehr was also used in
divisions, they received

Lorraine.
Alsace,

Heeringcn's

Army,

moved northward

constituted

itself

Dubail,

after

in

and, when

arrested on the Upper Mortagne and the Northern
Vosges, detached two of its corps to the Bavarian Army
for the crucial attack on the Grand Couronne.
Metz,
Strasbourg, and the garrison towns of Alsace were
used as reservoirs on the German side, just as were Toul,
Epinal, and Belfort on the French, until both antagonists

had drawn

their last possible reinforcement,

the invasion failed

and

by exhaustion.

For the actions now to be followed, the opposed
from north to south, were as follows
2nd ARMY (General'de CASTEL- VI ARMY (CROWN
PRINCE OF BAVARIA).
NAU).

forces,

:

'

73rd

Division
Chatelain).

Reserue

(General

From Toul. In the Moselle
valley, south of Pont-k-Mousson.
2nd Group of Divisions of Reserve
(General Leon Durand).
S9th, 68th (General Aubignose),
70th (General Fayolle). From Ste.
Genevieve to near Remer6ville, the
centre of the Nancy front.
64th Division Reserve (General Compagnon). Supporting the 70th
beK)re Nancy.

•

00
n
r.
38rd Division Reserve.
From Metz, for the movementintheWoevre. South
°f Pont-a-Mousson.
#

•

2 or 3 Landwefir Divisions,
south of Nomeny.
,,
"

o
Bavarian

n
Corps

,r^
(General
,

vonMartim)
*^®
^f,^"^^^"
the Vezouse.
,,

^^"°" ^"^

Guard Ersatz Diuiaion.
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20th Corps (General Balfourier, succeeding General Foch).
39th and I ith Divisions, with a
Colonial brigade attached. Across
the Sanon, from Haraucourt to
near Vitrimont.

von Gebsattel).
Between the

to

Xermamenil.

XXI Corps.
Between the Meurthe and

1st

ARMY (General

the Mortagne.
/

16th Corps (General Taverna).
On
32nd and 31st Divisions.
the Mortagne, between Einvaux
and Gerbeviller.

Bavarian

/

ARMY

XIV

von

(General
6).

(General

Corps

the

till

night of September

von

Hoeningen).

West

6th Cavalry Diuision.

September

10.

68th Diuision Reserve.

transferred to the

on September

were

VI Army

6.

XV

67th Division Reserve (General Bernard).

7l8t Division Reserve.
In support, south of

of Baccarat.

XIV Corps Reserve.
Both the above

8.

13th Corps (General Alix).
At the centre, till September

Uth

(General

Reserve
Corps
Bavarian
(General von Fasbender).

HEERINGEN,

ward.
Till

Corps

von Xylander).

VII

DUBAIL).

8th Corps (General de Castelli), with
8 groups of Alpinist reserves
added. From Gerbeviller south-

and

Seille

the Sanon.

74thDiuision Reserve (General Bigot).
Astride the Mortagne, from

Mont

Bavarian Corps (General

///

Bruy feres.

Corps.
West of the St. Die valley.

von
Corps
(General
Deimling).
Detached, September 7,
with Heeringen, to the
Aisne.

X V Corps
At

Reserve.

only the 30th
later
Division Reserve
the 39th Division Reserve
arrived.
In the St. Die
first

;

44th Division (General Soyer).
From the Army of Alsace.

valley.

41st Division.

South of
Meurthe.

St.

Die and east of the

Ersatz and
ades.

Landwehr

Brig-

Uncertainty as to some German units, and the continual transfer on both sides, make an accurate compari-

son of strength impossible. M. Hanotaux '^ estimates
the French forces at their maximum at 532,000, and
the German at 530,000 men. This was during the
battle of the Gap of Charmes, and at the end of August.
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On September 4, Castlenau had lost 70,000 men or
more, and the ist Army was similarly reduced in the
following days.
On the other hand, Heeringen took
the 15th Corps with him to the Aisne on September 7.
It is probable that, during the crucial struggle before
the Grand Couronne, Castlenau was considerably
outnumbered and the French were markedly inferior
in artillery, even when the heavy fortress guns had
been brought into the field.
So long as they stood on the defensive, however, the
French had the great advantage of a range of positions
;

by some passable
General de Curieres de Castlenau, a
particular star of the old aristocratic-military school,
was unorthodox in one vital matter. In a study
written in the spring of I9i4,'*he had concluded that
the French concentration would be completed as soon
Nevertheless,
as, or a little sooner than, the German.
he had declared for the strategical defensive
and,
foreseeing a decisive battle on the Grand Couronne,
the heights bordering the Gap of Charmes, and the
west bank of the Mortagne, he had planned, for when
the German attack should be worn down, the reaction
north and south of the Forest of Vitremont which he
was actually to conduct some months later. In this,
The
Castlenau was one of the far-sighted few.
defensive idea favoured in the period when the military
inferiority of France was most acutely felt had sunk
naturally formidable, and improved
field-works.

;

into disrepute.

"

The system

of offensive strategy, of

gained adepts, especially among the
young officers," says M. Hanotaux. " Certainly the
sj^temof awaiting strategy had not lost all its partisans
General de Castlenau represented a strong and reasoned
'

striking out,'

:
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doctrine when he advocated, for the east in particular,
the offensive-defensive, and the preparation of a stand

on the Meurthe at the outset, then on the Mortagne."
He was overborne in favour of the daring and gifted
Heutenant and teacher who, in 1900, had insisted that
" movement is the law of strategy," that the shock
must be sought, not waited for, and that, "in a war
with Germany, we must go to Berlin by way of
Mayence." '^ Instead of leading to Mayence and
Berlin, the French march upon Morhange and Sarrebourg had led back to the Gap of Charmes and the
Grand Couronne. Tragically justified, Castlenau now
had his chance.
For the first time, the invaders
found themselves faced by entrenchments, wirefields, gun-pits, and observatories prepared as well as
the time available had allowed.
Such a hne, extending 60 miles from near Pont-aMousson to the north-western spurs of the Vosges,
might well have followed straightly the high western
banks of the Moselle, Meurthe, and Mortagne, having
the fortresses of Toul and Epinal close behind. The
abandonment of the beautiful city of Nancy
garrison town, but in no sense a fortress ^had usually
been contemplated in the event of war
that is,

—

—

:

perhaps,

why

the Kaiser so ostentatiously prepared
for his ceremonial entry.
Castelnau was resolved
against this sacrifice.
No positions, he thought, could

be better defended than the crescent of hills called
the Grand Couronne, of which the two horns point
north-east from

Nancy and

the Meurthe, as though in

anticipation, the northern horn ending in the twin

mounts of Amance (410 and 370 metres), and the
southern in a ridge extending from the Ramb^tant
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while the
(330 m.) to the Bois de Crevic (251 m.)
space between the tips is covered by the forest-plateau
of Champenoux.
On the north, the Nancy crescent
is supported by the Moselle Heights, from La Rochette
;

(406 m.), above Bouxi^res, to Sainte Genevieve (382 m.)
and the river is closed in by sharp and thickly-wooded
slopes on both banks.
On the south, beyond the
River Sanon, the crescent is extended by the hills of
Flainval and Anthelupt, and, within a wide loop of
the Meurthe, by the great bulk of Vitrimont Forest,
reaching near to the large town of Lun6ville. Farther

Dubail's divisions stretched along the high
western bank of the Mortagne, and then, at an obtuse
angle from Rambervillers, into the passes of the
Vosges giving upon Raon-l'Etape and St, Die.
south,

We will follow the attack as it came up from this
southern region, beginning with what must be regarded
as a heavy demonstration preparatory and secondary
to the chief aftair, that of the Grand Couronne.
After
the failure to penetrate the Gap of Charmes, Heeringen
had been charged to break through, or to make a
feint of breaking through, the French ist Army
toward Epinal. Reinforced by the 41st and 44th
Divisions and four divisions of reserves, Dubail was
well resisting this pressure when, on September 4, he
was required to give up his 21st Corps. At the same

XIV Corps and other troops, from
the valley of the Upper Meurthe, made a desperate
effort to force the two mountain ways by which alone
time, Heeringen 's

large bodies of

men

could reach the Moselle valley

from the northern Vosges, namely, the road from
Raon-l'Etape across the Col de la Chipote to Rambervillers, and thence to Charmes or Epinal by easy
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and the road from St. Die, through the
mountain Forest of the Mortagne, to Bruyeres, and
thence to Epinal. Sharp fighting, in which the French
lost heavily, especially in officers, took place on
September 4 and 5 at the Chipote a bare red hump
barring the pass, surrounded by fir-clad chffs on
the twin hills by Nompatehze, and on the lesser passes
south of St. Die. The real intention of the German
Command was probably no more than to pin down
Dubail's forces
it could hardly hope to pierce such
a depth of mountain fastnesses in time to affect the
routes

;

—

—

;

general issue.

On

Army, on September 5, the
Corps drove Castelnau's i6th and
Dubail's 8th Corps out of Gerbeviller and Moyen, and
passed on to the west bank of the Mortagne
but the
French recovered most of this ground the same
evening. On the right, the 14th Corps had to abandon
the Passe du Renard and several neighbouring hills
south of Nompatehze
and the 41st Division was
driven up the St. Die valley to the crest above Mandray,
and beyond. On the following day, these positions
also were won back in a reaction that began to threaten
the German line of communications in the St. Die
valley.
From this moment, the combats of the Upper
Meurthe slackened and gradually expired. The battle
had been definitely deplaced to the north. Heeringen,
with one of his active corps, was ordered to the Chemin
des Dames, where he was to stop the threatening progress of the British Army a most significant move
two remaining corps were about to be transferred to
the Bavarian Command for the struggle before Nancy,
the last and greatest effort on the east. On the night
the

German

left

of the ist

XXI

;

;

—
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September 7, the 8th Corps repassed the poisoned
waters of the Mortagne at Magni^res and St. Pierremont and everything pointed to a sweeping advance,
when Dubail was summoned by the General Staff to

of

;

surrender another of his best units, the 13th Corps,

and to stand still with what
remained. The danger-point now lay elsewhere.
Castelnau had hardly filled the spaces left by the
removal of his 15th and 9th Corps when, in the early
afternoon of September 4, a cannonade of a violence
hitherto unknown broke over the positions of the
2nd Army before Mont Amance, across the eastern
side of Champenoux Forest, by Remereville, Courbessaux, Drouville, and Maixe, to the east edge of the
Forest of Vitrimont. The first attack came upon the
right of this front, waves of Bavarian infantry flooding
upon the barricaded farms and hamlets and the
trenched hillsides. Behind Serres and in advance of
but, as a
Maixe, the 39th Division was pressed back
whole, the front of the 20th Corps was little changed
and, on its right, the i6th Corps was not yet disturbed.
While this hell-fire was being lit, Kluck was racing
southward across the Marne and a regiment of Cuirassiers, in full array, was marching through the streets
of Metz, under the eyes of the Emperor, who, after
visiting the Verdun front, was waiting for the hour
of his triumphal entry into Nancy.
At nightfall the conflict waxed more furious. The

to re-form his whole line,

;

;

German

was presently revealed, was to
Grand Couronne,
and, while maintaining a strong pressure upon the
southern horn of the crescent, to envelop the northern
horn by a rapid push from Pont-a-Mousson up the
plan, as

it

burst through the opening of the
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Moselle valley, this

move by

fresh troops

from Metz

furnishing the precious element of surprise.'^

Throughout the night of the 4th, the storm raged
about the rampart of Nancy. Doubtless the German
Command had chosen the way between the Champenoux
Forest and the Rambetant as the least difficult for the
and, although night
phase of its last effort

first

;

attacks are manifestly dangerous, the calculation in
this case that the defenders

would

suffer

most from

Boldly
appears to have been justified.
adventuring b}/ dark forest paths and misty vales, the
Bavarian Corps of Martini ejected the fore-posts of
the 20th Corps from the hills near Luneville, from
Einville Wood, and the ridges between Serres and
confusion

Drouville.

and
lets,

Maixe and RemereviUe were

lost,

retaken,

hamand farmsteads flamed across the coimtryside, a

lost again.

Erbeviller, Courbessaux, lesser

spectacle that deepened the terror of the
remaining inhabitants, who had taken refuge in their
General FayoUe's reservists of
cellars or the fields.
the 70th Division stood bravely on the east edge of
On their left
Saint Paul Forest and at Courbessaux.
the 68th lost Champenoux village at dawn, but rewhile, behind it, the
captured it a few hours later
64th busied itself in completing another line of resistance from the important point of the Amezule gorge
(on the highroad from Nancy to Chateau-Salins,
midway between Laneuvelotte and Champenoux), by
Velaine and Cerceuil, to the Rambetant.
At midnight on the 4th, Prince Ruprecht endeavoured to broaden his attack southward by striking
from Luneville across the loop of the Meurthe. Here,
the 74th Reserve Division was prepared, having dug
fantastic

;
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three successive lines of trenches between Blainville
Mont. At Rehainviller and Xermamenil, the

and

bank of the Mortagnc became untenable by
reason of enfilade fire. The i6th Corps, therefore,
withdrew to the west bank. Just before dawn on
September 5, the XXI Corps succeeded in getting a
right

small body of

men

across the river below Gerb^viller.

During the afternoon, these were thrown back by a
combined push of the i6th Corps from the north and
the Dubail's 8th Corps from the south. This success
was confirmed and extended on September 6, when
the i6th Corps passed the Mortagne, and drove the
enemy out of Gerb^viller, and through the woods
above the ruined town. Thus the line of the Mortagne,
so essential to the French defence, was restored, and
in such solid fashion that it might become the base
of a thrust against the German flank about Luneville.
None' so happy was the outlook at Castelnau's
During the morning of September 5, the
centre.
Bavarians worked round the north end of Champenoux
Forest as far as the foot of

Mount Amance, where,

after

desperate assaults, they were stopped.
In the evening, the 20th Corps was driven back to the

making

five

Vitrimont-Flainval-Crevic-Haraucourt-Buissonthat is to say, half of the south horn of the
The morrow witnessed a rally,
crescent was overrun.
the 70th Reserve Division touching Reraereville, the
line

court

:

39th Active carrying the village of Crevic and proand the nth reoccupying
Vitrimont Forest. But the grey tide still beat upon

gressing toward Drouville,

the foot of Amance.

At this juncture, when it seemed that the plateau of
Champenoux must be turned on both sides, and Castel-
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nau's centre pierced, a no less alarming threat appeared
attempt to turn the whole Nancy system by
the north. Two French reserve divisions had been set

in the

facing Metz on either side of the Moselle

—the

73rd

on the west, between Pont-a-Mousson and Dieulouard,
the 59th before the Seille, from Loisy, by the sharp
rise of Ste. Genevieve, to Meivrons, where it joined
the 68th. A single battalion (of the 314th Regiment,
59 D.R.), and a single battery (of the 33rd, 9th Corps)
were posted on the extremity, at Loisy and Ste. Genevieve, of this outer buttress of the Grand Couronne,
when, at noon on September 5, amid a thunder of guns,
columns of the German XXXIII Reserve Division were
observed traversing Pont-a-Mousson, and marching
south.
The cannonade and the deployment occupied
the rest of the day
and next morning the invasion
seemed to have passed westward. In fact, it had
made rapid way, although at material cost, on the left
bank of the Moselle, passing Dieulouard and reaching
Marbache, which is only 6 miles north of Nancy, and
Few as they numbered,
Saizerais, 8 miles from Toul.
the guns and well-entrenched riflemen on the Ste.
Genevieve spur, now an acute saUent, were a thorn
a very troublesome thorn.
in the side of this success
At 7 p.m. a German force of about seven battalions
debouched from the wooded lowland and began to
mount the hillside. Hundreds of them had been
mown down ere Captain Langlade and his eight remaining gunners would shift their hot pieces to a safer place
;

—

behind.
Commandant de Montlebert's battalion conducted throughout the night a more than Spartan
defence.
Time after time, urged on by fife and drum,
the grey ranks rose, only to break like spume in the
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moonlight before the trenches could be reached. It
of the occasions when the deadly power
At one o'clock
of the " 75's " was shown to the full.
assailants had
the
in the morning the combat ceased
are
said to have
withdrawn in a state of panic. They
The French battalion
left 1200 dead behind them.
had lost 80 men.

was one

:

A

rare episode this

more confused
deed,

:

in general, the battle

as the culmination

it is difficult

is

becomes

reached.

In-

to find an exact time or place of the

Each side saw its own trouble, but could hardly
The last reserves of
the 2nd Army were in play. Castelnau had warned
the G.Q.G. that he might have to abandon Nancy, in
order to cover Toul. The reply was an injunction to
cUmax.

guess at the condition of the other.

keep touch with
Mihiel, whither
failing

Nancy

Sarrail's right in the direction of St,

—

failing

Epinal,

failing

Charmes,

—the enemy now seemed to be turning.

On September

7,

the

German

host gathered

itself

The Emperor,
escorted by his guard of Cuirassiers, left Metz by
the Nancy highroad, crossed the frontier, and took
his stand on a sunny hill near Moncel (probably by
St. Jean Farm, at the comer of Morel Wood), to
watch the bombardment of Mount Amance, which
was to prepare the way for the breach of the French
centre by way of the Amezule defile." The gap was
duly rushed at the first attempt, made by about ten
battalions of infantry, in the morning.
The left of
the 68th Division fell back to the foot of Mount
Amance, the right to Velaine, and the 70th Division
to Cerceuil,
The 20th Corps, ordered to move north
and menace the German flank, was pushed aside
together for

its last

and greatest

effort.

;

14
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and by noon, the Bavarians had full possession of
Champenoux Forest. This bulwark gone, everything
depended upon Amance. Most of the artillery on the
Grand Couronne (which included twenty 5-inch
cannon, and eight 6-inch mortars) flashed upon its
and here the momentary triumph exapproaches
pired.
The authority of the Crown Prince, the presOld
ence of the Emperor, could effect no more.
hearing that the Metz
Castelnau began to hope
troops had further advanced toward Toul as far as
Rozieres, he unhesitatingly took the 2nd Cavalry
Division out of the line, and sent it off to the neighbourhood of St. Mihiel, whither it was to be followed
next day by the 73rd Reserve Division.
The struggle dragged on with an increasing appearance of exhaustion and deadlock. On September 8,
;

;

the Bavarians tried twice to break through the front
Again they bent
of the 20th Corps, without success.
poilus let them
the
of
Mount
Amance
slopes
to the
;

approach, then staggered out of their holes, and, in a
spasm of battle-madness, swept them back. La
Bouzule Farm, dominating the narrowest part of the
Amezule defile, and other strong points, changed hands
On the right, in face of Luneville, the
repeatedly.
74th Reserve Division carried Rehainviller by assault,
and the 32nd and 31st Divisions pressed from Gerbea severe pin-prick in
viller nearly to the Meurthe

—

the German left flank. On September 9 there were
obscure fragmentary combats in the glades of Champenoux and St. Paul which we cannot attempt to
foUow. It wdU be safe to suppose that the German
Command was now governed by the news from the
Whether the Nancy front could have held
west.
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without that aid, it is impossible to say. Though
Castehiau ordered a counter-offensive all along the line,
his men could respond only feebly.
In the evening an armistice of four hours was arranged
for the collection of

wounded and

The French claimed

the burial of dead.

to have found 40,000

German

dead on the ground
the total losses will probably
never be known. The Kaiser had left his observatory
the rebel heart of Metz leaped to see his disillusioned
;

;

The defenders of Nancy could not know
but there was a visible sign of failure, now easy
to interpret
at midnight on September 8, amid a
heavy thunderstorm, a German battery, told off for
the purpose, threw eighty shells into Nancy 67
explosive shells and 14 shrapnel, to be precise, according to the diary of the officer responsible '® a silly
outrage like the first bombardments of Rheims.
The " smashing blow " was failing at the same
moment on the Ourcq, on the Marne, at Fere Champenoise, and here before the hill-bastion of the eastern
marches. News ran slowly through the armies in
but some invigorating breeze of victory
those days
must soon have reached the trenches in Lorraine.
For Prince Ruprecht it remained only to guard his
main lines of retreat, in particular the roads from
Nancy, Dombasle, and Luneville to the frontier and,
as his troops had dug themselves well in, tliis was
not difficult. Three French columns of assault, composed of relatively fresh troops, and supported by the
64th and 68th Reserve Divisions, after a powerful
artillery preparation, advanced on the morning of
September 10 against the Amezule and neighbouring
positions
but they could not make much headway.
return.

this

;

:

—

—

;

;

;
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On the morrow
especially

the order was repeated, to better effect,
on the wings. That night the German

Castelnau's men gazed
in Lorraine began.
incredulous into spaces suddenly calm and empty.
" Our soldiers," says one of them, " hungry, harassed,

retreat

haggard, could hardly stand upright. They marched
spectres. .Visibly, we were at our last breath.
We could hold out only a few hours more. And then,
O prodigy, calm fell, on the 12th, upon the whole of

like

the stricken field. The enemy gave up, retreated for
good, abandoned everything, Champenoux, so frantically contested, and the entire front he had occupied.
He fell back in dense columns, without even a pretence
of

further

resistance."

The grand adventure was

finished,

Pont-a-Mousson, Nomeny, Remereville, Luneville,
Baccarat, Raon-l'Etape, and St. Di6 were evacuated
Before the war fell into the
in rapid succession.
lines
which
were to hold with Uttle change
entrenched
for four years, most of Lorraine up to the old frontier
and a long slice of Alsace had been recovered. But
with what wounds may be read, for instance, in the
report of the French Commission of Inquiry into the
devastation wrought by the enemy in the department
As though the destruction of
of Meurthe and Moselle.
farmsteads and villages in course of the fighting were
not sufficient, the Bavarian infantry had been guilty
at many places of almost incredible acts of ferocity.
At Nomeny, the 2nd and 3rd Bavarian regiments,
after sacking the village, set it on fire, and then, as
the villagers fled from their cellars, shot them down
old men, women, and children ^50 being killed and
many more wounded. At Luneville, during the three

—
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weeks' occupation, the Hotel de Ville, the Synagogue,
and about seventy houses were burned down with
torches, petrol, and other incendiary apparatus
and
men
women
were
shot
in
cold
and
blood
in
17
the streets.
Under dire threats, signed shamelessly by
General Von Fosbender, a " contribution " of 650,000
francs was paid by the inhabitants.
On August 24,
practically the whole of the small town of Gerb6viller
was destroyed by fire (more than 400 houses),
and at least 36 civilians, men and women, were
slaughtered. At Baccarat, 112 houses were burned
down, after the whole place had been pillaged under
the supervision of General Fabricius, commanding the
artillery of the XIV Baden Corps, and other officers.
This feature of the campaign cannot be ignored in our
chronicle.
Good men had supposed war itself to be
the uttermost barbarism it was left to the disciplined
armies of the Hohenzollern Empire to prove that
educated hands may lower it to depths of wickedness
unimagined by the Apache and the Bashi-Bazouk.
On September 18, General Curieres de Castlenau was
made Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour on the
ground that, " since the beginning of the war, his army
has fought without cessation, and he has obtained
from his troops sustained efforts and important results.
General Castlenau has had, since the beginning of
the campaign, two sons killed and a third wounded
nevertheless, he continued to exercise his command
with energy."
;

;

CHAPTER

XI

SUMMING-UP

THE

Marne closed a definite phase
War, and perhaps in so far as it
was marked by open and rapid movement, and
battle of the

—

of the Great

—

exposed certain gross military errors ^a
phase of warfare in general. A fresh examination of
the plans of the preceding years and the events of the
preceding month immensely enhances the interest of
the whole development for it shows the real "miracle
of the Marne " to have been an uprush of intelligence
and patriotic will in which grave faults of strategy and
tactics were corrected, and the victory to be the
logical reward of a true conception, executed with unfailing skill through a new instrument created while the
conditions of the struggle were being equalised.
In
whatever sense we may speak of a " greatest " battle
as

it

finally

;

of history, this

was assuredly,

of all clashes of force,

that in which reason was most conspicuously vindicated.

Insanely presumptuous as was her ambition of reducing France, Russia, and Britain, Germany had
at the outset some remarkable advantages.
Chief
among these must be counted the power of surprise, due
to her long secret preparation, and a complete unity of

command

dispersed Allies, The German
on the west were not numerically
superior to those of France, Britain, and Belgium
in face

of

forces concentrated

;
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their effective superiority was considerable. Half of the
active corps, which alone the French expected as troops
of shock, were doubled with thoroughly trained reserve

formations, giving a mass of attack of 34 corps, instead
of 22, a difference larger than the two armies of the

enveloping movement. Their strength was also increased by a clear superiority in several branches of

armament and field service (the French field-gun and
the use by the Allies of the French railways being
notable exceptions), and in some particulars of tactical
practice, especially the prudent use of field defences.

The

basic idea being to strike France

down

before

Russia and Britain could effectually interfere, speed
was a principal condition of success and the plan of
the Western campaign was probably the only one on
which it could be realised. One-third of the whole
force was to hold the old Franco-German frontier in
;

a provisional defence, while one-third attacked through
Luxembourg and the Belgian Ardennes, and the re-

mainder was thrown across the Meuse and the open
This
plain of Flanders, toward the French capital.
unprecedented enlargement of the offensive front, the
outstanding feature of the plan, secured the most rapid
it alone could
deployment of the maximum forces
;

alone provided
the opportunity of envelopment dear to the German
military mind.
Its boldness, aided by terrorism in the
invaded regions, astounded the world, and so seemed to
favour the scheme of conquest. It might ultimately
yield the great element of surprise

;

it

even in
development of British power
it would cripple France and Belgium
Its immediate weakness arose from
for many years.
the wide extension of forces not larger, except at

provoke a

full

case of failure,

;
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no general reserve and no
and from the necessity of great
The plan ignored many possibilities, from the

certain points, allowing
large reinforcement,

speed.

Alps to Lille once in motion, however, it could not be
considerably or rapidly changed.
Berlin, confident
in the superiority of the war-machine to which it had
;

devoted its best resources and thought, believed there
would be no delay and no need of change.
France had been inevitably handicapped by the need
of renouncing any initiative that could throw doubt
upon her moral position, by the independence of her
British and Belgian Allies, and by uncertainty as to
Italy.
This last doubt was, however, quickly removed
the Belgian Army delayed the invasion by a full week
and our " Old Contemptibles " gave most precious aid.
A united Command at that time might have done little
more than strengthen the instrument and confirm the
doctrine whose imperfections we have traced. The
instrument was inferior not only in effective strength,
not only in some vital elements of arms and organisation,
but in the system and spirit of its direction. The
doctrine of the offensive, general, continuous, and
unrestrained, had become an estabUshed orthodoxy
;

during the previous decade,

and the

when

the Russian alliance

British Entente were fixed,

extended to three years, the 75

when

service

mm. gun was

was

perfected,

and a new method of railway mobilisation promised
that the armies would be brought into action at least as
rapidly as those of the enemy.
Before a shot was fired,
.

had prejudiced the military information services
whence the scepticism of the Staff as to a large German
movement west of the Meuse, and as to the German use
of army corps of reserve in the first Hne
whence the
it

;
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of the German use of aeroplanes and
wired entrenchment.
No answer was prepared to
the German heavy artillery. Wliile unable to create
the means to a successful general offensive, the French
Command had discounted, if not positively discredited,
modern methods of defence and delaying manoeuvre,

ignorance

methods peculiarly indicated in this case, since France
had the same reasons for postponing a decision as
Germany had for hastening it. The only hope of the
Allies at the outset lay in a combination of defence and
manoeuvre
there was no adequate defence, and no
:

considerable manoeuvre, but onlj^ a general headlong

attack on a continuous line. Of the consequences of
lamentable beginning, an accomplished and sober
French officer says " It is just to speak of the Battle

this

:

of the Frontiers as calamitous, for this battle not only

doomed

to total or partial ruin nine of our richest
departments
insufficiently repaired by the fine
recovery on the Marne, it weighed heavily upon the
whole course of the war. It paralysed our strategy.
From September 1914, our High Command was necessarily absorbed in the task, first, of limiting, then of
reducing, the enormous pocket cut in our territory.
Ever obsessed by the fear of abandoning to devastation
a new band of country, we were condemned for nearly
four years to a hideous trench warfare for which we
were infinitely less prepared and less apt than the invader, and that we were able to sustain only by force
of heroism." '^
Any one of the errors that have been
indicated would have been grave
in combination,
they are accountable for the heavy losses of the three
abortive inroads into Alsace, Lorraine, and the Ardennes,
and for the dispositions which necessitated the long
:

;
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retreat

from the

north.

suffered in these operations

That
is,

the

German armies
remem-

of course, to be

bered but for France it was more urgent to economise
her strength. In strategy infatuated, in tactics reckless,
;

unequal to the accomplishment of its
own designs, the then French Command must be held
responsible in large measure for the collapse of the
national forces in the first actions of the campaign.
Joffre, who had been named Generalissimo designate three years before, almost by accident, who
was an organiser rather than a strategist, had inherited,
with the imperfect instrument, the imprudent doctrine
and plan. There was not the time, and he was hardly
the man, to attempt radically to change them
nor
has he yet recognised in words that there was any
large strategical error to correct.
But the facts
speak clearly enough from the evening of August 23,
when the general retreat from the north was ordered,
we enter upon a profoundly changed situation, in
which the native shrewdness and solid character of
the French Commander-in-Chief are the dominant
factor.
The defence that should have been prepared
could not be extemporised. The armies must be
disengaged and re-formed. A large sacrifice of territory was therefore unavoidable.
To delay the
critical encounter till the balance of forces should
be rectified was the first requirement. On August 24,
Headquarters issued a series of tactical admonitions,
prelude to a clean sweep of no less than thirty-three
generals and many subordinate officers.
Next day
followed the " General Instruction " in which will be
found the germ of the ultimate victory. The rule
of blind, universal, unceasing offensive disappeared,
in preparation

;

:

\
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arose

elastic, resourceful,

that

of

prudent but

energetic.

At once there was precipitated a conception which
governed not only the battle of the Marne, but the
whole after-development of the war. There must be
no more rash adventures on the east
from Belfort
to Verdun, the front would be held defensively, with
a minimum of strength, to fulfil the purpose for
which its fortifications were built, and to protect the
main forces, which would operate henceforth in the
centre and west.
The importance of the north-west
coast, and the fact that Kluck was not approaching
it, plainly suggested the creation of a new mass of
manoeuvre on this side to menace the German flank
this new body was Maunoury's 6th Army.
These two
features of the Allied riposte defence on the east,
offence from the west
were to be permanent. The
French centre must be strengthened to bear the impact of Billow, the Saxons, and the Duke of Wiirt em;

—

—

Foch's Army, created to this end, to come in
of d'Esperey (Lanrezac's successor) and
de Langle, had the further effect of preserving the full
offensive strength of the 5th Army. For these purposes,

berg.

between those

numbers

had to be transferred from the
and centre. Joffre at first hoped to
stand on the Somme, and then on the Oise. But the
large

of m.en

east to the west

new

forces were not ready

the defence of the east
the British Army was momentarily
out of action
Kluck threatened the Allied communications
the line was a hazardous zigzag. The
Generalissimo would not again err on the side of

was not secured

;

;

;

premature attack.

;

2
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pursuit was not an unbroken course of victory
the invaders. Before the Gap of Charmes, on
August 24-26, Castlenau and Dubail administered the
first great German set-back of the war.
At the same
time, the Prince Imperial received a severe check at
Etain
and, although Smith-Dorrien's stand at Le
Cateau on August 26 disabled the British Force for
some days, it did much to save the Allied left wing.
On August 28, the German IV Army was sharply
and next day took
arrested at Novion Porcien
place the combats of Proyart and Dun-sur-Meuse,
and the battle of Guise. In these and many lesser
actions, the spirit of the armies was prepared for the
hour when the issue should be fairly joined.
The Fabian strategy was soon and progressively
justified.
Weaknesses inherent in the German plan
began to appear. Every day of their unsuccessful
chase aggravated the problem of supplying the armies,
removed them from their heavy artillery, stretched
and thinned their infantry lines, weakened their
liaison, bred weariness and doubt (which were too
often drowned in drink), while the French, on the
contrary, were shortening their communications,
and generally pulling themselves together. "It is
the old phenomenon of the wearing down of forces in
case of an offensive which we here encounter anew,"
says Freytag-Loringhoven. Two or three corps had
to be left behind to mask Antwerp and to besiege
Maubeuge
the Grand Staff could not altogether
resist the Russian scare.
There was increasing disin particular, Kluck had got dangerously
location
out of touch with Biilow. And there was something worse than " wearing down " and dislocation.
for

;

;

;

:
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Perhaps our programme would not have collapsed,"
the historian Meinecke imagines,**" " if we had carried

through our original strategical^ idea with perfect
keeping our main forces firmly together,
and, for the time, abandoning East Prussia." This
cannot be admitted. So far from being pursued more
strictly, the original German idea soon could not be
pursued at all. Its boldest feature had become
strictness,

inapp)licable to circumstances

to another will.

more and more subject

On September

had been passed, and while

i,

when the Somme

was ordering the
extension of the retreat to the Seine and the Aube,
Moltke was engaged in changing radically the direction
of the marching wing of the invasion, Kluck's I
Army. Failing successively on the Sambre, the
Somme, the Oise, and finally stultified by the superior
courage that staked the capital itself upon the chance
of a victorious recoil farther south, the greatest of all
essays in envelopment ended in a recognised fiasco.
With the appearance on the southern horizon of
the fortress of Verdim and the city of Paris, and the
entr}^ of the Allied armies between them as into a
corridor, the whole problem, in fact, was transformed.
Joffre

The German Command suddenly found itself in face
of a fatal dilemma.
As Paris obstructed the way of
Kluck, so Verdun challenged the Prussian Crown
Prince.
To enter the corridor without first reducing
these two unknown quantities would be to risk serious
to stay to reduce them would
trouble on both flanks
;

involve delay, or dispersal of force, either of which
would be disastrous. The course of argument by
which the Grand Staff decided this deadly question

has not been revealed

They chose the first

alternative.

2
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Kluck was ordered to pass south-eastward of the one
camp," the Imperial Crown Prince
south-westward of the other, both, and the three
armies between them, to overtake the AUies and

" entrenched

them to a frontal encounter, while a fresh effort
was made to break through the eastern defences. A
heavy price must be paid for such large re-establishments and changes of plan in face of an alert enemy.

force

Kluck has been too much blamed for what followed.
He may have been guilty of recklessness, over-reachBut here,
ing ambition, and specific disobedience.
as in the Battle of the Frontiers,

it is

the authors, not

the executants, of the offensive operation who must
be held chiefly responsible for consequences that are
in the logic of the case.
He had laboured to win
Joffre's hour had come.
three elements of an equal struggle lacking in the
of numbers
{a) a more favourable balance
and armament this was gained hy the " wearing
down " of the enemy, and the reinforcement of the

north

:

—

Allied line, in course of the retreat, so that the battle
of the

Marne commenced with something more than an
and ended with a distinct AUied superiority

equality,

in the area of decision

;

{b)

a favourable terrain

was reached on the classic ground between the
capital and the middle Meuse, under cover of the
eastern armies, and subject to the dilemma of ParisFor this,
Verdun
(c) a sound strategic initiative.
the 6th Army had been prepared, and the 5th kept at
The failure of the enveloping movefull strength.
ment and the change of the German plan provided
this

;

the opportunity.
the

invasion,

at

To reduce the distended
one time no

less

front of

than 140 miles
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(Amiens to Dun-sur-Meuse) to one of 100 miles
(Crecy-en-Brie to Revigny), Kluck had boldly crossed
the face of the 6th Army, and on the evening of
,

September 5 presented a moving flank of more than
40 miles long to Maunoury, French, and d'Esperey's
left.

Joffre seems to

to whether

have hesitated

for a

moment

as

were best to continue the retreat, as
arranged, to the Seine, and then to have given way
to Gallieni's importunity. " We cannot count on
better conditions for our offensive," he told the
Government.
it

The order of battle was issued on the evening of
September 4. " Advantage must be taken of the
adventurous situation of the I German Army (right
wing)." it started
this was to be the factor of surprise.
Positions would be taken on the 5th in order that the
general movement might begin at dawn on the following day. The 6th Army and the British were to strike
east on either side of the Marne, toward ChateauThierry and Montmirail respectively, while the 5th
Army attacked due northward thus, it was hoped,
Kluck would be taken in flank and front, and crushed
by superior force. The central armies (9th and 4th)
would move north against Biilow, the Saxons, and the
Duke of Wiirtemberg ; and Sarrail would break westward from Verdun against the exposed flank of the
:

:

Crown

Prince.

The function

of Foch's, the smallest

French armies concerned, and of de Tangle's,
the next smallest, must be regarded as primarily

of the

defensive, the chief offensive role being entrusted to
d'Esperey's, by far the strongest, and Maunoury's,

with the small British force linking them. Sarrail
had not the means to exploit his advantage of position.

2
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The essence

of the plan lay in the rectangular attack

of the left.

The design was perfect Kluck's columns, stretched
out from the Ourcq to near Estemay, should have been
smashed in, the western part of the German communications overwhelmed, the other armies put to flight.
the whole battle
These results were not obtained
was, indeed, compromised, before it was well begun,
by the unreadiness of the Alhed left and the precipi:

;

tancy of General Gallieni. When Lamaze's reservists
stumbled upon Schwerin's outposts north of Meaux,
eighteen hours before the
at midday on September 5
Maunoury had only three
offensive was timed to open
divisions in line, and on the following day he had only
two more. Kluck had instantly taken alarm
his
II Corps was actually on its way back to the Ourcq

—
—

;

body of the Allied armies was commencing their grand operation. The benefit of surprise
was thus sacrificed and Kluck was able to move one
after another of his corps to meet Maunoury's reinforcements as they arrived upon the field. Certain
French partizans of the then Governor of Paris have
attempted to shift the responsibility for this miswhile the main

;

CommanderThe Expeditionary Force deserves more
scrupulous justice. It had retired and was re-forming
carriage to the shoulders of the British

in-Chief.

behind the Forest of Crecy, at the request of General
The
Joffre, when the order of September 4 arrived.
positions therein named to be reached on the following
day (Changis-Coulommiers) were unattainable, being
too far away, and solidly held by the enemy. The
instructions for Marshal French were to attack eastward toward Montmirail on the 6th neither to him
;

^1
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till

the afternoon

day that Kluck was withdrawing across the
Mame. No need appeared of helping Maunoury until
September 7. By that time the Field-Marshal had

of that

again

changed

his

direction

at

Joffre's

request,

facing north beside d'Esp6rey, instead of east beside

and, from the moment when Kluck's
withdrawal was discovered, rapid progress was made.
The German Staff now seems to have completely

Maunoury

;

lost control of its

fault

is

Marneschlacht "
lication

two

chief

Commanders.

The

fatal

plainly exhibited in Billow's " Bericht zur
for

premature

—significantly,

five

start,

withheld from pub-

Though weakened by a
unreadiness, and imperfect co-

years.

ordination, the French attack on the

Ourcq necessarily
produced not merely a local shock, but a disturbance reverberating eastward by what has been
called its " effect of suction."
To double this with

—

the strain of Billow's continued offensive disastrously
successful in the surprise of Fere Champenoise was

—

the most reckless gambling.
With the I Army
pulling north-west, the II Army pulling south-east,
and 60 miles between the points where they were
seeking a decision, how could anything more than a
pretence of liaison be kept up ?
But it was precisely
before this interval that Joffre had aligned a full third
of the strength of the French crescent
the 20 divisions

—

French 5th and British armies. In the separation of the two masses of the German right, and the
entry between them of this powerful body, lies the
of the

governing cause of the victory.
All the rest is a prodigy of endurance.
The battle
of the Ourcq was no sooner joined than it resolved
IS
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a race of reinforcements, and a stubborn,
swaying combat over a few miles of open farmland,
with little of manoeuvre, save reciprocal attempts at
envelopment by the north. The story of the battle
of the Marshes of St. Gond is the epic of Foch's obstinacy, of Humbert's defence of the pivot on the
Sezanne plateau, the loss of the swampy barrier and
Mont Aout, the agonising breakdown about Fere Champenoise on September 8, and the devices of the
Between these
following day to close the breach.

itself into

points of strangulation, the real offensive
Allies

progressed

with

comparative

arm

ease.

of the

On

the

when d'Esperey's 3rd Corps
entered Montmirail, it was exactly midway between
them. On the morning of the gth, when the British

night of

September

8,

1st and 2nd Corps passed the Marne, Kluck and Biilow
were more definitely divided. At noon, Smith-Dorrien
and Haig were on the Lizy-Chateau-Thierry road
and in the evening d'Esperey's i8th Corps held
;

No last - moment success of the
Chateau-Thierry,
or in Champagne could have
Ourcq
the
enemy on
The
course
of this development.
the
affected
greatly
armies
three
Western
retreat
the
of
of
a
necessity
was probably accepted by the German Grand Staff
but it may be that
in the morning of September 9
either
or
both of the Crown
by
success
a considerable
have
modified
the decision
would
that
day
Princes on
the
front.
At
11
a.m. Betz
rest
of
the
as regards
during
the
afternoon
great
and
was evacuated
from
the
Ourcq
to
the
hurrying
seen
convoys were
;

;

Aisne.

Billow's

orders,

inspired

by

fear

of

flank

attack by d'Esperey's loth and ist Corps, rather than
by the 42nd Division, seem to have been given about
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FUve Champ^noise was abandoned in the
3 p.m.
evening, and Foch's anxiously prepared manoeuvre
could not be carried out. The 6th and 9th Armies
were too much exhausted to attempt a serious pursuit
till next morning
and the German right reached the
Aisne without inordinate losses.
Every part of the French line had contributed to
;

every other army had been cut or kept
the major opportunity.
And, if it
stood relatively immobile, no less heroism and resource
were shown on the eastern than on the western wing of
Sarrail and de Langle were
the Allied crescent.
able to keep a rectangular disposition like that of
this result, for

down

to serve

Crown Prince
but they had not even a
numerical equality of force with which to exploit it.
The 4th Army, in holding foot by foot the OrnainSaulx valley from Vitry to Sermaize, and the 3rd
in its defence of the long salient of the Meuse, were
also weighed upon by this peculiar anxiety
a comparatively small force might pierce their frail river
guard, or the wall of the Lorraine armies might
collapse beside them.
They were helped to success
three
errors
of
omission
on the part of the German
by
(i) Verdun
armies concerned
was not directly
Crown
Prince
attacked, the
being confident that it
fall
automatically
while
would
his cavalry were
attempt
Dijon
the
to
force the Meuse
reaching
(2)
feeble
tardy
Troyon
was
and
at
(3) the thinlyleft
Langle's
was
not
discovered
covered gap on
until
the 2ist Corps had been brought up. All along the
line, the fighting was of a sustained violence.
The
15th Corps arrived from^Lorraine on September 8 just

Maunoury and the B.E.F.,
to fight on a double front

forcing the

;

:

:

;

;
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and 4th Armies.
noon on the nth that the
and only on
Wiirtemberg abandoned Vitry

in time to save the junction of the 3rd
It was, however, not

Duke

of

till

;

the night of the 12th did the Prince Imperial order a
retreat

which

definitely relieved

the Chalons road and
In resting his plan

Verdun, and reopened

railway.

upon a defence

of the eastern

pivot of the retreat and the recoil, Joffre was accepting
an accomplished fact. The great attack upon the

Couronne

of

Nancy began on the evening of September

hours before the Allied offensive. It
be supposed, therefore, that the German Staff had
decided to get the Bavarian Army into a position in
which it could co-operate effectively with the Imperial
Crown Prince when he came up level on the west.
Heeringen's push from the St. Die region toward Epinal,
and the attack on the Mortagne, were probably intended
to hide this design, and to pin down Dubail's forces.
The promptitude with which Heeringen was sent off
4,

thirty-six

may

to the Aisne, on the night of September 6, that

is,

as

soon as the danger of Kluck's position was realised, is
significant.
In itself, the presence of the Kaiser
during the Bavarian attack on the Grand Couronn6
proves nothing. His ceremonial entry into Nancy
but the
would have grievously hurt French pride
sacrifice of the city had always been contemplated,
Toul being the real redoubt of the Moselle defences.
the prestige of three
The prize was to be larger
royal personages was to be satisfied. The Crown
;

;

Princes of Prussia and Bavaria, ingeniously linked,
had been so directed that in the crisis they had the
whole Verdun-Toul system between them, and appaThe assault of the Amezule
rently at their mercy.
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and Mount Amance was reciprocal to the
adventure which Sarrail arrested 50 miles farther west.
For five days and nights the battle raged about the
entrenched crescent of the Nancy hills, with fiery wings
outspread to Gerb^viller on the south-east, and
defile

Rozieres on the north-west
No more dreadful struggle
can be recorded. The German effort ceased on the
night of September
and on the nth the general
9
.

;

withdi-awal

to the old frontier began.

Like Foch,

Langle, and Sarrail, Castlenau

had won through by the
narrowest of margins
but his, pre-eminently, was a
victory of foresight and preparation.
With all their
power of heavy artillery (and here the resources of
Metz and Strasbourg were at hand), it is remarkable
that the German Staff never attempted to
repeat in
Lorraine the coup of Liege. As the French respected
Metz, they respected Verdun
and the manoeuvre of
the double approach to Toul, from east and
west,
;

;

proves their fears. These were, as we now know,
well'
" It is certain," says Freytag-Loringhoven,
" that the old-fashioned fortresses
are worthless, and,
moreover, that the earher notion, handed down
from
the Middle Ages, that positions have to be
secured by
justified.

means

of fortresses, must be discarded.
But it will
be possible to dispense with certain previously
prepared fortified points at places where only
.

.

.

not

defen-

sive tactics

can be employed. The fortifications of the
French eastern frontier, above all Verdun and
the
Moselle defences, have demonstrated how
valuable

these may be.
It is a question of constructing not
a continuous system of fortifications, but
a succession
of central points of defence, and this
not in the shape
.

.

.

of fortified towns, but of

entrenchment of important

2
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And again
areas " (pp. 64-6).
to effect an envelopment from
:

velopment by the

" The intention was
two sides. The en-

wing was, however, brought to a
French eastern
frontier, which, in view of the prompt successes in
The
Belgium, it had been hoped to overcome.
defensive tactics of the chiefs of the French Army
were rendered very much easier by the support these
fortifications gave to their wing, as well as by the possibility of effecting rapid transfers of troops afforded by a
very convenient network of railways, and a very large
number of motor-wagons upon good roads (pp. 79The war has proved that the assertion often
80)
left

standstill before the fortifications of the

.

.

.

made

.

.

.

in time of peace, that the spade digs the grave of

the offensive,

is

not correct "

(p. 97).

One day, toward the end of the battle, I came upon
a ring of peasants digging a pit for the carcasses of two
horses that lay near by. They had already buried
fourteen others, but seemed happy at their gruesome
task just such sententious fellows as the master took
for his models in a famous scene.
One of them guided
me uphill to a small chalk-pit, at the bottom of which a
mound of fresh earth, surmounted by a couple of sticks
tied crosswise with string, marked the grave of two
English lads unnamed. A thicket shaded the hollow
but all around the sunshine played over rolling stubblefields.
Ere the grave-diggers had finished, a threshingmachine was working at the farm across the highway.
Some men were ploughing the upper ridge of the battlefield
and, as I left, a procession of high-pro wed carts,
full of women and children sitting atop their household
goods, brought back home a first party of refugees.

—

;

;
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The harvest of death seemed aheady to give
harvest of Hfe.

many

way

to the

The Christmas that
and another, and
another.
Interminably, the war prolonged itself
through new scenes, more ingenious forms of slaughter,
new abysms of pain, till the armies had fallen into
First of

was

a

still-born hopes.

to be the festival of peace passed,

temper of

iron

endurance.

extremities, the heart will seek

But,
its

food.

even in such

Month

after

month, by day and night, coming from beleaguered
Verdun or the gateways of Alsace to reach the Oise

and Flanders, I passed down the long sparlding valleys
of the Marne every turn grew familiar, and their green
folds whispered of the gain in loss and the quiet within
the storm. Like all religion, patriotism, for the many,
speaks in symbols
what symbol more eloquent than
;

;

the strong stream, endlessly renewed to cleanse, to
nourish, and to heal ?
Through those stony years,
most of the convoys crossed the Marne at some point

lumbering

carts, succeeded by wagons white with a
slime of dust and petrol
fussy Staff cars and hurried
ambulances gun-trains, their helmet ed riders swa3dng
spectrally in the misty air of dawn
columns of heavy;

;

;

packed

infantry,

dreaming of

their

loves

left

in

trembling cities far behind. In turn, all the armies of
France, and some of those of Britain, America, and

came

this way
and into their minds, unmust have fallen something of the spirit of
the Marne, and of those frightened apprentices of the
war who first saved France, and dammed an infamous

Italy,

;

consciously,

aggression.

So much the poilus knew that comfort supported
them. Most of the high company of Joffre's captains
;
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were

with them, winning fresh laurels

—Foch,

and Haig, Castlenau, Humbert, Langle,

Sarrail,

still

Petain,

Franchet d'Esperey, Mangin, Guillaumat, Pulteney,

Maud'huy, Micheler, and many another.
Soon the world at large understood that this strange
overturn of fortune was the base of all subsequent
victories in the same good cause.
More than this
that a man had conceived, designed, organised, and
controlled it, and so earned enduring fame might be
vaguely felt, but could not be certainly known until
the passage of time allowed it to be said that, as surely
as there were warts on Cromwell's nose, there were
shadows to the lights of the record of victory. At
length, a true picture is possible
and instead of a play
Nivelle,

—

;

of blind forces, or a senseless " miracle,"

we see a
supremely dramatic revolt of outraged reason, nobly
and justly triumphing.
The German conspiracy failed on the Marne not by
any partial fault or executive error, but by the logic of
led,

its

most

essential characteristics.

It

was a master-

when the
quickly-awakened French mind grappled with it, from
dependence upon a rigid mechanism, and the inability
of its authors to adjust it to unexpected circumstances.
It was a wager on speed
^for the enveloping movement
bore in it the germs of the ultimate disturbance that
is to say, it presumed the stupidity or pusiQanimity
of the Republican Command, and this presumption
proved fatal. These faults were aggravated by disunion
among the army leaders and disillusion among the men,
while the Allies were inspired to an almost perfect cooperation.
Already delayed and weakened in Belgium,
the invading armies saw their surplus strength evaporpiece of

diabolical preparation

:

it

failed,

—

;
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ating in the long pursuit, their dislocated line caught

sudden recoil, and to be saved from being rent
In the
asunder only by closing the adventure.
disastrous moment when Kluck and Biilow turned in
in a

opposite directions, the proudest war school in the
world was beaten, and humiliated, by a stout burgess of
Rivesaltes.

Long before the war

itself

became hate-

thought worked bitterly. Criminals do not
make the best soldiers. Moltke was cashiered, with
him Kluck and Hansen, and we know not how many
more. It was the twilight of the heathen gods.
In the long run, mankind cherishes the reasonable,
in faith or action
and, of the barbarous trial of war,
this is all that remains in the memory of future ages.
The Marne was a signal triumph for Right, won, not
by weight of force or by accident, but by superior
intelligence and will.
That is its essential title to our
attention, and its most pregnant meaning for posterity.
So immense a trial was it, and a triumph so vitally
ful,

this

;

necessary to civilisation, that all the heroic episodes
Western history pale before it, to serve henceforth for little, faint, but comprehensible analogies
in the French mind even the epopee of the great
of our

;

Emperor

is

at last eclipsed.

selves could not see

those

doomed

it

to continue

The combatants themAfterwards, the war and

thus.
it

became sophisticated

governments and the press told them what to expect,
and followed them with praise and some care. In this
first

phase, there

is

a strange naivete

;

it is

nearly

all

headlong extemporisation
masses of men constantly
plunged from one into another term of the unknown.
The " front " was never fixed there were few of the
no
features of combat later most characteristic
;

;

—

2
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bombs or helmets, no poisonno mines, no Stokes guns, no swarm of buzzing
'planes across the sky, no field railways, few hot meals,
and fewer ambulance cars. The armies did not come
up to their tasks through zones devastated by the
enemy, and then reorganised by engineers into so
many monstrous war-factories. The forests they
crossed were undisturbed, the orchards blossoming,
the towns intact. They knew nothing of " camouflage "
on the contrary, they saw and sought the
individual foe, and by him were seen individually.
Very often, and quickly, they came to bodily grips

trenches or dugouts, no
gas,

:

;

commonly, the conflici ceased, or slackened, at sunset.
What would afterward have seemed a moderate
bombardment terrorised them, for it was worse than
anything they had heard of.
In sum, with less of horror and less of protection,
they felt as much as, and more freshly than, those
who followed. War had not yet become habitual
there was neither the half-sceptical stoicism nor the
profound comradeship of later days. Only a month
had passed since this fii"st million lads had left home.
Every hour had brought some new shock. Resentment was fresh and fierce in them. No romantic
but deep offence called to the depths
an aged nation for answer, and the answer
came. There stood the Boche, arrogant and formidable, polluting the soil of Brie and Champagne, the
heart of France what argument could there be ?
They did not think of one spot as more sacred than
another, as, afterwards, thousands fell to hold Ypres
and Arras, Soissons, Rheims, and Verdun. Like the
The fields of
process, the inspiration was simpler.
illusion fed

it

;

of dignity of

—
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the Marne were France, the land that had nurtured
its freedom and grace of Hfe and thought, the
long Latin heritage, the virtues that a new Barbarism
had dared to dispute and outrage. For this great all,
they gave straiglitway their little all.

them,

Rivers of blood, the old, rich Gallic blood that
mingled Roman experience and Mediterranean fire
with the peasant vigour of the North, tempered
through centuries of labour and exaltation. The best
must needs suffer most ; and France, historic guardian

European
must suffer in chief for the weaknesses
of the Western world.
To those who knew her,
there was ever something of worship in their love,
of

ancient treasuries, standard-bearer of

civilisation,

womanhood.
The earth thrilled with anger to see her so foully
stricken, and breathed freely only when her sons
had shown the pure nobility of their response. No
as in our regard for the fullest type of

frenzies of meliorism,

no Carmagnoles of murderous

ambition, no Danton or Robespierre, no La Vendee
and no Buonaparte have marred the story of the
defence of the Third Republic. Democracy, Reason,
slow-growing Law, are justified of their children.
Men raised by such achievement into an im-

mortaUty of human gratitude, the young limbs
and hearts so swiftly girded up, so soon loosed
upon eternity, should evoke no common mourning.
"

Knows he who

tills

this lonely field,

To reap its scanty corn,
What mystic fruit his acres

Not

their

own

soil

yield

?

"

only, they enriched with their

blood, but the universal mind.

In saving the best in
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dream and reality that France means to the world,
they saved the whole future, as short reflection upon
the alternative will show. The victory of the Mame
sealed the brotherhood of France and England, and
did much toward bringing America and the Dominions
It was the basis of the
into the comity of nations.
completer victory to follow, and of the only possiFor ever,
bilities of future peace and Uberal progress.
this example will call to youth everywhere
" that
from these honoured dead we take increased devotion,
that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not
have hved in vain." May there not again be need
but it is surer that
to pass through such a Gehenna
the world will only be made " safe for democracy,"
or even for elementary order, by the vigilance and
chivahy of each oncoming generation. For these,
for ever, ghostly bugles will blow through the woods
and hamlets of the Mame.

—

;

''^

Ames

des chevaliers, revenes-vous encor?

Est-ce vous qui paries avec la voix du cor?

Roncevaux ! Roncevaux ! dans ta sombre valUe
ombre du grand Roland, n^est-elle pas consoUe

L

f"

NOTES AND REFERENCES
1 Many volumes of soldiers' notes and recollections have been
published, and some of them have high literary merit. One of
these is
Pidce, Souvenirs d'lin Canonnier (Paris
Plon-Nourrit),

Ma

:

by Sergeant Paul

who

Lintier, of the 44th Artillery,

shared in the
defeat of Ruflfey's Army near Virton, in the south-eastern comer
of Belgium, 35 miles north of Verdun.
It was almost his first
sight of bloodshed, and with an artist's truthfulness he records all
the confusion of his mind.
" The battle is lost," he writes on August 23, " I know not how
I have seen nothing.
or why.
It is a sheer nightmare.
We shall
Anguish chokes me.
be massacred.
This boiling mass of
animaUty and thought that is my life is about to cease. My bleeding body will be stretched upon the field.
I see it.
Across the
sunny perspective of the future a great curtain falls. I am only
twenty- one years old.
What are we waiting for ? Why do
not our guns fire ? I perspire, I am afraid
afraid."
This mood gradually passes away. A few days later he is trying to explain the change " One accustoms oneself to danger as
to the cruellest privations, or the uncertainty of the morrow.
I
used to wonder, before the war, how the aged could live in quietude
before the immanence of death. Now I understand. For ourselves, the risk of death has become an element of daily existence.
One counts with it it no longer astonishes, and frightens us less.
And, besides, every day trains us to courage. The conscious and
continuous effort to master oneself succeeds at length. This is
the whole of military bravery. One is not bom brave
one becomes so." And this stoicism is softened and spiritualised by a
new sense of what the loss of France would mean.
Another notable narrative of this period of the war is Ce qu'a vu
un Officier de Chasseurs-a-Pied (Paris
Plon-Nourrit), by Henri
Libermann. The writer was engaged on the Belgian frontier
farther west, near where the Semoy falls out of the Ardennes into
the Meuse, the region where the Saxons and the IV Army joined
hands on the one side, and, on the other, the 5th French Army,
Lanrezac's, touched all too lightly the 4th, that of de Langle de
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

;

;

:
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Some French officers have quartered themselves in an
Cary.
They do not
old convent, picturesquely set upon a wooded hill.
know it, but, in fact, the cause is already lost from Dinant to
Neuf chateau. All they know is that a part of the 9th Corps is in
The guns can be heard
action a few miles to the north.
the
the flames of burning buildings redden
villagers are flying in panic
the northern sk3^
" In the convent parlour, the table is laid with a fine white
cloth, decorated with flowers, bottles covered with venerable dust,
cakes whose golden crust gladdens the eyes. A brilliant Staff,
the Commandant, a few chasseur officers. The Sisters hurry
about, carrvang dishes.
A Uttle more fowl, my dear Commandant,'
says the Brigadier
really, it is deUcious.
And this wne
All of us are grateful to the
Pontet-Canet of '74, if you please
good Sisters, who are such dehcate cooks. At dessert, as though
embarrassed by an unhappy impression shared by all the guests,
the General speaks
Rest tranquil, gentlemen. Our attack to;

;

'

'

;

'

I

'

:

morrow morning

will

overwhelming.

be

Debouching between

832 and 725, it will take in flank the German Corps which is
stopping our brave 9th, and will determine the victory."
Hardly has the toast of the morrow's triumph been drunk than
a heavy step is heard outside, the click of spurs, and then a knock
on the door. A captain enters, in helmet and breastplate, a bloody
bandage across his forehead, dust thick upon his uniform, perspiraHe has ridden from Dinant with news
tion rolling down his face.
The Uhlans are near.
of the defeat, and secret instructions.
Nevertheless, the officers go to bed. During the night they are
aroused by an increasing clamour of flying peasants outside the
" The
convent. There are soldiers among them, wildly crying
Prussians are coming, sauve qui pent " An infantry regiment
had camped, the previous evening, in the village of Willerzie.
" They arrived late, tired out.
No thought but of rest, no scouts
On the verge of the neighbouring forest, grey-coated
or outposts.
horsemen appeared. The sentinels fired a few shots, and they
The regiment then went to sleep in its
retired into the wood.
false security.
About 1 1 p.m., however, three searchhghts flashed
along the village streets.
Schnell, schnell !
Vorwdrts, vorwdrts !
A terrible fusillade broke out around the houses and, as our
infantrymen, hurriedly wakened, ran to arms, a thick rain of bullets
fell upon them.
In a few instants, terror was transformed into
panic, panic into rout.
At this moment the regiment was fljang,
dispersed in all directions, pursued by the hurrahs of the victorious
hills

:

!

'

'

;

'

Germans."

'
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THE GERMAN OBJECTIVE
2

The question whether the Eastern thrust was

original plan cannot bo absohitcly

integral in the

determined on the present

in-

formation
but it is significant that at the outset the German
forces on the East were inferior to the French.
M. Gabriel Hanotaux (Revue dcs Deux Mondes, November 15,
1916) thinks that the German rii^ht, centre, and left were aiming at
;

the region of Troyes, Kluck from the north-west, Prince Ruprecht
of Bavaria from the east, and the Imperial Crown Prince from the
" The direction of the Prince of Bavaria appears from an
north.
order seized on the enemy giving as objective Rozelieures, that is
the direction of the Crown Prince is
to say, the Gap of Charmes
revealed by an order of September 6 giving Dijon as objective for
his cavalry."
Lt.-General von Freytag-Loringhoven {Deductions from the World
War. London Constable. 1918) says: "The intention was to
Envelopment by the left
efiect an envelopment from two sides.
wing of the [German] Army was, however, brought to a standstill
before the fortifications of the French eastern frontier."
A German brochure on the battle of the Marne Die Schlachten
an der Marne (Berlin Mittler & Sohn. 19 16), by a " German Staff
who was evidently an eye-witness, and probably a member
Officer
of the staff either of General von Kluck, or of General von Moltke,
chief of the Grand Staff from the beginning of the war till after the
battle, says the plan was to rest on the defensive from the Swiss
frontier to the Donon, while the mass of the armies rolled the French
up south of the Seine, and Reserve and Landwehr Corps advanced
" By all human
to the coast to stop the landing of British troops.
;

:

'

'

might have been carried out by the end of
September 1914."
A French translation of this interesting booklet (Une Version
Allemande de la Marne. Brussels et Paris G. Van Oest etCie. 1917)
includes also a critical study by M. Joseph Reinach, a part of which
is given to the results of an examination of the maps taken on
German dead, wounded, and prisoners in the beginning of the war.
These Staff maps fall into four categories, of which three date from
the mobilisation or earlier, and so throw light on the original plan of
campaign, while one set was distributed at a later date. The former
are
(i) sets of maps of Belgium
the whole country in seventy
sheets, reproducing the Belgian " 60,000th " Staff map, and dated

provisions, this plan

:

:

—

—

1906, another evidence of premeditation.
(2) The north-east of
France, from the French " 80,000 " map, with names in French,
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These had evidently been
Italian, dated 1910.
printed for the use of Italian troops, but, when Italy declared
itself neutral, had been distributed to German officers from motives
of economy.
(3) The north and north-east of France in 87 sheets,
not including Paris, dated from 1905 to 1908, and distributed to
German officers on the eve of the mobiUsation. These are based
upon the French " 80,000 " map, with some variations and special
markings. They include the whole of the eastern and northern
the significant thing is their
frontiers from Belfort to Dunkirk
On the west they include the regions
limits on the west and south.
of Dunkirk, St. Omer, Arras, Amiens, Montdidier and Beauvais,
but not those of Calais, Boulogne, Abbeville, and Rouen. At 30
or 40 miles north of Paris, they turn eastward, including the sectors
of Soissons and Rheims, but excluding those of Paris and Meaux.
They then turn south again, including the Chalons, Arcis, and
and the southern Umit is the regions of Troyes,
Troyes sheets
Chaumont, and Mirecourt. (4) Finally, there is a set of 41 sheets
supplementary to the last named, printed in 191 4, and either distributed at a later date, or intended for armies other than those of
the first invasion. These included Calais and the Channel coast,
Rouen, Paris, Meaux, to the south thereof the regions of the Orleanais. Berry, the Nivemais, including the great manufacturing
centre of Le Creusot, the north of Burgundy, Franche Comte,
the Jura, and the Swiss frontier from Bale to near the Lake of

but explanations in

;

;

Geneva.
In his L'Enigme de Charleroi (Paris L'Edition Fran9aise Illustree,
20 Rue de Provence.
191 7), M. Hanotaux expresses the behef
:

that, at the outset, the German Command, regarding England as
the chief enemy, intended its armies to cross northern Belgium,
" straight to the west and the sea, with Dunkirk and Calais as imme-

and that the French resistance diverted them from
the coastal region. The evidence of the maps appears to the present
writer more convincing than the reasoning of M. Hanotaux.
diate objective,"

THE OPPOSED FORCES
3 It is not necessary here to state the evidence in detail but
these figures may be accepted as substantially correct.
I am
indebted to a British authority for criticism and information.
Besides the 4 Landwehr Divisions in course of formation during
the last days of August, there were a number of Landwehr Brigades,
which, however, had no artillery and were not organised for the
field.
By the first week of September, the XI Corps and Guard
;
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Kfserve Corps had gone to the Russian front; but the 4 Landwehr
Divisions

named above had come

Tlie "

in as eticctive

Metz Army

Detaclunent " may be counted as adding a division.
4 Tlio transport of " covering troops " began at 9 p.m. on July
and ended at noon on August 3. On the Eastern Railway alone,
3
538 trains were required. The " transports of concentration," from
August 5 to 18, engaged 4300 trains, only a score of which were
behind time. After Charleroi, between August 26 and September 3,
the removal of three army corps, five infantry divisions, and three
cavalry divisions from Lorraine to the Central and Western fronts was
effected by 740 trains, while the railways were largely swamped by
other mihtary mo\ements and the civiUan exodus.
5 For fuller explanations on this point, see Le Revers de iqi^ et ses
Causes, by Lt.-Col. de Thomasson (Paris: Berger-Levrault.
1919).
Of the volumes published in France up to this date on the first
period of the war, this moderate and closely-reasoned essay by an
accompUshed officer is one of the most valuable.
General Verraux (L'Oeuvre, June r, 1919) refers to this weakness
and confirms my general conclusion " Despite the inferior organisation of reserves, with our 25 Active Corps, the 80 corps battalions
of reserves, the Belgians and the British, we had, if not a numerical
superiority, almost an equality with the German forces, deducting
those on the Russian front."
M. Victor Giraud, a competent historical writer, in his Histoire de
Hachette. 1919) gives other
la Grande Giteyre (Part I. ch. iii. Paris
!

,

:

:

details, leading to the

same conclusion.

6 Etudes et Impyessions de Guerre, vol. i. (Paris Tallandier. 191 7).
General Malleterre, commanding the 46th Regiment, 3rd Army, was
Taking up the pen
seriously wounded in the battle of the Marne.
on his recovery, he became one of the ablest French commentators
on the war.
7 "No enterprise, perhaps, "says a French military publication,
"is as purely French as the conquest of the air. The first free
balloon, the first dirigible, the first aeroplane all rose from our
soil."
However, " the war surprised our aviation in an almost
complete state of destitution. Our 200 pilots, almost all sportsmen,
A few
possessed between them a total of two machine-guns.
squadrillas, without clearly-defined functions, sought their places
on the front." Aerial artillery ranging, photography, and observation had been envisaged, and, more generally, chasing and bombardment but there was hardly a beginning of preparation.
France had at the beginning of the war 24 squadrillas, each of five
or six machines, all scouts of a speed from 50 to 70 miles an hour.
:

;

16
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M. Engerand says that " Germany entered the campaign with 1500
we had on the front only 129." Captive balloons
had been abandoned as incapable of following the armies in the
war of movement then almost exclusively contemplated. " Events
proved our mistake," says the official pubhcation already quoted.
" Enemy balloons followed the rapid advance of the armies of invasion. Ascending immediately behind the lines, they rendered
aeroplanes

;

the adversary indubitable services at the battle of the Mame. Then
hurriedly constituted balloon companies; and in 191 5 we
followed the German model of sausage balloons."
Mons and the Retreat, by Captain G. S. Gordon, a British Staff
Constable. 1 9 1 8 ), contains some information of the
officer (London
Royal Flying Corps in August and September 19 14. The Corps was
founded in April 19 12, At the beginning of the war, it included
six squadrons, only four of which could be immediately mobiUsed,
with a complement of 109 officers and 66 aeroplanes. These, however, did excellent work from the beginning.
The writer says
" If we were better scouts and fighters, the Germans were better
observers for the guns. The perfect understanding between the
Taubes and the German gunners was one of the first surprises of the
war."

we

'

'

:

DE BLOCH'S prophecy AND FRENCH'S CONFESSION
8 De Bloch, who had been a large railway contractor in the RussoTurkish War, and a leading Pohsh banker, published the results
of his experiences and researches, in six volumes, iinder the general
title La Guerre, during the last years of the nineteenth century,
and afterwards established a " Museum of War and Peace " at
Lucerne to illustrate the subject. His chief thesis was that, owing
to the technical development of military instruments and other
factors, an aggressive war between States of nearly equal resources
and there is no longer
could not now give the results aimed at
any doubt that he foresaw the main track of military development
The following sentences from a sketch of the
as few soldiers did.
writings and conversations of de Bloch, pubUshed by the present
writer in 1902, wiU serve to show that he anticipated some of the
governing characteristics of the Great War
" The resisting power of an army standing on the defensive,
equipped with long-range, quick-firing rifles and guns, from ten
to trwenty times more powerful than those of 1870 and 1877, expert
in entrenching and the use of barbed wire and other obstacles,
and highly mobile, is something quite different from that which
Napoleon, or even later aggressors, had to face. Not only is it a
;

:
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much larger force, the manhood ol a nation; it is also a body
highly educated, aa army of cnj^ineers.
Its infantry lines and
battery positions will be invisible.
Reconnaissances will be easily
prevented by protecting; bands of sharpshooters
and no oljjcct
invader till he has come within a
zone of deadly hre. The most heavy and powerful shells, which
are alone of use aj^ainst entrenched positions, cannot be used in
great number, or brought easily into action. Artillery shares the
advantage of a defensive position. If the attackers have a local
superiority, the defenders can delay them long enough to allow of
an orderly retirement to other entrenched positions. The attacker
will be forced to entrench himself, and so the science of the spade
reduces battle to sieges.
Battle in the open would mean annihilation yet it is only by assault that entrenched positions can be
;

of attack will offer itself to the

;

carried.
" Warfare wiU drag on more slowly than ever.
While an invading army is being decimated by sickness and wounds, and
demoralised by the heavy loss of officers and the delay of any
glorious victory, the home population will be sunk in misery by
the growth of economic burdens, the stoppage of trade and industry.
The small, elastic, and manageable army of the past could make
quick marches, turning movements, strategical demonstrations
in the widest sense.
Massed armies of miUions, like those of to-day,
leaning on long-prepared defences, must renounce all the more
delicate manifestations of the military art.
Armies as they now
stand cannot manoeuvre, and must tight in directions indicated in
advance. The losses of to-day would be proportionately greater
than in past wars, if it were not for the tactical means adopted to
avoid them. But the consequence of distance and dispersion is

that victorious war

— the

obtaining of results

by destroying the

enemy's principal forces, and thus making him submit to the conqueror's will can exist no more."
With all its errors of detail, de Bloch's picture, drawn when the
aeroplane and the petrol motor-wagon, " wireless " and the fieldtelephone, poison-gas and barrage fire were unknown, was a true

—

prophecy, and

all

the belligerents paid dearly for neglecting

For somewhat similar prognostications by a French

Comment on

guerre moderne (Paris

see
immobilisation des fronts dans la
Berger-Levrault), being a summary of the

privoir

potivait
;

it.

officer,

I'

writings of Captain Emile Mayer, whose first studies date from 1888.
" and that if, in September, the Germans had learned
9 He adds
:

would never have driven them back to the
a more disputable proposition. On the Sambre, the

their lesson, the AUies

Aisne."

This

is
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French were immediately driven back on the Ourcq, the Germans
held out for four days, and retired partly because their supply
To a very large extent they had certainly
services had given out.
and for nearly four years thereafter they
learned their lesson
bettered it on the Aisne hills.
The quotations are from the volume igi4, by Field-Marshal
Viscount French of Ypres (London Constable. 1919), an important
bodvof evidence, passages of which, however, must be read critically.
Lord French in his narrative repeatedly insists upon the slowness
with which the need of a " transformation of military ideas," owing
" It required the successive
to the factors named, was recognised.
attempts of Maunoury, de Castelnau, Foch, and mj'self to turn the
German flanks in the North in the old approved style, and the
practical failure of these attempts, to bring home to our minds
the true nature of war as it is to-daJ^"
Of the end of the battle of the Marne, he writes (ch. vii.): " We
had not even then grasped the true effect and bearing of the many
new elements whch had entered into the practice of modern war. We
fully beheved we were driving the Germans back to the Meuse, if
not to the Rhine and all my communications with J off re and the
French generals most closely associated with me breathed the same
We were destined to undergo another terrible disappointspirit.
ment. The lessons of war, as it is to-day, had to be rubbed in by
another dearly-bought experience, and in a hard and bitter school.''
There is both courage and na'ivetJ in the following tardy profession of the belief de Bloch had expounded fifteen years before
" Afterwards, we witnessed the stupendous efforts of de Castelnau
I
and Foch but all ended in the same trench trench trench
finished my part in the battle of the Aisne, however, unconverted,
and it required the further and more bitter lesson of my o\\ti failure
in the North to pass the Lys River, during the last days of October,
to bring home to my mind a principle in warfare of to-day which I
have held ever since, namely, that, given forces fairly equally
;

;

:

;

.

.

.

:

!

;

matched, you can

'

bend,' but

you cannot

'

!

break,' your

!

enemy's

Everything which has happened in the war has
trench Une.
and, from the moment I grasped
borne out the truth of this view
this great truth, I never failed to proclaim it, although eventually
I suffered heavily for holding such opinions."
.

.

.

;

CRITICISMS

AND DEFENCE OF THE FRENCH STAFF

10 M. Victor Giraud, in his Histoire, writes " The French troops
were neither armed nor equipped as they should have been.
:

.

.
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Neither in the liaison ot arms, nor in the role of the artillery, nor in
th« possibihties of aviation or trenches, had the army very clear
ideas
it believed only in the otlensivc, the war of movement,
which precisely, to-day more than ever, calla for a sui)eriority of
France could and should
armament, if not also of effectives.
have remcmberi'd that it was the country of Vauban and de S6re
There was no longer any faith in permanent fortide Rividre.
fication, but only in the offensive, which was confused with the
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

offensive spirit."

Dauzet, Guerre de igt4. Dc Lit'gc ci la Mariie, p. 29
"I shall not exaggerate
Charles Lavauzelle.
1916).
much in saying that in many regiments the recruits incorporated
in October 191 3 commenced the war next August without ever
"
having .shifted a spadeful of earth or dug the most modest trench
(Thoinasson, p. 19).
11 Two commanders of armies, 7 of corps, 20 infantry divisionIn some army corps,
aires, 4 commanders of cavalry divisions.
the commander and his two divisional generals were removed
Pierre

(Paris:

(Thomasson,

p. 12).

12 Etudes, p. 66, note.

And

again

(p. 88)

:

"The

offensive idea

and very formal in our minds. It had the
The lesson of the Russoplace, so to say, of an official war doctrine.
Japanese war and the Balkan wars seemed to have disturbed the
teaching of the War School and the governing ideas of our Staff.
At the moment when the war opened, there was a sharp discussion
between the partisans of the oliensive cl oittranoe and those who,
foreseeing the formidable manoeuvre of Germany, leaned to a more
prudent, more reasoned method, which they described as defensive
strategy and offensive tactic."
13 In ' L'Erreur" de igi.f. Ri'ponse aiix Critiques (Paris and
Brussels
G. van Oest.
1919), General Berthaut is reduced to the
suggestion that some of these phrases were intended " to stimulate
the ardour of the young officers," but that " the Command was not
at all bound to take them literally."
General Berthaut was sub-chief of the French General Staf?, and
and his
director of the geographical service, from 1903 to 1912
defence of the ideas prevailing up to the eve of the war deserves
careful reading, unsatisfying as it may be found on many points.
It is mainly intended to justify the Eastward concentration, and to
controvert those who think the business of an army is to defend the
national territory foot by foot. The general appeals to the weight
of military authority (which, as we shall see, is less one-sided than
he suggests) " From 1875 to 1914, we had 40 Ministers of War;

had become very

clear

:

;

:
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we changed

changes were still
heads of bureaux and

the Chief of StafE sixteen times

more numerous among sub- chiefs
services.
Several hundred officers

of Staff,

;

of all arms, returning periodi-

work of the army.
Such as it was
Throughout this time, con-

cally to their regiments, contributed to the Staff

Yet the directive idea

of

our defence never varied.

was revealed in 1914."
centration was foreseen and prepared behind the upper courses
of the Meuse and Moselle with a view to positions being held in the
upper valleys of the Mame, Aube, and Seine. The idea that the
French eastern frontier was infrangible, General Berthaut considers
" extremely exaggerated."
If it had not been adequately held,
the Germans would have turned thither from the north. The
violation of the neutrality either of Switzerland or Belgium was,
however, beyond doubt. To cover the whole frontier was impossible
and, " incontestably," the armies had to be turned in
one mass toward the east. Trenches are " an effect, not a cause,
in 1876, so it

;

The general has a very poor
of the stabilisation of fronts."
opinion of fortresses, the only one to which he attributes great
Liege was " a practically useless
importance being Metz
sacrifice"; Maubeuge "stopped nothing."
These opinions seem
to the present writer untenable
and General Berthaut admits
that the reaction against fortification "went too far" (p. 182).
He may be said to damn the three French offensives with faint
praise.
The move into Alsace " could not be of any military
The Lorraine offensive
interest," and was " a political affair."
was "necessarily hmited," as a distant objective could not be
pursued between Metz and Strasbourg. As to Charleroi, France
was bound to make a demonstration on behalf of Belgium and " to
satisfy pubhc opinion."
Much of General Berthaut' s apologia is
vitiated by his assumption that France had necessarily to face a
!

;

superiority of force.

One of the critics General Berthaut started out to controvert is
M. Femand Engerand, deputy for Calvados, whose articles (particularly in Le Correspondant, December 10, 191 7, and subsequent
numbers) have been reprinted in a volume of 600 pages Le Secret
:

Editions
Bossard, 43 Rue Madame.
191S).
The French plan of campaign,
Nothing happened
says M. Engerand, was "humanly impossible.
as our High Command had foreseen
there was surprise all along
the line, and, what is gravest, surprise not only strategic but inAfter the magnificent
tellectual, the reversal of a doctrine of war.
recovery of the Marne, we may vrithout inconvenience avow that
de

la

Frontiire,

iSi^-iSjj-igi^.

Charleroi

(Paris

:

;

never has there been so complete a self-deception.

The

error

was
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worse, deliberate, for never was an attack more
more announced, more prophesied than that of August
IQ14.
Strategists of the old school had not only predicted it for
forty \ear8. but had ;;iven us the means of parrying it; their ideas
were scouted and their work was destroyed."
M. Enj^erand quotes, in particular, Lt. -Colonel Grouard on the
impossibility of an immediate French offensive beyond the frontiers
(see Grouard, La Guerre Eveutuelle, 191 3
and L'Art dc la Guerre
et le Coloiul Grouard, by C. de Bourcet, 191 5).
Grouard foresaw,
among other things, that " the army of the German right, marching
by the left bank of the Meuse, would pass the Sambre in the neighbourhood of Charleroi, and direct itself toward the sources of the
Oise."
M. Engerand's chapters contain a summary of the three

absolute and,
foreseen,

;

" No unity
His general comment is
of
separate and dislocated battles, no notion of information
and safeguards before and during the combat, systematic misconception of the ground and defensive means, defective liaison
between the corps and between artillery and infantrj', no manoeuvre,
but only the offensive, blind, systematic, frantic.
If we were
defeated, is it an exaggeration to say that it was less by the enemy
than by a false doctrine ?
Lt.-Col. de Thomasson, on these points, quotes warning notes
from General Collin's Transformation de la Guerre, written in 191 1,
and refers to the case of Lt.-Col. Berrot, who, in 1902, had exposed
"the dangerous theories that had been deduced from the Napoleonic wars," and who " was disgraced pitilessly, and died while yet

French

offensives.

:

command,

'

young."

THE SURPRISE IN THE NORTH
14 Early French writers on the war found it difficult to make up
their minds whether there had, or had not, been a surprise in the
North. See Histoire de la Guerre de igi4 (ch. " Septembre "), by
Gabriel Hanotaux. This work, the most ambitious of the kind yet
attempted, is being published in fortnightly sections and periodical
volumes, of which the first deals with the origins of the war, the
next three with the frontier battles, and the following ones with
the battles of the retreat and preliminaries of the battle of the
Mame (Paris Gounouilhou, 30 Rue de Provence).
" The project prepared by the German Staff
M. Hanotaux says
All was public and
of an offensive by Belgium was not a secret.
confessed.
There was no surprise in the absolute sense of the
But there remained an unknown quantity would the
word.
probable hypothesis be reaUsed? "
Later, however, he says
:

:

:

:
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The long-prepared manoeuvre consisted

in crushing us

by the

carefully veiled onslaught not of 12, but of 25, army corps, so that
the surprise was double for us
the most eccentric movement and
:

the most unexpected numbers. ... It was this combination of
circumstances, foreseen and unforeseen, that the French Command
had to parry political necessity, surprise, numbers, preparation,
munitions." And, again " The invasion of Belgium by the left bank
of the Meuse certainly surprised the French High Command" ("La
Manoeuvre de la Marne," Rev. des Deiir Mondes, March 15, 1919).
M. Reinach, usually so clear and positive, was also ambiguous on
this point (La Guerre sur le Front Occidental, vol. i.).
It suffices
he says, to glance at the map
Nature herself traced this path
(Flanders and the Oise).
Innumerable armies have followed
it, in both directions, for centuries " (p. 30).
Nevertheless, the
French Staff, though it had
followed for many years the German
preparations for an offensive by Belgium" (p. 57), remained in an
"anguish of doubt."
Much evidence with regard to the events of the first phase of the
war is contained in the reports of the French Commission of Inquiry
on Metallurgy," 1918-19, the special task of which was to consider
why the Briey coalfield was not defended. On May 14, 1919,
General Maunoury testified to disaccord existing between commanding officers at the beginning of the campaign, failure to co-ordinate
efforts, and ignorance of some generals of the plan of concentration.
On the same day. General Michel said that, in 191 1, when he was
Vice-President of the Superior War Council, that is. Generalissimo
designate, he submitted a plan of concentration based upon a
certitude of the whole German invasion passing by Belgium and of
the need of the principal French action being directed to the North.
The plan was rejected, after being examined by General Brun,
:

:

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

M. Berteaux, and M. Messimy.
General Percin, at the same inquiry (May 24, 1919), spoke of
"intrigues" and a "real palace revolution" in 191 1 to replace
General Michel, as future Commander-in-Chief, by General Pau,
the offence of the former being to have foretold that the Germans
would advance by the left bank of the Meuse, and that they would
at once engage their reserves.
According to General Percin, in
the spring of 19 14 General de Castelnau said: " If the Germans
extend their fighting front as far as Lille, they will thin it so much
that we can cut it in two. We can wish for nothing better." There
is other evidence of this idea prevailing in the General Staff
apparently it arose from underestimates of the effective strength of
the invasion.
:
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Marshal Joffrc gave evidence belore the rommission on July ";,
He
but his reported statements do not greatly help us.
defended the concentration under " plan 17," which, he t.aid, was
operated much more to the north than in previous plans, nearly
The French
all of these foreseeing' concentration south of Verdun.
StafI was chiefly concerned to give battle only when it had its full
orces in hand.
The 3rd Army had a quite particular function,
that of investing Metz. The plan made before the war was not
absolute, but was a directive modifiable according to events
Officially, it stopped short at Hirson
but the Staff had foreseen
variants to second the Belgian effort.
In March 1914, the Staff
had prepared a note in which it had foreseen the invasion by Belgium
It was, therefore, absurd to
a plan providing for eventualities.
pretend that it had never foreseen the invasion by Belgium. The
Brioy district was under the cannon of Metz, and could not be
lOiO,

;

—

included in the region of concentration.
The loss of the "battle
of the Frontiers " was due to the fact that the best units of the
German .Army presented themselves on the feeble point of our front.
On the French side there were failings. Generals who had great
qualities in peace time failed under stress of war.
He had had to
take action against some who were his best friends, but believed
he had done liis duty. Asked by the chairman with how many
rifles he commenced the war, Marshal Joffre replied, " with 2,300,000."
Lille,

he

said, could

Field- Marshal

not be defended.

French {1914,

ch.

says:

i.)

"Personally,

I

had

always thought that Germany would violate Belgian neutrality,
and in no such half-hearted measure as by a march through the
Ardennes."
15 In an article on the second anniversary of the first battle of the
Yser, the Temps (Oct. 30, 1916) said that, before the war, Belgium
was more suspicious of England and France than of Germany.
" If our Staffs had wished to prepare, for the defence of Belgium,
a plan of operations on her territory, these suspicions would have
taken body and open conflict occurred. Nothing was foreseen
of what happened, and nothing was prepared."
Field-Marshal French says " Belgium remained a dark horse
to the last, and could never be persuaded to decide upon her attiWe were anxious she
tude in the event of a general war.
'

'

:

.

.

.

should assist and co-operate in her own defence." On August
21, he received a note from the Belgian Government remarking
that the Belgian field army had from the commencement of
hostiUties " been standing by hoping for the active co-operation
of the AlUed Army," but was now retreating upon Antwerp.
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M. Engerand {Le Drame de Charleroi) says that on July 29,
Lanrezac had sent to General Jofire a report on the
likelihood of an enveloping movement by the left bank of the Meuse
that after the German Chancellor's defence, on August 4, of the
violation of Belgian neutrality, the Belgian Government asked
France for aid
that the French Minister of War had of his own
initiative offered to send five army corps, " but, on August 5, our
Councillor of Embassy at London, M. de Fleurian, informed the
Belgian Minister that the French GeneraUssimo did not intend to
change his strategic pan, and only the non-co-operation of the
British Army would obUge him to extend the French left.'
The
Sordet Cavalry Corps, on and after August 6, reported to the General
Staff that 13 German Corps, in two armies, were intended to operate west of the Meuse, and that ten others were ready to advance
on the east of the river. On August 7, Lanrezac addressed to the
Grand Quartier General another report on the danger to our left
and on the 14th he expressed his conviction that there would be
a strong offensive west of the Meuse directly to General Joffre,
who did not credit it."
Major CoUon, French mihtary attache at Brussels, and afterwards
attached to French Headquarters, has published the following
facts in a letter to the Swiss Colonel Egli (Temps, September 19,
Although the Army of Hanover (Emmich's Army of the
1918)
Meuse) was mobiUsed from July 21 and concentrated in Westphaha from July 26, it was not till August 3, after the publication
of the German ultimatum, that France offered Belgium her eventual
military aid.
This was declined but on August 4, when the violation of the frontier occurred the offer was accepted in principle.
On August 5, General Joffre authorised the Sordet Cavalry- Corps to
move to the Semoy. It began its march on the 6th, and on that
night Major CoUon arrived at Belgian Headquarters with a view to
assuring the co-ordination of the French and Belgian operations.
16 " This plan was at once weak and supple. It was feeble because General Joffre, who established it, saw too many things,'
in the words of the Napoleonic warning.
He knew as well as
any one the feebleness of his plan. It was imposed upon him. He
General

;

;

'

:

;

'

.

.

.

make it supple " (Reinach, op. cit. pp. 58-9).
In an article reviewing tliis volume [Petit Parisian, June 16,
1916), M. Millerand, who became Minister of War a few days after
the events in question, endorsed this opinion
The French Staff
" had to foresee, did foresee, the two hypotheses that of Belgium,
certainly, but also that of Lorraine.
Hence general dispositions
whose suppleness did not escape weakness, a concentration for
.sought at least to

:

—
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The word " Rel^ium " here is ambiguous it is clear
The vice
that an attack by Western Belgium was not foreseen.
"
of the concentration was not that it faced two ends, " Jiclgium
"
Lorraine
the
end
of
a
and Lorraine," but that it essentially faced
two ends."

offensive,

;

whereas what was essentially needed was a northern

defensive.
" The project of offensive operations
General Bonnal remarks
conceived by Bernhardi in 191 1 in case of a war with France deserved close study by us, which would probably have led to modi"
fications in our plan of concentration while there was yet time
De Boccard.
{Les Conditions de la Guerre Moderne, p. 115. Paris
:

:

1916).

General Palat writes: " The French concentration was vicious.
Better conceived, it would have saved hundreds of thousands of
"
our compatriots from the tortures of the invasion and occupation
{La Revue, Dec. i, 1917).
" The unknown quantity on the side of Belgium," says Lt.-Col.
de Thomasson, " condemned us at the outset to a waiting strategy.
The idea of at once taking the offensive madly overpassed the
" A well-advised
boldest conceptions of Napoleon " (p. 54).
command would have understood that it was folly to launch at
once all its army to attack troops of the value of the Germans
that the offensive should have been made only on certain points of
the front, with a sufficient numerical superiority, and for this purpose
that, in brief, the beginning of
the forces must be economised
hostilities could only be favourable to us on condition of a superior
strategy such as was shown in the preparation for the battle of the
Mame, but not in the initial plan or in the first three weeks of the
war " (177-8).
;

Engerand,
17 See Hanotaux, Histoire Generate de la Guerre
" Lorraine- Ardennes " [Le Correspondant, April 25, 1918)
Paul H.
Courriere, " La Bataille de Sarre-et-Seille " (La Revue, Jan. i, 1917)
Gerald Campbell, Verdun to the Vosges (London Arnold) the
author was coiTespondent of The Times on the Eastern frontier
;

;

—

:

Thomasson, loc. cit.
18 See Hanotaux,

"La Bataille des Ardennes, Etude Tactique et
Strategique " (Revue des Deux Mondes, Feb. 15, 1917) Engerand,
Ernest Renauld, " Charleroi-Dinant-Neufchateauas above
Virton" {La Revue, Oct. 1916 inaccurate as regards the British
Army) Malleterre, Un Pen de LumiSre sur les Batailles d'A out;

;

—

;

Septembre ig/4 (Paris: Tallandier).
19 See L' Illustration, March 16, 1918
by P. Nicou.

:
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THE ABANDONMENT OF LILLE

20 The military history of Lille, is curious. See Lille, by Genera
Percin (Paris: Grasset).
M. Engerand, in his chapter on "The
Abandonment of Lille," says that a third of the cannon had been
removed earlier in the year, but that on August 2 1 when General Her
ment took command, there remained 446 pieces wntb enough ammunition and 25,000 men, not counting the neighbouring Territorial
divisions of General d'Amade.
Though Lille had been virtually declassed on the eve of the war. General Percin, the Governor (afterwards
cruelly traduced on the subject) and General Herment were anxious,
and had begun preparations, to defend it. The municipal and other
local authorities protested to the Government against any such
effort being made
and at the last moment, on the afternoon of
August 24, when the retreat from the Sambre had begun, the
Minister of War ordered the abandonment of the town and the
evacuation of the region. German patrols entered the city two days
later, but it was only occupied at the beginning of October.
It has
been argued that, with Lille and Maubeuge held on their flanks,
and the Scarpe, Scheldt, and Rhonelle valleys flooded, the Allied
forces might have delayed the enemy long enough to permit of a
definite stand on the line Amiens-La Fere-Laon-Rheims.
General
,

;

Berthaut rejects any such
have required fort}' days.

idea,

and says that inundations would

21 French's igi4.
22 See La Grande Guerre siir le Front Occidental, especially vol.
iv., by General Palat (Paris: Chapelot, 1918-19).

M.

23 For

HANOTAUX AND THE

B.E.F.

Hanotaux, Histoire General and L'Enigme de
Charleroi (Paris, 1917)
Maurice, Thomasson, Engerand, he. cit.
Sir John French's Dispatches and igi4
Lord Ernest Hamilton,
The First Seven Divisions ; La Canipagne de V Arniee Beige, from
official documents (Paris: Bloud et Gay, 1915)
Action de I'Armee
Beige, also official
Van der Essen, L' Invasion Allemande. For
some information in this chapter and the subsequent note with
regard to the British Army, I am indebted to the miUtary authorities.
24 Speaking of the attack of the 20th Division (loth Corps) at
Tamines, M. Hanotaux (Histoire, vol. v. p. 278) says it advanced
with feverish ardour only to fall upon solidly held defences. " Our
officers had ahvays been told that, on condition of attacking resodetails, see

;

;

;

;

;

V
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lutilv aiui without hcbitatioii, Ihcy would surprise the enemy
ami easily dispose ol them. But the Germans everywhere awaited
them hrmly on solid positions Hanked with innumerable niachineKuns, belore which most of our men fell."
Of the " insensate
immolation" ol the }Td Corps at Chatelet, M. Engerand says:
" Without artillery preparation, and knowing that they were
going to a certain death, tliese picked troops threw themselves
on the enemy infantry, solidly entrenched on the edge of the town
in a quarter of an hour a half of their effectives had fallen."
He
adds that the upper command of the Corps was relieved the same
;

evening.

25 " It was expected that the IJritish Army wouki take its place
on the 20th, But it arrived only on the 22nd. On the 20th, it
was still far behind in the region of Le Nouvion-Wassigny-Le
Cateau.
It it had been in place on the 20tli, the Allied Army would
have found itself constituted at the very moment when the Germans
entered Brussels." This last phrase is at least singularly ambi^'uous Von Biilow was not in Brussels, but only a day's march from
the Sanibre, on the 20th.
But, if the British had then been at
Mons, the Allied Army would not have been " constituted," for
" It
I.anrezac's forces were far from being all in place on that day.
is true," .said M. Hanotaux a little later, " that the French Army
was not all in place on the 22iid. and that the Territorial divisions
were in rather mediocre conditions as to armament and encadreinciit " (L'Enigme dc Chatleyoi, p. 52).
It is Bialow's appearance on
the Sambre a day before Lanrezac was ready that makes the French
historian credit the enemy with " the principal advantage, the
:

initiative."
" The
movement of the left wing, advancing north of the Sambre toward Mons,
in the direction of Soignies-Nivelles
it was thought it would be
" Unthere before Kluck."
It was there a day before Kluck.
fortunately, as the ExpoSi dc Six Mois de Guerre recognises, it did not
arrive on the 20th, as the French Command expected. ... In fact,
M. Hanotaux repeats
it was only in Une on the 23rd " (pp. 49-50).
himself with variations.
The Allied Armies suffered, he says, not
only from lateness and fatigue, but from lack of co-ordination
" It is permissible to-day to say that the
in the High Command.
Belgian Command, in deciding to withdraw its army into the entrenched camp of Antwerp, obeyed a poUtical and military conception which no longer conformed to the necessities of the moment.
Again, the British Army appeared in the region only on the 23rd

Hanotaux continues

After the reference to Brussels, M.

role reserved to the British

Army was

:

to execute ^ turning

;

,
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although the battle had been engaged for two days and was already

compromised between Namur and Charleroi. The role of turning
wing which the British Army was to fulfil thus failed at the decisive
hour" (pp. 53-4). M. Hanotaux mentions (p. jy) the receipt by
Sir John French, at 5 p.m. on August 23, of " a telegraphic message
qualified as unexpected,' " announcing the weight of Kluck's force
and the French retirement, but omits to say that this message came
from the French GeneraUssimo. He adds that the British commander gave the order to retreat at 5 p.m., Lanrezac only at 9 p.m.,
omitting to explain that the French retreat was, in fact, in operation
at the former hour, while the British retreat only began at dawn
on the 24th, after a night of fighting. " By 5 p.m., on Sunday the
23rd, when Joffre's message was received at British Headquarters"
says Captain Gordon, on the authority of the British War Office
{Mons and the Retreat) " the French had been retiring for ten or
twelve hours. The British Army was isolated. Standing forward
a day's march from the French on its right, faced by three German
Corps with a fourth on its left, it seemed marked out for destruction."
In strong contrast with M. Hanotaux's comments repeated,
despite pubUc correction, in his article of March 19 19 cited above
are M. Engerand's references to the part played by the British
Expeditionary' Force. First, to its " calm and tenacious defensive
about Mons, a truly admirable defence that has not been made
known among us, and that has perhaps not been understood
It was the first manifestation of the form the war
as it should be.
was to take the English, having nothing to unlearn, and instructed
by their experiences in the South African war, had from the outset
seized its character. ... It shows us Frenchmen, to our grief,
how we mightjhave stopped the enemy if we had practised, instead of
the infatuated offensive, this British defensive
borrowed from
'

—

—

—

;

'

'

Then as to the retreat: "The retreat of the
Brother Boer.'"
British followed ours, and did not precede it.
It is a duty of loyalty
to say so, as also to recognise that, in these battles beyond the
frontiers, the British Army, put by its chief on the defensive, was
the only one, with the ist French Army, which could contain the
enemy." M. Engerand, who is evidently well informed, and who
strongly defends General Lanrezac, says that Sir John French told
this officer on August 17, at Rethel, that he could hardly be ready to
take part in the battle till August 24.
Lt.-Col. de Thomasson, while regretting that the British did not
try to help Lanrezac on the 2 3rd, admits that an offensi\-e from Mons
would have been fruitless and might have been disastrous (pp. 216-8).
M. Hanotaux' faulty account of the matter appears to be in-
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spired by a ilesiro to redistribute responsibilities, and to i)rove that,
if the British had attacked liiilow's rinht llank, the whole battle

would have been won. This idea will not bear serious examination.
The French Command cannot have entertained this design on
AuRUst JO, for it must have knovvn that the British force was two
days belund the necessary positions. When it came into line before
Mons, on the evening of the 22nd, it was certainly too late for so
small a body of troops to make an offensive movement north-eastward with any prospect of success. Had it been possible at either
date, the manneuvre which M. Hanotaux favours might conceivably
have helped Lanrezac against Biilow but it would have left Kluck
free to encircle the Allies on the west, and so prejudiced, at least, the
withdrawal and the subsequent successful reaction. It might well
have created a second and greater Sedan.
In dealing with these events, M. Hanotaux, by adding the strength
of Lanrezac's .\rmy, d'Amade's Territorial divisions, the British
Army, and the garrisons of Namur (General Michel, 25,000 men),
Maubeuge (General Foumier, 35,000 men), and Lille (General
Herment, 18,000 men), arrives at the remarkable conclusion that
" the Allied armies, between August 22 and 25, oppo.sed to the
545,000 men of the German armies a total figure of 536,000 men."
This figure is deceptive, and useless except to emphasise the elements
of .\llied weakness other than numbers.
So far as the later date is
intended, it has no relation to the battle of Charleroi-Mons. At
both these dates, and later, when the Allies were in full retreat, and
both sides had suffered heavy losses, the Allied units named were so
widely scattered and so disparate in quahty that it is impossible to
regard them as a single force " opposed " to the three compact
masses of Kluck, Biilow, and Hansen. The deduction that General
Joffre had on the Sambre " Allied forces sufficient to keep the
mastery of the operations " is, therefore, most questionable.
The actual opposition of forces on the morning of August 23
was as follows Lanrezac's Army and the Namur garrison, amounting to an equivalent of five army corps, or about 200,000 men, had
upon their front and flank six corps of Biilow and two corps of
Hausen, about 320,000 men. The little British Army, of 2J corps,
had immediately before it three of Kluck's corps, with two more
;

:

behind these.
General Lanrezac published in the

New York Herald (Paris
17 and 18, and in L'Oeiivre of May 18 and 22, 1919,
dignified replies to certain statements of Field-Marshal French.
To the latter's remark that the B.E.F. at Mons found itself in " an
edition) of

May

advanced position," he answers that the battle shifted from east
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to west, and " on the evening of the 23 rd, the 5 th Army had been
fighting for forty-eight hours, while the British were scarcely
engaged." Doubtless owing to Lord Kitchener's original instruction that it would not be reinforced, the B.E.F. kept, during the
later part of the retreat, " two days' march ahead of the 5th Army,

and obstinately maintained this distance, stopping only on the
" It was rather French who uncovered my left than I
Seine."
who uncovered his right." General Lanrezac disowns any critical

"In my opinion, in the tragic period from
August 22 to September 4, 1914, the British did all they could, and
showed a magnificent heroism. It was not their fault if the strategic

intent in saying this

:

situation forbade our doing more."

In regard to the original French plan of campaign. General
Lanrezac refused to put himself in the position of being both judge
" The Commander-in-Chief had a plan
and party, but added
he had elaborated it with the collaboration of of&cers of his Staff,
men incontestibly inteUigent and instructed, General Berthelot
:

;

others.
Nevertheless, this plan, as I came to know it in
course of events, appeared to me to present a fundamental error.
It counted too much on the French centre, 3rd and 4th Armies,
launched into Belgian Luxembourg and Ardennes, scoring a prompt
and decisive victory which would make us masters of the situation
on the rest of the front." " So it was that General Berthelot, on
August 19, told ?.I. Messimy that, if the Germans went in large
numbers west of the Meuse, it was so much the better, as it would be
easier to beat them on the east."

among

THE FALL OF MAUBEUGE
26 Four years passed ere a detailed account of the defence and fall
Maubeuge was published {La Verite sur le Siege de Maubeuge, by
Commandant Paul Cassou, of the 4th Zouaves. Paris BergerThere are, in the case of this fortress, points of Likeness
Levrault).
In June 19 10 the Ministry
to and of difference from that of Lille.
of War had decided that Maubeuge should be regarded as only
and in
a position of arrest, not capable of sustaining a long siege
191 3 the Superior War Council decreed that it should be considered
only as a support to a neighbouring field army. It then consisted
of an enceinte dating from Vauban, dominated by an outer belt
of six main forts and six intermediate works about twenty years old,
furnished with 335 cannon, none of which carried more than 6 miles.
The garrison consisted of an infantry regiment, three reserve and six
In the three weeks before the siege began.
Territorial regiments.
of

:

;
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men were enKaped in disning trenches, laying down barljed
and makini^ other detences.
The sie^e was bcf^iin by th« VII Reserve Corps, a cavalry brigade,
and a division from another corps, about 60,000 men, on Aiipust ?.(..
On that and two foUowinj^ days effective sorties were made. On
the 20th the bombardment began. One by one the forts were
smashed by heavy guns and mortars, including 420 mm. pieces
throwing shells of nearly a ton weight, firing from the safe distance
On September i, all the troops available made a
of 9 or 10 miles.
sortie, and a regular battle was fought.
Some detachments reached
30,000

wire,

German batteries, only to be mown down
by machine-gun tire. After this two German attacks were repulsed.
On September 5, however, the enemy got within the
French lines, and on the 7th the place had become indefensible.
At 6 p.m. the capitulation was signified, and on September 8, at
noon, the garrison surrendered. General von Zwehl saying to General
" You have defended the place with a rare vigour and
Fournier
much resolution, but the war has turned against you." The
German Command afterward claimed to have taken at Maubeuge
40,000 prisoners, 400 guns, and a large quantity of war material.
27 Statement of M. Messimy before the Commission of Inquiry on

within 250 yards of the

:

Metallurgy, May 30, 191 9, reported in the Paris Press the following
In his evidence, M. Messimy blamed Jofire for not having
day.
been willing, in August 191 4, to recognise the danger on the side
Undoubtedly, he added, it was a fault of the French
of Belgium.
Command in 19 12 and 191 3 not to contemplate the prompt use of
reserves, and to fall back on the Three Years' Service law, "which
no one would defend to-day." M. Messimy argued that the doctrine of the offensive d outrance was common to the French and
German Armies, and was at that time universal in military circles.
Joffre, Premidre Crise du Commandement, by Mermeix (Paris
Ollendorff. 1919), is a careful and unprejudiced study of the changes,
ideas, and personal antagonisms in the French Army Commands
during the first period of the war. It concludes with a section in
which "Attacks upon Joffre" and "Explanations collected at the
G.Q.G.," are set forth on opposite pages.
28 See note at top of p. 249.
29 G. Blanchon, Le General Joffre, Pages Actuelles, 1914-5, No. 1
(Paris Bloud et Gay).
30 M. Arthur Hue, editor of the DSpeche de Toulouse, in which
journal the interview was printed, March 1915.
31 Statement by General Messimy at the Commission of Inquiry
on Metallurgy, April 28, 1919.
:
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32 For details, see Hanotaux, "La Bataille de la Trou6e de
Charmes," Rev. des Deux Mondes, November 15, 1916; Engerand,
loc. cit.
a vindication of General Dubail, by " Cdt. G. V." " La
Ire Armee et la Bataille de la Trouee de Charmes," La Revue,
" Comment la Lorraine fut Sauvee,"
Barres
January i, 191 7
Echo de Paris, September 19 17.
:

;

:

;

33 See p. 34. The mismanagement of this battle was the
subject of evidence at the Metallurgical Commission of Inquiry on

May

15, 1919.

34 Miles, Le General Maunoury, Pages Actuelles, No. 49.
35 French, 1914, ch. iv. The Hon. J. W. Fortescue (Quarterly
Review, Oct. 191 9), defending Smith-Dorrien, charges Lord French
with "clumsy and ludicrous misstatements," and questions the
figures in the text.

36 Meine Bericht zur Marneschlacht {Jierlin Scherl), notes, written
December 1914, on the operations of the II Army to the end of
the battle of the Aisne. Biilow charges Kluck with not having
informed German G.H.Q. of the gathering of Maunoury's forces and
the action of Proyart.
For the battle of Guise, see Hanotaux, " La Bataille de GuiseSt. Quentin," Rev. des Deux Mondes, September i, 1918.
37 For his report of a stormy interview with Lord Kitchener at
the Embassy in Paris on September i, see igi4, ch. v.
This
account has, however, been strongly questioned by Mr. Asquith
(speech at Newcastle, May 16, 1919), who says that Lord Kitchener
did but convey the conclusions of the Cabinet, which had been
" seriously disquieted" bv Sir John French's communications.
38 See Foch, by Rene Puaux, and, above all, Foch's own
works, De la Conduite de la Guerre (3rd ed., 191 5), Les Principes de
la Guerre, 4th ed., 1917 (Paris: Berger-Levrault).
39 " I see no inconvenience," Joffre rephed, " in your turning back
to-morrow, 28th, in order to afi&rm your success, and to show that
the retreat is purely strategic
but on the 29th every one must be
:

in

;

in retreat."

40 For details of the last stages of the retreat and pursuit, see
siir Paris de I'Aile Droite AUemande, by Count de Caix
de Saint A^^-mour (Paris Charles Lavauzelle) Gordon and Hamilton,
and La Retraite de V Armee Anglaise du 23 Aoiit 1914, by
op. cit.
Ernest Renauld, Renaissance, November 25, 1916.
On September 3, General Lanrezac was removed from the command of the French 5th Army " because his views were contrary
to a complete haison with the British Army," says M. Hanotaux
(Rev. des Deux Mondes, March 1919)
but this is a partial and

La Marche

;

:

:

—

;
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inadequate statement. As we have seen, Lanrezac had been at
issue with G.Q.G. from the beginnin)^ of the campaign.
M. Hanotaux cjuotes a note sent to the Minister of War. M.
Millerand, on September 3, by General Joffre, who, " findin}^ that
the rapid recoil of the British Army, effected too soon and too
qviickly, had prevented Maunoury's Army from coming into action
in good conditions, and had compromised Lanrezac's left flank,"
" To prepare a new olTensive in liaison
described his intention thus
with the British and with the garrison of Paris, and to choose the
battlefield in such a way that, by utilising on certain parts of the
front prepared defensive organisations, a numerical superiority
could be assured in the zone chosen for the principal effort."
41 An anonymous writer, " ZZZ," in the Revue de Paris, September 15, 1917, says that Field-Marshal French's communication
was made on September i to the French Government probably it was a result of the Kitchener interview and was transmitted to Joflfre by the Minister of War, who, subject to the full
liberty and responsibility of the Generalissimo, favoured the idea
of resistance on the north and north-east of Paris.
42 Petit Parisien, June 16, 1916.
48 Le Livre du Souvenir, by Paul Ginisty and Arsdne Alexandre,
:

—

—

pp. 75-6.

AND THE GERMAN PLAN

PARIS

44 Major-General Sir F. Maurice, in his brilliant stud\ Forty Days
in igi4 (London Constable. 1919), speaks, however, of the German
Staff assuming " that Paris had only a moral and not a military
General Maurice refers to the city as being " at the mercy
value."
of the enemy," and emphatically condemns Kluck for failing to
occupy it, and so " sacrificing substantial gains in favour of a
grandiose and ambitious scheme which, as events proved, could
not be realised" (p. 139). Despite General Maurice's great authority, I see no reason to change the conclusions in the text with regard to the points here discussed. There are several important
factors which he does not mention, particularly the influence of the
appearance of the new 9th Army, under Foch, at the French centre,
and the equaUsation at this time of the German and Allied forces.
Kluck was the victim of necessity rather than of any grandiose
ambition and as for the Staffs, it was more Joffre's strategy than
" Prussian conceit and self-sufficiency " that " marred the execution
of a well- laid plan."
Says Mr. Joseph Reinach (La Guerre siir le Front Occidental,
" Bernhardi has classed the capitals of
igi4-i ^, cb. v. sec. 7)
,

:

;

:
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Europe in two categories
those whose capture has a decisive
importance from the military point of view, like Paris and Vienna,
and those whose importance is much smaller. To take Paris, what
to enter Paris, what a gage
But the same Bernhardi,
glory
the master of all the German generals, and before him all the greatest
captains, all the oracles of the miUtary art, Moltke, Jomini, insist
that the aim of war must be fixed as high as possible, and this aim
is the complete ruin of the enemy State by the destruction, the
putting out of action, of its armies. Only an enemy completely
disarmed will bow to the will of the conqueror.
The opinion
that prevailed with the German Staif is that to attack Paris before
having finished with the AUied Armies would be a fault entailing very
serious consequences.
The event does not prove that this
opinion was mistaken."
45 This message, first pubhshed by Le Matin, February 27, 191 8,
was dispatched hy Mr. Gerard, United States Ambassador in Berlin,
on the morning of September 8, to his colleague in Paris, Mr. Myron
It read as
Herrick, who received it late on the same evening.
" Extremely
September 8. The German
urgent.
follows
General Staff recommends that all Americans leave Paris via Rouen
and Le Havre. They will have to leave soon if they wish to go.
Gerard." It is added that the message was sent on the pressing
wish of the German Staff, and that it was doubled, one copy going
:

!

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Rome.
document was penned, the struggle had been proceedKluck had withdrawn
ing on the Ourcq for two days and a half
nearly all his forces from the Mame and the British and d'Esperey's
via Switzerland, and the other via

When

this

;

;

Armies were advancing rapidly northward. How, in these circumstances, could the German General Staff imagine that they
could arrange " soon " a triumphant entry into Paris ? There is
one, and only one, fact in the military situation that they could
At 5 a.m. on September 8, the right wing of Foch's
build upon.
Army had broken down, and was in full retreat toward Fere ChamIf they really accepted this as such a promise of victory
penoise.
as to justify the warning to the Americans of Paris, the German
Staff must have been in an infatuated state of mind.
It is possible, however, that the message was only a reckless piece
of propaganda on their part, intended, at a critical moment, to
awe the neutrals of America, Switzerland, and Italy, and to frighten
some good Americans out of Paris. In no case can a warning
conveyed on September 8 countenance the idea that the entry into
Paris was originally intended to occur before a decisive victory'
had been won.
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46 In the Gaulois, " Une Cause do la Defaito AUcinande sur la
Marne."
47 M. Keinach states this, adding " There was, it seems, an exchange of messaj^es between the Stall and Kluck. Finally, theory
Cotntnvntaires de Polybe, vol. iv. p.
prevailed " (La Guerre, p. 145
:

;

igS).

According to an article in the Renaissance, September 2, 1916,
Kluck had previously favoured the advance on I'aris, quoting a
" It is better to go
reply ol Hliicher to Schwartzenberg in 1814
when one has Paris, one has France." At a council held
to Paris
at German Headquarters after the battle of Guise and St. Quentin,
says the w riter, Ivluck went over to the advice of Moltke.
48 M. Hanotaux (Ilisloire Illiislric, especially ch. xxxvii., and
:

;

Deux Muiidcs, iMarch 19 19) has his own picturesque
It is,
theory of these events, supported by rather frail evidence.
brierty. that there was an antagonism between Kluck, who wished to
complete his enveloping movement, and Billow, who alter Guise had
persuaded the Grand Stall to renounce it in favour of a frontal
action against the French centre in which he would be the chief
actor.
After Charleroi and after Guise, Biilow had had to call
Kluck to his aid. They were natural antagonists, the junker and
the popular soldier. Moltke and the Staff hesitated between them,
and then decided for Biilow. Biilow was to lead the attack
Kluck was ordered to remain between the Oise and the Marne to
watch the region of Paris. But he refused to be thus thwarted
of his victory, and rode impetuously on toward Provins, overrunning Billow's slower approach. Maunoury's attack caught him in
All this is plausible enough except the statement
flagrante delicto.
Had
that Kluck was ordered to remain north of the Marne.
he done so, the same result would have been produced two or three
in the Riv. Jes

;

days sooner.
M. Hanotaux also states that Marwitz's three cavalry divisions
had been ordered on September i to carry out a raid to the gates
of Paris, destroying railways as they went, but that " Kluck had
other views " {La Manoeuvre de la Marne).
49 The author of Die Schlachten an der Marne says " Kluck knew
there were troops to the left of the British, but did not know their
:

exact strength."
In his book Comment fut sauve Paris, M. P. H. Courriere cites
the following order issued by General von Schwerin at dawn on
" The IV
September 5, and afterwards found on the battlefield
Reserve Corps continues to-day the forward march, and charges
itself, north of the Marne, with the covering of the north front o
:

f
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Paris
the IV Cavalry Division will be added to it. The II
Coq)S advances by the Grand Morin valley below Coulommiers, and
;

directs itself against the east front of Paris."

50 General von Freytag-Loringhoven says "It was proved on
the Marne that the age of armies numbering millions, with their
improved armament and widely extended fronts, engenders very
:

The envelopment of the whole host of the
a very difficult matter " {Deductions, pp. 79-80).
51 M. Maurice Barres, Echo de Paris, June i, 1916. But General
Maunoury had telegraphed at midnight on August 31 to General
Joffre reporting that Kluck seemed to be leaving the direction of

special conditions.

enemy

.

.

.

is

Paris.

52 General Cherfils describes the extent of Galheni's authority
being in a state of " nebulous imprecision." The position
appears to have been this
The entrenched camp of Paris, under
the old regulations, was under the control of the Minister of War, not
the GeneraUssimo, who could claim the services of a part of the
garrison if he left enough men to assure the safety of the city,
subject to a protest by the Governor, but could not touch its munias

:

On his appointment as Military Governor of
Paris (August 26), Gallieni had asked that the garrison, then consisting of four divisions of Territorials, should be reinforced.
The
6th Army was accordingly placed under his orders. On the same
day, the entrenched camp was placed, by the Minister, M. MiUerand,
under the superior orders of General Joffre. There was thus a threefold command, Maunoury being under Gallieni, and GalUeni under
tions or supplies.

Joffre.

General Bonnal {Les Conditions de la Guerre Moderne, p. 56)
says that it was
in virtue of his own initiative, based on the powers
of the Governor of a place left to its own forces," that Gallieni
ordered Maunoury, on the morning of September 4, to prepare to
take the offensive.
'

'

For particulars of Gallieni's communications with General Joffre
and Sir John French, see the work named, the same author's long
article in the Renaissance, September 4, 191 5, and an article in that
review on September 2, 1916. According to the last named, it was
at 2.50 p.m. on September 4 that the Commander-in-Chief authorised
the advance of Maunoury' s Army
and Gallieni's orders were that
it was to bring its front up to Meaux on the next day, and to
" attack " on the morning of the 6th.
Gallieni's control over Maunoury's Army ceased when, by the
development of the battle of the Ourcq, it passed out of the region of
the entrenched camp of Paris. In August 1915, the old rules on the
;
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" Service de Place " were altered to give the French
in-Chief absolute authority over fortresses

and

lull

power

Commander-

their

governors,

to dispose of their resources.

53 " La Batuille de I'Ourcq "
sance,

and

September

1,

Paul H. Courridre, in the Renais-

;

1917.

54 In his dispatch of September 17, 1914, Sir John French does
not mention any visit or message from General Gallieni, and only
speaks of receiving General Jotfre's request to turn about, made
during tlieir interview on Saturday, September 5. In his volume
191./, he does mention the visit, but attributes to Gallieni the state-

ment tliat Maunoury would move east toward theOurcq " on Sunday
This suggests that the move actually made on the Sth
the bth."
was not at the time known at British Headquarters.
55 Die Schlachten an der Marne (p. 107 of French edition).
SOME BOOKS ON THE BATTLE
For further details

Chaps. VI .-X.

of the actions traced in these

chapters, see the works of Marshal French,

Von

Biilow, M. Hanotaux,

Generals Mallaterre, Canonge, and Palat, M. Victor Giraud, Lord
Ernest Hamilton, Mr. G. Campbell, and others named above, and
the following
" Guides Michehn pour la visite des Champs de Bataille" (Paris:
Berger-Levrault.
191 7-1 8).
Vol. I. L'Ourcq [Meaux-Senlis-Chantilly).
„ II. Les Alarais de Saint Gond {Coulommiers-Provins:

Sizanne),
„ III. La Trouie de Revigny {Chalons-Vitry-Bar-le-Duc).
Excellent guides, containing good chronological summaries

the fighting on the
other illustrations.
of

left,

centre,

and

right,

with maps and

La Bataille de la Marne. By Gustave Babin (Paris Plon.
With 9 plans. One of the first day by day narratives
:

battle, based

La

on

Victoire

1915).
of

the

Stal5 information.

de

la

Marne.

A

By

Louis Madelin, with 2 plans.
who was on the StafE at

well-written sketch by a historian
Verdun (Paris: Plon. 1916).

Avant-propos Stratigiques. By Col. F. Feyler, the well-known
Swiss military writer (Paris Payot.
1916).
Les Campagncs de igi4. By Champaubert (General Mallaterre).
Collections of the French official bulletins published by Payot,
and reports of the French Devastation Commission by Hachette.
Les Champs de I'Ourcq. By Jose Roussel-Lepine (Paris; Plon.
:
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1919).

Especially good in its descriptions of the Ourcq country-

side.

La

Role de la Cavalerie Franfaise a

Mame,

By

Hethay

I'aile

gauche de

la

premiere

Includes an
191 9).
account of the strange raid of the 5th Division, ist Cavalry Corps,
bataille de la

J.

(Paris.

into ViUers-Cotterets Forest and region of La Fert6-Milon, ordered
by General Bridoux on the morning of September 8. It was driven
hither and thither for several days, at last escaping in fragments to

the west but it created some little alarm and disturbance on Von
Kluck's lines of communication.
Les Marais de Saint Gond.
By Charles le Goffic (Paris
Plon.
A standard work on this part of the battle.
1916).
" Mondemont." Article by " Asker," in L' Illustration, July
3,
Many valuable articles will be found in the files of this
191 5.
;

weekly journal.

La

Victoire

Levrault.

de

Lorraine.

By

A.

Bertrand

(Paris:

Berger-

1917).

Morhange et les Marsouins de Lorraine. By R. ChristianFroge (Berger-Levrault. 1917).
Sous Verdun. By M. Genevois (R. Hachette. 1916).
Die Schlacht an der Marne.
By Major E. Bircher, of the
Swiss General Staff. Contains a bibliography of 150 works and a
number of useful maps and plans (Berne Paul Haupt).
56 Avec Charles Piguy de la Lorraine a la Marne, by Victor
Boudon (Paris: Hachette). Peguy, a sort of mystical TorjSociahst, or, as M. Lavisse says, "Catholic- Anarchist," was authoreditor of Les Cahiers de la Quimaine.
57 M. Hanotaux (p. 126) says that GalUeni's order of September 4
was " an order for deployment, not for the offensive," and he adds
that the Governor intended that the cavalry should feel the way.
There is no evidence of cavalry activity on the 5th and it is manifest that the encounter before St. Soupplets was a complete surprise
:

;

for the 6th

Army.

58 Sir John French, in his dispatch, says: " I should conceive it
to have been about noon on the 6th September, after the British
Forces had changed their front to the right, and occupied the hne
that the
Jouy le Chatel-Faremoutiers-Villeneuve le Comte,
enemy realised the powerful threat that was being made against
the flank of his columns moving south-east, and began the great
This is a significant mistake.
retreat which opened the battle."
We now know that Biilow sent a first warning of an Allied concentration towards the west on the afternoon of September 5 to Kluck,
who by then had his own information from the IV Reserve Corps.
.

.

.

NOTKS AND HEFKRENCKS
A few hours
lias

later Kliick

since stated

to meet

loan

was

liilly

aware

of his

danner

26s
;

and, as he

interviewer, decided " in five minutes "

how

it.

Field- Marshal French (/<;v, ch. 5), wrongly, I think, considi rs that
Kluck " manifested considerable hesitation and want of energy."

GENERAL BONNAl. AND THE BRITISH ARMY
69 Several French volumes hint the first criticism, and it is expressed very delmilely by General 13onnal in the article already referred to on the battle of the Ourcij in La Renaissance of September
The substance of General Bonnal's charge is as follows
4, 1915.
:

"

Unfortunately, the British Army, rather hesitant after its
checks at I^e Cateau, Landrecies, and Compidgnc, lost time in displacements dictated by prudence, and did not give the 6th Army
in time all the help desirable."
Maunoury had asked for it at noon
on Sept. 4 and the Generahs.sinio's directions of that night anticipated the British being at Coulommiers and Changis on the evening
of the 5th.
But, on the afternoon of the 4th, the head of Sir John
French's Staff had announced to Gallieni for that night " an order
of movement the result of which was to distance the British Army
at once from the 6th and the 5th Armies."
(If this movement
was not the further retirement asked for by General Joffre, we do
not know what is meant.) " Marshal French occupied during the
5th positions north and south of Rozoy, facing east.
But this disposition placed the British Army much to the rear, to the west, of
the hue first fixed, and permitted the German II Corps, reported
in the morning at Coulommiers, to repass the Marne and escape
to the north-west.
Fearing its appearance on the Ourcq, General
Gallieni wrote on the 6th to Marshal French praying him at once
On
to advance in accordance with the orders of General Jofire.
his
side,
the latter telegraphed to General Maunoury, on
In
the 6th, asking him constantly to support the British left.
consequence, the chief of the 6th Army sent to Meaux the same
evening the 8th Division (4th Corps), which had just detrained at
Paris."
(Ttiis division actually came in on the morning of the 6th.)
" If the presence of the 8th Division on his left did not determine
Marshal French immediately to take the offensive " (what tliis
means we do not know, for the British offensive had commenced
on the morning of the 6th), " it was because at this moment he
was much concerned as to the pretty considerable interval between
his right and the left of the 5 th Army.
Yet this interval was
watched by the Cavalry Corps of General Conneau."
;
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"

On

the evening of the 6th, the British Army reached the line
in contact on its right with the 5th Army.
Unfortunately this contact was so close that the British Army
thought it necessary to march level with and on the same lines as
the 5 th, which had great difficulty in assuring its route, having to
drive before it four corps of Von Biilow's Army."
General Bonnal concludes his criticism with a not very amiable
homily on the insufficient training of the old British Army, and
the inadequacy of its Staff work. Generals not trained as in France
and Germany had, he says, a tendency " to practise the Unear
order," to move their troops in deployed formation, supporting
their flanks on neighbouring bodies, and taking a thousand precautions that lead to delay. That is why " the British Army, composed of of&cers and men full of strength, vigour, and energy, took
more than two days to cover the 20 kilometres between the Grand
Morin and the Mame, when, on the 6th, they ought to have marched
on the nearest enemy."
For similar comments, see " La Bataille de la Mame, Recit
Succinct," by General Canonge (Le Correspondant, September 25 and
October 10, 1917), with details of the battle.
One sentence of M. Hanotaux is more to the point than all these
criticisms and suppositions: " No doubt, if the encounter had not
been produced, a little prematurelj' perhaps, in the region of St.
Soupplets-Penchard, at noon on the 5th, the whole army of Von
Kluck would have been south of the Mame in the evening while
Maunoury would have taken it in reverse on the north bank. Kluck
of the

Grand Morin,

;

would then have been closed
An interesting attempt to

in " (Histoire, ch. 38, p. 184).
justify Gallieni against Joffre,

and

to

challenge the latter's strategy at this time, will be found in La Genise
Payot).
de la Bataille de la Mame, by General H. Le Gros (Paris
He quotes Joffre as complaining to the Government (on Sept. 4)
that GaUieni was seeking to " push him into a premature
:

offensive."

SCENES AT FARTHEST SOUTH
60 Four days later, in the village inn at Pezarches, Madame, an
upstanding woman of about thirty, told me of the following
incident
" On Sunday morning my mother had gone to church, and I
remained at home with my father and my little boy. My father
left us to get some tobacco.
Going out for a moment with the
child, I saw a group of horsemen in the street, and said to myself
:
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We

are saved.

It is

the Bcljjians

When

'

1

I

returned, to
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my

were in the house, sitting in my room and in the caf6.
An orticcr asked me to cook him a couple of ej,'gs. I noticed that
one of the men was wounded, and asked whether it was painful.
He nodded, and I went to tl»c kitchen. There I saw, on the windowsill, a spiked helmet.
So they were Germans
I nearly fainted
I
managed to take in the eggs. Then the oflicer asked mc, very
pohtcly, to show him my left hand, and, pointing to the weddingYes,' I repUed, trembling.
ring, said
You are married ?
Yes.'
You have a child ?
Your husband is a soldier ?
Rut I saw him. You are hiding
No, I have no children,' I said.
him because you have heard that the Germans cut off the hands of
French children. That is false. We never hurt women or children.
Bring your little boy.' But, as I persisted that it was not my child,
he said no more. He and the others paid in German money for
what they had, and left. A quarter of an hour later the firing
began."
61 1914, oh. 4.
62 Le Petit Journal. September 9, 19 17.
63 In Courtacon, I found eighteen of the two dozen small brick
houses completely destroyed by fire, after having been sacked.
The pretext given was that villagers had betrayed the German
troops part of the Guard Cavalry Division to the Allies. The
single room of the village school presented an unforgettable exhibition of maUce.
Dirty straw, remnants of meals, torn books,
and broken cartridge cases littered the floor. Piles of half-burnt
straw showed that a hurried attempt had been made to destroy the
building
there were two such piles under the bookcase and the
tiny school museum, which consisted of a few bottles of metal and
chemical specimens. Amid this filthy chaos, the low forms, the
master's desk, and wall-charts inculcating " temperance, kindness,
justice, and truth," stood as they had done on the day before the
summer holidays. As I turned to leave, I saw, written across
the blackboard in bold, fine writing, evidently as the lesson of that
" A chaque jour suffit sa peine "
" Sufficient unto
day, the words
Under
the day is the evil thereof," as our English version has it.
this motto, all unconscious of it, these brutes had slept and
wakened to their incendiary work men of a nation that boasted
Could any
itself the pioneer in Europe of elementary schooling.
recording angel have conceived a more biting irony ?
64 M. Madelin says that 7000 German corpses were found. The
figure may be doubted.
65 Le Gof&c, Les Marais de St. Gond.

surprise, they
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66

Au

of Vertus,

Centre de la Bataille de la Marne,
who gives the hours named.

by the Abbe Neret, Cure

67 I rely upon the article by M. le Goffic, " La Defense du Mont
Aout," in La Liberie, September 7, 1918, embodying the narrative
of an eye-witness, who mentions the following curious details
" A black cow, maddened by the bombardment, charged the
trenches, leaped aside when a shell burst, sniiied the smoke, and
stamped in the shell-holes. Slowly, a shepherd, a big, careless
ruffian, cUmbed the slope with his five white sheep.
For a moment
he stopped level with us, 500 yards to the right. As though by
accident, his five sheep were on his left, on our side and immediately
shells began to arrive in fours, the range lengthening each time by
a hundred yards. But we were not in range." This perhaps
rather imaginative correspondent thinks that the Germans mistook dead for living Frenchmen on the slopes of Mont Aout, and
that that is why they did not seek to occupy it.
:

;

THE MYTH OF THE 42ND DIVISION
68 General Canonge, in his historical sketch, confirms my own
inquiries.
The embrjo of the myth is to be found in the " Ofiicial
Resume," published on June 8, 191 5, in the Bulletin des Armies,
according to which, on the evening of September 9, Foch's Army,
" moving from west to east toward Fere Champenoise, took in
flank the Prussian Guard and the Saxon Corps which were attackThis audacious manoeuvre decided
ing south-east of this locality.
the success." This was presently elaborated, with various romantic
decorations.

69 Canonge, after two inquiries on the spot, and with written
evidence in addition, says that the 42nd Division left Broyes
between 2 and 3 p.m., reached LintheUes about 5 p.m., stopped
there, and then bivouacked in the zone Linthes-Linthelles-Ognes Pleurs, passing the night there " in general reserve," and moving
away only about 5 a.m. on September 10. Fere Champenoise, he
adds, was evacuated by the Germans, after an orgie of 24 hours,
at about 5.30 p.m. on the 9th, but was traversed during the greater
part of the night by German troops coming from Connantre and
Gourgancon. Connage thinks that, " on sight of the troops of the
42nd Division, those of General Dubois, certain now of support,
advanced, and the Division then stopped and turned back to nightquarters."
Biilow, he believes, had ordered his retreat at 3.30 p.m.
The first French detachment entered Fere Champenoise at 7 a.m.
next day.
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70 Ciiraud {llistoiri\ p. i66) gives a rather diflcrent report of this
dialogue.
I
rely upon an article in L' Illustration of Jan. 9, 1915,
i\>ntainini< a long passage from the diary of " an officer who was
tiio soul of the defence "
doubtless. Captain Ileym himself.

—

Colonel Feyler's Avant-I'ropos Strati (piques (Paris: Payot.
1915) are particularlv valuaMe for a pitiless analysis of the " moral
manccuvrc " represented in early Cierman accounts of the first part
of the campaign.
72 Major-Gencral Maurice says: " I am convinced that history
will decide that it was the crossing of the Marne in the early hours
of the c)th by the British Army which turned the scale against
Kluck and saved Maunour^* at a time of crisis.
That an army
wliich on .\ugust 21 had been all but surrounded by an enemy who
outnumbered it by two to one should have fought its way out, retreated 170 miles, and then immediately turned about and taken a
decisive part in the battle which changed the course of the campaign
71

.

of 1914, is as

history of

73
74
75
76

wonderful an achievement as
(Forty Days, pp. 183-4).

is

.

.

to be found in the

war"

Hanotaux, Histoire

Illustrce, vol. vii. pp. 132-8.

Idem, pp. 172-5.
Foch, Des Principes de la Guerre.
M. Hanotaux (p. 76) regards this last part of the plan as " pure
folly," as " a few thousand resolute men holding the defiles, crests,
and cliffs would break whole armies before Nancy was attained."
This appears to be an exaggeration
but it is highly probable that
before Nancy, as before Mons and on other occasions at the beginning of the war, the German Armies lost, through the traditional
belief in envelopment, what they might have gained by concentra;

on the central attack.
77 "Choses Vues a Metz," Revue Hebdomadaire, December 18, 1915.
Colonel Feyler quotes from the Lokal Anzeiger of Berlin the following commentary on one of the Kaiser's earlier appearances at
" The presence of the Emperor demonstrates clearly
the Front
The Emperor would
what a development events have taken.
never have gone into France if those responsible had envisaged
the possibility of the German Army being thrown back beyond
His presence among his troops in enemy country will
the frontier.
not fail to produce a deep impression in Germany as well as abroad."
78 Quoted in Un Village Lorrain en AoM-Septembre 1914.
tion

:

.

Rem

iwille,

by

.

.

C. Berlet.

79 Lt.-Col. Thomasson, Le Revers, introduction.
80 Professor Friedrich Meinecke, of Freiburg University, in the
Frankfurter Zeitung, December 31, 1916.
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i5«. net.

Kit.

THE CHRISTIAN TR.4D1TI0N AND
ITS VERIFICATION.
ture for

1913.)

(The Angus Lec-

St'or.d Editio'i.

Cr. ivo.

A,pplication of Economic

:

Theory.

INTERNATIONAI,

A.).

(J.

TRADE An

Cr. Svo,

ss. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY An

6j. Hei.

Inquiry
INTO THE InDOSTRIAL CoNlilTION OF THB
Poor. Eighth Edition. Cr. Svo, ss. net,
:

THE WIND

Qrabarae (Kenneth).

THE WILLOWS.
ivo.

HobBOn

7J(.

6d.

Bigkik Edition.

IN
Cr.

mt.

THE PROBLE?^ OF THE
EMPLOYED:

An

Inquiry

a2>lfflo

THE

(W. Hall) and HlnoblD (H. 0.).
LIrE OF ROBERT BROV.'NING.

inustri>i;:d.
13*. 6d. net.

(S.

HaisI

DIET.

Demy

S*cond Edition.

8ctf.

HEALTH THROUGH

G.).

Fourth

P.c'\ii.i*t

Cr. Btw.

6j.

KCt.

Kale

V.

GOLD, PRICES

AND WAGES;

With an

Examination of the Quantity Theory.
Second hdiiion, Cr. Sco
^j. nel.
Hodgsoii (Mrs. W.).

HOW TO IDENTIFY

OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN.
Tkirti h'ditioti.

P«st

%:.<«.

Illusys. 6d.

FAMOUS SEA FIGHTS

From Salamis to Tsu-shima.
Third Rdition,

Cr. Sss.

Illustrated.

^s. 6d.

mi.

Hol<ss^i!Orth

{W.

ENGLISH

8.).

LAW.

Vols. /., II., III.

THE ANCIENT HISTORY
OF THE NEAR EAST FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE BATTLE
OF SALAMIS. Illastiated, Ftmrtk Bdi-

Han(H.R.).

ii>r.

an

Cr. %vo.

net.

trated.
(J. 8.).

UN-

and

Economic Policy. Sixth Edition.

DtMiy%V6.

lis,

x$f

Dfftty

Hatt

Svif.

(0.

Each

W).

A HISTORY OF

Eour
Volumes.
Each Second Edition.

les. net.

CROWLEY'S HYGIENE

OF SCHOOL LIFE,

Illustrated.

and Revised Edition.

Cr,

is-).

Second

5*. ntt.

Methuen and Companv^ Limited

6
UMERIA.
Cr. %vc.

THE

THE

(Edward).

Hattott

Illustrated.

OF

CITIES
Fifth

Edition.

ys. td. net.

CITIES OF LOMBARDY.
Cr. Svo.

trated.

js.

Illus-

dd. tut.

THE CITIES OF ROMAGNA AND THE
MARCHES.

Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo.

7s. td.

net,

FLORENCE AND NORTHERN TU.SCANY, WITH GENOA.
Illustrated.
Third Edition.

Cr. Zvc.

js. td. net.

SIENA AND SOUTHERN TUSCANY.
Second Edition.

llIuL-trated.

6d.

Cr. ive.

is.

Mi.

VENICE AND VENETIA.
Cr. hvo.

iUusirated,

fs. td. net.

NAPLES AND SOUTHERN
Cr.

Illustrated.

ROME.

Third

Cr.

Edition..

COUNTRY WALKS ABOUT FLORENCE
Second Edition,

Illnstrated.
6s. net.

THE

CITIES OF

Fifth Edition.

SPAIN,

Cr. Svo.

/*.

heap. ivo.

iliustrated.
6d. net.

A Dramatic
IbSSQ (Henrik). BRAND.
Poem, translated by William Wilson.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. $s. net,
Inge(W.R.). CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM.
(The Bampton Lectures of iSyg.) Fourth
Cr.

Edition.

3*. net.

(T. H.), M.D., M.B.C.P.
THE
DRINK PROBLEM OF TO-DAY IN

MEDICO-SOCIOLOGICAL

ITS

ASSecond njid Revised Edition.

PECTS.

Demy ^0.

los. td. net.

POWER.

Eighth Edition. Cr.

(A. D.).
A HISTORY OF THE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and

Innes

Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

js. 6d.

net.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps.

DcKvf

Fifth Edition,

%vo.

xis. Cd. net.

Bttckram,

ING.
ivo.

SCHOOLS OF PAINTThird Edition.

Illustrated.
Zs. net.

Cr.

AN OUTLINE OF ENGLISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT. Third

Jenks

(B.).

Edition.

Revised by R. C. K. Ensor. Cr.

5J. net.

%vo.

A SHORT HISTORY

LAW

THE

;

W.

OF ENGLISH

From the Earliest Times to
the Year igii. Demy ivo.

Un'd of

-

iSg/A Thousand.

Cr. tvo

A

id. net.
ho Pca^. %ve
Cloth, ts. net ; leather^ "/s. 6d. net.
Ako 3, Ser-.-ice Eait'oii. T-wc Volumes.
Square /cap. ivo. Each y:. net.
-js.

THE SEVEN
Cr. Zvt.

Also

S-^^. -.are

THE

/cap. %vo.

Thot^and.
Also Fca^.

-Ltfith

js. 6d. net.

icio.

Zvo.

j::uch

NATIONS.

F1-/E

Cr.

SEAS.

Buckram,

Cloth, 6s. net; leaihir, js. 6d. net.
a Service Edition.
Two Volumes.

Svo.

Buckram,

y.

net.

Thousand

120/A

Also Fcap.

fs. 6d. net.

Cloth, 6s. net ; leather, js. 6d. net.
a Service Edition. Tiuo Volumes.

Each

Zvo.

35. rei.

THE YEARS BETV/EEN.
Buckram,

Cr.

Svo.

Also on thinfafer.

js. 6d. net.

Fcap. i,vo. Blue cloth, 6s. net; Lir.tp
lambskin, Js. 6d. net.
Also a Service Edition.
Ttuo volumes,
Sqvare/caf. Zvo. Each t.s. net.
DITTIES. 84;?/^ Thum-

DEPARTMENTAL
sand.

Innee (Mary).

Siv. 7X.

BARRACK ROOM

Kipliug (Hiidyard).

Square /cap.

Plans.

THE SCIENCE OF

Kldd (Benjamin).

Also

ys. 6d. net.

ix>o.

%vo.

Keiynaafe

BALLADS.

TS. td. net.

Svo.

Kebl9(John). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
With an Introduction and Notes by W.
Lock. Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcaf.

js. 6d, net.

iivo.

Illustrated.

ITALY.

K3ats(Jchn). POEMS. Edited, with Introriuction and Notes, by E. de Selincoort.
With a Frontispiece in Photogravure.
Third Edition. Demy %t>o. los. 6d. net.

Cr.

Buckram,

Svo.

Also Fcap. Svo.

Cloth,

HYMN BEFORE
Fcap.

4'e.

ij.

Two

td. net.
leather,

Volumes.

rM.

ACTTION.

Illuminated.

6d. net.

RECESSIONAL.
IS.

ys.

net;

6s.

TS. 6d. net.
Also a Sei-vice Edition.
Square fcap. 3po, Each 3J.

Illuminated.

Fcap.

^to.

td. net.

TWENTY POEMS FROM RUDYARD
KIPLING.

360/A Thousand.

Fcaf. Zvo.

IS. net.

10s. 6d. net.

Johnsion

(Sir H. H.).

TRAL AFRICA.

Edition.

Cr.

a,to.

THE NEGRO

IN

Illustrated.

BRITISH CEN-

Illustrai^d.
lis. net.

Third

THE NEW WORLD.

Crouin

i,to.

£1

ts.

Joiiaa (Lady) of fioralch.

net.

REVELA-

Salary). THE COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by E. V. Lucas.
A New ind Revised Edition in Six Volumes.

Larab (Charlei and

JViih Frontispieces.

Fcap. Zvo.

Each

6s.

net.

The volumes
I.

are

:

Ml.SCELLANEOUS PrOSE.

II.

EUA AND

TIONS OF DIVINE LOVE.

THK Last Essays of Elia.

Grace V/arracK:

FOB CHIL^RREi. IV. PlAYS AND PoKMS.
V. sad V!. L-5TTZRS.

8t>0.

is. net.

Edited by
Sixth Editum.
Cr.

iii.

Books

General LiTHRAXURfe
LAne-PoeU

LankeaUr

A Hl.Sl'ORY Ob
MIDIH.K AOKS.

(Btanloy),

THK

IN

ht;\i'l

Sttcmi KJition, Ktvind.

lllujiUaieJ.
9-v. »//.
8po.

Illiisiiatcd.

Cr. 8v«.

StC0KJ Sfrifs.

ivo.

Edition.

SecoHii

IlIustiAteil.

Cr.

8t'(>.

7X. 6rf. **/.

Look

KDNVAKD CARTKN-

An

Exiosii-ion ani> an Ap?kkciaSV(V>i</ Edition.
Cr. ivo.
6j. Htt.

(WaUar).

THE

PAUL,

Si

MASTER BUILDER.
Cr. %v».

Third Edition.

sj. nst.

Lodgo

UNIVERSE
OP TIIK
t.KOGE

MAN AND THE

thk Infloenck
AdVANCK in SclfcNTlFIC KnOWUPON OUR UnDRKSTANDINC OF
ASTLr>v

:

ii."

Chimstianity. Ninth Edition. Cro^vnSvo.
fs, 6d. ntt.

Study

in

Unrecucniseo Human Faculty. Seventh
Cr. Sro.

;i. o<j. net.

MODERN PROBLEMS.

Cr. ive.

jt. 6d.

net.

RAYMOND
trated.
net.

or, Lifb and Dbath. IllusEleventh Edition. Detnyivo. t^s.
;

THE WAR AND AFTER

Short Chap-

:

TERS ON Subjects ok Skrioos Practical
Import for tub Avbragk Citizen im a.d.
1915

Onwards.

fivo.

IS. net.

Lorebnrn

Eighth Edition.

A

CAPTURE AT

(Earl).

C>.

?z^o.

is. 6tl.

HOW THE WAR CAME.

Fca^.

SEA.

net.

With a Map

Lorlmer (George

LETTERS

Hoi-ace).

FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT

TO HIS SON.

Illustrated.
ds. net.

Twenty

Cr. %vo.

OLD GORGON GRAHAM.
Second Edition.

Cr. ivo.

Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

CUCS3 (K.

Illustrated.
6s. net.

BY THE WATERS

Illustrated.

Third Edition.

6d. ntt.

6s.

is.

td.

Hhmtrated.
6d. net.

is.

Littlk Book for

Twenty-seventh
Edition.
India Paper, -js. 6d.

6d. net.

Aisa illustrated.

Cr. ^to.

for thk URnANEL
ivo.

(is.

i$s. net.

Ninth Edition.

Sixth Edition.

Demy

Fcap.

net.

AND SUNSHINE.

FIRESIDE
Edition.

Fcap. ivo.

Mnili

6s. net.

CHARACTER AND COMEDY.
Fcap. ivo.

THE GENTLEST ART: A

Choice of
Hands.

Letters

by
Entertaining
Tenth Edition. Fcap. ivo. 6s.

THE SECOND
Fcap. ico.

Eighth

6s. net.

POST.

net.

Fifth

Edition.

6s. net.

HER INFINITE VARIETY: A Feminine
Portrait Gallery.
Fcap. ivo.

Eighth

Edition.

6s. net.

GOOD COMPANY: A
Fourth Edition.

Rally of Men.

Fceip. Zto.

6s. net.

ONE DAY AND ANOTHER.
Fcap. ivo.

OLD LAMPS FOR NEW.
Fcap. ioo.

Seventh

6s. net.

Sixth Edition.

6s, net.

LOITERER'S HARVEST. Third Edition.
ivo.

6s. net.

CLOUD AND SILVER.
Fcap. ivo.

Third Edition.

6s. net.

LISTENER'S LURE An Oblique Narra:

Twelfth Edition. Fcap.

TiON.

OVER BEMERTON'S: An
Chronicle.

MR.

Sixteenth

ivo. 6s. net.

Easy-Going

Edition.

Fcap.

6s. net.

INGLESIDE.

Fcap. ivo.
E'cap. ivo.

Edition.

Twelfth Edition.

6s. net.

LANDMARKS.
6s, net.

Twelfth

6s. net.

LONDON LAVENDER.

THE LIFE OF CHARLES

v.).
lUustratsd.
tot. 6d. net.

LAMB.
isc.

js.

Cr. ivo.

W.wi-AKERS.
Fcap. ivo.

ivo,

Lorlraer (Horma).

OF EGYPT.

Illus

Cr. ivo.

IN VENICE.

THE OPEN ROAD: A

Fcap.

js. 6d. net.

fourth Edition.

IN FLORENCE.
Edition.

WANOVCRER

Edition.

Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo.

WANDERER
.St.xth

is. 6</. net.

>tet.

Edition.

IKE SURVIVAL OF MAN: A
Edition.

A

lllusu.itol

Cr. ivo.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN: A Little Book

Oliver).

(8lr

LIFE.

net.

ft/,

IN PARIS,
6j. net.

8i<j.

net.

THE HIBLE AND CHRLSTIAN
Cr. Sro.

WANDERER
Also I'cnp.
tratert.

L«Wll (Edward).
Tiiin.

A

NATURALIST.

Edition.

Cr.

Thifd

Illustr:ued.
ivo. is. 6d. net.

Cr.

Thirte<:nth Edition.

OK A

Illus-

LONl^ONRKVISITEIX

first HJition.

mt.

ji. (h/.

LONDON.

Hi^ittetnth Edition, Revised.
is. 6d. net.

^ig/i.'A

yj. tii. ntt.

lllii.lr.-iled.

DIVERSIONS

TKU

Illus8i. 6d.

Jrartil.

SCIENCK FROM AN EASY CHAlK

:

IN HOLLAND.

Sixteenth Edition. Cr. ivo.

A WANDl.RER IN

ANEASYCHMk.

Cr. i99.

WANDERER
trated,
met.

SCIENCE KROM

Ray).

(Bir

Editiom.

A

Cr.

Fi/th Ediiio^t.

Fcap. ivo.

Methuen akd Company Limited

8

THE BRITISH SCHOOL Ak Anecdotal
:

Guide to the British Painters and
Paintings in the Natioual Gallkrv.

OTHER
Ivo.

BAGHDAD, AND

OF

ESSAYS. Third Edition.

Fcaf.

6s. net.

Feap. %vo.

THE

Fcup. &P0.

STILEThree Acts.

5/. rlt.

BETROTHAL;

Bird

OF

in

by Alexandbb Teixeira db

Cho.

or,

!;£;

Blde

by

Alex-

Translated

ses.

ander Teixeira de Mattos.

Third

tt. net.

MOUNTAIN PATHS.
ANDER Teixeira
i)S,

Lydakker

A Play

:

Fcap.

Zvo.

6j. net.

'TWIXT EAGLE AND DOVE,
EditioK.

BURGOMASTER

MONDE

Translated

MaITOS.

6». net.

Fca,p. Boo.

A BOSWELL

THE

THE OX AND

(R.).

KINDRED.

Cr. tvo.

Illustrated.

ITS

7s. 6d.

Mattci.

r>K

Pciip. ive.

net.

Mahafty

A HISTORY OF EGYPT

(J. P.).

UNDER THE PTOLEMAIC DYNASTYStcond Edition,

lUastiated.

Hit.

Tianslated by Alex

Cr. ioe.

$«.

nsi.

CRITICAL AND
(Lord).
HISTORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F.

Macauiay
C.

Montagde.

Tkret

Cr.

Volu-f>:es.

Set;.

(F. W.), ROMAN CANON LAV/
THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

Maltland

IK

Royal

10s. 6d. net.

ivo.

iSj. Htt,

Marett

Haodonald

(J.

FRANCE.
Each

lof.

Thret

f)d.

A HISTORY OF

R. M.).

Cr.

Volutius.

Twilfth Edition.

AN INTRODUC-

Cr. %vo.

li. td. ntt.

BODY AND MIND: A

History and a
Defence of Animism. Fourth Edition,

Dtmy

(3.

THE BLUE

(Maarice).

BIRD A Fairv Plat in Six Acts.
Translated by Alexander Teixeika db
Mattos. Fcap. %vo. ts. net. AUa Fcap.
8ro.
Of the above book Forty2i, Hf.t.
one Editions in all have been issued.
:

MARY MAGDALENE

A PlaT in Three
Acts. Translated by Alexander Teixeira
DE Mattos.
IS. net.

Third Edition. Pcap.
%vo.
w. mi.

Translated by

eika DS Mattos.
^oc.

-^s.

:

ivo.

Also Fcap.

DEATH.

t-i.

With

Edition, Revised.

Demy 3k7. i%s. td. net.
A SAILOR'S GAR

(John).

aiaeefleld

LAND.

Selected
Cr. %ve.

Edition.

Mastermaii

Fourth Edition.
Translated

Fcap.

8c/0.

fts.

Fcap.

by AlexStcond

net.

THE UNKNOWN GUEST.

Translated

by Alexander Teixeira db Mattos.
Third Edition. Cr. ivo. 6j. net
Verse by
Into English
Miall. Second Edition. Cr.

is. net.

THE WRACK OF THE STORM.
Edition.

Cr. ivo.

Edited,

Stcond

6f. ntt.

TENNYSON

6.).

js. td. ntt.

ORIGINAL ILLUSTRAOF ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. Cr. Bco. 8*. 6d.

TIONS
Mn««

LIFE AFTER LIFE;

(Eostaoe).

OR, This Theory op
Cr. ivo. y. id. net.

Rejncarkaticn.

THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION:
How

to Acquire

Fi/th Edition.

it.

6s. net.

PREVENTION AND CURE.
Crown

Edition.

%vo.

Second

is. ntt.

Miles (Mm. Bagtaoe). HEALTH WITHOUT MEAT, Sixth Edition. Fcap. Svo.
It. td. net.

aiUaii

OF

MILLAIS.
Demy 60*.

Play in One Act.
ander Teixeira bk

ST.

Milne

THE LIFE AND LETJOHN EVERETT

(J. S.).

TERS

SIR

Illustrated.
iw. td. uet.

(J.

G.).

Third

ANTHONY A
t

A HISTORY OF EGYPl

Honey

(Sir

Cr, %ve.

Fcap. ivo.

lUostrated.

gs. Htt.

Leo Cbloua). RICHES AND
EUvtnth Edition.
1510.

POVERTY,
Demy

5po.

5J.

nn,

Translated by AlexIvIattos.

Third Edition,

UNDER ROMAN RULE.
Sfiond Edition.

ds. net.

THE MIRACLE OF
xs. td. ntt.

and

Second

Kedler(l). SX.

Don*

Bernard
%ve.

Cr. ivo.

Cr. lea.

Alexander Teix-

ANDER Teixeira DE Mattos.

POEMS.

£".

(C.

Maps.

net.

OUR ETERNITY.
Edition.

ENGLAND SINCE

A. E.).

W.MERLOO.

Editiim.

Maeterlinck

Cr. %vo.

AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER. Stcond

12;. td. ntt.

Sr«.

Third Edition.

7S. td. Htt.

Mafrictt

TO SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.

TION

RELIGION.

%vo.

ntt.

MoDougali (William).

THE THRESHOLD Of

(R. R.).

Montague

(C. E.).

Second Edition.

DRAMATIC VALUES
Fcap.

tva-

ts. nsi.

General Litkratuke
f KKSKN T

DAY
APPLICMlONb OK PSYCHOLOGY.
(Oh«rK<«

liytri

A.).

Tkirti KJilioH.

h.

>V.i/. 8p>».

Y«ii

•

A .-.AI UTli KROM THE
AND OTHKR POKMS. Third
Cr.

i.i'ifWH,

KAUA: A
traled.

IIkluian Chkistmas Ev*.
fica/. ioa.

5/. Htt.

IIIiu-

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AMARNA LETTERS. Cr. ivo.

$'• <**'•

Oman (C. W. C). A H/SIOUV OF THE
\RT OK WAR IN THE MIDDLE
\("iES.

Dtmy

Illu^trnteil.

ivo.

CONOUESr.

With

Thud

Mat,s.

i'tmy irj.

lU. 6J.

Fii'stSeiies, ivth to xilth Dynasty.
Illustrated.
Third Edition.
Cr. ivo.

Rdi-

SS. ntt.

EGYPTIAN TALES.

n<{.

Alto Itlustratid.

P»ptr,

*lVo.

2S.

Fcap. ivo.

Thousand.

xs.

2d. mtt

o^

the Bibliography of Shakespeaie's Play;,
1594-1685. Illustrated. Folio. £iis.net.

Sm,ill Pott
Cloth Botirds,

;

Small Pott 3tv). u.
U. Htt.

(Q. R.).
THE PROGRESS OF
THE NATION. A New Edition. Edited

9t»ttnt
no/.* rhoMsand.

jd. ntt

Cloth Boards,

:

by

THE VISION SPLENDID.
THE FIERY CROSS.
Small Pott 8w.
Boarlis, ts. Htt.

is. yd.

Htt

HIGH ALTARS: Thk Recofu of

;

8w.

Htt

IS. yl.

ivo.

;

Cloth Boards,

COURAGEOUS.
id

IS.

Cloth Boards,

ntt.

\LL CLEAR. Small Pott
Cloth Boards,

ivo.

H.).

NURSING.

Third Edition.

Se^an

\s. yi. net.

C. C).

HYGIENE.
Chtaptr

Each

Cr. ivo.

Vol.

I.

£1

iiettsed.

From the

Dvnastv.

1st

Cr. ivo.

js. 6d. net.

(G.

Htt.

IS.

(C.

Grant).

SELECT STAT-

and documents,

1660-1832.

Second Edition, B.evised and

Enlarged.

Demy

ivo.

iss. net.

ENGLAND UNDER THE HANOVER-

6j. ntt.

IANS.

A HISTORY

ivo.

Six Volumes

Illustrated.
12s. 6d. ntt.

Third Edition.

Demy

THE FIRE OF LOVE
AND THE MENDING OF LIFE.

Solle (Richard).

to the XVIth

Eighth Edition.

The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Vol. II.
Dvnasties. Sixth Edition.
Vol. III. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.
Second Edition.
ExsvpT under the PT0LHr.iAic
Vol. IV.
Dtnastt. J. P. Mahaffy. Second Edition.

Illustrated.
6d. net.

THE FRESHWATER

Tate).

UTES, Cases,

Stcond an^i
ReviseJ by A. T.

Illustrated.
^s. ntt.

js.

Archdall).
THE LAWS OF
HEREDITY. Secomi Edition. Dewy ivo.

THE SCIENCE OF

Petrle (W. M. Flinders.)

ivo.

COINS AND

B.).

ioo.

Illustrated.

Edition.
Cr. 3po.

OF EGYPT.

(0.

SobertBon

NaNkivell.

Cr.

FISHES OF THE BRITISH ISLES.
Illustrated.

5J. ntt.

Pakes (W.

Edition.

Cr. ivo.

2S. ntt.

Edition,

net.

6s. net.

HOW TO KNOW THEM.

A HANDBOOK OF

Sectnth

yinth

RawilngB (Gertrude

Pott

Beld

Cr. Ivo.

\s.

is. net.

as. net.

Small Pott

£i

ECONOMY IN ENGLAND
FROM ADAM SMITH TO ARNOLD

IS. Htt.

Oxford (M.

Cr. ivo.

TOYNBEE.

if. ntt.

N DS O F T H E DAWN.

ivo.

THE MAKING OF

A SHORT HISTORY OF

L.).

POLITICAL

Cloth

a Visit

-intall

Demy

O'Connor).

AN ORATOR.

TO TMK BaTTLBKIELDS OF FRANCE AND
Klandbrs. 40/A Tkousaml. Small Pott

UE.A.RTS

(J.

Price (L.

Thousand.

So/A

Paptr,

W. Hirst.

F.

Power

i.-oM ThouPa/it); tj. yi. ntt

sand. Small Pott ivo.
Cioth Boards, IS. Htt.

W.).
SHAKESPEARE
AND QUARTOS. A Study in

(Alfred

FOLIOS

Wak

Htt

THE KINGS HIGH WAY.

\V I

Series,
Illustrated.
5/. net.

Cr. ivo.

Pollp.rd

3J. dd. ntt.

A Culiection

Translated from the
xvimh to xixih
Second Edition

Second

Papyri.

Dynasty.

;

vLL'S WELL:
PoBMS.
\j%th

Translated from the

Papyri.

Oxenbani (John). BEES IN AMbER: A
LiTTLB Bl'OK or riloUi.HTl'UL VbHSK.
ttitk TnvuS'iMd. Stnalt I'ott t>tt>. Papir
J. yi. ntt
Cloth Bear, is, is. mi.
I

Htt.

5J.

EGYPTIAN TALES.

15/. Htt.

ENGLAND BEKORt THE NORMAN
tioH, neriseJ.

G.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIKN I EGYPT. Illustrated. Cr.Uo.

Ji.6J.Htt.

it i>.

J.

Second Edition.

Vol. VI.
EcvrT in the Miuui.k Ages.
SvANLicv Lank Poole. Second Edition.

.S«ya«(Alfr«d>.

KLKliT.

UNOKK Roman Rule.

Kr.viT

V.

.

.Milne.

yi. ntl.

Edited by Frances

M. Comper.

Cr. ivo.

6s. ntt.

Byloy

(A.
Illustrated.

j

\

'iSakl'

(H.

OLD PASTE.

Beresford).

Royal
H.

Fourth Edition.

iio.

£1

Munro).
I'i..xp.

ivo.

iS. net.

REGINALD,
i,s.

64. ^ai.

Methuen and Company Limited
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KKGINALD

RUSSIA.

Fcap.

8ew.

RUBBER.
Schidrowitz (Philip).
Second Edition. Demy Svo.
trated.

Illus-

3^.

IN

dd. K:i.
15s.

net.

ANIMALS.
Fcap.

tion.

TOMMY

SMITH'S
Edi-

Sixteenth
Illustrated.
%vo.
y. 6d. net.

OTHER ANIMALS.

SMITH'S

Fcap.

Seventh Edition.

Illustrated.
y. 6d. net.

TOMMY SMITH AT THE

ZOO.

Zvo.

Fcap.

Illus%ve.

TOMMY SMITH AGAIN AT THE

ZOO.

Edition.

Second

trated.
2t. gd.

JACK'S INSECTS.

Illustrated.

Cr. 8w.

(>c.

£bak«spe&re (William).

THE FOUR

FOLIOS,

Each £^

;

1632

1664

;

complete

set,

i2s. net.

SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
Wyndham. Demy 8w. Buck-

by George

rain, 12S. 6d. net.

£1

is. net.

Sladac (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter RKSOnr. An Encyclopaedia of
With 234 Illustrations, i. Map, and
Sicily.
Table of the Railway System of Sicily.
-c.

Second Edition, Revised.

7s. td.

Cr. ivo.

Slesset (H. H.).

M-

Cr. Bwo.

TRADE UNIONISM.

Fcap. Zvo

THE SPORT
ING ADVENTURES OF THOMAS

SCOTT,

Esq.

;

or,

Fcap.

Illustrated,

Zvc

6s. net.

OR

Fcap. %vo.

RINGLETS?

lUustraiid

JS. 6d. net,

With

la Coloured

Plates by Wildrake, Heath, and Jelli
cos, Fcap. %vt. JS. 6d. ntt.

THE LIFE OF THE
BLESSED HENRY SUSO. By Himself.

Tr^nslsted by T. F. Knox. With an Ir^lro
duction by Dean Ingf, Second Edition
Cr. 8z'<>. 6s, net.

Bwanton

TO

FUNGI AND

(B. W.).

KNOW THEM.

Illustrated.

PLANT GALLS.

BRITISH

HOW

Cr. Zvo
Cr.

-

8zv

10^. 6d. net.

Tabor (Margaret B.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. With their Attributes and Symb<rfs
Arranged.
Fcap. ivo.

Alphabetically
Third Edition.

Taylor (A.

B.).

PHYSICS.

THE WEALTH OF

NATIONS. Edited by Edwin Cannan.
Two VoluTnts. Detny &vo. £i 5J. net.

Smith

F. Herbert).

(G.

GEM-STONES

AND THEIR DISTINCTIVE CHARACIllustrated.

TEP.S.

Second Edition.

Cr.

js. 6d. net.

StanoUffe. GOLF DO'S AND
Sixth Edition. Fcap. ive. xr.

BteYcnson

(R. L.).

DONTS.
net.

Illustrated.
5*. n4i.

ELEMENTS OF META-

Fourth Edition.

Demy

Svo.

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON.

Edition. Fcap. %vo.
each IS. 6d. net.
(R.

Illustrated.
jt. 6d. tut.

B,).

Each 6s.

W.).

Edited

net.

Leather,

HANDLEY

CROSS.

Fcap. Ivo.

THE COMING OF THE

Second Edition.

SPORTING

TOUR.

Fcap. %vo.

f>s.

Cr.

8t»».

dr. net.

A LITERARY PILGRIM IN ENGLAND.
lUuitrated.

Demy

tas, 6d. net.

ivc.

DAILY STRENGTH
Twenty-Ji/th
FOR DAILY NEEDS.

Tlleaton (Mary W.).

Medium

j6nie.

y. 6d.

net.

loynbee (Paget). DANTE ALIGHIERI.
His LiFK AND Works. With 16 IllustraFourth and Enlarged Edition. Cr.
tions.
ivo.

6s. net.

(G. M.).

THE STUARTS.

Seventh Edition.

ENGLAND UNDER
With Maps and Plans.

Demy

izo.

TOWN

Fourth Edition.

Cr. ivo.

MAURICE MAEThomas (Edward).
TERLINCK. IILostrated. Seand Edition.

Xrevclyan

Eighth Edition.

SPONGE'S

Illustrated.
',!. 6d. mi.

(J.

net.

Edition.

THE LETTERS OF

A New Reby Sir Sidney Colvin.
arranged Edition in/our volumes. Fourth
Sartees

Taylor

SAINTS.

net.

(Adam).

smith

MR.

Third Edition.

Illustrated.
()d. net.

•js.

HAWBUCK GRANGE

Its. 6d. net.

net.

^ve.

Fcap.

los. 6d. net.

ghslley (Percy Bysshe). POEMS. With
an Inuoduction by A. Cldtton-Brock and
Titto Volumes.
note* by C. D. LocoCK.
tv».

Sixth Edition.

MR. FACEY ROMFORD'S HOUNDS

Saso (Heory).

1623

net, or a

^s.

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-

Demy

Illustrated.
6f . lit.

%vo.

7s. 6d.

%7't>.

JAUNTS AND JOLLI

JORROCKS'S

HILLINGDON HALL.

net.

£\t

Second Edition. Fcap.

PLAIN
u. ^.

Fcap. Svo.

Illustrated.

1685.

trated.
net.

TIES.

TOMMY

(Edmund).

Soloua

MAMMA; or, THE RICHEST
COMMONER IN ENGLAND. Illus

ASK

12s. 6d. net.

PLANNING:
Trlggs (B. Inigo).
iiiustra.
Past, Present, and Possible,
Widt RoytU 8s>#,
Second Ediiion.
ted.
i.ts,

met.

J

(JENKUAL LlTl'.KATUKB
MYSIICISM.

(ttvelyn).

Uudorttlll

A

:

I>evelopmeul of
ill
ihc Naiuie at.
StzuHlh
Mail » SpitiiuAl Coiiicioaaricki.
mt.
15J.
Mdili»m. Vtutjr tv4.

Sluvlv

A

I

I

VamoB (Harry). HOW TO
KUv4ntk

lllusii.tUtl.

J'LAY GOLK.

ON THE INll'.KNoOK DANTK.

THE

Cr. Sr#.

6d. net.

PILWith a

ANIlQUniES

Cr.

the Sudan

Sixteenth Edition. With

3

Maps.

6j.

8z>..

Wilde

THE WORKS OF OSCAR

(Osoar).
Thirteen V'olumet.

WILDE,

15J. tut.

UPPER

OF

Second Edition,

A SHORT HISTORY OF

(J.).

ROME.

A GUIDE TO

.\bvdos to

Illustraicd.
!•». td. net.

Cr. iv».

Weill

Illustfa-

lot. SJ. net.

Svo.

Krontibr.

DANTE.

With «n Introduction by tb«
Pl^HO^ or Ripon. Iw* I'^lumet. Stcanti

/J.

CANTERmJKV

EGYPT: From

READINGS ON THE PARADISO OV
Edition, Keviitd.

Vemy

I'olurnes.
15J. Hit.

Si>t>.

(Francli).

tiuHM.

READINGS ON THE PUKGATORIO
OK DANTE. With ao IntioUuotion by
Da AN Church. Tiuo
Third &JiH»m, Rttii*J. Cr. ivc.

Cr.

Weli^all (Arthur B. P.).

ijj. «</.

lh« Ut<

Sma/i

GRIMS AND THEIR WAYS.
Frontispiece in Colour nui'! u other

With

ui Iiiiroiluclloii by the Rev. Oi. McoRR.
Ttu* l-'fittmis. StiOitd HilitiffH, RewritttH.
Cr. Sv»

Watt

HEADINGS

Warren).

Mr.

AND

LIKE

tuition.

tj. (m/. net.

ITALIAN SCULPTORS.

0,).

Illustrated.
;

Varnoa (Hob.

WuUre(W.

OK

^'imttenth
CJoih,

I

tV. 81^.

Kiittian.

5^. mtt.

HOOK

LITTLE
DEATH.
Pet/ A'O.

I 1

FcaJ>. ivo.

Dimy

Each tt. 6d. net.
X. Lord Arthhk Savile's Crime ANti
THE Portrait or Mr. W. H. 11. The
Duchess of Pauua.
hi. Poems,
iv.
Lauv Windermekb's Fan. v. A Womam

ITS
(L.
A.).
MYSTERIES. With a Record of th« ExIIKi!>lrated.
1 hi?d
pedition of 1903-1004.
Edition. .'^Tedium iv*. 121. td. ttt.

or No Importance, vi. An Ilieal Husband,
rii. The I.mportance or seikg
Earhbst.
Till.
A Housv or Pomegranatbs. IX. Intentions, x. Dk ProFDNDIS AMD pRISOK LETTERS. XI. KsSAVS.

Vlokart (Kenneth

H.).

ENGLAND

THE LATER MIDDLE

AG!

IN
With

S.

Se:vnJ EditioH, Rttina.

Maps.

I'M. td. net.

Bctf.

LHASA AND

Waddeil

Wade (G. W. and J. H.). RAMBLES IN
SOMERSET. Illustrated. Cr. ivo. jj. 6d.

Salomk, a Flokkntinb Tragedy,
La Saints Coortisame.
xiv.
Selected Prosb or Oscar Wilde,
XII.

and

net.

Wagaer (Richard). RICHARD WAGNER'S MUSIC DRAMAS. luterprcta-

A

HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES,
;rated.

us.

Cr. ^to.

embodying Wagners own exjiianaBy Alick Lbightcn Clbathek
and Basil Ckumf. Fi.ap. 8t«. E.^ck 4;.

Wilding (Anthony
AND OFF. With

Ht'.

WIlBOO (Ernest

tior.s,
lioiij.

The King

op ihb NiHBLONCi.
Sixth Edition.

Lohkngrin and

WE^terhouBC (Elizabeth).

SIMPLEHEARIED.

Wood

WITH THE
Little

Smali Pott

Homilies,

<>Ci>.

3*.

td.

THE HOUSE BY THE CHERRY TREE.
Second Series of

Little Homilies.

Small

3J. td. <ut.

COMPANIONS OF THE WAY.

Being
Moruing and Evening Readjs.

Edition.
St>;.

ai.

Smat.' Pott

Sv<>.

FROM MIDSHIP-

(Sir Evelyn).

trated,
net.

Ei/ih Edition.

THE REVOLT
59).
ys.

Illustrated,
M«t.

IN

Demy

Illns%rs. td.

S»i>.

HINDUSTAN

Second Edition.

(1857.
Cr. it>».

6a

Wood

W. B.) and Edmonda (Col.
A HISTORY OF THE CIVIL
IN THE UNITED STATES

(Lieut.

J. E.).

WAR

With an Introduction by SrENSEK
Wilkinson.
With 14 Maps and Plans,
Third Edition. Demy %vo. 15J. net.

(1861-65).

POEMS. With aa
and Notes by Nowzll C.
Three Vol-u>Kes. Demy Zv». i%t.

Woi'daworth (W.).
Introduction

id. net.

THOUGHTS OF A TERTIARY.
VERSES.

Illustrated. Second
800.
£\ los. net.

Dtmy

MAN TO FIELD-MARSHAL.

net.

Selections for
Cr. tv3.
ing.

A NATURALIST IN

H.).

2 Vols.

PaKSi.'AL.

TannhAuser khu thu Mastbksingbks
or NUREMBOBG.

Pait 6ce.

ON THE COURT

&i. net.

WESTERN CHINA.

SeCDiui Edition.

A

F).

58 Illustrations. SiveniA

Cr. Sew.

Edition.

Third Ediion.
Tristan amd Isolds.

Third Edition.

Edition.

iilos-

net.

is.

Second

6d. net.

Second Kiiti<ri\, EKliirged.
mi.

I'cap.

Smith.
net.

B.).
A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Third Edition. Cr. ivo. 6s. net.

Yeats (W.

Methuen and Company Limited

Part

II.

—A

Selection of Series

Ancient Cities
SiR B. C. A.

Ger.sral Editor,

Cr. Svo,

With

net »ach volume

6s,

by E. H.

Illustrations

New, and

other Artists

Edinburgh.

Alfred Harvey.

Bristol.

WINDLE

M. G. Williamson.

I

Canterboky.

Dublin.

J. C. Cox.

I

SHFE'ASbURT.

Sir 3. C. A. Windle.

Chester.

S. A.

O. Fitzpatrick.

Geiicral Editor, J.

Demy

CHARLES COX

With Numerous
Painted

Glass

England.

in

Pkilip Nelson.

X. S. Holcaes.

Books

a

lus. 6d. aei

Svo.

X. Auden,

WfcLLS and Glastonborv.

i

The Antiquary

Ancient

E. Mansel Sympsoc.

Lincoln.

each aoiumt

Illustratiocs

English Costume.
to

the

End

From

of the

Prehistoric Time.-

Eighteenth

Century.

George Clinch.

ARCHyBOLOGT
R. Munro.

AND

FALSE

ANTIQUITIES

Bells of England, The.
Raven. Second Editi&it.

Canoi'.

Brasses of Englanu, The.
Macklin. Third Bditiou.

j.

J.

W.

Herbert

Castles a;.'d Walled Towns of England,
The. a. Ha.vey.
Celtic
Times.

Ari
J.

ik

Pagan amd Christian

Romilly Allen.

itid

A. Hatvev.

J. C.

The. .\dolphua

FuRwrrcRK.

Saead EdiHen,

J.

Cox.
Ballard.

C

Co;:

J.

FoLK-Lor.B as an
Sir G. JL.. Gomrac.

iJatdiui'.l

Gasquet

Harvey Bl«om.
Historical Science.

Gilds w.ti CoMPANjjti o? London, The,
George Unwin.

Hermits and Anchorites of England,
The. Rotha Mary Clay.
Jd.'.NOR

ii--QnEST,

English Church

English Seals.

Second Edition.

Church vVardens' Accockts.

DoMusDAV

English Mon astic Life.
Fourth ndition,

ANa Manxrial

Nathaniel

J.

Hone.

Records, The.
Second Edition,

MsDiyEVAL Hospitals of England, The.
Rotha Mary Clay.

Old English Instruments o*
F. W. Galpir.. See«nd lidiiien.

Music

Gknbkal Literature
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The Antiquary*! hookt'-conttmied
Old Rnousm

Liukakiks.

RsMAins

Ernest A. Suvmk'

or

Kni.i.and.

Oi n Skhvilb Books or vhi Enoush
Ctiri%iopher Wor<l»wor(b, and
CiiUNCH.

Henry

Lire

r'ARisii

Roman Era

MKni.vvAL

IN

FmriK

Cardinal Gasquet.

Rbgistkks

Enuiano,

or

Ace

i>.

.V/.-.inW

J.Ward.

and Eaptii-

RoTAi. FoRKSTs OF Emulamd, Thk.
Cox.

Engi.anu.

Editicn.

A. K, Leach.

(hb.

Hh!-.

Second Edilion.

Shrinks op British Saints.

J.C. Co..

C.

J.

England,

Mrdirval

Schools or
Parish

The.

in Buit-in,

Romano-Bkitisii Buii.DiNns
WOKKS. J. Ward.

S'^c^hJ Kiiition

Iatil«h«lr-;

ti-s Prkhistoric
B. C. A. Windle.

Sit

lid;ti»H.

J.

(,'

Wall

The Arden Shakespeare
General Editor— R. 11. CASE
Demy
\n edition of

I'extual Notes,
All's

'^-.v

6j.

ANS CutOPATRA.

A? Vou LiKF It.
CvMBKLiKB Second

each volume

each edited with a

and a Commentary

Wkix That Ends Wblu

.'iNTONT

mt

Shaki^sp'-'ire in Single Plays;

Bdificn.

Othbllc.

Jinius Caesar.

Prriclfs.

iv.

Henry

vi.

Kin-; HsNTiT

vi.

KiNr.

v.

Introduction;

page

Macpbth Second Edition.
Measvrk roR Measure.
Merchant op Venice, The. Fottrik
Merry Wives or Windsor, Thk.
Midsummer Night's Drkam, A.

Third EdiitOK

CoMKDV or Errors, Thk.
Hamlet. Ftnrtk Edition.
King Henrv
King Hknrv

full

at the foot of the

Second EtiiHon.
Ft. \.
Serond F.dition.

Kdiiio^i.

Second Edition.

RoMSO and

Juliet.

Second Edition.

Sonnets and a Lover's Complaint,
Taming or the Shrkw, The.
Tempest, Thk. Seconi Edition.
TiMON or Athens.
Titus Andromcds.
TROiLns ANB Cressiija.

Pt.
Pt. h.
Pt. ii;
;

King Hekuv vi.
King Henrt viii.
King I.kar. Second Edition.
Kins Richard h.
KiNc. Richard hi. ^fcond Edition.

Twelfth Night.

Third Edition.

Two Gentlemek

op Vkro.-ja, The.
Venus anu Aoowis.
Winter's Talb, Thk.

.\;.:) Dkath of ICiNr. John, Twk.
Love's Labour's Lost. Second Editicn.

Life

Classics of Art
Edited by Dr.

With numerous
Art op thk Greeks, Thk

H. B. Waiters.

15J. net.

Art of the Romans, The.

H. B. Walters.

16;. net.

Chaedzn.

J.

LAING

H. W,

Wide Roys! ^vg

Illustrations,

DONATELLO. M?.ud Cruttv><:!'. i6j, net.
Florentinh Sculptors of thk Renaissance.
Jessie

Gecrge
H. E. a, Fiast

\y. iw

:<.'.

'.Vilhelm

Ha^ aes.
Ro?.i:;ev.

net

Bode.

Tranflated

by

15J. net,

Arthur B. Charn'oerisdn.

H

Methuen and CoMPAJiy Limited
ktt— continued

Classics of
GinsLANDAio.
F.ditioK.

Second

Gerald S, Davie;.

Edward

Russnj.

DIlIcH.

31M. nti.

Eveiyn March

TiNTORSTTO.

Lawrknck, Sir Walter Armstrong, asi,
(Jersld
MicKKLANGBLO,
3. Davies.

Philiipps.

i6j,

j

tut.

»«t.

!

15*

net.

TiTiAw.

Charles RIcketts,

i6*. tut.

}

Rapkabl.

a. p. Opp*.

Rhme«andt's

Two

\

l$s, net.

net

15*.

Etchings.

Volumes,

A.

j

Tdrner's Skbtchks a>:d Drawings.

'

M.

Finberg.

Stcond Edition.

15J. titt.

a. de Beniete.

iy, n*t

A. J.

Hiod
Vblazqusz.

ajx. tut.

The 'Complete' Series
Fully Illustrated.

COMPLETR AMATSUS BoXFR, ThK.
BohtiB Lynch.

10*. 6rf.

J.

G.

10;. td, tttt.

CoMPLrrs Athletic Teainer, The.
Mossabini. i<». 6d. tut.
Completk BiLi-iARB Plater, The.
Roberts. laj. (>d. tut.

The.

S. A.

Charle;

Albert

E.

Knight.

Second BditicK. 10s. td. tut.
CCMPLETB Foxhonter, Thk. Charles Richi6j. Ktt.
ardson. Sece»4 Edition,
CoMPiKTE GoLPEB, The. HaTTj Vardoa.
R^dsed.
12s. 6d. net.
Rditi'jn,
Fififttfth

Complete Hocket-Plaver, The.
Second

E. White.

Sdriioit.

EusUce

jos. 6d. net.

zos. 6d. tut.

Moontainesr,

Abraham.

The.

Second Edition.

Horseman, The. W. .Scarth
Second Edition. 12s. 6rf. net.
Complete Jujitsuan, Thb. W. H. Garrud.
DiroQ.

D.

1 2 J. 6d. net.

Complete Photographer, The.

R. Child

Fifth Edition, Revised,

Bayley.

ijj. dd.

net.

Co.mpi.ete

Rogbt Footballer, on the New-

Zealand System, The, D. Gallaher and
W. J. Stead. Second Edition. X2s. 6d. tut.
Complete Shot, The. G. T. TeasdaleThird Edition.

Buckeli.

t6s. tut.

F. Saciis.

im,

6d. net.

Complete Yachtsman, The.
Smith and E. du Boulay.
Revised.

SJ. net.

G.

\6s. tut.

R. C. Lebmann.

CoMFLBTB Swimmer, The.

Complete

laj. (sd.

Complete Motorist, The. Filson You.ng
and W. G. Aston.
Revised Edition,

Complete Oarsman, Thb.
Whitling.

Lilian

Thf.

Lawm Tennis Plaver, The.

:iet.

Complete

loj. 6d. tut.

Complete Cricketep,

%vo

A, Wallis Myers. Fourth Edition.

ttti,

CoMPLETB Association Footsalles. The.
B. S. Evers and C. E. Hughes- Dav-ies

Complet* Cook.

Demy

CoMPLKTF

B. Heckstali-

Second

Edition,,

16s. net.

The Connoisseur's Library
With numerous

Illustraticns

.

Wide Royal

English Coloorfjj Books. Martin Hardie.
F. S. Robinson.
English Furniture.
Second Edition,

Etchings.

Sir F.

Wedmore. Second Edition.

2$s, nei each

volume
J. A.

Herbert

Smith.

Seeotid

Secottd Edition.

Alfred Maskell.

Ivories.

Jewellery.

H.

Clifford

Edition.

European Enamels.

Henry H. Cunyng-

hame.

akd

Nelson Dav/son,

Silvers?.iiths'

Second

Ediiioti,

Mezzotints.

Miniatures,

Fine Books. A. W. Pollard.
Glass. Edward Dillon.
Goldsmiths'

%vc.

Illuminated Manuscripts.

Cyril Davenport.
Di-.diey

Heath,

Edward Dillon.
Walter de Gray Birch.

Porcelain.

Work.

Seals.

Wood

Sculptors.

Alfred MaskelL

General Literaturm
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Handbooks of Sngliah Church HistOFy
Edited by

H.

J.

BURN.

KOUNDATIONS or THV KnGLISM ChURCH,
J.

Cratim Svc.

$j.

Rkpormation

TiIK.

uti each vo'itin4

Henry Ger

Pbiciod, The.

H. Mku.Io.

Struuglk with PuRiTANiiiM, Thb.

Saxon Chukch and i hk Nokman Conquest,
Th«.

Brucc

Blaxinnd.

C. T. Cnittwell.

Church op England

Mkoi^vai Chjrch and tnk Pawacv, Yhb.

Cknturv, The.

A. C. Jonnings.

in thb Eightebnth
Alfrtd Plummer.

Handbooks of Theology
Demy
UocTRiNB OP tmb Incarnation, Tub.
Fifth BJitian.

Ottley.

151.

R. L.

im^

ivo

Introduction to thb History
Creeds, Ah.
A. E. Burn.

op thk
\ti.

M.

net.

History cp Early Christian Doctrinr, A.
F.

J.

Uetbnne- Baker,

isx. nef.

Introduction to thb History op Religion,
An. F. B. Jevons. Si,.'*ntA BdilioH. n*.

f>d.

Hit.

Philosophy op Religion in England and
America, Thk. -Mfred Caldecott. jis. W.

XXXIX

Articles op the Church op England, The.
Edited by E. C. S. Gibson
Ninih EditicH. isj. ntt.

Health Series
Fcap: 8ro.
Baby, The. Arthnr Sftanders.
Caeb op thb Body, Xhb. F. Cavanaf;h.
Carb op the Trbth, Thb. A. T. Pitts.
EvKs op our Children, Thb. N. Bishop
HaroiAn.

Health por the Middls-.Agbo.
Taylor,

Seymour

Third Edition.

Hf*lth or A Woman, Thb.

net

to Live Long. J. Walter Carr.
Prevention op the Common Cold, Thf.
O. K. Williamson.
Staying thk Plagub. N. Bishop Harman.
Throat and Ear Troubles.
Macleod
Yearsley.
Third Edition.
Tuberculosis. Clive Riviere.

Health of thb Child, The.
Skin, Thb.

G'.orge Pernet.

The 'Home
Illustrated,

Home

Katherine 0.
Lipe in America.
Busbey. Sicond Edition. t2S. 6d. net.
Home Lipk in China. I. Taylor Headland.
(xl.

6d.

How

R. Murray

Leslie.

Hb\lth of the

125.

zs,

Kct.

HoMB

Miss Betham
LiPB IN France.
Edwards. Sixth Edition. Js. 6d. Ktt.
Home Life in Germany. Mrs. A. Sidgwick.
Third Edition.
2. 6d. net.
Home Life in Holland. D. S. Meldrum.
Second BditioH. ist. 6d. ,<«?.'.

"econd Edition.

O.

Hilton.

2s. net.

Life* Series

Demy

ivo.

Home Lipb

in Italy. Lina DuSf Gordon.
T^iird Edition. X2S. 6d. n€/.

Home

Life in Norv;ay.
Second Edition. 12s. 6d.

Homb

Life in Spain.
Second Edition. 12.?. 6d.

H. K. Daniels
net.

S. L.
net.

Bensusac-

1

Balkan Home
las. 6d. fut.

Lipb.

Lucy

M

J.

Garnet;.

Methuen and Company Limited

i6

Leaders of Religion

BEECHING,

Edited by H. C.

Crown
AoGUSTiNB or Canterburv.
BiSKOF BoTLER.

W.

y. net each volume

Zv0,

JoknKeele. Walter Lock. Sevtntk

E. L. Cutis

John

A. Spooner.

Bishop Wilbbrforce.

Cardinal Manning.

G.

W.

W.

A.

F.

J.

H. Overton.
R. L.

Ott'.ey.

Second

Edition.

Latimer.

R. M. and A.

Thomas Ckalmefs.

H. C. G. Monle.

r.EORGE Fox, THE QuAKER.

J. Carlyle,

Mrs. Oliphant.

Secotui

Edziior..

T. Hodgkin.

Thomas Cranmer. A. J. Mason.
Thomas Ksn, F. A. Clarke.

Third Ediiion.
Augustus Jessop.

W. H. Hutton.

William Laud.

John Howe.

Edition.

MacCunn. Second Edition.

Lancelot Andkewe?

Cardinal Newman. R. H. Hutton.

John Donne.

Knojc.

John Wesley.

Daniell.

Hutton. Second

Editien.

Charles Simeon,

IVtU Portraitt

R. F. Honor:

Fourth

Ediiicr.

The Library of Devotion
With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes
Small Pott %vc,

cloth,
">,$.

lliSHOP Wilson's

y.

net i also some volumes in leather
net each volume

6d.

Light, Life, and Lovk

Sacra Privata.

the

i^ooK OF Devotions, A.

i

Christian Ybar, The

German

A

Selection from

Mystics.

Second Edition.

Little Book of Kfavsnlv Wisdom, A

A

Fiftk P.dilion.

Self.ction

from the English Myotics.

I

Confession.^; of
Ninth EditioK.

Augustine,

St.

y,

f-<^

Thk

!

Lyra

Apcstolic.*..

r.el

Lyra Inkocbntiom.

Day Book from the Saints and Fathers,
A-

:

i

Death and iMnoKTAMTr.
\

Devotions from the ArocrcvPHA.

i

Sacea.
a
Second Ec'i('o;i.

J..VRA

Third Edition

Book

of

Sacred

Virse.

Manual

cv Consolation from the Saints
AND Fathers, A.

I

Dbvotions of St. Anselm, TheDevotions fop Every Day in the

AND THE Great

;

Week

On the Love

of God.

Preces Pkivatal.

Festivals-

Grace Abounding to tks Chief of Sin

Psalms of David, The.
Serious Call to a Devout and Holv

mers.

Life, A.

Fi/ih Edition.

Guide to Lternitv, A.
MvsTiCAt.^ A
Writings of Mystics of

HoRAE

Day Book from
Many Nations.

Song of Songs, The.
the

Spiritual Combat, The.

Imitation of Christ, The. Eighth Ediiion.

SriRiTOAL Guide, The.

Inner Way, The.

Temple, The.

Third Editictt.

Iktkoddction to the Devout Life, Ak.

Third Ediihm.

Second Edition.

Thoughts op Pascal, The. Second Edition.

General

I'ach

many
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Books on kri

Little
tVitk

i.iTEkATURic

Dtmy

llluslrations.

each vclutue

51. tmt

j6rfi/<.

volume consists of about 200 paees, and contains from 30
includin^^ a Front

Ai.nirBCHi

DUmrk

i^-jjicce In

T>iit<i

E. Dillon.

Kttitiom.

Holbein.

Ro^KPLATKS

Mny L.

BuKNB-JoNKS.

Third

F. de Lisle.

Claude.

Akt.

John HoprNRR.

H.

Mrs. H. Jenner.

W. Tompkins.

Second

E.

C.

in Art.

Raphael.

A. R. Dryhurst.

Second Edition

F. Tyrrell-Gil).

Vandvck. M. G. Smallwood.
Velazquez
W. Wilbeiforc'

a. Corkran.

and

A.

R,

Gilbert.

Watts.

P.iston

The

Little

New

by E. H.

Small Pott

Mrs. H. Jenner.

Muriel Ciolkowska.

TURNBR.

Enamels. Mrs. N. Dawson. Second Edition

Illustrations

Our Ladv
Rodin.

Hughes.

With many

Davenport, V.D., F.S.A.

MiN'iATiinEs. C.
Second Edition.

Karlv English Watkr-Coloor.

G

Second

Sime.

Second Edition.

N. Peacock.

MiLLKT.

A. Pollard and E. Bimstingl.

George Romnkv,

J.

Edition.

Mrs. H. Jenner.

Krkdbric Lrigiiton.

Second Edition.

P. K. Skipton.

Sir Joshua Rhvnolds.

/edition.

CoKOT.

H.

F.iHtiim.

£. Dillon.

Conctailx.

C. Davenport.

Uonno!.

R. H. H. Cust.

jh

Mrs. G. Fortescue.

Jkwellkrv.

Christian Symbolism.

Christ

Illustrations,

E. .AlmncV.

BoTTicKLU.

CSLLINI.

40

Grbbk Art. H. B. Walters. Fi/th Edition.
Oreuze and Boucher. K. F. Pollard.

Allen.

L. J

Arts or jArAN, Th«.

to

PhotogrHVure

St'P.

R. E. D. Skerchley.

Stcond Edition

Guides

and other
41. fiei

artists,

and from pliotographs

ioch volume

The main

features of these Guides are (l) a handy and charming form ; (2) illusfrom photographs and by well-known artists; (3) good plans and maps 1
interesting in the
(4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that
natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or district treated.
trations

i.<;

Cambrtdgb
Thompson.

Channel

and

its Colleges.
A.
Fourth Edition, Revised.

Islands, This.

English Lakes, Thk.
IsLB or Wight, Thb.

London.

H.

E. E. Bicknell.

F. G. Brabant.

G. Clinch.

SirP..C.A.Windle.

Second Edition.

A

ITS

COLLEGES.

St. Paul's

Cathedral.

WcUs.

G. Clinch.

J^hakespeake's Country.
Windle. Fifth Edition.

Temple, The.

G.

W. and

H. H. L.

Westminster Abbey.
T. Story.

J.

Tenth Edition.

South Walks.

G. Clinch.

Malvern Country, The.
NoKi h Wales.

OxrORD AND

Second Edition.

Sir

J.

B.

C.

A.

H. Wade.

Bellot.

G.

E.

Troutbeck.

Methden and Compahy Limited

i8

Th@

Little Qoldei

continued

BeDFORDSHTRS and HUNTIMGDOM3HIRB. H.

W,

NORTHAMFTONSHIRB.

Macklin.

Berkshirs.

NOSTHOKBBRLANO.

F. G. Brabant.

buckinoiiamshise.

E. S. Roscoe.

NoTTiWGHAMSHiRs.

W. M.

Cornwall.

Essex.

J. C.

Fourth Edition.

J.

Fou-:'<.

Second Edi-

Second Edition.

A. Dutt.

Third Edition, Re-

Cox.

zuriittn.

Third Edition.

W. and J. H. Wade.
H. W. Tompkins.
G.

Hertfordshire.
J.

Cox.

J. C.

HsREKOSDSHiRE.

Second Edition.

H. Wade,

J.

C. Masefie'.d.

F. G. Brabant.

Warwtckshire.

Hampshikb.

C. Cox.

Stcond Edition,

p. Crane.

Stcond Edition.

Fifth Edition.

Cox.

J. C.

Wiltshire.

F. R. Heath.

Yorkshire,

Thk East

Third Edition.
Riding,

J.

E.

Riding,

J.

S.

Riding.

J.

E.

Morris.

Yorkshire, The North

Rt-

written.

Morris.

C

Kkhrtt.

E. Auden.

W. and

C

J.

Sussex.

Stcond

Cox.

Edition.

Kent.

W.

SoRRBT.

C

L. Guilford.

tion.

Suffolk.

Second Edition.

Cox.

Glouckstkrshirk.

5^.

Edition.

E. Hodgkin.

J.

J.

G.

Staffordshire.

Fourth Edition.

F. R. Heath.

Durham.

Somerset.

Secetui EdtiUn.

Stcond Edition.

J. C. Cox.

S. Baring-Gould.

DoHSBT.

SHROfSHiRE.

Gallichan.

A. L. Salmon.

Dhebyshire.

Devoh.

Stca^..-.

Morris.

OxFosDSHiSK. F. G. Brabant Secorul Sdiiisr..

C02.

J. C.

E.

J.

net.

Stcond

Edition, Retnsed.

Cambbidgkshirb.
Cheshirb.

Dry.

V;.

Edition, Revised.

Leicestershirb AND RoTLAND.
2nd V. B. Crowther-Beynon.
LlNCOLNSHIRS.

J. C.

MIDDI.R5EX.

B. Firth.

J.

A.

The West

Yorkshire,
Morris.

Harvey

51. net.

CoX.

Brittant.

ROMS.

Revised.

Sicily

The

S.

Normandy.

MoMMOOTHSHiRB, G. W. aud J. H. Wade.
Norfolk. W. A. DuU. Fourth Edition,

Little

Baring-Gonld. Stcond Edition.

C. Scndamorc.

Secar.d Edition.

C. G. Ellaby.
F.

H. Jacksoa-

Library

With Introduction, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces
Small Pott

^vo.

Each Volume,

clotk, 25. 6d. net ; also

some volumes

in leather at 3J. dd. net
43ftC.

A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH

LYRICS.

Stcond Edition.

iHiton (Jane).

DICE.

Two

3*. hd. net.

PRIDE AND PREJU-

Volutnts.

NORTHANGER ABBEY.
SROon (Francis). THE ESSAYS OF
LORD BACON.

Barnett (Annie).

A LITTLE BOOK OF

ENGLISH PROSE.

Third Edition.

THE HISTORY OF
THE CALIPH VATHEK.

Beokfofd (WlUlara).

SELECTIONS FROM
THE WORKS OF WILLIAM BLAKE.
Browning (Robert). SELECTIONS FROM
THE EARLY POEMS OF ROBERT
Blake (William).

BROWNING.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS

THE ANTI-JACOBIN:

FROM

With some Uter
Poems by George Canning.

Cesley (Abraham).

THE ESSAYS OF

ABRAHA2vI COWLSY.

GENKKAL LlTKKATUKK
f ha
I

Library— oonf/nuet/

Little

OrAbb«

HE

OK OEORUh

J'OliM.^

KFOM

SKl.KCTK^NS

(Qaortft).

RKJECTKD

liBlth(Horao« and Jamaa).

AUURKSSKS.

CKAlUlli.

THE ENGLISH
POKMS OK KIC: ARU CRASH AW.
DkhU All<hl«rl, PUROATORV.

Urn*

CnuhAi

A

(LRtironoe).

SENTIMENTAL

JOURNKV.
TMnrsoo (Alfrod, Lord). THL EARLV
POKMS OF ALt'REO, LORD ENNY-

PARAUISK.

1

SON.

SELECTIONS KROM
THE POEMS GIT GEORGE UARLEV.
EOTHEN. StcottJ
KIntflaka (A. W.).
Darlty (a»or|«).

Slititm.
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IN

THK PRINCESS.
MAUD.

(Henry).
THR POEMS OK
HENRY VAUGHAN.
WatorhouM (Sllzabe(b). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.

Vaajhao

at. 6<d. itti

LONDON LYRICS.
THE POEMS OF
Marvsll (Indrov).
ANDREW MARVELL.
mitoD (John). THE MINOR POEMS OV
UMk«r(r.).

yiiutitnth Edition.

Wordaworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POiiMS OF WILLIAM WORDS-

JOHN MILTON.
MANSIE WAUCH.
Nlohol8(Bowyer). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

WORTH.

l(olr(D. H.).

The
Edited by

Little

W.

J.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge

LYRICAL BALLADS.

(8. T.).

Tki,d Edithn.

Quarto Shakespeare

CRAIG.

40 Volumes.

Foil \6mfi.

MEMORIAM.

With Introductions and Notes

Leather, price

gd. net each volunif

is.

Miniature Library

Demy ^amo

Leathir^ y,

EorHRANOR: A Dialogue on Youth. Edward
FitrGerald.

I

|

Thb RuBA.iviTOpOMAB KhatvAm.

Edwatd

net each volumt

fid.

Poi-onio.s;
stances.

FitzGerald.

or,

Wise Saws and Modern

Edward

FitzGerald.
Cloth,

Fifth Edition.

is.

In-

net.

The New Library of Madioina
Edited by C.

W. SALEEBY.

Aix AND Health. Ronald C. Macfie. Second
Mdition.

xas.

6.''.

net.

field.

Care of the Body, The.
Second Edition,

F. s'^avanagh.

Sir

John

Gorst.

I

io.t. 6a'.

The Right
Second Edition.

Svo

Sir T. S. Clonston

zos. 6d. net.

Infant Mortalitv.
lo.f.

A. T. Scho-

ntt.

HvgienjsofMind, The.
Sixth Edition,

las, (>d. net.

Children of the Nation, The.
Hon.

Demy

Functional Nervk Diseases.

Sir

George Newman,

dd. net.

10s. td. net.

Prevention

Drugs and the Drug Habit.
ba-y.

10/. 6d. net.

H. Sains-

tion),

of

The.

Edition.

I

as.

Thbercdix>sis (ConsumpArthur Newsholme. .Second
6d. net.

Methuen akd Company Limited
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Books
Crown

for TraYeilars

%vo.

Each volume contains

a

number

Avon and Shakespearb's Codntrt, The.
Black Forest, A Boos of the.

C. E.

Hughes.

Edward Kutton.

Cities of Lombardy, The.

Cities of Romagna and the Mas^ches,
Thb. Edv/ard Hutton.
Cities of Spain, The.
Fifth Ediiion.

Edward Kutton.

Cities of Umbria, The.
Ftfik Edition.

Edward Hutton-

Klorenck and Northerk Tuscany, with
Genoa. Edward Hatton. Third Edition.

Land of Pardons, The (BrittanyX
Le

Edition.

tion.

%i. (td. net.

Sj. 6rf.

Naples Riviera, The.

New

Fokest, The.
Fourth Editian.

H. M. Vaughaa

Norway and
Rome.

Horace G. Hulchinsoa

Third Ediiion.

Round about Wiltshire.

A. G. Bradley,

Third Edition.

Siena and Southern Tuscany.
Hutton. Second Edition.

Edward

Skirts of the Great City, The.
G. BsU. Stcond Edition.

Mrs. A.

Venice and Vf.netia.

Edward Hutton.

Wanderer

in Florence, A.
Sixth Edition,
in Paris,
Thirteenth Edition.

in Holland, A.
.Sixteenth Ldiiion.

Wanderer

tdward

Wanderer

London, A.

ik

E. V. Lucas,

E.

A.

Wanderer

Fouftk Edi-

net.

M. A. WyUie.

its Fjords.

Edward Hutton.

Wanderkp.
Third

E. V. Lucas.

Arthur H. Norway.

Naples.

Anatole

Fourth. Editian,

Biaz.

London Revisited.

of Illustrations in Colour

Second Edition.

Second Edition.

A. G. Bradley.

eack

8j, 6</. net

V.

Lucas.

E. V. Lucas,
E. V. Lucas.

Eighteenth Edition.

NAfLBS AND SOUTKfiRN

IXALT.

Second

Hutton.

in VbkicEj A.
Editiof.

E. V. Lucas.

Some Books on Art
Art, Ancient and Medieval.
Crown 8w.
Illustrated.
Bulky.

M. H.

Old Paste.

js. 6d.

Royal 4/«.

net.

British School, The.

An

Anecdotal Guide

to the British Painters and Paintings in the
IllusE. V. Lucas.
National G'allery.
Fcap. %vo. 6f. net,
trated.

Decoratsvb Iron Work.
to the xviiith Century.

From

the xith

Charles ffoulkes.

Royal 1^0. £2 *s, net.
Fpancesco Guardi, 1712-1793.
Simonson.

Illustrated.

G.

Imperial

A.

40.

Illustrations of the
William Bl.ike. Quarto.

Italiak Sculptors.
trated.

Crown

&7?c.

W.

Book
£1

of

Job.

is. net.

G. Waters.

js. 6d, net.

£i

2S. net.

One Hundred Masterpieces of Sculpture.
With an Introduction by G.

Demy

trated-

ivo.

F. Hill.

Illus-

laj. 6rf. ntt.

RovA^ AcADa.MT Lectures o« Painting.
George Clauses. Illustrated. Crown %v«.
TS, dd. net.

Saints in Art, The. Margaret E. Tabor.
Uluslr,- -ed.
Third EditionPc»f. Ivo.
SS. rut.

Schools

f,i 2s. net.

A. Beresford Ryley. Illustrated.

trated.

Painting. Mary Innes. IllusSecond Edition. Cr. Bo«. &r. net.

c.-

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian Times.
Illus-

R.
DsKiy
J.

Allen.
£?«,

Illu£trated.
6d, nsi.

itii.

Second Edititm,

UENLKAL LllhUATUKL

-i^

Borne Books on Italy
Florkncb and
V«ut(han.

hkr Tkkasukbs.

H.

>V«/. iff.

IllusilratciJ.

M.

ts. ntl.

Sicily
ive.

FlORENCK AMD THK ClTIB« OK NORTHBRN
TuscANV, WITH Gbnoa. Edward Hutton.
tvc.
Illu^iriited.
Third KditioH.
Cr.
tj.

dd. Hit.

lUusuated.

op.

Cr. ivo.

ts.

E(lward Hutton.
6d. ntl.

a J. (>d. tut.

Hutton.
8.1.

Umbria, The Cities of.

Cr.

lUusttatrd.
ii. 64. ntl

M.

tiAFLLi,

H. M. Vaugban.

'I'T.

S*ci>U

Illu.slrated.
g/.

ivo,

Venice on Foot.

Cr.

Editicn.

it>o.

AND SuUTliKKN ItALV.

PBr.uuiA,

.A

Cr. Sm.

HiSTOKY

or.

Dttny

Sif.

ttlustratcd.

anu

Venice

Douglas.

E. HuttOII.

Edward Hutton.

Edition.

Cr.

81 J.

William Heywood.
15J. net.

Illustrated.

A

Verona,

6s. r.et.

Fcap. ivo.

H.

A.

6s. ntt.

Edwiud Hutton.

Cr.

Dtmy

of.

fno.

\^.

A.

Alien.

Alighieri
His Life and Works
Paget Toyn'oee. Illustrated. Fourth lidi:

Cr. %vc.

6s. net.

Lakes of Northern Italy, The.

%v».

M.

ntt.

Tlurd

is. 6d. rut.

KOMAGNA AND THE MaKCHBS, ThE

CiTlES

6v«.

Illustrated.

Richard
Fcap.

Secotid Edition.

6s. ntt.

%t. 6d.

Savonarola, Girolamo. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Illustrated.
Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo,

net.

C.

Fott %vo.

G. EUaby.

Illustrated.

Small

Illustrated.

Small

6s. ntt.

^i. ntt.

Skies Italian
Sicily.

Illus-

Fcap.ivo.

Treasures.

Hi.-JTORy

Dantb

Bagol.

Rome.

her

Illustrated.

Illustrated.

is. 64. net.

tion.

OF.

H. A. Douglas.

lul.

Illustrated.

Romr.

Hutton.

6s. 64. net.

Sicond Edition.

trated.

Naflks Rivibka,

8vo.

H. Norway.

Past and Present. A.
/\>v'tA Editien.

:

Cr.

Edward

Venetia.
Cr. ivo.

Cr.

Edward Hutton.

Edition.

Fifth

and

Venice

Edwaid

Stcjnd Edition.

Illustiated.
6d. ntt.

Illustrated.

Naples

Resort. Douglas
Second EdiHtm. Cr.

Illustrated.
net.

M.

Illustrated.
8j. 6d. ntt.

Milan under tkb Sforza, A History of.
Illustrmted.
Dtmy Sw.
Cecilia M. Ady.
I

IS.

Siena and Soi;thbrn Tdscanv.
8tx>.

Lombardy, The Citiks

The New Winter

:

Sladen.

F. H. Jackson.

Pott ive.

it. ntt.

:

vellers in Italy.
jj. ntt.

A

Little Breviary for Tra
S. Phelps.
Fcap. 8vo.

Ruth

Methuen and Company Limited
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—A Selection of Works of Fiction

Part III.
Albaneal

Maria).

(B.

MAIDEN.

KNOW A

I

Third Edition.

Cr. %vo.

net.

Svo.

Fifth Editioi*.

Cr.

7j. tut.

Cr. iva.

Thirteenth Edition.

js. net.

Five Towns Story or
London. Fifth Edition.

Third Edition.

Cr. ivo.

Cr.

THE SEA CAPTAIN.
js. net.

Cr. Ivo.

Third

Ediii<m.

net.

THE GAMESTERS.

Second aditian.

Cr.

THE YOUNG LOVERS.
Cr. ivo.

Baring

-

Stc^n./ Edition.

THE

Gould

(8.).
Uliisirated.

SQUIRE.

MAN FROM THE NORTH.
Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

BROOM-

Fifth EditioK,

Cr.

Cr.

Third

js. net.

THE MATADOR OF THE FIVE TOWNS,
Second Edition.

Cr. ivo.

WHOM GOD HATH
Cr. ivo.

MAN

A GREAT
Edition.

jj. net.

Edition.

:'inth

JS. net.

Edition.

ys. net.

Zoo.

A

Fourth Edition.

JS. net.

BURIED ALIVE.
Spa.

THE HIGHWAYMAN.
7-'.

in

JS. net.

THE PRICE OF LOVE.

^s. ntt.

Bailay (H. C).
Third Edition.

%vo.

Adventure
Cr. tvo.

THE HOUSE OF

SERRAVALLE.

Cr. Zvo.

Cr. %vo.

THE REGENT A
BARDEL.

OLGA

•,3tacy).

Ba^ot (Bichard).
Bco.

Cr.

7i. net.

:

lumoniar

Fourth Edition.

js. net.

THE CARD.

THE GLAD HEART.
%V0.

THESE TWAIN.

7.'.

Benson
Day.

Cr. iso.

7". net.

JOINED.

A New

js. net.

A

;

Frolic.

Seventh

net

is.

DODO A Detail of the

(B. F.).

:

.Sf ft.'rinth Edition.

Cr. ivo.

js.

7i. net.

IN THE
Barr (Robert).
ALARMS. Third Edition.

MIDST OF
Cr. %vo.

js.

net.

Fifth Edition.

ys. net.

THE MUTABLE MANY.
Cr. ivo.

GOLD,

Third Edition.

THE SEARCH PARTY.
Cr. ivo.

ivo.

;

Progkkss of an
Cr. ^vo.

Mind.

Ope.w

(H.).

Second

GOSSAMER.

Cr. ivo.

Illustrated.

Tenth Edition.

Third Edition.

Cr.

Fourth Edition. Cr.

ivo.

js.

net.

THE ISLAND MYSTERY
Cr. ivo.

tion.

7J. net.

EMMANUEL BURDEN,

MERCHANT.

tion.

js.

JS. net.

THE BAD
Belloo

Cr. Zvo.

JS. net.

LALAGE'S LOVERS.

7i. net.

Begble (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW, Ba.rt. or, The
Edition.

SPANISH

A.).

Seventeenth Edition.

net.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA.
Cr. iva.

Birmingham (George

iv»

Second Edi-

js. net.

TIMES. Second

Edition.

Cr.

JS. net.

Second Edi-

Boven

js. net.

(Marjorla). I WILL MAINTAIN.
Cr. ivo. js. net.

Ninth Edition.

Bannett

(Arnold).
Twelfth Edition. Cr.

HILDA LESSWAYS.

CLAY HANGER.
Zvo.

8j. r^t.

Sig-hik

Edition.

DEFENDER OF THE
Edition.

Cr. ivo.

js.

FAITH.

Seventh

net.

WILLIAM, BY THE GRACE OF GOD.
StCf^

i'diiUn.

Cr. ise.

?s. n^f.

Fiction
AND

.k<U

Cr. tvj.

THli KING.

EJ-ti^n.

Sijt/A

PRINCKANU UKKETIC.

Third Kditiyn.

A KNIGHT or SPAIN.

Third Edition

7i. tut.

Third Kdition.

C'

Third

ji. ntl.

ten),

.

Cr. tvc.

Fijth

Thitu Editidm.

Cr.

Jt. ntt.

"BECAUSE OF THESE THINGS.
Third SditioH.

Cr. »pr

11

IHE THIRD ESTATE
Cr. 8v#.

.

.

."

Edition.

Cr. ivo.

Edition.

.i«:#xW Editicn.

TUERltTURN

Rloe).

OF TARZAN. /'Va/. 8r*. ts. tut.
THE BEASTS OF lARZAN. StCfna
Cr. Spo.

CV. tv*

yt. n$t.

A PRINCESS OF MARS.

Cr.%v«.

is. tut.

E^trton).

THE

(AgDU

ftnd

GOLDEN BARRIER.
Cr. ivc.

Third Editicn.

7/. Hit.

SurnEMACV.
Thoumnd.

Sicvnd

sand.

TivtnUeth
Cr. ivo.

OuiKT

VICTORY

BOY A

Editiet.

Cr. tne.

<)S.

Sixth

Talis.

ntt-

Cr. 8ro.

Jt. tui.

Ftttrth Sdiiion.

CAMEOS,

Cr. iot.

jt.

ivo.

THE LIFE EVERLASTING.
Cr. Bw.

(8.

Eighth Edi

it. 6rf. ntt.

R.).

LOCHINVAR.
Cr. ivo.

Fifth Edition.

THE STANDARD

Illus-

ji. net.

BEARER.

Second

ys. ntt.

Cr. ivo.

LAMP.

Ttvsi^th

ROUND THE RED

Edition.

7'Aird

Jt. mti.

Cr. Rve.

js.

Dadeney

Coreill (Marie).

WORLDS,

A

ROMANCE OF TWO

rhtrtyfifih Edition. Cr. Svo.

js. 6d. tut.

VENDETTA

;

(Mr«. H.).
ys.

THIS

WAY

OUT.

ntt

7*. ndt.

Cr. %ve.

gotten.

Cr.

Edition.

h'i/tttnth

ts. Htt.

Cr. %vt:

N.

Cr.

net.

THE BLIGHTING OF BARTRAM.
B. E.

Tviiniicih Edition.

Doyle (Bit &. C»nan).

Cr. ioe.

Htt.

Edition.

Thirtytixth

td. ntt.

71.

SANDY MARRIED.

Conyer* (Dorothea).

OLD ANDY.

I2if/

Editit^n.
net.

(>d.

t:it.

i>s.

SditiiH.

F\/th Edition.

Sti«.

Sketch.

;

ivo.

Lovb

tsqth Thou-

Tut Traokuv of a

:

T/iird
Cr. ivo. is.

Cr.

iw

ijoM

A Simplb

:

IHE MIGHTY ATOM.

trated.

Island

Sxui.v

Edilior..

Lil K.

i/uHtiutd.

Crockett

7/. ntt.

An

:

A

Edition.

it. bd. net.

A SET OF EJX. Fourth

Cr. tvo.

Edition.

Hi^/iteenth
BriJ.
Cr.

ts. nit.

Cr. tv».

GOOD MAN

Storv.

tion.

Conrftd (Joseph).

it.

Sixtythito

'J'houtand.

TEMPORAL POWER:

Edition.

ti. tut.

THE SON OF TARZAN.
Oattle

Cr. ivo.

ji. nit.

184//1

HOLY ORDERS

Edition.

ok tub Woklo's

Fi/titth Edition.

ntt.

GOD'S

ttti.

It. tut.

Burrou(tbt(Bd<&r

PAKit.
it. mtt.

is. 6d. ntt.

jt. ntt.

MR. WASHINOTON.
SlW.

ok

Cr. ivo.

THE MASTER-CHRISTIAN.

THE CARNIVAL OF FLORENCE.
Sditiem.

Dkama

THE SORROWS OF SATAN.

ji. tut.

THE GOVERNOR OF HNGLA..D.
KUitiatt.

Twitlitth

7; Htt.

A

BARABBAS: A Dukam
Tkaobbv.

IHK yUEST OF GLORY.
Cr. iv«.

WORMWOOD:

i\v4nty-t*c<>nd Edition.

1*. <w/.

Cr. lew.

LILITH.

Cr. tvo.

/'.dUion.

71. ntl.

Cr. tvw.
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THE SOUL OF

o»,

The Storv of Onk For-

Thirtyfifih Edition.

Cr. ivo.

Fry (B. and C.
Fifih Edition

Harradec

B.).

A MOTHER'S SON.

Cr. ivo.

jt. net.

THE

GUJDING
(Beatrice).
Cr. Ivo.
Seco:id Edition.

THREAD.
JS. tut.

ii. net.

THELMA:

A

Noswician

Fi/iy-ninth Edition.

Cr. tvo.

Princess.
%s. 6d. n*i.

Storv of a Dead Self.
TtmntyfoHrlh Edition. Cr. ivo. js. td.

ARDATH: The

THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Secjiid BdiliiH.

Hicheas (Robert).
Cr. ivo.

JS. tut.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE.
Pd4tir>%.

Cr. So*

ji. sii.

Feurth

Methuen and Company Limited
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FELIX Three Years

in a Life.

:

Edition.

Cr. Zvo.
Cr. Zva.

BYEWAYS.

Eighth

Twenti-

is.

i

Ninth
1

SecofzJ Edition.

Cr.

•

THE DWELLER ON THE THRESHOLD.
Cr.

IN

TS. net.

%Vi>.

:

third Edition.

js. net,

I

1

A CHANGE OF

Hope (Anthony).
Sixth Edition.

Cr. Zzo.

MAN OF MARK.

A

AIR.

Set,tr.th Edition.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT ANTONIO.

Sixth Edition.

Cr. Ivo.

js.

NitUh EdUion.

Cr.

!

\

Cr, %vo.

Ninth Edition,

Illustrated.
JS. net.

-JS.

Illustrated

55. net.

Fourth EditioH.\

Cr. Sva.

illustrated.
jj. net.

SHORT CRUISES.

tvo.

;

Fifth edition^

KNOTS.

S!xt>i[

Third Edition.

Cr

IS. net.

THE LIFTED

(Baali).

VEIL.

Cr.\

JS. net.

j

I

Fifth Edition.

net.

HERO.

Cr. %vo.

Edition.

Cr. %vc.

;j.

Cr. 8»o.

7^.

net.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES.

I

JS. net.

WHITE FANG.

London
j

QUISANTfi. pgurih

ONE WOMAN'S

La^hbrldge (Sybil C).

i

KING'S MIRROR.

Cr. %vo.

Cr. Zvv.

Illustrated.
5 J. -Mt.

Edition.
3o*.

EishiM^

I

SIMON DALE.

THE

Illustrated.

Ti:nth Edition..

King
i

A/«.«wA

Illustrated.
5^. lut.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE.

I

lUustrattMl.

fs. net.

Twelfth

Illustrated.
5^. net.

5s. net.

SAILORS'

net.

PHROSO.
Zvo.

ODD CRAFT.

Cr. ivo.

Cr.

Fi/tee^.fh

5^. net.

Cr. Zve

\

JS. net.

Illustrated.
net.

50-.

Cr. Spc.

SALTHAVEN.

I

Zoo.

Illustrated.

DIALSTONE LANE.

\

ys. net.

Bptf.

Cr. too.

Cr. to».

THE WILDERNESS,

Cr. ivo.

Edition.

Edition.

Edi-

l-ifth

Cr.

jj. net.

AT3UNWICHP0RT.
Edition.

\

THE WAY OF AMBITION,

Cr.

Ht>o.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING.

I

71. net.

net

nei.

Cr.

LIGHT FREIGHTS.
Edition.

ts. 6d. net.

Szia.

I

tion.

^.

MASTER OF CRAFT.

A

%s.

Nineteenth Edition.

3 J.

Eleventh Edition.

na.

Cr. %vo.

ivo.

I

8ARBARY SHEEP.
luo.

I

is. 6d.

Cr. %oo.

2s. 6d. net.

5J. net.

Also Cr.

j

Cr. ivo.

Illustrated.

%vo.

j

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD.
Cr.

MANY CARGOES.

W.).

Svc.

SEA URCHINS.

^i. net.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH.

Edition.

(W.

Also Cr.

7*. net.

Cr. 8w.

sixth. Eiiiticti.
net.

Jacobs

Tnt>-ty-third Edition.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN
Ediliait.

Sevtnth

7J. net.

(Jack).
Edition. Cr. Zve.

-/s.

Ninth

net.

Lowrndea (Mra. Balloc). THE
Third Edliion. Cr. Zvj, js.

LODGER.
net.

net.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE.
Cr. Zvo.

tion.

Third Edi-

JS. net.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC
Fourth Edition.

trated.

MRS.
tion.

Cr. ivo,

Ulus
js. net.

Third Edi-

-JS.

LISTENER'S LURE: Am
Twelfth Edition.

j

j

OVER BEMERTON'S: Am
Chronicle.
ivo.

(C. J. Catcliffe).

MR. HORROCKS,

Fi/th Edition.

Cr. ivo

js.

Easy-going

Sixteenth Edition.

Fcap.

6s. net.

Fcap. ivo.

Thirteenth

Fcaji. ive.

Edition.

dr. net.

LONDON LAVENDER.

Twelfth Edition.

6s. net.

LANDMARKS.

Fifth

Edition.

Cr. ive.

Ts. net.

net.

FIREMEN HOT.
ivo.

(B. v.).

Obi.iQUB Narration.
Fcai. ivo. 6s. net.

MR. INGLESIDE.
Second Edition.

JS. net.

PURSER.

Lucas

I

j

net.

A YOUNG MAN'S YEAR.
Hyne

Cr. 8v«.

MAXON PROTESTS.
Cr. Zvo.

;

!

JS.

Fourth Edition.

Cr.

CAPTAIN KETTLE ON THE WARPATH.

Third Edition.

RED HERRINGS.

THE VERMILION BOX.
Cr. ivo.

net.

Cr. Svo.

Cr. 8»o.

jt. net.

6s. net.

LyaU (Edna).
NOVELIST.
«.

tut,

Fifth Edition.

JS. net.

DERRICK VAUGHAN
44/A

Thousand.

Cr. ^ve.

FumoN
SaK«un«

SONIA:

(Stephan).

THE VANISHEDMF.SSENGRR.

ISktwbbn

Hdition.

Si.ttteniA hiiitiim. Cr. irv.

I'wo Wi'Rl.i>s.

NINKTY-SIX HOURS' LEAVE.
Cr.

ix-c.

THIC SIXTH SENSE. Cr. Si-».
r. 8v«.
Sj. mt.
MIDAS & SON.

ti.

Oxenham

mi.

8r'i'.

'^KTEk

(8.).
Kiiitioii.
Cr. of),

AND

.VV

••«:'.'1

Kdi::on.

C>: iva.

THE

js.

Second Edition.

LAURISTONS.

7J. K ^
SixttttUh Edition.

J-i/th

Cr. Zvo.

THE GATELESS BARRIER.
Cr. ivo.

tiim.

Bdv

Fiflk

(A.

CLEMENTINA.

Ninth Edition.

UiusUAlcd.

Cr. %vo.

7X.

VIVIEN.

B.).

js.

"1914."

Seventh Edi-

Cr. Zvo.

7s.net.

PIERRE AND HIS

(Gilbert).

PEOPLE.

:

Seventh Edition.

Cr, Zvo.

js,

mt.

js. net.

ODDLENGIHS.

Third Edition.

Park«r

j

Cr. Svo.

tion.

Fourth Edition.

7s. net.

Thirteenth

net.

THE GUARDED FLAME.

Cr.

7S. net.

Cr. Zvo.

|

Cr. %vo.

mt.

,

I

Edition.

7s.

rhird Edition.

BROKEN SHACKLES.

;

net.

Maxwell (W.

Sixth Edition.

Cr. Zv«.

MARY ALL-ALONE,

W.).

B.

Cr. Zvo.

7s. rut,

Fourth Edition.

fs. met.

Zvo.

bason

7s.

THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN ROSE.

IS. Hti.

ifO.

Zvo.

Fourth Edition.

THE COIL OF CARNE.

Cr

Mdition.

anu Othkii

Cr.

7s. net.

mi.

CARISSIM/V.

Cr.

Edition.

net.

Cr. %V0.

SIN.

Sixth

7s. net.

Storiks.
I

THE WAGES OF

LOSS.

THE SONG OK HYACINTH,

HE HISTORY OK SIR
RICHARD CALMADV: A Romanck.

Matet (Lucas).

mt.

Fi/th Edition.

Illustrated.

AND

Cr. Zvo.

JANE.

H(t.

ys.

7s.

WEAVER OF

A

7s. net.

PROFIT
Fourth

Cr. Zvo.

(John).

WEllS.

«

M»c;i»u<htAn

.<!eionJ

jj. net.

Ai/ZA

Htt.

TS.

Cr. Zvo.

THE HILLMAN.

is. ntt.

H.iilion.
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]

Cr.Uo.

Second Edition.

MRS. FALCHION.

1

TS. net.

Zt'o.

Edition.

Fi/t/i

Cr.

7s. net.

j

HILL RISE.

Fourth Edition.

Cr. Soo.

js.

THk TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.

net.

Fourth Edition.

THE REST CURE.

FoMrth Edition.

Cr.

Tenth Edition.

trated.

Ml!no(*.A.).
Edition.

THE

Cr. ivo.

ONCE A WEEK.

DAY'S PLAY.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO.

Edition.

Cr. ivo.

Ths

Js.

(E. Phillips).
Fi/ih Edition. Cr. Zvo.

THE MISSING DELORA.
Fourth Edition.

Cr. ivc.

ys.

BURTON.

Second Edition

Cr. Zvo.

Perrln
T'tird Edition.

Cr. Zvo.

LIGHTS.

(ts.

mt.

Fourth Edition.

7s. net.

THE CHARM.

(Alice).
Cr. Zvo.

Edition.

Cr.

Cr. Zdo.

7).

mi.

Third

i

Fi/th

71. net.

JS. rUt.

GREX OF MONTE CARLO.

Edition.

7s.

I

7s.
I

&V0.

MR.

Third Edition.

NORTHERN

I

mt.

A PEOPLE'S M.\N.

Cr. Zvo.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.

js. net.

Cr. Zvo.

mi.

Illus-

Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.
Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. mt.

Illustrated.

THE DOUBLE LIFE OF MR. ALFRED

7s.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: A

I

mt.

Pretty

mi.

MASTER OF

Oppenfaelm

MEN.

js. net.

'

of
Cr. Zvo.

I

I

Cr. Zvo.

Advkntures

Fi/th Edition.

Twentieth Edition.

trated.

7s. net.

:

Seventh

7s. net.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY.

ns. net.

Cr. Zvo.

Cr. Zvo.

Last

PiERRB.'

Sijcth Edition,

Fourth

Illus-

7s. net.

Zz<o.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH:

OF MEAN

THE HOLE IN THE WALL.
Edition.

Cr.

Ths Story ok a Lost Napoleon.
is. net.

net.

DIVERS VANITIES.

7s. net.

WHEN VALMOND CA.ME TO PONTI AC

Stjcth

js. net.

Cr.iva.

TALES
aorritton liriliur).
STREETS. Seventh Edition.
Cr. Sv*.

Cr. Zvo.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD.

Js. net.

Zeo.

Phlllpotta (Eden). CHILDREN
MIST. Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

OF THE
7>

'>ii-

Methuek akd Company Limited
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THE HUMAN

BOY.

Stvtnik Ediiion.

With a Front:spiece.

Cr, %vo.

SONS or THE MORNING.
ti«n.

Cr. %v>.

THERr.^R.

Wells (H.
Cr. 8sw.

js. net,

Stcor.d

Edi

(C. g. and k. M.).
THE
CONDUCTOR
The
Strange Advkntcebs of a Motoh Car.

LIGHTNING

Po-MtkEditum. Cr.^vn.

is.

Cr. 6t*.

OF A Motor.
TkirtI Edi-

Cr. Bvo.

Cr. %vf.

Romanci

Ninth Edititn.

Illustratad.

l.fLD\ BETTY ACROSS
Nineteenth EdUit>n, Cr.

js.Hti,

THE WATER.
Bvo.

js. ntt.

SCARLET RUNNER.
aidge

(W.

A SON

Pott).

STATE.

Tiird Ed-tum.

OF THE
Cr. %v*.

Edition.

AMERICA.

Edition,

MADAME
8i<0.

Cr.

Cr. t9».

Cr. Bvo.

T/iird

js. tut.

PRINCE.

iaf».

"JS.

Steond Edition.

lilostniied.
ntt.

THE GOLDEN SILENCE.

Second Edition.

p0%rik

Illustrated.
jt. ntt.

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS

fs.

Hgl.

THE REMINGTON SENTENCE.

Eiekth Editum.

Cr.

ys. ntt.

Cr. Bvo.

IllustrBt«td.

jj. ntt.

THE GUESTS OF HERCULES.

TOP SPEED

Steond Edit ion.

Cr.

JS. ntt.

7* , Htt.

THE HUMAN BOY AND THE WAR.
Third Edition.

Edition.

THE PRINCESS PASSES: A

js.nei.

DEMEXER'S DAUGHTER.
tion.

FoHrth

:

Ttetntysecond

Illustrated.
%tte.
ji. net.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER.
Cr.%v».

Fifth BdHioit.
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